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i. 

PEASANT FORMATION AND CAPITALIST DEVELOPMENT : THE CASE OF ACRE, 

SOUTHWEST AMAZONIA. 

ABSTRACT. 

The primary aim of this thesis has been to provide a detailed 
empirical account of the process of rural transformation in the 
State of Acre from its colonisation during the Rubber Boom up to 
the present day. Both secondary and primary sources have been used, 
the bulk of the contemporary material having been gathered during 
a field trip to Brazil between October, 1983, and March, 1985. 
Personal accounts form a significant part of the text, not as a 
substitute for analysis, but rather to complement it by providing 
a qualitative aspect in the form of 'life histories'. 

Within this framework, the thesis also tests three hypotheses. 
Firstly, the presentation of the Amazon as an economic, political 
and socio-cultural unity is difficult to sustain given the extent 
of empirical variations at the sub-regional level. Secondly, the 
State cannot be treated as a simple aggregate whose actions are the 
implementation of the aspirations of a particular class. Such a 
position ignores both the complexity and the social nature of state 
apparatuses. Thirdly, the solution to the problems facing small 
rural producers may be found at the political, rather than the 
economic, level. 

The text is divided into two parts, The first covers the 1870-1945 
period and charts the constitution of a class of 'captive' rubber 
tappers tied to the rubber estate by debt peonage. In particular, 
Part 1 notes the economic, socio-political and ecological factors 
which made Acre something other than a general Amazonian 'norm' and 
which delimited the courses of action available to the various 
agents and agencies as they became engaged in the struggle for land 
in Acre in the 1970s. 

Part 2 deals with the post-war period. It begins by analysing 
federal development strategies and the actions of two state organs, 
SUDAM and INCRA, in the implementation of state programmes in the 
Amazon. This is followed by a discussion of the struggle for land 
in Acre, the role of the federal and local state government in its 
precipitation and the socio-political repercussions of the struggle 
- notably a massive rural-urban migration into the shanty towns of 
the state capital and the development of a considerable rural 
protest movement. Federal and local state programmes to resolve the 
rural crisis are then analysed as are the activities of the Church 
and the Rural Worker's Union. The principal conclusion drawn is that 
small rural production units can and do survive in the 'modern' 

capitalist world and that there is considerable scope for the 
extension of small producer programmes. The determining factor, 
however, is a conducive political climate. 
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I. 

PEASANT FORMATION AND CAPITALIST DEVELOPMENT : THE CASE OF ACRE, 

SOUTH - WEST AMAZONIA. 

Introduction. 

The integration of Brazil's vast Amazonian Region into the national 

economy and society has been a consistently stated target of Federal 

policies and programmes throughout the post-war period. These have 

sought to combine the Government's principal geo-political and 

economic imperatives, i. e., the need both to physically occupy its 

territorial space and utilise that space to generate export revenue. 

Of particular significance was the creation of the POLAMAZONIA 

programme in 1974 whose purpose was the implantation of large-scale 

capital intensive ranching and mineral enterprises in the region. 

This marked a complete change from earlier policies that had given 

priority to the colonisation of the Amazon Basin by landless peasants 

from Brazil's North-East. The implementation of the POLAMAZONIA 

programme resulted in an increasingly violent confrontation between 

the ranching companies, which began to clear large areas of forest 

for pasture, and the small rural producers who already lived and 

worked on the land, although without documented title deeds. 

The Federal Government, faced with mounting national and inter- 

national protest over the social and ecological violence that its 

programmes had engendered, began to couch its public statements on 

the situation in terms of the twin problems of 'National Security' 

(the internal and external threat of communism) and the lack of 
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entrepreneurship/non-competitiveness of the 'peasant economy' in the 

'modern' capitalist world. Subsequently, rural union leaders and 

lawyers, certain sections of the clergy, and others who openly 

worked to improve the lot of the small rural producer, began to be 

arrested under the Law of National Security and, in some cases, were 

imprisoned and/or expelled from the country. As recently as 1981, 

when such institutionalised violence against the Amazonian peasantry 

and those forces allied to it was the rule rather than the exception, 

a leading spokesman for the Federal Government commented: 

In ihe open . 6ociety we wi, 6h to Pui&, we cannot guazantee 

, 6ucce. 6,6 to anyonz. In the con2pp-Litive 3ýuggie /oi 
. 6uzvivai, 

tho, 6, e peawnt /a/znzez. 6 who do not pzoL)e equai to Vze chaiienge 
wiý go undez. "(1) 

The implication, here, is firstly that the struggle between the 

small family production unit and the larger enterprise is taking 

place in the economic arena and, given the economies of scale, 

rational production techniques and so on of the capitalist unit, the 

small producer must go under. Secondly, that throughout this process, 

the state itself is merely an observer. 

In the first place, many small producers are engaged in subsistence 

agriculture to the exclusion of production for the market place. 

This group is not in direct competition, then, with capitalist 

agriculture. The. conflict that has arisen has been primarily over 

the control of one factor of production, the land, with the use 

of physical coercion rather than economies of scale as the principal 

1. Quoted in Latin American Research Reports, 13/3/81, p. 4. 
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means by which such large enterprises achieve that control. 

Between April, 1980, and June, 1981, fifteen rural union leaders and 

activists were murdered. Three union presidents and three union 

lawyers were among the victims. They were murdered in places as far 

apart as Para in the North and Mato Grosso do Sul in the South, Acre 

in the West and Pernambuco in the North-East. In this seemingly 

concerted attack on the rural union leadership, none of the 

perpetrators have been brought to justice. (l). 

Secondly, it is clear that the accumulation of capital does not take 

place in a political vacuum. The Federal Government not only 

created an institutional framework within which this process occurs, 

e. g., as with the inauguration of such programmes as POLAMAZONIA, 

the actual agencies such as INCIRA (2) which were given the task of 

counteracting the excesses of these programmes funcioned in a manner 

prejudicial to the small rural producer. 

This thesis will analyse the struggle for landin the State of Acre, 

in the south-western corner of the Brazilian Amazon (3) between the 

resident rubber tapper population and the ranchers who migrated into 

the state. Here, the conflict resulted in the eviction of thousands 

of rubber tapper families from their properties during the 1970's 

and the assassination of the president of a local branch of the Rural 

1. '0 Latifundio Armado' insert of Movimento, edition no. 314,6 - 12 
July, 1981, pp, 11 -14. 

2. INCRA - The National Institute for Colonisation & Agrarian Reform. 

3. See Map 1. 
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Worker's Union in July of 1980. 

The thesis will be divided into two parts. The first and shorter 

part will provide an analysis of the historical constitution of 

Acre's rubber tapper peasantry between 1870 and 1945, i. e., during 

the so-called 'Rubber Boom' period and in the inter-war years. Part 

Two willcover the modern period, dealing specifically with those 

national and local elements that underpin the contemporary conflict 

in the Acrean countryside and the social consequences that have 

resulted from it. In particular, it will examine the development of 

the movement that sprang up locally to counter the violence that was 

being perpetrated by the ranchers and chart the various moves by 

state organisations and others to subvert the activities of and/or 

co-opt this movement. 

It is not intended here to provide a general introduction, as this 

would anticipate results that will be substantiated later in the 

text. Nor is it the intention to give a detailed analysis/critique 

of the numerous theoretical works that have been written during 

the previous 50 years on 'The Peasantry' and 'Capitalist Develop- 

ment in the Periphery' to demonstrate how they fail to account for 

various features of the social complex under examination in this 

thesis. This would be a singularly futile exercise as the following 

section which outlines the methodological bases of this research 

will explain. Otherwise, where such points arise, they will be 

dealt with in the text. 
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Methodological Considerations. 

The starting point of this research is at the level of the 

empirical particular, i. e., a given struggle between specific 

agents in a determinate space and time. Having identified the 

subject matter in its phenomenal form, the task that lies ahead, 

and which is undertaken here, is to analyse the essential relations 

that underpin this phenomenon and which determine both its form 

and trajectory. 

The research is not founded upon some theoretical construction from 

which certain hypotheses were identified for testing in the field. 

In the first place, the available academic readings could not 

provide the basis of such a theoretical construction. They were 

either theoretical discourses themselves and as such speculatory, 

or else they were grounded upon empirical observation of phenomena 

different to that under investigation here, although some authors 

assume their findings to be somehow universal. To use such 

foundations would be to predetermine the outcome of the research. 

If, for example, the contemporary struggle for land in Amazonia is 

conceived in simple economistic terms, then the fate of the small 

producer is sealed : expulsion from the land and eventual proleta- 

rianisation. Such a position sees the small producer merely as a 

recipient of the determinations of others, the object of, rather 

than one subject in, a developing process. 

1. The discussion in this section was developed from a reading of: 
Corrigan et al : 1978 ; Sayer: 1979 ; McLellan: 1979 ; Marx: 1858 
and Hanson: 1958 and 1971, in that order. 
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Following on from this, the field work was not directed toward the 

testing of predetermined hypotheses. As Hanson states so succinctly: 

"A theory is a cluster of conclusions in search of a premiss " (1) 

Here, hypotheses are constructed 'a posteriori' , that is, after 

the research has been undertaken and conclusions drawn from it. 

Thus, the hypotheses noted below and which will be discussed in the 

text were not elements of the methods of enquiry, but, rather, form 

part of the presentation of the results. 

Hypotheses. 

1. The presentation of the Brazilian Amazon as a region which is 

economically, politically, and socio-culturally homogeneous is 

difficult to sustain given the extent of empirical variation at 

the sub-regional level. 

2. The state cannot be treated as a simple totality which represents 

a particular class. This position ignores both the complexity and 

the social nature of state apparatuses. 

3. If the struggle between small rural producers and large-scale 

enterprises is also taking place at the political level, rather 

than just the economic, level, then the outcome of the struggle 

cannot be predicted by simple reference to economic laws. The 

struggle has resulted from a particular array of economic, 

political, and social, forces and, thus, a recomposition of those 

forces may produce a different result. 

1. Hanson: 1958: 90 - also quoted in Sayer: 1979: 115-See also Hanson: 1971, 

especially pp. 60 - 67 on Hypothetico-deduction and Retroduction. 
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The Field Trip and the Presentation of its Findings. 

As stated above, the primary objective was to conduct an investi- 

gation into the essential relations upon which the contemporary 

rural conflict in Acre is founded. It is obvious that such conflict 

cannot be treated in isolation, either in time or space, from wider 

contextual phenomena. In the event, the research came to be divided 

into two discrete, although intimately connected, parts: that which 

concerned the analysis of events/agencies that were prior/external 

to the struggle ; that which concerned the struggle itself. 

The research into the former was undertaken during the first year 

of the Ph. D. programme in England, along with language training, as 

well as during the first few months in Brazil and on the return 

home. In essence the process involved the assimilation of general 

historical data relating to economic, political, and socio-cultural 

developments in Brazil as a whole and in the various regions, 

although emphasis was understandably placed on material concerning 

Amazonia. 

Research into the second element took place in situ, during the 

field trip to Brazil which lasted from October, 1982, until March, 

1984. Because Acre is so isolated and the conflict so recent, there 

was little literature available on post-1960 developments in the 

state. Only two works were read by me that were specifically 

concerned with events in Acre (1). These were both concerned with 

1. Aquino: 1977 & Cedeplar: 1979. Three other works became available 
later: Silva: 1981; Oliveira: 1982; Cavalcanti: 1982. The same comments 
apply. 
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intra-state migration and while they were useful in providing some 

background material, their subject matter was only tangential to 

this research. Where material has been utilised from these or other 

works, it will be noted in the text. 

The bulk of the material collected on the contemporary situation, 

then, was collected at first hand during the field trip. During 

the latter, I participated as fully as possible in the social and 

political life of the rural population, attending a variety of 

social events, dances, religious ceremonies, public meetings and 

political demonstrations, branch meetings of rural unions and of 

political parties. The Acreano population, in both the countryside 

and in the towns, treated me extremely hospitably and it is hoped 

that I was able to give of my own life experiences as I received. 

More than half of the period of the field trip to Acre was spent in 

the forest moving between the isolated huts of rubber tappers and 
2 

subsistence farmers. Given the size of the state, 152,589 Km 

and a rural population density of less than one person per square 

kilometre, it was not feasible to conduct surveys on any random 

sample of the rural population. Most of the contacts made, and 

therefore of the interviews taped, resulted from chance meetings. 

Interviews were recorded on small river craft, on buses, in bus 

stations, health posts, and bars, at union meetings, and in people's 

homes wherever possible. All the Acrean townships and cities were 

visited and interviews recorded in all the state's municipalities. 
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Travel in the forests of the interior was both the most physically 

demanding and the most pleasurable part of the research. In Acre, 

as elsewhere in Amazonia, localssay that there are only two seasons: 

summer when it rains every day and winter when it rains all day. 

This is perhaps an overstatement, however it does point to the 

difficulties of travelling overland on foot. 

It was not advisable to wander alone in the forest, but rather than 

utilise a guide who may have facilitated access to these remote 

areas, but perhaps hampered the development of personal relations 

and interfered with discussions on sensitive issues, I travelled 

as and when others travelled the forest paths on their day to day 

business. I 'tagged on' to mule and ox trains, priests, rural union 

officials, functionaries of state agencies, traders, and the rural 

population themselves as they moved around the forest visiting 

neighbours, relations, or made their twice yearly shopping visits 

to town. 

My arrival at a particular forest dwelling usually caused quite 

a stir. Outsiders and especially foreigners are seldom seen in the 

forest. On more then one occasion my arrival was sufficient reason 

for the residents to break open a few bottles of cachara, the local 

sugar cane spirit, and celebrate. During such gatherings, those 

who were present were asked to give short taped interviews. It 

must be stated here that it was seldom possible to interview 

female members of the household as they were invariably occupied 

with domestic duties. In addition, there was a distinct tendency for 

men to respond even when a question was addressed to a woman. 
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Such interviews provided both the core data and wider contextual 

socio-cultural data. It was frequently the case that a family 

invited me to spend the night which gave me both the opportunity 

to participate socially as well as to solicit further information. 

I tried not to stay with any one family more than two days. This 

was not for anti-social reaons, and it was certainly difficult to 

leave after such a fleeting acquaintanceship, rather it was so that 

I did not place too great a strain on their meagre stocks of food 

supplies. It was not possible for me to transport my own foodstuffs 

as I was travelling long distances on foot. As a way of saying 

thank you, I frequently took family portraits which were delivered 

on the next visit to the area or else entrusted to the local priest 

or union official. Few families had photographs of their children. 

The length of time spent with any given family was also determined 

on the volume of local traffic. I was totally dependent on mule 

trains and other passing travellers who allowed me to follow up 

in the rear. On a number of occasions I was 'stranded' for several 

days before the next traveller passed by and I could move on to the 

next site. Each trip into the forest lasted a maximum of three 

weeks. Apart*from the need to recuperate physically and the 

impossibility of transporting more than my tape recorder, camera, 

hammock and two changes of clothing, a major factor in the length 

of these trips was the length of time the batteries lasted. They 

always ran out before I was ready to return to town. This was not 

due to any lack of planning on my part, rather it was a combination 
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of the humid conditions, the unreliability of Brazilian batteries, 

and the wish of those who had been interviewed to hear the 

recordings of their voice at least three times before climbing into 

their hammock for the night. 

During these trips, two types of information were gathered. On the 

one hand, so-called 'hard data' of a quantifiable nature was 

obtained. This generally related to the economic life of the 

community and was collected using both pre-structured questionnaires 

and unstructured, informal interviews, usually taped. To complement 

this, to provide a 'sociological' perspective whilst at the same 

time trying to avoid a reduction into psychological case histories, 

'soft data' was also collated pertaining to the life experiences 

of those concerned. It is the latter that form a significant part 

of the text. 

It is hoped that a 'reasonable' balance has been achieved in the 

text between analysig and the 'life histories' that illustrate it. 

The latter have been included not so as to substitute analysis, and 

not simply because of the particular tale that is being told by the 

individual, but also because of the way in which it is told. Both 

the content and the form of these interviews reflect the social 

logic that underpins everyday existence. 

It must be pointed out that 'life histories' do not provide a 

simple reconstruction of past events. In the first place, the 

results that are obtained are intimately linked to the relationship 

op 
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between the interviewee and the interviewer. The latter's presence 

must be a significant factor as it is s/he who initiates the 

narration and is the principal recipient of it, as well as being 

its ultimate interpreter. In addition, the narrative is not just a 

recollection of previous events, the narrator also interprets 

these in the light of other occurrences that s/he has experienced 

subsequently. As Bertaux-Wiame notes: 

7o te-U one', ý Lile itolty i/5 noi oney to taf-k o/z 1-0 

ItemAmAelL; it i. 6 an act, an encountelt with Ize-a-Uty. I/ 
ih-i,, 3 encoun4ez ýeemI5 &, Umii- it6eil & an uccount ol 
Vze pa. 6ýt, ii- i. 6 oziented in lact gy ýhe /2, ze, 3, eat, -in 

h, )o 
way, ý: /i/tii it Aecon. -6L/zuci, 5 Me meaniny o/ ihe pa, 6i /-, zom 
V2, e p4, e. 6gni poinJ- ol view; /5econd, and moze deep-0y, it 

giv" mearting to the pa. 6t in o/tdp-/z to gltve nzeanýing to 
ýhe pqewii tile o/ Y-he pe/z, 6on. ' (1) 

Life histories, then, provide an interpretation of the past and not 

a knowledge of it. However, in a given social context such as the 

conflict under examination in this research, it is as important to 

understand how events are perceived as to know that they happened. 

It is for this reason that they are extensively reproduced in the 

text. In this sense, this research is a series of interpretations 

of a series of events. As such it is not 'complete', it is merely 

part of a greater whole: the collective writing of social history. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Bertaux-Wiame: 1979: 29. For further discussions on the 'life 

story' method, see Bertaux: 1979 ; Carr-Hill & MacDonald: 1973 
Farraday & Plummer: 1979 ; Thompson: 1978 ; and Tagg: 1985. 
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Chapter 1- The Occupation of Western Amaz8nia. 

1.1. The extraction of 'Backland Drugs'. 

The Portuguese moved north into the Amazon delta from the coastal 

colonies of the north-eastern litoral during the 17th century to 

counter the the southward penetration from the Guianas of the Dutch, 

French and English. Settlements were few in number being little more 

than small forts whose population engaged in subsistence agriculture (I). 

Expansion was hampered by a chronic shortage of labour. An attempt was 

made in 1682 to resolve this problem when the Portuguese Crown created 

the 'Commercial Company of Maranhao' which was given the task of 

importing 10,000 African slaves into the region over a 20 year period. 

The project failed, few slaves being imported, as slaves brought a better 

price on the sugar colonies. (2). 

Indigenous labour during this period was controlled by the Jesuits 

through the Mission System based on the law of 1680 which sub-divided 

Indian labour into three groups: the first was channelled into 

agricultural activity to support the mission village; the second, again 

under mission control, acted as guides, porters, etc.; the third was ear- 

marked for distribution amongst the settler population. However, the 

latter could only be employed for a maximum period of two months at a 

time and only then after the statets labour needs had been met. In 

addition, Indian labourers were entitled to be paid a stipulated salary 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Le Cointe: 1922: 16-22; Cardoso and Muller: 1977: 21. 
2. Simonsen: 1957: 127. 
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and allocated a daily minimum ration of provisions (1). 

By 1750, there were 46 settlements in the Lower and Middle Amazon. 

Primitive agricultural activity was now being supplemented by the 

extraction of forest products, the 'Drogas do Sertao' or 'Backland Drugs' 

such as cocoa, cloves, cinnamon, sasparillha, vanilla, guaranA, and, to a 

certain extent, rubber (2). The latter was receiving increasing interest 

in European scientific circles following the expedition of the Frenchman 

Charles de la Condamine to Ecuador. In a letter to the Parisian Academy 

of Sciences written in 1736, Condamine noted the peculiar properties 

of a tree that the natives called Hhev6 (3). With a simple incision in 

the bark, the tree produced a white fluid, latex, that the Indians 

collected and formed into balls that returned to their original shape 

after being subjected to pressure. In addition, the latex could be 

painted onto objects to render them waterproof and, through the use of 

moulds, articles such as bottles could be made that were lighter than 

glass and which did not fragment when dropped (4). 

This was not the first time that the properties of rubber had been 

noted. Several early voyagers in the Americas and Indies mention the 

qualities of the product (5). However . the new interest was not focussed 

on rubber's novelty value, but on its scientific properties. An early 

commercial application of what by the 1760's had come to be known as 

'India-rubber' was its substitution for dried breadcrumbs as the means 

of erasing pencil marks on paper. In the preface of his 'Theory and 

1. Maclachlan: 1973: 202. For a detailed account of Portugal's policy 
towards the indigenous population prior to 1680, see Thomas: 1982- 

2. Furtado: 1982: 91; Ribeiro: 1982: 42. 
3. Hevea Brasiliensis. Also called Caucho or Cahucho which literally 

means 'weeping wood'. 
4. Tocantins: 1979: 99; Storrs: 1946: 1. 
5. For example, Columbas 1493, D'Anghier 1525, and Torquemada 1536. 
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and Practice of Perspective', written in 1770, Priestley notes: 

"Since Vzi, 6 uic/tk &u-6 12, zinted o// I have . 6een a 3uP., 6tance. 
exceL&nUy adapted to the pwzpo, ýe o/ wip-ing Aom pa/?, ez 
maAk. 6 ol a Uack &ad penc-i.. e. R- mu, 6i, tAe, 'W-/oae, 9-e o/ 
, 3, inguia, z vabLe io iho, 6e hAo pAactice d1tawing. R i, 6 -6oid f. y Mz. NaiAne, mathematical -in, 6&wment makeA, oppo. 6iLe the 
Royal (Exchange. Ite 

. 3e-M a cagicme piece, o/ atout halý an 
. 
inch, lo, z thAze 

. 6hiLb: zzg. 6, and he wy. 6 it wiV ta. 6t 3, evelm-t 
yea/t, 6. ' (1). 

As the demand for forest products such as rubber grew, collectors were 

forced to penetrate deeper into the interior and expeditions took 

months rather than weeks and thus were restricted by the Indian Labour 

Law which prohibited the employment of indigenous labour for periods 

in excess of two months. 

At this time of increasing interest in rubber, the regional economy 

underwent an agricultural transformation following a series of events 

that occurred overseas. The Industrial Revolution in England created a 

demand for raw materials. The supply of one of these, cotton, was cut off 

by the American war of Independence. In addition, the Napoleonic Wars in 

Europe were disrupting agricultural production and creating chronic 

shortages of foodstuffs. Both the labour shortage and the laws 

regulating indigenous labour impeded the realisation of this export 

potential in forest and agricultural products (2). 

To overcome this problem while, at the same time, promoting the further 

colonisation of the Brazilian Amazon, the Marqu&s de Pombal (3) 

announced three intitiatives. Firstly, he created the 'Companhia Geral 

1. Quoted in Tocantins: 1960: 153 
2. Furtado: 1982: 91 ; MacLachlan: 1972: 202. 
3. Prime Minister of Portugal, 1750 - 1777. 
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do Grao Para e Maranhao' to supervise the commercialisation of the 

region's export products and through which the state offered tax 

exemptions, land concessions, and free agricultural implements to 

prospective colonists. Secondly, again with an eye to the labour 

situation, but intimately related to the anti-Jesuit campaign that was 

then being waged in Europe and the Americas, the Jesuits were expelled 

from Brazil and, in 1757, the Indian labour system entered a new phase. 

Under the new provisions, 50% of the indigenous labour force was 

reserved for the exclusive use of settlers. Thirdly, Pombal ordered the 

abandonment of the African colony of Magazao on the coast of Mauritania. 

Over 1,000 evacuees arrived in ParA in 1769 (1). 

This 'mini-boom' of agricultural exorts, principally rice and cotton, 

was short lived, lasting only as long as the demand that gave rise to 

it. The 'Companhia' ceased to operate in 1778 and economic activity 

again concentrated on agriculture for local consumption and on forest 

extraction, mainly cocoa (2) and to a lesser extent rubber. Although 

the agricultural sector was significant, by the end of the Colonial 

period, the extractivist sector had become predominant (3). 

By 1800, the non-indigenous population of the Brazilian Amazon totalled 

aproximately 100,000 persons concentrated in the delta area and in 

riverine communities along the main tributaries of the Lower and Middle 

Amazon (4). Even at this early date, Amazonia was exporting finished 

rubber products to the U. S. A. in the form of bottles manufactured in 

Para and, in 1820, merchants of Boston began to send shoes to Para to be 

1. Cardoso and Muller: 1977: 23 ; MacLachlan: 1973: 209ff ; Weinstein: 1983: 12. 
2. Even though cocoa accounted for over 50% of Para's exports between 1760 

and 1822, it was mainly derived from wild as opposed to cultivated 
sources (see Weinstein: 1983: 13). 

3. See note 1.4. Cardoso and Muller: 1977: 24. 
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covered with a waterproof skin of rubber which were resold in Boston for 

the price of 5 Dollars per pair (1). By the 1930's, Amazonian shoes were 

also being exported to Europe. The table below shows the destinations 

of shoes exported from Para between 1836 and 1839: 

Table 1.1.1. - Amazonian exports of rubber shoes, 1836 - 1839. 

Destination. Quantity in pairs. 

Antwerp. 1,280 

Boston. 49,161 

Hamburg. 38,641 

London. 28,711 

Marseilles. 3,259 

New York. 87,896 

Salem. 245,982 

Source : Tocantins: 1979: 102. 

This early primitive manufacture took place in situ, in the forest 

itself. Whole villages migrated in the dry season to the islands in the 

delta. A description of this activity is given in Bates' classic study 

of the 1850's : 

'7h, p- /2, eo/2& we me; t Y-oid u, ý Mat ihzy came eveAy qeaz io 

co, UecY- au", 42A on ihe i. 3, gand. 6, a, 6 won a. 6 the watelz, 6 had 

. 6ul, 6ided, namely, in Augu. 6ý, and 4, emained ii" ; anua/ty o/L 
TeA,, zua/ty. 7he ptoce. 6,3 i6 v, "y 6ýimpEe. EveAy mo4fzing each 
peA, 3on, man o4 woman, ýto LAom i,, ý aiioUed a ce/Lýain nundýelz 
o/ tAeg, 3, gog, 5 the zound oý Vw whoie and coL&ci, 6 in a 

1. R. Santos: 1980: 45. 
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ia, zge ve-6.6ee the rai&y . 6ap which tAickee, 6 IlLom ýhe 
galýh" made in ihe ga/zk on ihe p4eviou, 5 eveningand 
uýhich 1.6 teceived -in ZiLt& ciay cup, ý, o/z -in 

Ampugia. 1tia 
, 6hett6 Quck leneath Vie wound. 6.7he 6ap, which i. 6 al 
/-iA. 6t Vie con, 3ýtency oZ clteam,, 6oon thicken. 6, the- 
co"ecioa. 6 alze pAovided &ti-th a 9, teat nuzakelz ol woocZen 
mouid, 6 o/ ; the. 6hape in uvýich Lhe zuU,. eA i. 6 wanted, and 
when VzeY aetuAn i-o can212 they dip them in the &quid, 
iay. ing on, in the couz. 6e ol 6evezai day, 6, one coaY- altet 
anoMe, z. When lhi, 6 1.6 done the 5u"tance i, 5 u4ite and 
ha/zd, -the 121topeA coiout and con-6i, 6tency a, 'Ze given gy 
pa, 6,6ing i; ý 4, epzai-eýy &?, tough a Mick "ack 6moke 
o9tained gy auvzning V2, e nul, 6 ol ceatain 12afm bzee. 6, ajJ-e'z 
wvých p1toc". 5 the atticle i. 6 aeady lolL 5aee. " (1). 

The first rubber articles to be manufactured on a truly commercial 

basis were produced in 1803 following the construction of a factory 

in Paris. A second was built in Vienna in 1811 and a third that of 

Thomas Hancock, in England in 1820 (2). Demand for rubber began to 

rise rapidly, particularlY after the discovery of a suitable solvent, 

Naptha, by Macintosh in 1823 and of vulcanisation by Goodyear in 1839 (3). 

As demand grew, prices rose in proportion, and Amazonian rubber exports 

increased dramatically as Table 1.1.2. illustrates. 

The rapid rise in production, Amazonia produced 213% more rubber in the 

1850's than it did in the 1840's, coupled with primitive tapping methods 

destroyed large numbers of trees in the delta region (4). However, 

the increase in demand/price made expeditions into the interior a more 

viable proposition. This signified that a greater and greater proportion 

of the available labour force was diverted from agriculture and other 

1. Bates: 1864: 77-8. 
2. A history of rubber manufacture in England in the 19th Century is 

given in Woodruff: 1958. 
3. Tocantins: 1978: 99 ; Santos: 1980: 43 ; Knorr: 1945: 9-11 

M cFadyean: 1944: 1-23. 
4. Tocantins: 1960: 171ff. This also occurred later in the East Indies 

(see Wooduff: 1958: 40) and in Peru (see Ganzert: 1934: 435). 
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Table 1.1.2. - Amazonia : Exports of Natural Rubber , 1821 - 1900. 

Decade. Production (in Tonnes). 

1821 - 1830 329 

1831 - 1840 2,314 

1841 - 1850 4,693 

1851 - 1860 19,383 

1861 - 1870 37,166 

1871 - 1880 60,225 

1881 - 1890 110,048 

1891 - 1900 213,755 

Source : Benchimol: 1977: 252. 

Average Price 
per Tonne (in f's). 

67 

72 

45 

116 

116 

183 

152 

209 

activities into rubber extraction. As Tavares Bastos notes in '0 Valle 

do Amazonas' written in 1866, the result was a total disruption of 

Itraditional' village life: 

/2/toduct. 6 and )tuilRA in paltiýcu. &IL.. 

make ap abno. 6Y- aii o/ ihe Amazon'., 3 economic otdl2ut ... 
4.6 a 

, ze, 6a&,. 6maU to&n. 6 9-p-come de6e/týd duzing ihe gaLiRAing 
6eawn (and uAe /tepiaced ty) plzovi. 6, iona-g 3gt"emenl-, 6 which 
alLe pictultedque. in appeazance, gut depgoltaUe in the-iA 

economic condition. 6. ' (1). 

This phenomenon also occurred later in Peru and Bolivia as Woodroffe 

1. Quoted in Weinstein: 1980: 182. 
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witnessed on his visit in 1912: 

"Con, twnaaa ha, 6 a popu, &Uon duAing the day month, 6 ol 

12, mhaI2,6. two to ih/zee hand/zed 6ou. &ý, mc, ýUy women, &4, iie 

du, z-ing the zainy 6, ea. 6on ýhiý3 /-igaze i. 6 lAeAied, owing lo 

ihe 7-eiu/zn o,. ' /zu"-e)z. b)ozkez6 lAom theia &Plowz, 6,, ýome ifz 

o4de, z Y-o /tecape/tate, othem to 6pend withou, ý in aii 
kind. 6 o/ 1oo&, 6hn", 6 ýý 12, zol-UA acquized duzing lheiA 

, 61ay -in 
lthý ga-6h. ' (1). 

The concentration of labour on extractivism to the detriment of 

agricultural production caused the governments of the states of Para 

and Amazonas great concern. This was in part obviously related to 

the need to import increasing quantities of basic food supplies 

previously produced locally, but also to the fact that extractivist 

production was principally undertaken by a class of relatively 

autonomous producers not subject to the direct control of the 

traditional landed property class. (2) 

The Cabanagem Revolt of 1835 - 1839, in which as many as 30,000 of the 

130,000 total non-indigenous population of Amazonia died, began as a 

political conflict between the traditional planter elite of Para and 

the immigrant Portuguese merchant class in the capital of Para, Belem. 

The violence quickly spread to the rural areas where rural labour 

turned on the planters and destroyed the plantations, seen as the 

principal cause of their servitude. Labour migrated en masse into the 

interior to engage in subsistence production and/or hunting and 

gathering. Thus a free labour force was formed which became available 

just as demand for rubber was rising. The ParA state government 

attempted to re-impose control of labour through the use of regimented 

1. Woodroffe: 1914: 57. 
2. Weinstein: 1980: Chapter 2 gives a detailed description of the organic 

links between this class and the state's political elite. 
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labour, the 'Corpo de Trabalhadores', but this failed as the state had 

insufficient military strength to defeat the resistance that it 

generated (1). 

Free labour engaged in rubber gathering to such an extent that it 

supplanted all other production in Para and Amazonas, both celebrated for 

their fertile land. Even the most basic of food items were imported from 

other parts of the Empire and from abroad. In 1852, the first president 

of the Province of Amazonas, J. B. de Figueiredo Tenreiro Aranha, stated: 

"Ag1L. icu-ftuAp u, 6ý to pao. 6/2e., t in thils zegion thank, 5 to the 

, gae, ou, a ol the PoAtugae, 6e cogonli, 6tA and Indian voeunteeA. 6. 
7hey p1toduced cotton, zice, co//ee. &Pacco, and manioc 
, ýu/4c. ient ýo/t tocue needj and to f5, e/zDice 6eveltai -eocai 
. indu. 6t, iie-6 that had leen czeated. Nowaday, 5, aii ag/ticuUuzae 
and oi-heA pltoduct, 6 in the /lizovince havýe di. 6appeazed. . 4-U 
that aemain/3... ij the pAimiLive, dangpAou-6 and eow paid 
wolzk ol /oýze-6t extmcLivi. 6m. " (2). 

Two years later, in 1854, the President of the Province of ParA echoed 

these sentiments and decried: 

'... the ai-mo. 6i exciu, 6ive u-6e o/ iagoult in Vzýe exlAacýtion 
and pao&tction o/ ýzuUeA, to Vze- poýý o/ making iýt 

nec"6a, zy ; to impoaýt, lAom othez pzov-ince, 6, Pa, 6ic /ood6&//-3 
Y-hat toe 1? Aeviou, 6iy paoduced -in . 6uch Aundance tAat we 

, expo/tted býem to lhoje && nom 3uppiy u, 6. " (3). 

Between 1796 and 1802, Para exported on average 56,796 kilos of coffee 

per annum. Between 1810 and 1818, average annual exports of coffee had 

fallen to 44,285 kilos. In 1862, Para did not produce enough coffee for 

1. See Weinstein: 1983: 40ff and Bates: 1864: 16,20, & 221. 
2. Quoted in Le Cointe: 1922: 290. 
3. Quoted in Weinstein: 1983: 35. 
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its own consumption and imported 293,800 kilos from Ceara and Bahia. 

Amazonas faced a similar predicament. The latter exported 91,078 kilos 

of coffee in 1830,3,966 kilos in 1870, and none in 1895 (1). 

The transformation of rubber from its position as just one of a number 

of 'Drogas do Sertao' into an essential raw material for North American 

and European industry may have caused the wholesale desertion of labour 

from agriculture and impeded the growth of stable urban centres in the 

interior, but it also served to generate considerable expansion in the 

entrep8ts of Belem and Manaus (2). 

Table 1.1.3. - Demographic Growth of Belem and Manaus , 1872 - 1940. 

Year. Belem. % Growth. Manaus. % Growth. 

1872 61,997 - 29,334 - 

1890 50,064 - 19 38,720 + 32 

1900 96,560 + 93 50,300 + 30 

1920 236,402 +145 75,704 + 51 

1940 206,331 - 13 106,399 + 41 

Source : IBGE, AnuArio Estatistico do Brasil, 1974. 

During the intial period of westward expansion, i. e., between 1872 and 

1890, Belem's population fell by 19%. In the decade that followed, 

during which rubber prices rose by 37-5%, Belem's population increased 

1. Le Cointe: 1922: 295. 
2. Iquitos, the provincial capital and main port of Peru's rubber 

exporting region, also experienced a similar urban expansion in 
this period. 
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by 93%. The state capital of Amazonas, Manaus, also experienced a surge 

in population, although less dramatic than that of Belem. Between 1872 

and 1890, it rose by 32% and by a further 30% between 1890 and 1900 (1). 

1.2. Westward expansion. 

The annexation of the area that is today known as the State of Acre 

has its origins in the early explorations of the Rivers Purus and 

JuruA. According to the document of the 'Prelature of Sao Peregrino 

the "discovery" of the upper reaches of these two rivers began with 

the voyage of: 

". .. Seaaphim da Si&a Saigado, Z3, zazitian, zho, kehw-gn ýhZ 

monýAý o/ May and Ocioge. /z o/ 1852, miih ime. 9ve naiive-6 
and tme-eve 

. 6oidiez-6, jou/zneyed Py canoe up ihe . 3iAeam 
catted Aa/zaia, a tltigwtalty o// ihe telt gank o,. " the 
kive., z Pultu. 6. ' (2). 

This was followed shortly afterwards by the explorations of Joao da 

Cunha Correa in 1854 and Joao Gabriel de Carvalho Melo in 1857. 

Carvalho Melo came to the lower Pur6s with 40 families of settlers 

from the states of Maranhao and Cearci to engage in the extraction of 

forest products. In 1861, Manoel Urbano da Encarngao made a 55 day 

voyage up the main tributary of the Pur6s, the River Aquiry, whose name, 

later changed to Acre, came to indicate the whole region (3). Two 

further expeditions undertaken in 1864 and 1866 by the English 

engineer William Chandless along the upper reaches of the PurLs and 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1. For details of the social and commercial causes/effects of this 

rapid urban expansion, see Weinstein: 1983 and Burns: 1965. 
2. Prelatura de Sao peregrino: 1928: 7. 
3. Ibid ; Tocantins: 1979: 150 ; Cavalcanti: 1983: 24 ; Tambs: 1966: 258. 



Jurua respectively completed the navigation of the main channels of 

communication (1). 

These early penetrations into the western Amazon were either of a 

scientific nature or part of the previously noted extractivist phase 

of the 'Drogas do Sertao'. They were not characterised by the migration 

of large numbers of settlers. The sparsity of non-indigenous settlements 

in the area is demonstrated in the evidence of a Silva Coutinho who 

visited the Purus in 1865: 

*7h, e, ze alLe 240 ! 5t1Law covezed hui, 3 on ihp- Puzu, 6 6ptead 
a-gong tAe 277.77 mi&, 3 Lei", een SelzuAi and the IaAm at 
Boa Vi, 6ita. 7he home. 6 o/ pgopie eml2ioyed geneAaiiy in 
the extzaction o/ dzug. 6, ' (2). 

According to Craveira Costa, the exportation of drugs was significant, 

notwithstanding the small population. During the 1860's, the Pur6s 

region alone was producing 3,092 arrobas (3) of sasparillha, 14,100 

arrobas of cocoa, and 36,625 arrobas of rubber per season (4). The drug 

product of the region was shipped down the Amazon to Belem for export 

even though the area formed part of Bolivia and Peru at the time. 

The increasing demand/rising price of rubber, the exhaustion of the 

rubber trees in Eastern Amazonia, together with the knowledge gained 

from explorations that areas rich in rubber trees lay to the West, 

sparked off a massive migration westwards. At first, the wave of 

migrants consisted of rubber tappers who had previously worked the 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. See Chandless: 1862 , 1866 , 1867a , 1867b and 1868 for his accounts 

of the expeditions. 
2. Quoted in Tocantins: 1979: 145. 
3. One arroba = 15 kilos. 
4. Craveiro Costa: 1973: 22. 
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rubber fields of the delta and middle Amazon, or else had been employed 

in the urban area of Bel6m. Between 1870 and 1880, ParA's population 

increased by a mere 0.4%, much less than the vegetative growth rate, 

which indicates that a significant out-migration took place. Amazonas, 

on the other hand, saw its population grow from 54,895 to 120,899 

during the same period, an increase of 120% in just 10 years (see Table 

1.1.4. and Map 2). 

The big 'push' into Acre began in the late 1870's when a second wave 

of migrants, this time from the North-East of Brazil, moved further 

westwards onto the upper rivers. This migration co-incided with a 

severe drought in the North-east that lasted from 1877 to 1880 (1). 

According to Reis (2), almost 1,000 persons migrated from the drought- 

stricken areas into the Amazon during the first few months. Evidence 

given in the 'Relatorios dos Presidentes da Provincia do Amazonas' (3) 

suggests that aproximately 5,000 migrants per annum made the journey 

from the North-East to Amazonia during the first years of the drought. 

Most of the migrants came from the State of Cearg. Craveira Costa puts 

the figure somewhat higher: 

". .. in 1877,14,000 pea, 6on, 3 te/t Ceaaa /oz Amazonia. In the 
IoVowing yeaa, Lieý wa, ý a ýAue exodu, 3: the- miglmýtozy liow 

azached the enozmou. 6 ; eiguae- oý 54,000 ind-ividuaL. 7he wave 
oý nzigltant. 6 did not . 6to/2. Cea/ta depopaiated it6ell /oz ihe 
tene/ii ol Amazonia. Amazona-6 (4) gecame -the 12, zeleAAed 
zteluge o/ Y-ho. 6e lAom CeaAa all-eicted gy ; the d1tought. Even in 
1900... ýhe numg-eA oý pe4hon, 3 && agandongd theý na-tive home 

lLzached 47,835 , o/ which two-th4)Ld, 6 iook the 4oad no4ih. ' (5). 

1. For a discussion of the effects of the drought on the population of 
the North-east, see: Cava: 1970; Girao: 1948; L. A. C. da Silva: 1982; Smith: 1972. - 

2. Reis: 1977: 26/7. 
3. Quoted in Aquino: 1982: 62. 
4. Here, Amazonas includes Acre as the latter did not exist as a distinct 

geo-political entity at this time. 
5. Craveiro Costa: 1973: 25. 
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Table 1.1.4. - Amazonia : Demographic Growth. 1840 - 1920. 

Year. Para. Amazonas. Acre. Amazonia. 

1840 109,960 19,570 - 129,530 

1850 N/K N/K - 200,391 

1860 232,063 46,187 - 278,250 

1870 268,014 54,895 - 322,909 

1880 269,098 120,899 - 389,997 

1890 328,455 147,915 - 476,370 

1900 445,356 249,756 - 695,112 

1910 783,845 358,695 74,484 1,217,024 

1920 983,507 363,166 92,379 1,439,052 

Source : R. Santos: 1980: 111; IBGE, Sinopse Preliminar do Censo 
Demografico, Brasil, 1970. 

N. B. Prior to 1910, the non-indigenous population of Acre is included 
in that of Amazonas. The indigenous population is not included 
here, no details being available for either Amazonia or 
individual states. 

In contrast to Amazonas' 120% population increase, that of CearA rose 

only 11.6% in the same period, from 721,686 in 1872 to 805,687 in 1890. 

Over the next ten years, CearA's population again only expanded by 5.4% 

to 849,127 (1). This low level of population growth (2) was not simply 

the result of out-migration, starvation and disease also took their 

toll during the drought. Herbert Smith who travelled in CearA at the 

time gives the following description of what was happening in the state 

in the first year of the drought: 

1. IBGE: Recenseamento geral do Brasil, 1980. 
2. The figures for Ceara of 11.6% and 5.4% may be compared to those of 

Brazil as a whole which were 44.3% and 21.7% for the same period, i. e., 
1872 to 1890 and 1890 to 1900. 
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'Long, iong &u. 6 llw- wmez oý 18 7 7. Dltougld "azed in 
ýAe . 6eAýtao; ýthz kizdý Ze" dead 11tom 

. 
9, ea/&, 6.6 bze-e. 6, 

/ox" and altmadZUol, d-ýed in V2, eiA ho&, 6; in, 6ecl-6 
di. 6appeaR-ed. DzougR withe1zed the . 6, ea-coa, 6ýt wood6, 
d/zýd up i-ý 

. 6&eam-6,9AoughY- ýhou,. 5and6 o/ ae/agee-6 
io Tozýtai-eza and Me intezio/i io&n. 6. " (1). 

There is considerable controversy as to the numbers that actually 

migrated northwards into Amazonia during the so-called Rubber Boom 

period, i. e., 1870 - 1920. Le Cointe puts the figure for those who 

migrated from the North-East between 1890 and 1913 at 100,000,60% 

of whom went to the Purus and 40% to the JuruA (2). Furtado estimates 

that, between 1872 and 1910, aproximately 500,000 'Nordestinos' (3) 

moved into the Amazon Basin (4). Amilcar Tupiassu, on the other hand, 

suggests that the number for the same period was 300,000 (5). Samuel 

Benchimol gives the figure for 1877 - 1900 as 160,125 (6). Finally, 

Graham and Barque de Holanda estimate that, between 1872 and 1900, 

117,125 made the journey (7). 

Whatever the actual magnitude of the migration, it involved the 

dislocation of large numbers of people. It has been customary to refer 

to the abovementioned drought as the principal contributary factor in 

the 'economic occupation' of western Amazonia (8). However, while the 

occurrence of the drought may explain the existence of a large 

population with a propensity to migrate, the migration of that population 

to Amazonas and Acre was not guaranteed 'a priori' by it. Reference 

must be made to the wider contextual situation. 

1. Smith: 1879: 412. Also quoted in Smith: 1972: 167. 
2. Le Cointe: 1922: 360. 
3. 'Northeasterner'. 
4. Furtado: 1982: 129 - 135. 
5. Tupiassu "0 Processo Demografico da Amaz5nia" in Tupiassu-. 1971. 0 
6. Benchimol: 1965. 
7. Graham & Barque de Holanda: 1971: 98. 
8. For example, Smith: 1972: 166ff. 
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Firstly, the developments in the techniques of manufacturing rubber 

rubber products in Europe and North America have already been noted. 

These served to stimulate demand and push up the price of natural 

rubber. However, a crucial factor in the continuance of this demand 

was the invention of the pneumatic tyre and the later development of 

the automobile industry, particularlY that of the U. S. A. By 1905, the 

U. S. A. was consuming 46% of world rubber production, a share which 

had risen to 74% in 1924 (1). The following tables chart the growth 

of the American rubber manufacturing industry and the rise in motor 

vehicle sales. With reference to the former, it is interesting to note 

the 189% increase in the number of manufacturing establishments 

between 1879 and 1899, the very years which saw the greatest numbers of 

migrants flowing into the western Amazon. 

Secondly, improvements in international transport, especially the 

development of steam engines for shipping in 1853, not only made the 

transportation of freight less expensive and quicker, it also 

facilitated the migration of European labour to the 'New World'. This 

was another crucial factor which helped determine where the drought- 

stricken population would migrate in that it was effectively excluded 

from the coffee plantations of the South by the preference of the 

planters for imported, mainly Italian, labour (2). 

A third factor was the extension of credit facilities by the merchant 

banks of Europe and the U. S. A., not only to those actively engaged in 

1. Hotchkiss: 1924: 130ff. 
2. Weinstein: 1983: 55 ; Santos: 1980: 107. 
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Table 1.1.5. - The growth of the American Rubber Manufacturin 

Industry, selected years 1849 - 1921. 

Year. Number of Establishments. 

1849 34 

1859 29 

1869 56 

1879 104 

1889 167 

1899 301 

1904 265 

1909 267 

1914 342 

1919 477 

1921 496 

Index (1879 = 100). 

33 

28 

54 

100 

161 

289 

254 

257 

329 

459 

477 

Source : Adapted from Hotchkiss: 1924: 131. 
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Table 1.1.6. - American Motor Vehicle Sales, 1900 - 1922. 

Year. Total. 

1900 4,192 

1901 7,000 

1902 9,000 

1903 11,235 

1904 22,830 

1905 25,000 

1906 34,000 

1907 44,000 

1908 65,000 

1909 127,287 

1910 187,000 

1911 210,000 

1912 378,000 

1913 485,000 

1914 573,039 

1915 969,930 

1916 1,617,708 

1917 1,873,949 

1918 1,170,686 

1919 1,876,356 

1920 2,227,349 

1921 1,616,119 

1922 2,544,176 

Source : Drabble: 1973: 224. 
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the production and commercialisation of rubber, but also to the 

governments of both the migrant recipient states, i. e., Pari and 

Amazonas, and to the migrant donor states such as CearA. The latter 

were coming under increasing pressure as those affected by the drought 

moved into the urban areas on the coast. The provision of credit 

enabled the State governments both to finance social provisions for 

the refugees and to cover the cost of their translocation to the 

rubber fields of the Upper Amazon (1). 

Fourthly, at the ideological, i. e., the level of perception, the Nordestino 

labourer equated work on the coffee plantations of the South with the 

traditional forms of slave labour that had previously existed on the 

sugar plantations of the North-east. This did not match his aspirations 

of self-employment which could be achieved as a rubber tapper in the 

Amazon where he would benefit directly from the fruits of his labour (2). 

The illusion of rapid enrichment in the rubber fields was sufficient to 

subvert the stimulus of better working conditions in the South . The 

illusion itself was part of a propaganda campaign deliberately waged by 

the Rubber Barons of Para and Amazonas in the northeastern cities of 

Fortaleza, Recife and Natal, in order to attract Nordestino labour (3). 

Finally, the expansion westward was also facilitated by the ease and 

low cost of transport from the coastal cities of the North-East to the 

port of Bel6m at the mouth of the Amazon from where the journey up-river 

usually began. Travel to the South was still difficult and expensive 

at this time (4). In addition, the resistence to the migration by the 

1. De Paula: 1982: 66 ; Santos: 1980: 108. 
2. As will be shown in Chapter 2, this was also an illusion. 
3. Santos: Ibid ; Aquino: 1982: 63 ; Cunha: 1941: 23-4. 
4. lbid. 
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northeastern landed oligarchy collapsed during this period in which 

the drought was decimating the rural population. Souza (1) points 

to cases where the landowners themselves migrated to the Pur6s and 

JuruA valleys where they installed themselves as rubber estate owners. 

Thus, the migration from the North-east to western Amazonia resulted 

from the interplay of a complex array of factors. The migration was 

precipitate and violent. By 1887, the non-indigenous population of the 

upper Purus (2), which now forms the eastern half of the State of Acre, 

numbered 10,000 who were exporting some 500,000 kilos of rubber per 

annum down river to Belem andManaus (3). When two Englishmen, 

Barrington Brown and William Lindstone, travelled along the upper reaches 

of the Pur6s in 1873, they wrote: 

'EL)P-Ity a/l-emoon we o&6eAved, a. 6 we 3teamed aiong, wi, 312,3 
ol . 6moke /ti6ing lAom tAe FKank, 3 at l4equeni- ýinieAva-tj- 7-h, e, ý, e jýjcated Vw /2-Oace, 3 whp-lze men weAg engaged in ihe 
p/Loce, 66 ol manulaciuaing Ind-ia-4uUeA - the Puzu, 3 gz-ing 
I-he headquaAl-e,, z-6 o/ ithiz &u. 5zne. 6, j. " (4). 

The migratory current soon extended itself to the tributaries of the 

other main river of the region, the Jurui. The first steam ship to 

navigate the Jurua was the 'Curuzu' in 1870 followed by the 'JuruA' 

in 1871, the 'Guaraja' in 1880 and the 'Dido' in 1882 (5). Sobrinho 

notes the constant flow of migrants to the Jurui valley: 

". 
.. 

býe cuzzent oý mig4unL. 3 dýd not -Ao/2, 
loVowing at 6holtt 

-inteAvai, 6 gy meaa, 6 q canoe. 6, iaunche-6 and 6ip-am ve, 6,3ei, ý ol 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Souza: 1960: 70.2. See Map 3 for location of rivers. 
3. Tocantins: 1979: 147 ; Bowman: 1913 ; Church: 1904. 
4. Brown & Lindstone: 1878. 
5. Tocantins: Ibid. 
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g/z, eatza 6ý, e de-6tiaed /o/t the Uppelt juzuu an-tU gy 
7894 ... ýhc gank. 6 o/ ýý ju-aua wzQe I? unci-u&, ed gy ýmul-e 
huýt, ý ... Maýt woie ihe /iaýt nuc,, -'eii o/ popaeation. " (1) 

By 1884, Brazilians had crossed the Bolivian and Peruvian borders into 

the valleys of the tributaries of the Pur6s and Jurua in such great 

numbers that they greatly exceeded the resident national population. 

By 1900, there were more than 60,000 Brazilians in the Acre region (2). 

The possibility of self-enrichment through the extraction of rubber in 

Acre which contained trees that gave a greater yield than those of 

the lower Amazon, was not lost on either the Bolivians or the Peruvians. 

Following Heath's (3) navigation of the River Beni, which had previously 

been assumed impossible, Bolivian rubber tappers began to move into 

the Beni Privince, of which eastern Acre was a part, from 1879 onwards. 

Heath estimated that at the end of 1880 there were less than 200 

Bolivians working rubber along the Beni, these had expanded to over 2,000 

within a few months of his successful navigation at the beginning of 

the next year. In 1896, the Peruvians, who had all but destroyed the 

rubber forests in the Ucayali Valley (4), began to move into the Jurui 

valley . Thus, Brazilians moving westwards began to clash with Bolivians 

and Peruvians moving eastwards. The struggle for control of the rubber 

fields of Acre had begun 

1. Sobrinho: 1922. 
2. Church: 1904: 598 ; Bowman: 1913: 278 ; Fifer: 1970: 124 ; Ganzert: 1934: 434. 
3. For a discussion of the international implications of Heath's mission 

to Bolivia, see Bowman: 1913; Martin: 1918 ; Fifer: 1966 and 1970. 
4. See Map 3. 
5. Fifer: 1970: 124 ; De Riviere: 1892 and 1900 ; Ganzert: 1934: 435 

Ribeiro: 1982: 42ff. 
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1.3. The annexation of Acre. 

The incorporation by Brazil in 1903 of the Acre Territory marked 

the conclusion of the process of consolidation of Brazilian 

national territory that began with the establishment of a bridge- 

head in the Americas following the Treaty of Tordesillas in 1494 

and which continued with the systematic violation of that and 

subsequent treaties (1). 

The historic origins of the frontiers between Brazil, Peru and 

Bolivia began in 1750 when, on the 13th of January, the territorial 

rivalry between Portugal and Spain on the subcontinent was 

temporarily resolved with the signing of the Treaty of Madrid. 

Between Pedro Teixeira's navigation of the River Madeira in 1722 

and Leonardo de Oliveira's journey through Mato grosso in 1747, 

several expeditions were successfully mounted that opened up the 

hinterland of Brazil's Atlantic coastline (2). Thus, the Treaty of 

Madrid, based on the concept of 'uti possidetis de facto' (3), gave 

juridical rights to what already existed in reality (4). The 

'unknown areas' (5), i. e., those which had not been penetrated from 

the east by Portugal or from the west by Spain, were divided equally 

between them by a line running east to west. What is now Acre fell 

to Spain. 

1. See Map 4. 
2. For a history of Brazil's boundary disputes with Peru and 

Bolivia, see : Church: 1904 ; Fifer: 1966 ; Ganzert: 1934 Akers: 
1904 ; Ireland: 1938 ; Platt: 1924 ; Reis: 1941 and 1982 
Tambs: 1966 ; Tocantins: 1979 ; AraAjo Lima: 1952 ; Ferreira: 1962. 

3. "Physical possession" as opposed to 'uti possidetis juris', i. e., 
"juridical possession". For a discussion of these concepts, see 
Ireland: 1938: 321ff. 

4. Tocantins: 1979: 71 - 75. 
5. Marked on Spanish maps of the period as 'Tierras no descubiertas'. 
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MAP 4: Brazilian Expansion, 1493 - 1903 
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The problem of territorial control re-emerged in the 1770's when 

Spanish forces overran the Island of Santa Catarina in 1777 and 

prepared to invade Rio Grande do Sul. A new treaty was signed at 

Santo Ildelfonso which ceded part of what is now the State of Rio 

Grande do Sul to Brazil. In ternis of the 'unknown regions' of the 

Amazon, the Treaty of Santo Ildelfonso traced the same dividing line 

as did the earlier Treaty of Madrid (1). 

In 1825, when Bolivia announced its independence from Spain, the 

question of the border between Bolivia and Brazil was re-opened. In 

1853, Bolivia, seeking an exit to the Atlantic, enacted a decree that 

liberated the navigation to foreign vessels of the rivers within 

its territory, all of which flowed into either the River Amazon or 

the River Plate, i. e., through Brazilian territory. Brazil protested 

and the diplomatic manoeverings that ensued resulted in the Treaty 

of Ayacucho in 1867 and the Treaty with Paraguay in 1872 in which 

Brazil gained some 540,000 square miles of teritory on the Paraguay 

and Madeira Rivers (2). Again Brazil renounced the right to the 

area that later became Acre, notwithstanding the fact that the 

majority of its non-indigenous population were Brazilian (3). 

Bolivia had lost a considerable portion of its territory as a 

direct result of the encroachment by Brazilian nationals across 

its borders. In an attempt to avoid a repetition of this and to 

counteract the Brazilian presence in the area, the Melgarejo 

Government in La Paz initiated two colonisation projects, the first 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Reis: 1941: 10 ; Ireland: 1938: 323. 
2. Tocantins: 1979: 126 and 171 ; Ireland: 1938: 42 ; Tambs: 1966: 255. 
3. Magalhaes: 1977: 47. 
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in 1868 and the second in 1870 (1). Both of these projects 

collapsed following the fall of the Malgarejo regime in 1871. A 

third project, the 'Brabo Contract' of 1880, which sought to introduce 

100,000 colonists in the space of 10 years did not start as the 

company failed to raise sufficient capital on the London money 

markets (2). 

During this period, Bolivia had also lost her former maritime 

provinces in the war with Chile in 1879 and thus no longer had 

direct access to the Pacific (3). She was therefore dependent on 

the Brazilian river network for the commercialisation of her 

exports. In 1883, Brazil renounced the Treaty of Ayacucho, with the 

exception of the boundary limits, thus denying Bolivia access to 

the River Amazon. Bolivia retaliated in 1890 when it created a 

regional administration in the area on its border with Brazil, 

the 'Delegacion Nacional del Rio Purus y Madre de Dios', in an 

attempt to enforce its sovereignty over that portion of its 

territory which had received large influxes of Brazilian rubber 

tappers, who had migrated from Brazil's North-East into Amazonia. 

In 1899, a new agreement was reached after an expedition led by 

a Brazilian naval officer found that an error had been made in the 

drawing up of the earlier boundary. Brazil received another 1,200 

square kilometres of Bolivian territory (4). 

1. Both of these projects were contracted out to Americans, Colonel 
Church and Azaniel Piper respectively, which illustrates the 
increased U. S. interest in the rubber producing regions of the 
Amazon. For a more detailed discussion of this point, see 
Bell: 1939 ; Martin: 1918 ; and Tambs: 1966. 

2. Tambs: 1966: 263 ; Akers: 1904: 602. 
3. Pendle: 1963: 146ff. 
4. Tocantins: 1979: 171ff. 
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Notwithstanding the succession of treaties that categorically 

located the Acre Territory within the limits of the Bolivian and 

Peruvian boundaries, the wave of Brazilian rubber tappers still 

continued to cross the border. The Bolivian Government ordered 

troops into the area and set up a customs house on the River Acre to 

tax local rubber exports. At this point in time, the area on the 

Brazilian side of the border was controlled by the State of Amazonas 

which became concerned at the loss of revenue that the Bolivian 

action would signify, particularly if rubber was to be shipped from 

Bolivian territory directly along the Amazonto the U. S. A. and so 

by-pass Manaus. Amazonas' state revenues had increased from 3,710 

contos de reis in 1890 to 33,081 contos de reis in 1900, a tenfold 

increase in ten years the direct result of its control over the 

rubber exports of western Amazonia (1). 

On May the Ist, 1899, the Government of the State of Amazonas 

financed the first 'Acrean revolution' led by the rubber baron 

Jos6 de Carvalho who armed over 15,000 Brazilian rubber tappers and 

seized control of the territory. On the 24th of May of the same 

year, just 23 days later, Carvalho sailed back down the River Pur6s 

to Manaus after his forces had been routed by the Bolivian army. 

On the 14th of July, 1899, another expedition financed by Amazonas 

and headed by Luis Galvez defeated the Bolivians and proclaimed 

the 'Independent Republic of Acre' (2). 

1. Tocantins: Ibid.; R. Santos: 1980: 193. 
2. Tocantins: Ibid ; Ireland: 1938: 45ff . For an interesting account 

of the rise and fall of the 'Galvez Empire' in the 'Romance- 
Reportagem' form, see MArcio Souza: 1981. 
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Throughout the course of these events, the Brazilian Government 

insisted on Bolivian sovereignty over the disputed area and refused 

to recognise the new Republic. On the 15th of March, 1900, the 

Brazilian navy was sent to Acre and Galvez was deposed. A new 

independence expedition was sent out by the State of Amazonas, the 

'Expedigao Romantica', which sailed from Manaus on November 16th, 

1900. It was defeated by the Bolivian army on the 24th of December 

in the same year 

Although these three expeditionary forces were ultimately defeated, 

lasting only 23 days, 8 months, and 38 days respectively, they were 

obviously very perturbing for the Bolivians who had already lost 

so much territory. Bolivia began to negociate with British and 

North American merchant bankers for the formation of yet another 

colonisation company. This resulted in the establishment of the 

'Bolivian Syndicate' in 1901, which was constituted along the lines 

of the East India Company and which had great administrative and 

juridical powers over the resident population of the areas under 

its control. The announcement of the charter of the Bolivian 

Syndicate provoked an outcry in neighbouring Brazil and Peru. For 

the former, the situation presented the possibility of a hostile 

fleet in Amazonian waters. It also, once again, threatened the revenue 

of Amazonas which duly financed yet another expedition under the 

leadership of Plicido do Castro who proclaimed the 'Independent 

State of Acre' in January, 1903 (2). 

1. Tocantins: 1979: 171ff. 
2. Ibid. 
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However, at this point, a new factor entered the political arena, a 

change of government in Brazil and with it a change to a more 

nationalistic stance on the situation in Acre. The new chancellor, 

the Barao do Rio Branco, negociated the closure of the Bolivian 

Syndicate for an indemnity of E110,000. On the 17th of November, 

1903, the Treaty of Petropolis was ratified in which Bolivia ceded 

the Territory of Acre to Brazil for the sum of E2,000,000 , the 

construction of a railway from the River Mamore in Bolivia to the 

River Madeira which would give Bolivia access to the Atlantic, and 

the transfer of 860,00 square kilometres of Mato Grosso to Bolivia. 

Brazil had acquired 181,000 square kilometres of Acre and the 

indemnity was rapidly recuperated by the rubber revenues that Acre 

generated (1). 

This was not the first time that territories had changed hands for 

money. Among the most notable precedents were : the Treaty of Paris 

in 1803 in which France ceded Louisiana to the U. S. A. for 16,000,000 

U. S. dollars ; the Treaty of 1853 in which Mexico sold its land in 

Arizona to the U. S. A. for C2,000,000 ; and the Convention of 

Washington of 1867 in which Russia sold Alaska to the U. S. A. for 

E1,140,000. 

On the 25th of February, 1904, through the enactment of Law 1,181 , 

Acre became a federal territory of Brazil under the direct control 

of the State of Amazonas (2). The question of the border with Peru 

1. Tocantins: Ibid. A detailed discussion of this period of Acrean 
history is given in Ferreira: 1962 as well as providing an inter- 
esting account of the construction of the Madeira-Mamore line. 

2. Weinstein: 1983: Chapter 7 contains a discussion of the rivalry 
between Para and Amazonas for control of Acre. 
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was settled on the 8th of September, 1909, when Brazil recognised 

the rights of Peru to those territories in which the majority of 

the resident population was Peruvian. 

Thus, in a relatively short space of time, from 1898 when Bolivia 

first sent troops into Acre up until its annexation by Brazil in 

1904, control over Acre had changed hands seven times. The confusion 

that this was to present for the ratification of land titles was a 

crucial factor in the later struggle for land in the 1970's as 

will be demonstrated in Part 2. 
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Chapter 2- Extractivist Production. 

During the early phase of rubber collection, i. e., prior to 1840, the 

greater part of Amazonia's rubber product was gathered by the seasonal 

tapping expeditions as described by Bates in the previous chapter. At 

this point in time, rubber production was restricted to the delta 

region and on the islands at the mouth of the Amazon both of which 

were subject to flooding annually. Thus, whole families and even 

entire villages were transported to the rubber fields for the duration 

of the dry season along with the provisions and other essentials that 

were needed to maintain them. There was little division of labour. 

Men, women, and the older children engaged in both the tapping and 

primitive manufacturing process, while the younger children performed 

tasks such as the collection of wild fruits and wood for smoking the 

rubber (1). 

As the price of rubber rose, so expeditions into the interior became 

more viable. These penetrated areas of 'terra firma', areas of higher 

ground not subject to flooding and therefore capable of permanent 

settlement. From 1840 onwards, small rubber estates, or 'seringais', 

sprang up along the lower Amazon, i. e., between the mouths of the 

Rivers Xingu and Tapajos (2), which by 1860 had spread as far as the 

lower Purds in the middle Amazon (3). 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Bates: 1864: 77ff & 163 ; Santos: 1980: 69ff ; Weinstein: 1983a 

Tocantins: 1960: 157. 
2. See Maps 2 and 3. 
3. Reis: 1953: 106 ; Mendes; 1943: 55 ; Santos: 1980: 69ff 

Tocantins: 1960: 171. 
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The labour force of these small seringais was not forced labour, nor 

was any agent of merchant capital directly involved in the production 

process. The rubber tappers, or lseringueiros', either owned the 

seringal on which they worked, having either a land title or else 

occupying it through 'posse' (1), or they rented it from the actual 

owner. In those instances where the seringal was rented, it was 

frequently the case that the rent was calculated as a percentage of 

the seringal's annual rubber production. In some cases, the renter 

was also obliged to sell the rubber product to the owner and/or 

exchange it for merchandise at the store owned by him. In addition 

to rubber production, the seringal was also the site of subsistence 

crop production usually undertaken by family labour (2). 

The creation of these small seringais based on family labour in the 

previously unoccupied Amazonian interior was, on the one hand, 

stimulated by the rising demand and thus higher price for the product 

on the world market, but was facilitated by : a) the Cabanagem Revolt 

previously mentioned which created/resulted in an independent labour 

force that spread itself thinly along the the tributaries of the 

lower and middle Amazons; and b) by the ending of the 'Sesmaria 

System' (3) in 1822 after which the right of 'posse' was granted to 

those who moved onto public lands (4) and economically utilised that 

land. It is interesting to note that the use of terras devolutas 

solely for the tapping of wild stands of rubber trees was not 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. 'Posse' - squatter's rights. 
2. Mendes: 1943: 55 ; Weinstein: 1983a: 131. 
3. The system of land grants that characterised land tenure during 

the Colonial period. For a discusion of land policy in 19th century 
Brazil, see Dean: 1971. 

4. 'Terras Devolutas'. 
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considered sufficient grounds for the granting of a title through 

posse, whereas the gathering of the fruit of the wild cocoa tree 

was. This obviously was related to the fact that cocoa production 

was predominantly carried out on the traditional estates whereas 

rubber production was, at this time, the domain of the small settler 

or itinerant collector, i. e., the two principal rural factions who 

had opposed each other in the Cabanagem Revolt (1). 

As noted, rubber production, whether on the early expeditions or the 

seringais, utilized family labour either directly in the production 

of rubber itself or indirectly through the production of subsistence 

items to maintain the seringueiro. In addition, the serinqueiros 

under both regimes were linked to the rubber export houses on the 

coast via the credit system that came to be known as the 'Aviamento 

System' (2). 

Firstly, the expeditions were furnished with provisions, implements, 

and other essentials to last them during the tapping season, the cost 

of which was offset against the season's production. Similarly, the 

sedentary rubber tapper on the seringal was also supplied with goods, 

including subsistence items, which could not be produced by family 

labour either because that labour was dedicated to other production, 

e. g., rubber, or else it was incapable of producing such items, e. g., 

kerosene for lamps. Again these supplies were invariably obtained on 

credit against the coming season's production. As both Santos and 

Reis note, the Amazonian economy had traditionally relied on such 

I. Dean: 101: 608ff ; Bandecchi: 1967: 45 ; Weinstein: 1983: 48. 
2. To be discussed in detail in section 2.2. of this chapter. 
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forms of 'barter' as a means of commercialising the product of the 

isolated rural producer in an essentially non-monetised economy (1). 

In addition to the small seringais, some large estates also were 

devoted to rubber production once the price became attractive enough. 

Here, the direct producer, the seringueiro, was neither the owner 

or the renter of the seringal. The estate was divided between a 

number of seringueiros each of which became the temporary 'partner' 

of the estate owner. On the one hand, the rubber that the seringueiro 

produced belonged to the seringueiro although he was obliged to hand 

over 50% of it to the estate owner as a form of rent. On the other 

hand, he was also obliged to sell the remaining 50% to the estate 

owner at a price that was a little below the prevailing market price. 

It was frequently the case that the balance that accrued to the 

seringueiro, was spent in the estate owner's store. Thus, the 

seringueiro, here was a type of sharecropper, a 'meieiro' (2). However, 

the seringueiro was still in effect an independent producer. There 

was no quota of rubber to be produced, nor was there interference 

in the way that he produced it (3). 

The crude tapping methods used at the time and the successive tapping 

of trees without permitting them an adequate rest period, quickly 

exhausted the rubber fields of the lower Amazon and the Delta region 

(4) and so the 'rubber front' moved westwards in search of fresh 

stands of wild rubber. At aproximately the same time as this was 

occurring, the Brazilian government enacted the Land Law of 1850 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Santos: 1980: 156ff ; Reis: 1953: 85 ; Goulart: 1968: 43ff. 
2. 'Meieiro' - literally one who receives half of his product, the 

remainder being paid over to the landowner. This form of production 
relation will be discussed further in Part 2. 

3. Russan: 1902 ; Akers: 1914: 56 ; Dean: 1971: 608ff. 
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which prohibited the occupation of terras devolutas except through 

the purchase of such lands from the state itself (1). The price of 

these lands was deliberately set above the prevailing market price 

so as to deny access to them to both the Brazilian peasant and 

to the European migrant, thus ensuring they remained part of a 

captive labour force (2). 

The 1850 Land Law, which effectively created an enclosure system, 

perpetuated the colonial agrarian regime based on large landed 

properties - 'latifundia'. This signified that, when the rubber front 

moved west, it did not do so on the basis of the expansion of small 

seringais worked by the seringueiro-patrao (3) and his family. 

Rather, as will be demonstrated in the sections that follow, the 

seringais of western Amazonas and of Acre were in the main large 

estates sustained by the exploitation of the direct producer under 

a regime that reproduced itself through the virtual enslavement of 

the seringueiro via a system of debt-peonage. 

2.1. The Labour Process. 

The two principal sources of natural rubber during the initial phase 

of Amazonian production were the Branca (white) and Vermelha (red) 

varieties of the Hevea Brasiliensis (4) which are predominant in the 

lower Amazon and delta region. The expeditions described in Chapter 

One 'discovered' stands of two new varieties which grew in greater 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Bandecchi: 1967: 45ff ; Guimaraes: 1979: 31ff. 
2. Dean: 1971: 613ff. 
3. Seringueiro-patrao, is used here to distinguish between the 'self- 

employed' seringueiro (patrao = master) and the seringueiro-cativo 
(cativo = captive ) who worked for a master. 

4. Also called Seringueira after the syringes made by natives. 
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abundance in the valleys of the middle and upper Amazon - Castilloa 

Elastica and Hevea Brasiliensis Preta (black) - both of which 

produced more latex than the earlier known varieties (1). 

Castilloa produces a type of rubber known as 'Caucho' which can only 

be extracted by felling the tree and bleeding it dry, i. e., by 

killing the source itself. The direct producer, the f cauchoeiro', 

must lead a nomadic existence in constant search of fresh stands of 

castilloa. The seringueira preta, on the other hand, can be tapped 

for periods of up to 60 years. Here the rubber tapper, the 

seringueiro, leads a sedentary life on the seringal. The two methods 

used to extract the product are detailed below. 

2.1.1. The Production of Caucho. 

After 1880, Castilloa began to be tapped on a truly commercial basis 

in the Western Amazon with the mounting of large expeditions of up 

to 40 cauchoeiros. In 1882, caucho was being produced along the 

Rivers Tigre, Morona and Pastaza to the west of Iquitos in Peru. As 

these areas became exhausted, so the couchoeiros moved into the 

Ucayali valley in 1855, into the Beni in 1890, and into the Javary 

in 1892. By 1896, Peruvian cauchoeiros were felling trees in the 

valleys of the tributaries of the upper Pur6s and Jurui, in the area 

that was later to become the state of Acre (2). 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1. Woodruff: 1958: 38ff ; Higbee: 1951. The main botanical sources of 

latex are: Hevea and Castilloa in the Americas ; Landolphia and 
Clitandra in Africa ; and Ficus Elastica & Urceola Elastica in 
the East Indies. Hevea Branca was later transported to the East 
Indies plantations as Chapter 3 will note. 

2. See Map 3 for the location of these areas. 
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The extraction of caucho began somewhat later in Eastern Amazonia 

beginning in the valleys of the Xingu and Tocantins in 1892 and 

later in that decade along the Tapajos and the Madeira. Such was the 

predation that caucho production came to a halt in 1910 with the 

virtual disappearance of the Castilloa from much of the Amazon 

valley (1). 

Given the distances of the producing areas from the nearest urban 

centres and the relative scarcity of labour in the interior (2), 

it was necessary to equip expeditions that would last the whole 

tapping season, i. e., from May through to September. The 'Patron', 

or master cauchoeiro, gathered a labour force with the promise of 

a guaranteed price for their caucho product from which the cost of 

transport and maintenance would be deducted. Bedoya gives the 

following list of supplies that each cauchoeiro would require for 

a six month expedition: 

6 Baskets of Cassava Flour. 
20 Kilos of Salted Meat. 
60 Kilos of Beans. 
30 Kilos of Sugar. 
15 Kilos of Coffee. 
3 51b Tins of Butter. 

7 1/2 Kilos of Salt. 
Implements for cooking and eating. (3). 

Joseph Woodroffe, who was himself a master cauchoeiro in the early 

1900's on the River Tigre in Peru, describes the working methods 

used by the cauchoeiros: 

1- Le Cointe: 1922: 420 (Vol. 1) ; Marin: 1977: 26ff ; Guerra: 1955: 66 
Enoch: 1907: 285ff ; Fifer: 1966: 366 ; Akers: 1914: 72. 

2. Indigenous labour will be discussed in Section 2.3. 
3. Bedoya: 1905: 22. 
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-"ach man Z6 . 6upptied wiYh altm, 6 and ammunition and lood 
caicu&Led Y-o &. 61- him afout 6ix day-6, con, ýi, 6ting lolý ithe 
mo, 6i- pazt o/ a -&w tin. 6 o/ 5azdine. 6 and eig&t o/ laltinha (1). 
llav-ing made a . 5nza-U gund& o/ oiheA he 
pene, &zaie,! s iaýto the ku-6h 

-in . 6eazch o/ ihe caucho tAee, 6 hAich, 
u. 6 he encoun&/L6 them, a4e mu)Lked with a gig fettvA o,, z othez 
, ýign cut into the 9azk o/ the tzee. 7hat /2a/t. Ucu-9a,, z f4, ee 
then i. 6 hilý own paope/tty, and no ()MeA cuite/z wite wo., tk upon 
a, uaie, ý, ý he 16 p/Lepa/zed ýto piace hi, 6 UA in jeopa/zdy. 7he 
caucheAo continuz, ý hi, ý uwyle/Ling6 in ihe &u, ýh, maltking weii 
hi. 5 &Laii a, 6 he goe-6, untii he hrz. 6 Lgazed Vie numARA ol 
btee6 which he ca-9culaYe-6 wiU yieid him Vze amouni o/ 
AuLke., z that he ha. 6 6gt a, 6 hi6 iimii-, alleA uhich he )zeýu"Zn. 6 
io ihe main camp /oz U6 axe, a good 6uppiy o/ aii ihaýt he 
wi-U zeqai., ze /o., z a monih o/z molie, and, lzetuAning to Me Pu, 5h, 
he make6 Zo,, L the /-iýt tAee and fui&-6 him, 5eil a . 6mczU hut.. 

..... 7he caucho (Ca, 6ti"oa UaAica) i6 wolLked in Mij 
manneA: cteazLng a 6pace aU a., zound the ga, 3e o/ the iAee 
peAhap, ý ýwejiý-y AA2, t in zadiu6, he p/zoceed. 6 & 9&ed the eong 
aooi.. 6 and . 6ucke, " gy culting ihe ga/zk wil-h hi, 3 muchete, 

a, Uowing the iatex to flow a" ovez Lhe gzoung hvýich ha. 6 
9zen. lLpeviouý6iy lAeed ol u" dead feave. 6,6ýtick, eic. When 

ihi, 6 wo., zk -t, 5 conciaded the main t1tunk ol the bzee 
-i. 6 ati-acked 

wiY-h axe and machete, ýomet4*me., 3 1zequtA-tng in ýthe ca, 6e ol a 
gig 6pecimen . 6eve,, zai houa, ý' haAd wolzk ge,. 

-'oAe 
iý eveatuaily 

la, U. 6 wiý. h a cltu, 3h to the qzound. 7he galz-k o/ the Lzunk and 
kaanchz-6 a., Le then 5"jected to ia/zge inci-6ion-6 wiýth Vze 

machete, and the eatex aj ýi liow, 3 ij aVowed to latl onio 
i. he 

. 6u4Aounding gzound. 7hi, 6 pez/ozmance i, 3 lzepeai-ed urzi-ii 

aii Me tlteý, 3 have 9-een Ued, when ýhe making up o/ Me 

, zuV, e/t in& oz zoU, ý i, 6 commenced, al&., z ateowing 

a 6u//iciý time loll ihe mitk to coaguiaý-e and haviden. 

7akýng a poAlion o/ the haAd /zuUe,, z, weighing aPout lill-een 

12ound, 5, thi, ý i. 6 Aoughly wa, 6hed, and Aick, 6, eatliýh, e-tc., 

adheAing & it aze picked ouL RAip, 6 0/ lzuUeA a/? e then cu-t 

and a/z-e UghUy wound azound the 44-, Jýt named ma, 3.6, uAich 

, 6a&j, ect-, 3 the 
. 6t/ti/2,3 & gltEaýt ten-6ion, and ý&-6 w,, zapping -i-3 

continued unl-i. ý the/Le i. 6 no moltg /zugge/z avai&U-e, the weight 

o/ the /zoU when compeeLe avelzaging aPout 3eventy pound. 6 
/0"z a IU-49.9 g,, zo&n Laze. 

7he 12-Toduct o/ a good cauche/zo wi-te amoun-t ýo atclut 
one i-hou-6and kilo. 6 o/ ', 6eqnam&y de cauchO' ýn ILOV-6, 
aiiobjing the gaiheAelz cLgouýt nine monih-6 in a di6t/? 

-ict wheR-e 
the tAee i, 6 atundani, kui owing ýto the iazy and di-6-6ogute 
hakit-6 o/ Vw avezage , zuUeA gathezez, he za4eeY PIZO&ICR-6 
much Aove. I-ive hun-daed ki&, 6-' (2). 

It was rare for the cauchoeiro to finish the season off with a 

credit balance, i. e., having earned more from his rubber production 

than he owed for the purchase of food and other items. In the first 

instance, the price offered for the caucho by the patron was far 

---------------------------------------- 
1. Cassava flour. 
2. Woodroffe: 1914: 105/6. 
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below the prevailing market price, often less than 50%. In addition, 

Caucho commanded on average only 60% of the price of rubber obtained 

from the seringueira (1). This was because of the high level of 

impurities found in caucho. Thus, even in a good season, the 

cauchoeiro earned considerably less than his seringueiro counterpart. 

On top of this, the price charged for subsistence goods by the 

Patron was far in excess of their original cost. Maurtua gives the 

following comparison of the costs of subsistence goods in 1905 

between the entrepot city of Iquitos in Peru, the relatively 

accessible valley of the Madre de Dios in Bolivia, and the almost 

inaccessible valleys of the upper Pur6s and JuruA in the Acre 

territory: 

Table 1.2.1. - Price Der kilo (in Soles) of Subsistence Products 

in Three of the Main Caucho Producing Regions, in-1905. 

Price in: 
Subsistence Iquitos (a). Madre de b Upper Purus c 
Item. Dios (b). a& JuruA (c). a 

Rice 0.21 1.30 619 2.00 952 

Sugar 0.54 1.19 220 2.00 370 

Beans 0.65 1.30 200 1.00 154 

Butter 0.86 1.95 227 4.00 465 

Cassava Flour 0.65 1.19 183 1.08 166 

Salt 0.21 1.08 514 1.00 476 

Source: Maurtua: 1911: 41. 

1. Woodruff: 1958: 51ff. 
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The above shows that a kilo of rice cost the cauchoeiro who was 

working in Acre almost 10 times as much as what the Patron paid 

for it in Iquitos; a kilo of sugar cost 3.7 times as much; and a 

kilo of beans 1.54 times the Iquitos price. The cauchoeiro who 

finished the year in debt was often sold to another Patron in 

exchange for payment of the debt and there are instances where the 

widows and children of cauchoeiros were enslaved because of an 

unpaid debt (1). 

2.1.2. Rubber Production on the Seringal. 

When the first waves of Brazilians reached Acre territory in the 

1860's and 1870's, there was a virtual land rush. As has been noted, 

Acre lay outside of Brazilian territorial space and the two 

sovereign powers, Peru and Bolivia, had not as yet begun to occupy 

their Amazonian provinces. Thus, the colonisation of Acre by 

Brazilians was carried out under the principal of 'uti possidetis', 

i. e., the 'ownership' of land rested on the ability to effectively 

control it, not on any juridical title. The new 'owners' of the 

estates, the seringalistas, were in effect kings of whole river 

valleys and used armed guards to patrol them (2). 

Given the size of Acre's seringais, the larger estates employed 

between 50 and 300 seringueiros (3) and the lack of sufficient 

local labour, it became necessary to import labour from outside. 

1. Indigenous labour will be discussed in Section 2.3. 
2. Ribeiro: 1977: 27 ; Wagley: 1953: 94. 
3. Tastevin: 1920: 135. 
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It was customary for the larger seringalistas to send their own 

agents to the North-East of Brazil, particularly the state of 

Ceari, to contract labour. Smaller seringalistas generally paid a 

commission to an agent resident in the migrant donor state who 

contracted the labour for them (1). 

Fortaleza, the capital city of CearA, lies some 5,000 kilometres 

by river from the estates of the upper Amazon. In addition, the 

migrant labour force did not intend to settle in the Amazon, rather 

the intention was to 'get rich quick' and return home to the North- 

East (2). Thus, the cost of travel and the predatory ideology 

combined to ensure that the vast majority of the migrants were 

single or unaccompanied married males. When Tastevin visited the 

seringais of the River TarauacA in Acre some 15 years after their 

initial colonisation, he found that men outnumbered women by almost 

three to one. The census undertaken by Tastevin reveals that in 1926 

there were : 1,333 men, 475 women, 466 boys under 16,434 girls 

under 16, and 173 babies whose sex he could not ascertain (3). A 

similar situation existed on the upper reaches of the River Jurui 

which Tastevin visited during the same period. Here there were 4,190 

men, 1,646 women, and 2,785 children (4). 

As the only routes of communication were the rivers themselves, the 

seat of the seringal, the seringalista's store or 'barracaol, was 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Cunha: 1941: 23ff ; Wagley: 1953: 93 ; Akers: 1914: 53 ; Aquino: 1982: 63. 
2. Santos: 1980: 108. 
3. Tastevin: 1926: 47. 
4. Tastevin: 1920: 140. 
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situated on the river bank. It was here that the seringalista 

kept the supplies, stored the rubber product, and conducted the 

day to day business of the seringal. From the barracao, a number 

of forest trails or 'varadouros' lead off into the interior of the 

estate. Located along these varadouros at intervals of aproximately 

two hours walk are the huts of the seringueiros, the 'barracast. 

While the barracao of the seringalista was often a large building 

with several rooms and sometimes having a roof made from imported 

Portuguese tiles, the barraca of the seringueiro was a very simple 

dwelling. It consists of a single roomed wooden hut, sometimes 

without walls, and raised off the ground on short stilts to prevent 

flooding in the rainy season. The roof is generally thatched with 

palm leaves and the floor made from the wood of the Paxiuba tree 

which is easily split into canes, but which is extremely soft and 

becomes infested with insects. Around each barraca are the rubber 

trails or lestradas'. Each estrada, which may contain up to 200 

rubber trees, 'seringueiras', is shaped in the form of a loop so 

that it begins and ends close to the barraca of the seringueiro 
I 

As with caucho production, rubber production on the seringal is 

based on the collection of latex from stands of wild seringueiras 

naturally dispersed throughout the forest. At best, 10 or 15 trees 

are contained within the area of a single hectare, there being one 

seringueira to every 70 or 80 other species of tree. The distance 

between each seringueira varies on average between 60 and 70 

metres (2). 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1. A schematic representation of a 'typical' seringal is given in 

Figure 1. 
2. Fifer: 1966: 366 ; Akers: 1914: 40 ; Cunha: 1906. 
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FIG. I Plan of a Seringal. 

0 Barrack of Seringalista 

Barraca of Seringueiro 

CD Estrada - Rubber Trail 

Varadouro - Forest Trail 
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The opening up of an estrada takes aproximately 9 man-days to 

complete. The task is not undertaken by the newly arrived migrant 

seringueiro as he is still considered a seringueiro 'brabo' or 

greenhorn (1), but by a specialist team consisting of a 'mateiro', 

1 toqueiro' and 'piqueiro' (2). 

At the point where the barraca of the seringueiro is to be built, 

the mateiro, or woodsman, enters the forest to locate the nearest 

seringueira which he marks. This will be the start of the new 

estrada, called the 'boca de estrada' literally the 'mouth' of the 

rubber trail. It is here that the toqueiro and piqueiro wait while 

the mateiro searches for the second seringueira. As noted, this may 

be some 60 metres away in dense undergrowth. On finding it, the 

mateiro shouts or whistles as a signal to the toqueiro who follows 

the sound until he joins the mateiro at the base of the second 

seringueira. The mateiro then goes on to find a third tree while 

toqueiro (3) bangs two pieces of wood or sticks together as a signal 

for the piqueiro (4) to follow as he cuts down the brush in a line 

between the first and second trees. 

Depending on the density of the seringueiras, once the mateiro has 

successfully located and marked 50 to 80 seringueiras in a line, he 

will turn around and carry on the search for more rubber trees on 

the return journey so that the finished estrada will form a loop. 

The point of the estrada most distant from the barraca is called 

the 'volta de estrada', the turning point. Once the required number 

1. As opposed to being a 'seringueiro ma 
seringueiro, a state that is achieved 
season has been completed. 

2. Tocantins: 1979: 157 ; Cunha: 1906. 
3. Toqueiro is a substantive of the verb 
4. Piqueiro is a substantive of 'Picar' 

nsov, or an experienced 
after the first tapping 

'Tocar' : to make a sound. 
to trace a line. 
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of seringueiras have been located, marked and put 'em pique', i. e., 

have a rough trail hacked out between them, the task of this trio is 

finished and they move on to cut another estrada. Each estrada 

takes aproximately three days to complete. The seringueiro can now 

commence tapping the estrada, improving the trail through constant 

use until the top soil disappears completely and a thin sandy path 

runs from seringueira to seringueira. The length of each estrada 

varies from 8 to 12 kilometres (1). 

Once tapped and collected, the latex must be processed on the same 

day because it becomes granular and unworkable (2). Thus, the size 

of the estrada is determined by the amount of trees that a 

seringueiro can tap in a single day, taking into account that the 

latex must be collected and processed on the same day. In addition, 

each estrada must be allowed at least one day's rest in between 

successive tappings otherwise the latex will contain a higher water 

content and so produce less rubber. Continuous tapping may also 

kill the tree. It was therefore common practice for each seringueiro 

to be allocated 2 or 3 estradas, i. e., sufficient to keep him 

continuously occupied throughout the working week. 

The area that comprises of the seringueiro's barraca and his quota 

of estradas is called his 'colocagao', i. e., literally the area in 

which he is placed, but which has come to mean 'tapping post'. The 

seringueiro whose colocarao consists of two estradas taps these on 

alternate days, tapping each one three times a week. Those with 

1. Akers: 1914: 31. 
2. Akers: 1914: 94 ; Woodroffe: 1914: 51. 
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three estradas tap each estrada twice a week leaving the trees to 

rest for two days in between tappings. The three estrada sytem has 

come to predominate in Acre, partly because of the better quality 

of rubber obtained and because the serin-ueira will crop for more 0 

years, but also possibly because of the traditional shortage of 

labour in Acre. 

The production of rubber on the seringal during this period involved 

three distinct operations. Firstly, there is the tapping process 

itself, or 'corte' which literally means 'cut'. This was carried 

out using a small hand-axe, 'machadinho'. The seringueiro cuts an 

incision into the bark of the tree at aproximately 45 0 to the 

horizontal. The incision extends for 18 inches from a central 

incision that is vertical. A new incision is made each day above 

the previous day's cut until the series of incisions resemble a 

flag. A small basin, 'tigelinha', is placed at the base of the 

vertical incision so as to collect the latex as it trickles out of 

the wound. In some areas a 'Herringbone system' is used instead of 

the 'flag system'. Here the successive incisions are made on 

opposite sides of the central cut. The two methods are illustrated 

in Figure 2. 

The seringueiro makes the first cut aproximately one metre from the 

ground. At each successive tapping he makes a further incision 

around one centimetre above the previous one. At the end of the 

season, the trunk of the tree is marked by a series of some 60 to 

100 cuts one above the other. At the beginning of the new season, 
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the seringueiro starts again at the base of the tree and works 

upwards re-cutting the old incisions. 

The corte occupied the seringueiro for aproximately 5 hours 

depending on the size of the estrada. He climbed out of his hammock 

at around 3 a. m., drank a cup of coffee and took his lunch pack to 

the 'boca de estrada'. Here he left his lunch hanging from a branch 

and began the corte, lighting his way in the dark with a 'poronga'. 

an acetylene lamp strapped to his head in a similar manner to those 

used by European coal miners in the 19th century. The corte was 

finished by 10 or 11 o'clock when the seringueiro had completed the 

circuit of the estrada and reached the 'boca de estrada' where he 

ate his lunch. The latter usually consisted of the cold remains of 

the previous night's supper of rice, beans, cassava flour, and 

tinned meat or game. 

After lunch, the seringueiro began the 'colheita', the collection 

of the latex from the tigelinhas. This involved retracing his 

journey around the estrada pouring the latex from the tigelinhas 

into a latex impregnated hessian sack that he carried on his back. 

This operation took another 4 to 5 hours and the seringueiro 

finished this at around 4 o'clock in the afternoon. On completing 

the colheita, the seringueiro, carried the latex to his barraca 

where he began the final stage of the process. 

As noted, the latex needs to be processed on the same day as it is 

tapped. Near to each seringueiro's barraca was the 'tapiri', a much 

smaller hut than the barraca with a thatched roof that slopes right 
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down to the ground just like a bivouac tent. This is the 'defumador' 

or smokehouse. It is not raised on stilts like the barraca as it is 

not used in the rainy season as rubber is not tapped at this time 

because water becomes mixed with the latex in the tigelinhas and 

they overflow. 

In the tapiri is a short slit trench in which a fire is built. The 

nuts of the Urucury palm is generally used for this purpose as they 

give off a dense black smoke when burnt. The smoke passes through 

a funnel shaped clay oven that the seringueiro constructs at one 

end of the slit trench and pours out of the hole at the top in a 

constant stream. A wooden paddle or stick is revolved by hand over 

the mouth of the funnel and latex slowly poured on to it where it 

hardens. Gradually layer upon layer build up into a large ball or 

I pela'. 

A zinc basin is placed underneath the pela so as to catch spillage. 

This is later sold as 'sernambi', scrap rubber. Each day the latex 

is added to the pela until it reaches an optimum weight of between 

45 and 65 kilos. The lower figure is the maximum weight that the 

seringueiro can carry on his back when he transports it to the 

seringalistas barracao or to the point where the seringalista's 

mule train will pick it up. The higher figure is the weight attained 

by seringueiros who lived on the river bank and could transport the 

pela by canoe. The finishing of a pela could take up to between 

two or three weeks. Seringueiros commonly speak in terms of the 
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'quinzena' or fortnight as the period of time in between successive 

visits to the barracao to deliver rubber and collect supplies. 

However, this is a very loose term and refers to the visit itself 

rather than the length of time in between them. 

The 'defumaqao' or smoking process lasted 2 to 3 hours depending 

on the quantity of latex collected that day. During this time, the 

seringueiro sits on an upturned log in the tapiri. The latter is 

filled with a thick smoke and is heated to a high temperature by 

the clay oven. It must be remembered that the outside temperature 

is normally at least 30 0 C. Many seringueiros suffer problems with 

vision after a life of smoking rubber and some also suffer with 

stiff leg joints which have been baked by sitting too close to the 

oven for long periods. The lay-out of a tapiri is illustrated in 

Figure 3. 

The working day of the seringueiro, then, lasted from 3 or 4 o'clock 

in the morning to 7 or 8 o'clock at night, aproximately 15 hours 

per day. This was undertaken for 6 days a week, the seventh was 

set aside for hunting, the transportation of rubber to the barracao, 

or visiting neighbouring seringueiros. This was carried right 

through the tapping season which lasts from March/April to September/ 

October, aproximately 8 months in all. 
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2.2. The Aviamento Chain. 

Aviamento is the name given to the system that linked the seringueiro 

via a series of intermediary agents to the large export and import 

houses in Belem and Manaus and from there to the financial and 

industrial enterprises in Europe and the U. S. A. It was a system in 

which the latter speculated in the future demand for rubber by 

advancing credit to the export agencies in Brazil. These in turn 

made similar advances to the principal agents in the system, the 

'Casas Aviadores' (1) who furnished the lesser intermediaries with 

essential supplies such as food items, tools and equipment, and 

medicines. The lesser intermediaries, usually the seringalistas (2) 

themselves, advanced these goods to the final link in the chain, the 

direct procer, the seringueiro. Thus, as credit in the form of money 

and goods moved one way down the chain, i. e., westwards, rubber moved 

in the opposite direction (3). Figure 4 gives a spatial representation 

of the Aviamento chain. 

A superficial analysis could view the workings of the Aviamento 

system simply in terms of the laws of supply and demand of the free 

market economy. Demand for the product in the industrial west raises 

the market price to a level where collection becomes profitable. The 

lack of available capital and labour in the producing zones is 

overcome by the extension of credit facilities and the offer of 

1. 'Casas Aviadores' - literally credit houses. In some instances the 
export/import agency and the casa aviadora were a single enterprise. 

2. On some of the larger seringais, under-managers functioned as the 
penultimate link in the chain. 

3. Weinstein: 1983 , Paula: 1982, and Santos: 1980 discuss Aviamento in 
some detail. 
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financial assistance to migrant donor and migrant receiving states 

by foreign lending agencies. The result is expanded production which 

creates employment in both Amazonia and the West. 

Rubber production generated a great deal of wealth; it accounted for 

the bulk of the revenue of the rubber producing states. In 1906, 

rubber export earnings were sufficient to pay off 40% of Brazil's 

annual debt (1). At the height of the 'Rubber Boom' in 1910, the 

value of rubber exports was 376,971 milreis, the equivalent of 90% 

of the revenue generated in the same year by coffee (2). However, 

while coffee production led to a sustained development drive in the 

South, rubber did not achieve the same for Amazonia (3). 

A paradox existed in that, while rubber production promoted the 

rapid settlement of vast areas of the Amazonian hinterland, it 

hindered the possibility of further development. A major factor in 

this was the functioning of the Aviamento system which, as will be 

demonstrated, impeded the formation of an independent labour force 

and a developed agriculture through the immobilisation of the 

factors of production. 

The migrant rubber tapper, the seringueiro 'brabo', arrived in Acre 

already in debt. The cost of his transportation from the North-East, 

the cost of provisions and hostels during the journey, were the first 

items to be debited to his account to be offset against his future 

earnings from rubber production. To these were added any advances 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Bourne: 1978: 30. 
2. Ferreira: 1962: 317. 
3. A number of works discuss this point. In particular, see 

Lima: 1981 ; Cano: 1977 ; Silva: 1976 ; and Scantimburgo: 1980. 
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made to the seringueiro to pay off any debts that he had prior to 

migration and the cost of a rifle and ammunition, essential tools 

and equipment, and foodstuffs to last him the first month of his 

stay on the colocaqao. It has been estimated that the seringueiro 

brabo was likely to have accumulated a debt in excess of E140 (1) 

sterling before he had produced a single kilo of rubber (2). 

The debt was quickly compounded as the seringueiro brabo may have 

taken several months to reach a reasonable standard of expertise at 

his trade. During this 'probationary' period, it was customary to 

allocate him a single estrada which had probably been tapped before. 

In this way, the damage done by the novice was kept to a minimum, 

but it signified that the seringueiro was lucky to produce half a 

kilo of rubber per day. This would earn him less than 25% of what 

was required to maintain in him materials and supplies. Thus, by the 

end of a three month 'apprenticeship' the debt to the seringalista 
I 

may have risen to E200 (3). 

In Acre and western Amazonas, where the most productive seringeiras 

are found, an experienced seringueiro can collect 412 litres per day 

from the average size estrada. This will produce aproximately 4 

kilos of processed rubber. Thus, in a full season's tapping, the 

seringueiro can produce as much as 600 kilos. However, it is rare 

for the seringueiro to achieve this target. Disease, hunting, the 

collection of fuel and supplies, and the transportation of the 

product, all reduce the time spent on tapping. Akers' survey of 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Different authors use different currencies. For the purposes of 

comparison an exchange rate of El = 6.5$ = 15 milreis is used. 
This was the rate in early 1914. 

2. Woodroffe: 1914: 221; Cunha: 1941: 23/4.3. Lange: 1911: 35; Woodroffe: ibid. 
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rubber production in 1913 on Seringal Sevastopol on the River Pur6s 

found that the annual production of each seringueiro averaged out 

to aproximately 262 kilos (1). 

All the items that the seringueiro consumed during the season were 

entered onto his current account that was kept at the barracao by 

the seringalista as were also his production totals. Two methods of 

paying the seringueiro were in operation in the early phase. In the 

first, the seringalista set a price on the spot as and when the 

seringueiro brought his production to the barracao. The seringueiro 

here was called a 'seringueiro de tOco'. The seringalista used his 

knowledge of how the market was behaving together with the last 

quote he had received from passing river traffic to determine the 

the price that he set. Prices oscillated a great deal and the 

seringalista could lose as often as the seringueiro. 

This system fell into disuse and the 'annual account' system came to 

predominate. Here, the 'seringueiro por conta' brought his product 

to the barracao every 'quinzena' and exchanged it for supplies, each 

transaction being entered onto the current account. However, this 

account was not balanced until the end of the production year when 

the seringalista returned from Manaus after having transported the 

seringal's production to the Casa Aviadora (2). 

Before balancing the seringueiro's account, the seringalista first 

deducted 10% from the original weight of the seringueiro's annual 

1. Akers: 1914: 88. 
2. Goulart: 1968: 119 ; Woodroffe: 1914: 220 ; Akers: 1914: 89. 
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production to allow for any drying out and subsequent weight loss 

during the course of the season (1). The remainder was then credited 

to the seringueiro's current account at a rate that varied between 

40% and 60% of the price that the seringalista received at the Casa 

Aviadora. Thus, even if the seringueiro had produced the optimum 

600 kilos during the course of the season, his earnings after rtaral 

and the seringalista's 'discount' had been deducted would amount to 

no more than E50. (2). 

From this the seringalista deducted the price of the supplies and 

other goods that he had advanced to the seringueiro during the 

course of the season. Just as he had discounted a percentage from 

the price of the rubber, so the seringalista added a percentage to 

the price of these goods. Santos gives the following comparison of 

prices charged for similar goods in 1907 in Rio de janeiro, then 

the capital of Brazil, and on a seringal on the River Solimoes in 

the middle Amazon (3): 

Article. Cost per unit (in Reis). b 
In Rio. (a) On Seringal. (b). x 100 

a 

Flour 72 1,000 1,389 

Sugar 375 1,500 400 

Rice 245 1,500 612 

Coffee 340 2,000 588 

Dried Meat 600 3,000 500 

Beans 155 1,200 774 

Tobacco 1,200 10,000 883 

1. This gave the 'net weight' or 'tare weight'. The word 'tara' is 
used by Acre's seringueiros to describe the weight loss. 

2. Goulart: 1968: 119 ; Woodroffe: 1914: 220 ; Akers: 1914: 89. 
3. Santos: 1980: 167. 
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Thus, sugar cost four times as much on the seringal than it did in 

Rio and flour cost almost 14 times as much. It must be remembered 

that the price quoted for Rio also included an element for the cost 

of transportation from the sometimes distant centres of production. 

The disparity, then, between the price in Rio and the price on the 

seringal cannot be solely attributed to the distance between the 

producing areas and the seringal. 

The price differentials were even greater for those seringueiros 

who worked the seringais along the upper rivers, in Acre and the 

surrounding areas. This is demonstrated from the following list, 

again from Santos, which compares the price differentials (1=100%) 

between the various links of the aviamento chain as they operated 

on the River Solimoes in the middle Amazon and the River Madeira 

near to Acre's border with Bolivia (1). 

Price differential between the: - 

1. Seringueiro and Rio: 

2. Seringueiro and Seringalista: 

3. Seringueiro and Aviador: 

4. Seringalista and Aviador: 

5. Aviador and Rio: 

Solimoes. Madeira. 

4.9 10.2 

1.6 3.4 

2.4 5.0 

1.5 1.5 

2.1 2.1 

The above shows that the average cost of supplies to the serinueiro 

on the upper Madeira was over twice that available to the seringueiro 

on the Solimoes. In addition, the seringalista is shown to be the 

1. Santos: 1980: 170. 
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principal beneficiary of the price differentials between the two 

rivers. The Casa Aviadora sold goods to seringalistas on both rivers 

at an average mark-up of 50%. However, while the seringalista on the 

Solimoes levied a 60% price rise when he sold the goods to the 

seringueiros on his estate, his counterpart on the upper Madeira 

added a 240% surcharge to the cost of the goods. Granted that it was 

the seringalista who bore the initial charge of transportation from 

Manaus to the seringal and that costs were greater the more distant 

the seringal, yet the most distant seringal on the upper Madeira is 

aproximately twice as far from Manaus as Coari, for example, on the 

middle Solimoes, while the price differential is four times as 

great. 

Akers, who spent a number of years in the Amazon during the second 

decade of this century, gives the following list of essentials drawn 

each month by the seringueiro from the barracao. The average prices 

that he quotes relate to the seringais of the middle Amazon. 

Article. Quantity. 

Rice 3 Kilos 

Beans 4 

Coffee i 

Sugar 2 

Dried Meat 4 

Salt 2 

Soap I 2 

Cassava 20 Litres 

Kerosene 1 it 

Lard 2 Kilos 

Tobacco 1 it 

Matches 2 Packets 

Cig. Papers 2 

Total. 

Total Price (in fl). 

0.38 

0.53 

0.14 

0.21 

0.64 

0.08 

0.04 

0.64 

0.05 

0.23 

0.64 

0.22 

0.08 

E3.91p. 

(Adapted from 
Akers: 1914: 89). 
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Given a monthly expenditure of E3.91p, a seringueiro of the middle 

Amazon drew aproximately E31 worth of goods during the tapping 

season. Therefore, even at best, i. e., where the seringueiro produced 

600 kilos in a season earning him E50, his credit balance would 

amount to only E20 annually. At this rate of accumulation, it would 

take him at least seven years to pay off his original debt to the 

seringalista. 

There still remains the question of the rainy season when it is 

not possible to tap rubber as the estradas and varadouros become 

impassable and the tigelinhas fill with water. In general, the 

migrant seringueiros of the lower and middle Amazons returned home 

to the North-East during the winter months. Again, the cost of this 

was met by the seringalista and it was debited to the seringueiro's 

account. Each seringueiro's debt was carried forward to the next 

tapping season and it was this debt that tied the seringueiro to a 

given seringal and guaranteed that the seringalista would have a 

supply of labour for the following season (1). 

For the seringueiros of the upper Amazon, along the valleys of the 

Rivers Purus and Jurua, the situation was quite different. Here the 

seringueiro was less likely to finish the production year in credit. 

Firstly, the initial debt that he incurred would have been higher 

than for his counterpart on the lower reaches because the cost of 

his transportation would have been greater. Secondly, as has been 

1. The mechanisms that guaranteed this will be discussed later in 
this section. 
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demonstrated, the cost of essential goods was higher on the western- 

most seringais. Thirdly, at the end of the tapping season, the 

migrant seringueiro of Acre and western Amazonas was not able to 

return home to the North-East : the journey was too long to under- 

take a return trip in the 'off' season; it was also too expensive 

given the likelihood that the seringueiro was probably already in 

considerable debt. So the seringueiro was obliged to spend the 

winter months idle on the seringal, consuming but not producing, 

and thus adding to his debts. Under these circumstances, it was 

probable that the seringueiro would never pay off his debt to 

the seringalista and would remain a 'seringueiro cativo' (1) for 

the rest of his working life. 

It is suggested by some authors that the relation between the 

seringueiro and the seringalista was fundamentally an exchange 

relation, rather than a production relation, i. e., that the 

seringueiro was an independent producer and that the seringalista 

was in some way a storekeeper rather than a taskmaster (2). While 

this may have been the case on some of the smaller seringais of 

Eastern Amazonia where the seringueiro may have rented estradas or 

been a meieiro, it was not the case in the West where, as in Acre, 

large estates of up to 300 seringueiros predominated. Here, as will 

be shown, the seringalista controlled both production and exchange 

within his domain. 

1. 'Captive seringueiro', a phrase used to describe the situation of 
those 'tied' to the seringal. 

2. See for example, Russan: 1902 ; Higbee: 1951: 411 ; Weinstein: 1983: 131. 
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In the first instance, the seringueiro must tap his estradas 

each day. He 9 therefore, must live close to them. As each 

colocac, ao covers an extensive area, perhaps as much as 200 to 300 

hectares, and the working day is long and arduous, there is no 

social articulation on a daily basis. As Galvao states, it was the 

seringalista's barracao itself which provided the social focal 

point of the whole community when seringueiros came in every 

quinzena to exchange rubber for goods. This is not to suggest that 

cooperative activity did not take place. However, given the nature 

of the enterprise, this tended to occur under the direction of the 

seringalista, e. g., in the formation of teams to open up new estradas 

or guide ox trains and so on (1). 

Secondly, the seringalista employed armed guards, 'fiscais', to police 

the estate. The fiscais checked that the seringueiro tapped in the 

prescribed manner, that he did not cut too deep, or tap the same 

estrada on consecutive days, both of which gave more latex in the 

short term, but which could eventually kill the tree. In addition, 

they kept out the river traders, the 'marreteiros' or 'regatoest, 

and so denied the seringueiro an alternative means of commercialising 

his product and ensuring that it would be brought to the barracao. 

The seringueiro was also obliged to stamp the pelas of rubber with 

the mark of the seringalista (sometimes the mark of the Casa Aviadora) 

so that it could be identified. This had the effect of re-enforcing 

the notion that the pelas belonged to the seringalista and not the 

seringueiro (2). 

------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Galvao: 1952: 19 ; Wagley: 1960: 94ff Ross: 1978: 207. 
2. Wagley: ibid ; Goulart: 1968: lllff Ribeiro: 1977: 26 

Weinstein: 1983: 50ff. 
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The fiscais also ensured that the seringueiro devoted his labour 

almost exclusively to rubber production and did not engage in 

subsistence agriculture. The fiscais were ordered to destroy any 

such subsistence plots that were discovered on the seringal. It must 

be remembered that the migrant seringueiro was not accompanied by 

a family whose labour could complement his own by producing 

subsistence items and so partially relieve the burden of purchasing 

goods from the barracao (1). 

The seringueiro, then, was forced to barter his product for items 

sold by the seringalista. As has been shown, the seringalista had 

exclusive franchise within his own domain. This monopoly position 

was founded upon the the actual use or the threat of force which 

enabled the seringalista to pay the seringueiro half the market 

price of rubber while, at the same time, charging him twice the 

market price of essential goods. Not only were the latter highly 

priced, in many instances they were of inferior quality. As Wolf and 

Wolf state: 

`7ypica. ý o/ ihe IaAut-eou. 6-ey paiced gut wýe" nigh 
mo4ihZe. 6.6 good, 3 upon ýhe, 6e- ju-ng-te zutej 
(the ýtappelt, 6) wa.. 6 the 'Laade gun' which came to 

f, e . 6pec-ia-Uy macLe in Euzope /o/t the Amazon /tuUe/z 
i-, zack. I7uzz&-, eoadeA. 6 wiýh wound-wi4, e kalvý, 16, ihey 
wouid unwiý and laU apaltt alieA haýel a hundAed 

, 6hoL. 6 had 9zen 1, iýd ... 0/ couA, 6ýe, the geneAae theolty 
ol ý-he whoie commeace &uý6 to kay -the cheape. 3ýt 
/2o, 3,3iUg good-6 and di, 6po6e o/ them at the mo, 3i- 
extAa. vagant paice, 6 po, 6,6iU-. P-. " (2). 

--------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Guerra: 1955: 197 ; Weinstein: 1983a: 129. 
2. Wolf & Wolf: 1936: 45 - quoted in Weinstein: 1980: 37. 
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This array of factors guaranteed the permanent indebtednes of the 

seringueiro. Escape from this predicament was virtually impossible. 

The seringais of Western Amazonia were isolated and more distant 

from any urban centre. Fiscais were stationed at the mouth of 

tributaries to prevent seringueiros escaping down river. In addition, 

there was an unwritten agreement between seringalistas not to employ 

a seringueiro who was in debt to another seringalista. While these 

'Rules of the Rubber Fields' had fallen into disuse in the East, 

they were still very much in force in the isolated areas of the West 

where labour was scarce and debt the principal method of immobilising 

the workforce (1). As Cunha noted on his visit to Acre at the turn 

of the century : 

"7hen. e i�i an agze2fa2ft£ amongit ýý paý, zoe�ý noi ýo accepý- 
th. e amp. ýoyee, 5 oý£ othx--n, 5 uho weze in deU- Aec2fi, ý-iy 

u)a, /, a eange ga-ihening ( üý, ' ) iii Ac�ze 
J-o Mi, 3 accozd... wiih ýhe c1Leaýion oý heavy 
lirL" An pa; tnüe, ý uvýo con£navened ýAe agneem2id. » (2). 

While it was technically possible for a seringalista to buy the 

debt of a seringueiro so that he could transfer his labour to the 

seringalista's estate, this seldom occurred in practice (3) because 

the labour force was jealously guarded as the only source of wealth. 

Unlike the seringueiro-patrao and meieiro previously mentioned, the 

seringueiro in Western Amazonia was not an independent or relatively 

independent producer, he was a captive on the seringal, a seringueiro- 

cativo. His relation to the seringalista did not centre upon exchange 

1. Wagley: 1960: 94 : Weinstein: 1983: 30. 
2. Da Cunha: 1976: 111. 
3. Aquino: 1982: 74ff. 
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The seringalista, as has been demonstrated, effectively possessed 

the seringal (1). He may or may not have held juridical title to 

the property, but he controlled the practices that occurred within 

its boundaries. 

In the first place, he controlled access to the estradas in that it 

was the seringalista, or his agent, who allocated them to individual 

seringueiros. Once allocated, the seringalista used fiscais to control 

the labour process both in terms of the methods used to tap rubber 

and that labour would be concentrated on rubber production to the 

exclusion of other economic activity. The fiscais also guaranteed 

that the rubber product was exchanged at the barracao. It was the 

seringalista's control over both the means of production, i. e., the land 

and the trees that grew on it, and the labour process that enabled him 

to force such unfair exchange rates on the seringueiro and keep him 

captive on the seringal. As with the 'unfortunate Mr. Peel' , had 

land been freely available such relations would not have arisen. (2) 

2.3. Indigenous Labour on Acre's Seringais. 

Prior to the migration of 1877 and after, the forest valleys of the 

upper reaches of the River Purus and Jurua were inhabited almost 

exclusively by Amerindian tribes of the Pano and Aruak linguistic 

families. None-indigenous settlements were few and consisted mainly 

of isolated dwellings along the principal tributaries of the Pur6s. 

1. For a discussion of 'effective possession' see Cutler et al: 1977 
Chapter 10, Vol. l, pp. 243 - 262. 

2. Marx: 1867: 716 gives an account of a certain Mr. Peel who took with 
him from England to Australia capital to the value of E50,000 and 
3,000 persons, working men and their families, only to be deserted 
by the latter on arrival because of the ready availability of land. 
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Within 30 years, Acre had become the principal rubber producer of 

Amazonia and had been the recipient of at least 60,000 migrant 

seringueiros (1). 

Brazil has had a long history of indigenous enslavement. Indeed, in 

the Amazon where few African slaves were imported, the Indian was 

the traditional object of servile relations (2). As Verissimo wrote 

of Eastern Amazonia in 1892 : 

'Idh-iie negzo 3-euvevLy had a&o6i- di, 6appealLed Amazonia 
du, z. ing ýhe time o/ the genelzai emancipation o/ . 6. eave, 6, 
ithe co-exi. 6teat enjeaý)emen-t ol Indiun, 6 continae. 6. I 
empha, 6i. 6e, coai-inue, 3 J-c exiý6i ... HeAe, ýhe lndýian and 
ih, e 7apuio (3) cL., ze /5tia velty olten j-4euve. 5.41ý 13uch 
. 
they aze keaten..., 5oid... given alý. Gy O/Z tlzun, 5ýelzAýd 
w, dhou-t thelLIZ con,,, en-i 1, iom owne,, z to o&ne., z. " (4). 

However, during the first two decades of Acre's occupation by 

Brazilian seringueiros, up until the late 1890's, no attempt was 

made to incorporate the native population into the labour force. 

The Indian was viewed as hostile, hampering the economic 

emancipation of the territory, and incapable of being "civilised". 

As such, the indigenous population was treated as was a dangerous 

wild animal - hunted down and killed. The cauchoeiros, as they 

moved eastwards into Acre from Peru and Bolivia, treated the Indian 

in a similar manner (5). 

1. Kietzman: 1967: 13 16 ; Bowman: 1913: 278. 
2. Santos: 1980: 61ff Ribeiro: 1977: 44ff. 
3. Tapuio -a so-called 'civilised' Indian or mestizo. 
4. Verissimo: 1970: 178 
5. Aquino: 1982: 59ff ; Ribeiro: 1977: 42ff ; Tastevin: 1928: 211 
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This period, 1880 - 1900, was the era of the infamous 'correrias' or 

Indian hunts. On his visit to Acre in the 20's, the French priest 

Constant Tastevin encountered several tribes which had been the 

subject of genocidal attacks. In the quote below, he describes one 

such correria against an isolated village of Kaxinau6 on the River 

Muru : 

`7ha-ý night a gzoup ol tei, &cen 30 and 50 men, wuned wi-th 
R-epeating zi/i" and ove/z 100 /tound, 3 o/ ammuniLion each, 
enc, iAcled ihe ionz (communae) hut, &Aich &u, 6 6haped (-ike 
a Lee-hive, u4, ew iAe who& cian . 6&pt in peace. When 
ihe Lime came j. -loa the Indian-6 & get up, make gAeak/a, 6i, 
and p/tepa/zz &1z ihe day', 6 hunl-ing, a pae-a/taunged ýgnag 
&u, 6 given and Vw- ail-uckeqA aV Aýegan liqing. Tew managed 
Y-o e, ýcupe. 7he women and chiidwn &4o goy- out uZive we-, ze 
6puyzed, Pýý noi a . 6-ingie man 5uwived. " (1). 

The concerted efforts of seringueiros and cauchoeiros with their 

modern arms against the disunited tribal groups with primitive 

weapons resulted in the decimation of Acre's native population, 

especially that of the Pur6s valley. Many tribes listed by William 

Chandless and Manoel Urbano on their various voyages in the area 

some 30 to 40 years earlier had completely disappeared. Others 

only survived total extinction by fleeing to the remote areas 

along the upper rivers (2). 

As the two fronts, seringueiro and cauchoeiro, moved from the 

PurLs into the JuruA, so too did the Indians of this area suffer a 

similar fate. However, within 10 years of the penetration of the 

Jurua, the policy of extermination had changed to one of 

enslavement (3). It must be pointed out that precisely at this time 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Tastevin: 1925: 419 2. For an account of a group of KaxinauA 
who migrated into an area of Peru that was devoid of seringueiras, 
see Johnston: 1969 and Dwyer: 1975. 
3. Aquino: 1982: 68ff ; Ribeiro: 1977: 42ff. 
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of greatest threat to indigenous groups, i. e., from the birth of 

the Republic in 1889 until the creation of the Indian Protection 

Service in 1910 (1), there were no laws in force in Brazil regulating 

the treatment of Indians (2). When the first S. P. I. inspectors 

arrived in Acre in 1911 and 1912, they noted that the indigenous 

tribes were still being subjugated by violence: 

'On ýhe laveA laauKinY, the in, 6peci-oz came ac/zo. 6.6 a 
camp ol Pezuvian cauchoeiýo, 6 &Vzo had 70 Yamamad-i 
Indtiun, 6 in ýheiA 

. 6elwice. 7h"e weAz ýmpai, 6oned in u 
ci, zcie loltmed Cy a numPkz ol gua/td, 6 aluned with 
, 6o a, 3 io 12, zeveni iheiA e. ýcape. 7hýey had keen captu"-d 
in the-ilL viVaye many &agu-e6 u-&uy and gAough io ihi. 6 
a, zea undelL Vw- ihzea, ý o/ and Ithe u. 6e o/ vioience, u. 6 
weýU " 6talwing ihem dLizing the &Vzoie jouuw-y. Some 
died on the uvy, otheA, 6 once they had , zeached Me camp. " (3). 

The creation of the S. P. I. did not bring about the cessation of these 

practices. While the cauchoeiros began to disappear gradually after 

1910 with the practical extinction of Castilloa in the region, the 

seringalistas continued to utilise Indian labour as a buffer against 

the oscillating price of rubber on the international market. On the 

one hand, the native population were obliged to produce subsistence 

crops for the seringalista. The latter used them for the maintenance 

of his own household as well as for sale at extortionate prices to 

the migrant seringueiros. On the other hand, the Indian was also 

forced to produce rubber for little, if any, payment. An example of 

1. Servigo de Protegao dos Indios. 
2. Souza Nasser: 1982: 55. 
3. Quoted in Ribeiro: 1977: 44. 
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this mode of treatment is given below in two interviews with members 

of the Poianaui tribe. The seringal on which this group still live, 

the Seringal Barao do Rio Branco, is located on the banks of the 

River Moa in the remote northern corner of the state in the 

municipality that bears the name of the original 'owner' of the 

seringal, Mancio Lima. A Poianaua, aged around 70, describes the 

situation of the tribe under the regime of 'Coronel' Mancio (1): 

"We 
. 6u//e., ted a eoý al- the hand, 3 o/ CoAonei Mancio Lima... 

aci-uai ýiaveAy ... 
I legan ýo coi-iecl the ýýgetinha, ý uAert 

I wa, 5 8 yeaA, 6 o&, fy the iime I wa, ý 70 1 wa, 6 ailzeady a 
, -ýea, 

ingaei, zo, I &pped zu. Ue/z /oz oveA 30 YealL. 6... 7o/z &4al-? 
I neL)PA wa, 6 in czEdit ai ihe time o/ Co/zonei flancio. I 
woAked /o/z lood and a change c/ cioiA-ing. In 

-thij ixty, we- 
weý 6&De, 6 on thi. 6 Selzingae z3uAao. 7he women and chi&Aen 
hoed iAe veqetaUe qaaden and -the 3uga/t carte paýtch. It 
waý3 they &40 pearti-e-ý colzn, zice, gean, 6, man-ioc, and jugaz 

... a-ei o/ them uw-lze 5iave, 6 o/ Coaortee Mancio 
... w-iih hi. 6 

ove-1L, 5ee,, z ýhouýing and ye"-ing: ' Oo/tk you iazy Indian 

vagagond6. " 7/te women wolzked gy i-he galtnacao, the men 
iapped zuUk/L in the centao (2). We couidn't take ou/z 
women ýto the cenýtAo wUh u-6, no chance. -WE even woltked 
on Sunday. 6 and SainV, 6 day, 6.7he women ai, 3o had ý6o caluty 
Vw- /LuAgez on theiz guck-6 Pkcau, 6e- ColLonei Nancio wou-&ni 
u. 6e a n2u-& izatn. He wa, ý a good man, wa. 6n'ýt he? Co/tonei 
Nanc, io uvz t/te on-ey one wi-th a laii geUy in Y-hE m4ýd6t ol 
ou-, z . 6&vAmy. ' (3). 

Another Poianaua, son of Napoleao, the chief of the tribe when 

Mgncio Lima took control of the tribal lands, relates what happened 

to his father: 

"When I wa, 6 . 6maU, I 3aw CoAonei Mancio 6-iil-ing on ýý 

. 
top ol hi, 3 holtzg wlz-ipping my uncZe. 6 and my gltatWaýhez. 
I Lecame LiAed ol a, 3king my mothelt Lhy he &u. 6 9-eating 

1. Coronel - honorary title used by large landed estate owners in 
the North-East of Brazil and elsewhere. The same title was used 
by some seringalistas. For a history of coronelismo, see 
Barbalho: 1983. 

2. Centro - the centre of the seringal, where the colocagoes are found. 
3. Folha do Acre: 13/11/1983. 
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them, Ilama-e u, 6, ed -to 6ay ýhat he kit&d my lui-ý. 
Wheneve/z I a. 6ked heA &hvAe Papai &u, 6,6he 3aid thaýt 
Co, zonei Mancio had oqdeAed -thp-m 

Y-o kiU him. 7hey 
mu,, zc&,, zed h-im gecau. 5e he &u. 6 . 6tAong and couAageou-. 6. 
Papai &u, 6 not u, 6ed to 9-e-ing a 6iave, -6o 

he wouid ALLn 
o// into the /oze/Q and lake 

. 6ome o/ Me otheA, ý with 
him. So Sau Mancio &-gd hi. 6 men to kiU him aý6 on 
exampie to Me /7"ýt. " (1). 

The brutal treatment that was meted out on the seringais and 

contact with diseases such as influenza and measles further 

decimated the Indian population already close to annihilation 

following the correrias. While no population statistics are 

available for the various tribal groupings prior to the 1870's 

there is sufficient evidence to suggest that many tribes 

disappeared completely and those that remained suffered heavy 

losses. In the first instance, an examination of a map (2) showing 

the distribution of Acre's trial groups will show that the Purus 

valley is almost completely devoid of natives. The remnants of three 

tribes inhabit areas far from Acre's townships on the upper rivers 

which are accessible only on foot or by canoe during the rainy 

season. Secondly, there is the evidence of travellers such as 

Tastevin who noted in 1926 that there were only 700 Indians left in 

the valley of the River Taruaca where twenty years earlier there had 

been 4,000 (3). 

The fate of Acre's tribes after the collapse of the rubber economy 

and the arrival of the ranchers will be discussed in Part 2. 

1. Ibid. The title 'Sgu' also indicates servility/respect. 
2. See Map , Part 2, Chapter 2. 
3. Tastevin: 1926: 49. 
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Chapter 3- The Decline of the Amazonian Rubber Econom 

3.1. The Expansion of Oriental Rubber Production. 

Brazil's position as the World's principal producer of natural 

rubber was seriously undermined when, in 1876, Henry Wickham 

exported 70,000 seeds of Hevea Brasiliensis Branca to Kew Gardens 

out of which 2,700 seedlings were germinated (1). Specimins of these 

were later transferred to the Botanic Gardens in Singapore and 

Ceylon to form the basis of a rational plantation system in the 

British and Dutch East Indies. The rapid expansion of the oriental 

plantations can be seen in Table 1.3.1. which shows that, between 

1900 and 1910, over 450,000 hectares were converted to the planting 

of rubber (2). 

At first, it was envisaged that the rubber obtained from the 

eastern plantations would be destined for the new manufacturing 

industries that were planned for the Indian sub-continent (3). 

However, the success of plantation production soon began to interest 

British manufacturers who began to diversify horizontally and open 

up their own estates in Malaya (4). 

Plantation production was based on the employment of cheap indentured 

labour from China and India. According to Maurette (5), the 

distribution of labour by nationality of workers on the British 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Previous attempts to raise seedlings had by and large been 

unsuccessful. See Drabble: 1973: Chapter 1 and Wycherley: 1968. 
2. Drabble: ibid ; Maurette: 1924: 415 ; Knorr: 1945: 58ff. 
3. Drabble: ibid. 
4. Storrs: 1946: 9ff. 
5. Maurette: ibid. 
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Table 1.3.1. South and South-East Asia: Total Rubber Plantation 

Hectarage, 1898 - 1922 (in 1,000 has. ). 

Year. Total Hectarage. 

1898 0.81 

1899 1.62 

1900 2.83 

1901 6.07 

1902 8.90 

1903 14.56 

1904 25.90 

1905 51.40 

1906 106.44 

1907 175.23 

1908 247.27 

1909 311.62 

1910 455.29 

1911 610.29 

1912 773.79 

1913 838.13 

1914 913.81 

1915 997.99 

1916 1,105.24 

1917 1,262.66 

1918 1,425.35 

1919 1,558.10 

1920 1,642.27 

1921 1,693.26 

1922 1,719.98 Source: Drabble: 1973: 219. 
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estates was : Hindu 78.9% ; Chinese 147. ; Malay 5.9% ; Others 1.2%. 

The wages received by such labour was lower than that obtained by 

Brazilian seringueiros. Akers (1) states that, in 1914, the average 

daily rate for a plantation labourer was less than one shilling, 

whereas the Brazilian seringueiro produced aproximately six shillings 

and eight pence worth of rubber per day. As has been noted, the 

Aviamento System ensured that the seringueiro was no better off. 

Brazilian production, based as. it was on the tapping of stands of 

naturally dispersed seringueiras, could not compete with the oriental 

plantations which concentrated up to 100 trees in a single hectare. 

In 1912, the cost of producing and shipping one pound of Malayan 

rubber to Europe was Is 10d, while the equivalent for Amazonian 

rubber was 2s 414d, i. e., almost 20% more (2). In the same year, 

the ratio of Amazonian production to plantation production was 1.5: 1. 

Ten years later the ratio was 1: 14 with plantation rubber accounting 

for 92.3% of the World's total rubber production (3). 

The expansion of the plantations and the subsequent increase in 

production was so precipitate that, by 1916, total World production 

had outstripped consumption (4). The price of rubber began to fall 

dramatically. In 1910, at the height of the 'Boom', the average 

price of 'Para Fine' (5) stood at U. S. $ 1.908 per pound. Twelve 

years later, in 1922, it had plummeted to U. S. $ 0.199 per pound, a 

fall of 90% (6). 

1. Akers: 1914: 122.2. Akers: 1914: 126/7. 
3. See Table 1.3.2.4. Santos: 1980: 236. 
5. The highest quality of Amazonian rubber. 
6. Hotchkiss: 1924: 130. 
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Table 1.3.2. World Production of Natural Rubber, 1900 - 1922. 
(in Tonnes). 

Year. Amazonia. Plantation. Total. * Index of Mean 
Annual Price. 
1910 = 100 

1900 26,271 4 53,890 51 

1901 26,750 5 54,850 45 

1902 28,040 8 53,340 38 

1903 30,540 21 55,950 47 

1904 30,097 43 62,120 57 

1905 32,869 145 62,145 65 

1906 34,147 510 66,210 64 

1907 36,844 1,000 69,000 56 

1908 37,384 1,800 65,400 46 

1909 38,748 3,600 69,600 78 

1910 43,547 8,200 77,500 100 

1911 41,673 17,487 84,880 58 

1912 48,767 31,935 105,283 55 

1913 43,450 59,989 114,651 42 

1914 39,643 69,996 118,087 32 

1915 42,924 103,300 158,170 29 

1916 41,218 144,663 199,146 35 

1917 42,453 198,979 253,925 34 

1918 28,232 159,734 194,762 29 

1919 41,147 317,132 369,808 25 

1920 27,976 372,702 406,833 17 

1921 20,171 297,630 322,801 10 

1922 26,696 377,786 409,482 10 

Including African, Central American & Other. 

Source: Hotchkiss: 1924: 130; Santos: 1980: 236; Paula: 1982: 70; Maurette: 
1924: 425; McFadyean: 1944: 226; Pearson: 1911: 215; Le Cointe: 1922: 333 
Weinstein: 1983: 218. 
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Faced with the imminent collapse of the entire rubber economy, the 

Brazilian government announced a two-pronged initiative. Firstly, it 

enacted the Rubber Defence Laws in 1912 which sought to transform 

the seringais of the Amazon into plantations through the offer of 

advantageous concessions in the form of low interest loans, 

improvements in transport and medical facilities, and the stimulation 

of migration into the region (1). Secondly, it introduced a 

valorisation programme through which the Bank of Brazil bought up 

rubber stocks and held them for the price rise that never came. Both 

of these intitiatives arrived to late. The sharp fall in rubber 

prices and subsequent loss in revenue caused the government to halt 

its plantation programme and, whereas valorisation had been quite 

successful with coffee, it failed with rubber because the Amazon no 

longer held a monopoly of production and with it the ability to 

manipulate the quantities that came onto the market. The Bank of 

Brazil nearly brought itself to the verge of bancrupcy (2). 

3.2. The Differential Effect of the Collapse. 

A number of authors have suggested that, following the entry of 

plantation rubber onto the World market, the collapse of the 

Amazonian rubber economy was virtually total and characterised by 

the wholesale desertion of the seringueiro population into 

subsistence agriculture and/or the extraction of other forest 

products such as Brazil nuts. For example, Cardoso and Muller state: 

1. The 'tripe' of low interest loans, infrastructural improvements 
and the stimulation of migration was also used in several later 

programmes for Amazonia, as Part 2 will illustrate. 
2. Melby: 1942: 463ff ; Burns: 1965: 419ff ; Weinstein: 1983: 223ff. 
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#In -6ynthe-6-i-6, Vte dectiiw ol. 1-1 B1zazjj', 6 pazi-icipaYion 
, in Vie blozid plwducýýon o/ zuUe/t and the deciine in 
nationa-ýe pAoduction. .. cau. 6ed, a. 6 we have 5een, 
demog, zaph-ic 31tagna-tion - gizi- not on-Py thi, 3, we can 
a. 6,6ume i-hait ihe. mezcantile zu"LeA economy and ýhe 
acýUvitie, 3 dependerý LLpon it /zeg,, ze, 6,6gd ini-o a 
, 6u&ý, 6-tence economy. ' (1). 

Celso Furtado also notes that the Nordestinos in Amazonia, having 

been abandoned and with no means to return home to the North-East: 

... &cne oUiged to 6upp&mený Vzeilz diet w-iih ioca-1 
hurt&ing and li, 6hing zE. 6ou/me, 6 and a4e, 6o zeL)e/tted to the 
mo, 5ýt pltýitive lolm o/ /5ut, ý4', 5tence ecorzomy, ýypicaC o/ 
/ýan iiving 

-in -ýAe i-Aopicae zain/o/ze, 6i- 7hi,, 6 can 9-e 
gauged gy thei/z extAemeiy -tow lzate o/ azpAoduci-ion. ' (2). 

Octavio Ianni similarly points to the transformation of the 

seringueiro into a subsistence cultivator, although he does allow 

for variation in the pace and extent of the process: 

'7hu, 5, ýthe compiex ol ihe Amazonian economy kegan ýto 

, 
Aagnate and ILegz", 6 ... IAAi&, I*at 

Vie '60me. time, Uzz 
/o, zce. 5 and R-eiation. 6 o/ pzoduction welze zealzAanged. 7o 
a g/zeai-p-, z olt &, 6.6eA exterzýt, in the dillp-ýt a/Lea-6, Me 
con, dýon,. ý o, -/ ti/-e in ihe zegion mei othez lolzm, 6 o/ 
o, zganýi,, jation. SmaM-hoiding, 6 w4eAR uzeated on ihe . 3, ite. 3 
wheAe ex-, 6eAinguRiAo. 6 ... and otheA wo/zke/z. 5 /oAmeAiy 
iinked to the extaaction o/ za"., ea ... uc/w iocated - 
Nuc&. i, i o/ home. 5ýteadelz, 3 weAe loluwd. " (3). 

Caio Prado Junior (4) notes similar occurences in the States of 

Sao Paulo, Minas Gerais and Pernambuco, resulting from the decline 

in coffee and sugar cycles in the 1930's, as also does Valverde (5) 

for the Zona da Mata of Minas gerais in the 1940's. All of these 

1. Cardoso & Muller: 1978: 34. Emphasis mine. 
2. Furtado: 1971: 134.3. Ianni: 1978: 60ff. 
4. Caio Prado Jr.: 1969: 9 - 22. 
5. Valverde: 1958: 43. 
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works, however, discuss the impact of the collapse of a particular 

economic cycle in terms of a regional economy as a whole. At this 

level of abstraction, i. e., in terms of the majority of the region's 

inhabitants, their comments may be valid. It must be pointed out, 

though, that in the case of Cardoso & Muller and Furtado no 

empirical backing is given to their statements. It is stated that 

the regional rural economy collapsed and it is assumed that the 

only alternative open to those who remained was a 'regression' into 

subsistence production. Ianni, on the other hand, does provide 

empirical details of the process at work in the Araguaia valley 

in Eastern Amazonia, but assumes that it is a generalised phenomenon. 

It will nevertheless be argued here that, within the Amazon region, 

there were sufficient variations at the sub-regional level to warrant 

the treatment of Eastern and Western Amazonia as distinct cases (1). 

In the first place, as Table 1.3.3. illustrates, the sharp fall in 

rubber prices after 1910 was catastrophic for all three rubber 

producing states. Notwithstanding relatively constant levels of 

production, the revenues of Para and Amazonas fell by 47% and 49% 

respectively between 1910 and 1915. That of Acre, on the other hand, 

fell by a massive 72% during the same period. While this may in part 

be due to the greater percentage drop in rubber production in Acre, 

it also points to the generation of revenue from a greater variety 

of sources by the other two states. The capitals of the latter, 

Bel6m and Manaus, had significant urban populations (2) and thus 

had substantial markets for manufactured goods. This was not the 

case in Acre whose population was scattered throughout the interior 

1. This is not to preclude any further differentiation into 
other sub-regional units. 

2. As Weinstein: 1983: 239 notes, in 1912 Belem had a population of 
275,167 which made it one of the top five largest urban areas in 
Brazil. 
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of the state. As late as 1940, the state capital, Rio Branco, had 

a population of less than 5,000 persons, just 6.2% of the total 

state population of 79,768 (1). The lack of diversification of the 

Acrean economy is demonstrated in Table 1.3.4. which shows that, in 

1920, Acre's industrial labour force amounted to 22 persons. 

Table 1.3.4. Amazonia : Manufacturing Establishments and 

Industrial Labour Force, 1907 & 1920. 

State. Number of Establishments. Number of employees. 
1907 1920 1907 1920 

Para. 54 168 2,539 3,033 

Amazonas. 92 69 1,168 636 

Acre. - 10 - 22 

Total. 146 247 3,707 3,691 

Source: Santos: 1980: 273. 

The loss of revenue saw the debts of the producing states rise 

steadily. By 1913, the combined external debts of the states of Pari 

and Amazonas amounted to E1,015,989 (2). While the states continued 

to meet the payments on their external debt, they partially suspended 

payment of internal debts. As Le Cointe notes: 

'It 41,. 5 diýAcu& to 
-imagine 

thýe agorzi. 6. ing pltedicamEmt 

-in &&ich the 4mazorzian . 6tate empeoyep-. 6 lound VW-M. 6e-eve, 3. 

..., 7udg", teacheL6, empeoyee15 o/ vaziou. 6 goveAnmvnýt 
de12aabnRAt, 3, pýenzioneA-6 g; tc., had not geen paid /o/z 
&eiv, e mon-th. 6, e-ighteen moa-M6 and, in ýome ca, 6e, 6, /o/t 

1. Acre: 1981: Anuario Estatistico and IBGE: 1980: Sinopse Preliminar 
do Censo Demografico, Acre. 

2. Le Cointe: 1922: 436 (Vol. 2). Acre was still a Territory at this 
time and so its debt accrued to the federal government. 
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ýboo YeCLIZ6.... 7he /2, ze. 6iderzi o/ ihe cou/tt in one o/ 
Pu, za', 6 admini. 6ýative di, ý&z-ictý announced io, ýAe 
goveAnment ihal he cou. & no iongelt hoid t4-iai, ý 
gecau/5e he had exhau, 5ýted U-6 6upp-ey o/ deceni- 
cioth, ing and 6, ince Me ýjiate , ze/u, 6ed to pay him 
even a polzýon o/ uizaýt he uu. 6 owed, one o/ ihe 
capaaV, 3 &ading new, 6/2qpe/z, ý took up a coiiection 
ýo, z him.. A judge in Me Tede/tai 7eA/titozy (o/ 4c/te) 
cio6ed Vw- 6g, 6ý6io" o/ hi6 cou4t 6&býng Maý he 
had not /zece-iDgd hiz 6uia4y lo4 6uch a -gong Lime 
that he had to agandon hi, 6 po, 3ition to pmvenl 
U, ý lamiiy Aom 6i-ýving Yto deaM. ' (1). 

The effect of the crisis in demographic terms is given in Table 1.3.5. 

This again shows marked differences between the producing states. 

Between the years of 1910 and 1920, the population of Para fell 

by 19%, that of Amazonas stagnated, while Acre's rose by 24%. This 

was intimately associated with the geographical location of these 

three states in relation to the migrant donor areas of North-eastern 

Brazil. On the one hand, the Nordestinos in ParA and the easternmost 

portion of Amazonas found it relatively inexpensive and practicable 

to migrate back to the North-East once the crisis set in. This was 

not the case for the seringueiros of the upper rivers. 

In addition, Western Amazonas was still receiving contingents of 

Nordestinos even though the price of rubber was falling rapidly. 

These came up river to Manaus, where some may have settled, before 

travelling on the the seringais of western Amazonas and Acre. 

Schurtz, who visited Acre in the early 1920's, comments that even 

during the decline new workers were constantly needed "for the 

industry has proved exceedingly wasteful of human life". He also 

notes that, in 1916, between 8,000 and 10,000 migrants arrived in 

1. Le Cointe: 1922: 436 - 437 (Vol. 2). 
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Western Amazonia in full flight from a new drought that had hit 

the state of Ceara (1). 

Table 1.3.5. - Amazonia: Demographic Growth, 1910 - 1940. 

State. 1910 (a). 1920 (b) 1940 (c) -ý x loo. Lx loo. 
ab 

Para. 783,845 635,000 944,644 81 149 

Amazonas 358,695 363,166 438,008 101 121 

Acre. 74,484 92,379 79,768 124 86 

Source : Santos: 1980: 261 & IBGE: 1980: Sinopse Preliminar do 
Censo Demografico, Acre. 

Between 1920 and 1940, Acre's population fell by 14%, although in 

absolute terms it still remained above the 1910 level. Those of 

Para and Amazonas, however, rose by 49% and 21% in the same 

period. Again this was due to the latter possessing substantial 

urban centres with manufacturing industries and other enterprises 

not connected with rubber production and which attracted migrants 

from the hard hit countryside. Belem and Manaus were major 

recipients of those who migrated out of Western Amazonia as is 

noted by Guerra: 

"Once the Exodu, 6 kegan, it allectEd aV Lýe extaactivi, 3i 
a/tea, 6 (ole 4c/ie). On V?. e RiveA jultA, a,. i we" a. 6 on the 
kive, z 4czýe, one 6aw -i"tance., ý mo,, ze than live lanziiie. 6 
weat do&n. 3L/zkam on a . 3ingie talt containing a" o/ theia 

thziA anima-L and evelLything ei, ýe ýh& they 
neeýd lolt Vieý 

. 6azvivae. The.. 3, e weze zea-0 'Noah. 3 AA"' 
W&ich 'OUO&W-d ýAe CUAIýeý -the -PO&W-'T unt'i-P 
thzy aeached llanau, 6, ýtý capii-ae o/ ýAe ztal-p- o/ 4mazona, 6. 
Many plLopvALiz. 6 welte ieg compteý-ey agandorwad, ' (2). 

1. Schurtz: 1925: 223/4.2. Guerra: 1955: 65n. 
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The exact number of migrants who left Acre during the 1920's and 

1930's is not known. The absolute population fell by 12,611 (13.65%) 

between 1920 and 1940, but this was lower than the number of persons 

who migrated out of the state as it does not take into account the 

birth rate and death rate of the residual population. It is possible 

that Acre lost at least one quarter of its total population in this 

period. It is again left to travellers such as Tastevin to illustrate 

the catastrophic effect this had on the population levels of isolated 

communities: 

`Becauý3ýe 0/ the late in iAe pzice o/ Itu"RA, ihe numteA 
ol lkazUian, ý i, ý dýminihing. having ýhe hope o/ 
making ýthielt ýoztune-, ý, many u/zýe lzetuluzing Yo theiA naýUve 

. 5tate, 5... 7he cen, 5u.! 5 o/ 1920 noLed thai ihp NuAu (vae-&y) 
had a popu&iicn o/ 4,000 inhakiiant, 6 and now in 1923 
ih, e, ze aze mýy hail that num. &elz. In VtAee yeaQ. 6 Y-he flulzu 
hali 

-eo, 61- hail oý iiA popueaiion and ihe eccdu, ý continue, 6. '(l). 

Tastevin notes similar occurrences throughout the valleys of the 

JuruA region. Along the 250 kilometre length of the River Riozinho 

da Liberdade in the Acrean municipality of TarauacA, he found a 

resident population of just 771 spread among 15 seringais. One of 

these, Seringal CearA, had a resident population of over 300 at the 

height of the boom. Ten years later it had a mere 35 residents (2). 

Those who remained in Acre continued to produce rubber, although on 

a lesser scale. Whereas in Eastern Amazonia, the rural population 

which reverted to agriculture had a market for subsistence items 

such as farinha (3) in Belem, as occurred in the Bragantine region 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Tastevin: 1925: 419 2. Tastevin: 1928: 214. 
3. Cassava flour. 
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which suffered much deforestation as Nordestinos moved in to produce 

charcoal for the urban centres (1). The Acrean population had no 

such alternative and rubber continued to be the only cash crop (2). 

Figure 5, which gives Acre's annual rubber production figures between 

1904 and 1950, shows that rubber production fell considerably during 

the 1920's. Production during this decade averaged aproximately 3.2 K 

tonnes per annum, i. e., a third of the level produced in the previous 

decade (3). Yet, as has been noted, Acre probably lost at least 25% 

of its population through out-migration at this time. This suggests 

that the residual population continued to produce rubber at something 

like 40% to 50% of previous levels. 

It must be remembered that the Acrean seringueiro who remained on 

the seringal was still subject to the direction of the seringalista 

and it is in this relation that a temporary transformation did occur. 

In order to reduce costly imports of food onto the seringal and to 

maintain a captive labour force until prices improved, the seringalista 

began to encourage rather than discourage subsistence production. 

When Schurtz visited Acre in 1925, he noted: 

"7h, e Ac/te now ptoduce, 6 neaziy eve., zyihing ýthaýt ii eaL6 and 
a, ý a /te, ýu& o/ LU, 6 condition the inhaýUtaniA J-end'Y-o 
4, emain on Vw- iand uAgn Vw 121tice ol zukke/t make. 6 tL6 
wo4king &, jýj mwne/zative, lzal-heA Man aý. andon ihe 6e'1Z'inga-e 
/o/t Manao, 3 oz Paaa. 7he -6ame ienýncy i-6 noticeaAie in 
othea -6ocatýiie, 6, u. 6 in Botivia and on the Xowea Pu'ZU. 6. 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Penteado: 1967. 
2. Brazil Nut collection did increase, but this is native to only 

the eastern portion of the state. 
3. Guerra: 1955: 206ff. 
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Uj&-eA thi. 6 aew ltegime, duaing the 6eu6on uhen the tapping 
o/ zu"-ez twe, 6 i, ýs w, 6pended o/z /teiaxed, thýe ý, e/zjnguejzo, -ý dedicaýe them-6eive, ý to the culUvatýon o/ Pkan, ý, co/uz, 
maaicc, fanana. 5 and ýuga/t cane. F-t, 6h aAe ai, 6o caught and 
ý6ait, ed, and pig, ý and chicken,. 5 uw /Lai-6ed. 7hi, ý i/5 contAalty 
-to 

the oid Iy, 3tem, whEaely the pýzopzieto/L di, 5coLLAaged the 
/2, zoduci, ion o/ /ood, 1, J-u11,6 gy hi, 6 moAkR-A, 6, Plecau, 3e o/ the 
paol-a uyý-ich he made on theia 

. 6afe and 9. ecau. 6e he pze/e/Lzed that Vw- 
. 6e. /zýgueizo devote aLe hi, ý time to Me pzoduction 

o/ 4 I-ew pzop/z, ýo/" have ciung to the o& ýyAem, 
f, ut the majoltity have accep; ted the new condition, 6 a, 6 moae 
advamtageou, 6 to a" conce/med. ' (1). 

Thus, whereas in Eastern Amazonia, agricultural production may have 

come to dominate rural activity, in Acre and the surrounding areas, 

the primary unit of rural production was still the seringal with the 

seringalista still maintaining his control over the seringueiro 

population, although under slightly relaxed conditions. Rubber 

production did fall due to both out-migration and the need to divert 

labour into subsistence cultivation, but its production still 

continued to be the element around which the Acrean social formation 

continued to be reproduced. 

The existence of small farmers in Eastern Amazonia and 'captive' 

seringueiros in the West was to be an important factor in both 

the periods that followed : World War 2 which saw a resurgence 

of U. S. interest in Amazonian rubber production ; and the post-War 

era during which investment in the Amazon began to interest the 

entrepreneurs of the Brazilian Centre-South. The first period will 

be discussed in the next section, the second will be dealt with in 

Part 2. 

1. Schurtz: 1925: 225. 
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3.3. World War Two and the Demand for Rubber. 

Of the industries that contributed to the war effort, the hardest 

hit by enemy action was rubber production. During the 1939 - 1941 

period, natural rubber supplies were abundant. The World produced 

1,390,000 tons in 1940 of which 1,100,000 tons were consumed by the 

Allies and Neutrals. Almost 90% of total World production at this 

time originated in the British and Dutch East Indies. Consequently, 

the Allies were dealt a severe blow when these areas were overrun 

by the Japanese in 1942. Between 1942 and late 1943, strict 

conservation of stocks was needed and only essential articles were 

manufactured, some from recycled rubber (1). The pressing problem 

of finding new sources of rubber was tackled on two fronts : the 

search for natural rubber sources outside the sphere of influence of 

the Axis powers ;a search for alternatives to natural rubber itself. 

3.3.1. The "Soldados da Borracha" 

The Allies obviously needed to obtain supplies of rubber in the 

short terms from areas not subject to enemy naval action, but if new 

plantations were created in, say, Central America, these would require 

6 to 9 years from planting to their first yields of latex. It was 

almost a foregone conclusion that the U. S. would turn its attention 

to the rubber fields of Amazonia. 

1. Storrs: 1946: 21-24 ; Knorr: 1945: 101ff. 
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This was not the first time that the U. S. interest had become 

focussed on the region. After the Stevenson Plan of 1922 which 

attempted to create an artificial shortage of British and Dutch 

plantation rubber and so inflate prices (1), the U. S. A., which was 

then consuming 70% of World production, became increasingly 

apprehensive and sought to guarantee supplies outside of foreign 

control. In the mid-1920's, North American technicians began to 

explore the Amazon for possible sites for plantations and attempts 

were made to interest the three largest American consumers (Ford, 

Firestone, and Goodyear) in the project. In the event, Firestone 

went into production in Liberia, Goodyear created plantations in 

Sumatra, and only Ford experimented in Amazonia (2). 

In a reversal. of Wickham's earlier exportation of Brazilian seeds 

to the Orient, Ford took out a concession in 1929 for over one 

million hectares in the Brazilian Amazon with the object of setting 

up plantations using rubber tree clones brought from Singapore. The 

project was to be based on the rational techniques that Ford had 

evolved in Detroit and included in the package was a plan to 

construct whole townships to house employees, hospitals and other 

facilities. Ford's attempt to reproduce a factory system in the 

middle of the Amazonian rainforest was a signal failure, the result 

of labour shortages, disease, pests, and variable rainfall. The 

experiment lost over 9 million dollars (3). 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. McFadyean: 1944: ; KNorr: 1945: 93 -101. 
2. Galey: 1979. 
3. Galey: ibid ; Russell: 1942 ; Melby: 1942. 
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During the war years, the U. S. A. subsidised rubber production in a 

number of countries, but the project that received the greatest 

publicity and which concerns us here was the U. S. effort to obtain 

natural rubber supplies from the Amazon. Through the agency of the 

U. S. Rubber reserve Company and the U. S. Rubber Development 

Corporation, plans were laid to re-activate Amazonia's decadent 

seringais (1). 

The overriding problem was Amazonia's historic shortage of labour. 

It has been estimated that, in 1941, there were aproximately 34,000 

seringueiros in the Amazon, the majority being resident in Acre and 

western Amazonas. It was also estimated that this labour force would 

need to be doubled to meet the production levels required by the 

Allies (2). 

Three principal factors contributed to resolving this problem which 

resulted in the second mass migration from the North-East into the 

Amazonian interior. Firstly, a new drought struck the North-East in 

1942. The second was an offer from the Rubber Development Corporation 

to underwrite the recruitment, transport, intitial lodging, food 

supplies, tools, medical supplies of the new migrant seringueiros. 

Thirdly, when Brazil declared war on the Axis powers in 1942, the 

Rubber Reserve Company made an agreement with the the newly created 

' Special Service for the Mobilisation of Workers for Amazonia ' (3) 

for the latter to transport 50,000 men into Western Amazonia before 

May 31,1943. The Company was to pay SEMTA U. S. $100 for each migrant 

placed (4). 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Bauer: 1948: 303ff Storrs: 1946: 94ff. 
2. Cedeplar: 1979: 52 Bauer: ibid. 
3. SEMTA : Servigo Especial de Mobilizagao de Trabalhadores para a Amazonia. 
4. See note 2. 
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The Nordestinos who migrated came to be known collectively as the 

'Soldados da Borracha' , the 'Rubber Army', and , according to 

Benchimol, aproximately 30,000 made the journey between 1942 and 

1945. Over 70% of these migrants were adult males (1). The 'Soldados' 

were exempted from military service in the war zones and guaranteed 

a return passage once the war was over and a state pension on 

reaching retirement age. Field interviews were recorded with eight 

ex-soldados and informal discussions were held with over a dozen 

more during the field trip to Acre. The following interview is 

representative of the group, it describes the journey from the 

North-East and the conditions found on arrival at the seringal in 

Acre: 

"I &us gozn on the 7-azendu Ca. Imputeilzu in Me municipatity 
o/ No, 5, ýoao in the ýtate o/ kio 9ýzunde do No/zie in 7922... 

on the n-jnetgenih ol jufy.... I cume to AcIze in 1943 duzing 
the monih ol (la/zc/z 

... 
WeýU, I came to 4c,? e to plzoduce zuUe., z 

dulz, ing the 
. 6econd 6/o/tid Nalt in &Aut &v6 ccn6idezed a. 6 pa/zt 

o/ the uxza ., 3ome govelznmenY peopfe came a., zound to 

,, zecaai-t u, ý and paomi, ýed u, ý Y-hai &hen the &u,, z &u. 5 ove,, z they 

wou& pay /o/z ouz zel-uAn pa, 6,3aye6 and that, &4en we weze o-td, 
we wou, & ge. given a 6tate pe-n, 3ton... eut zVe 6ti-U haven't 

/tece, ived a penny... A, 3 I ýatd, I t,, zuL)P-"-. ed helze in 7943, gut 
th, e /Lec/tuitzwnt kegan. in 1942. We we,, ze engi, ýted in ou,, z own 
municipatitie, 5 and taken to Toziatezu (the cupitai o/ Cea/zu) 
gy 

-go/z/zy. 
In 7oziaeeza we we,, ze put up in a ho6tei calf-ed 

Po. 6 de ilzado. 7hen we uw-ni. Cy 
-eand 

to Sao Luiýj in 17azunhao 

and lAom theze. we wzai, on foazd a Coat, kound /a/z Be6m. 7he 
goat on &Aich we iAave-O-&d wa, ý ca"ed thp- ltaimtZ. Ue iclt 
Sao Lai, 6 on the. Wedme, 3day c/ Ca, 6te-A Ideek at 6 'ciock in the 

eL)en, ing and oney two day, 6 iate/z, on the 71tiday ol the 

wp- aAziL)ed in BeZeTn. We had tAuveiZed on one o/ tho., 3e 

, 6; t, eame, z, ý o/ Vie Lloyd-/k"iteiao Line. Ue d-idn't have any 
12, zo&tem, 3 wiM . 6u4wvu: ne, 6 AýEcau. 5e. the., ýe uw-, ze two mineweepeA. 6 
w. iý u. 6 aAU the uvy... and an aezopiane. a, 6 weV with two Lig 
I-o, zpedoz cilzcZing azound uz Vie. who, & Lime... /zight up uni-iX 
uw zeached the mou-th o/ Vze Amazon and the dangez &u. 6 ovez. 

... 
7hey, 3ay -that 

the mo, 6i. dange-., zou-6 palti. &u, 6 neuz the ga/z al, 

--------------------------------------------- 
1. Benchimol: 1966: 148 ; Cedeplar: 1979: 52. 
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SaLina, 6 zight Pýy i-he mouth o/ the aive,, z. Once we pu, 6, -ýed 
gy 

Saiina, 6, &w- eýed the zive., z and the dangelt ma, 6 pa, 6i ... Ide 
tltavei, eed in the dalLk, the on-ey Zight ihai wu, ý Ut u" in the. 
hoid ... We cou, &a't even tight a cigaAette... 7he Foai thuý came 
alteA U,, J, the ltuipui, h-it Ay a tolipedo 1-4om a ýelzman 
,ý ugmaltine and enLýed ap on a ýanaank, gui we didn'i heae a 
ihing, ju, ýt a noi/5e in the di, 6tance out to 6ea. .., 41 thai time 
I didn't even know how to 

-6wim ... uAvAe I come lAom ii ij veAy 
day with ju, ýt a Aw weV. 6 he/ie and thelte... Ide 6pent twe-eve 
day, 6 in BeXýjn in a ho. 61eýe getween Icoazac-i and 1`)inhe4ýio, cat&d 
7apana-a, U paid /olt Py the govelznment. 7hey paid )eoz eveAy- 
thing, /ood, medicine, ceothe6, hummock. 5... evelzything a" paid 
&/z gy the goveAnment... l wu, 6 ma. 4Aied eighý month, 6 ge/o/ze I 
came to Acze, PuJ- my wil-e &/t me ... we weRP- nzalzýýed in chu., zch, 
, ýo helLe in . 

4c-/ze I rtzaz4-&d a yizi in the /zegiA/ty o/ýice ... I 
walý widowed ten month-6 cz/-i-e/z the wedding... TILom 3elým to 
llanau, 3 we had a good jouiney. .-I can'i , zememLelz the name oZ 
Vw- goat, it had an Eng&13h name that wa, ý dillicuýft Yto 
p/tonounce... at thai- time, I cuuedn'-t even /zeud Polzt-uguel3e eeýý 
aione a /oAeign 

. 
9unguage 

... 
It zou. 6 a -ea,, zge gout. 

.. Tzom Manau6 
to Boca do Ac/ze we ; btuve. Ued in a ýma" eaunch catted the 
7upi... in Boca do 4cae we 6ptil u, 0. -- -30me 0/ u, 6 went to Rio 
B/zanco... Oe went on goa/zd the Diamantina gound /o/L Sena 
1ýadulteilza ... 

I thinAc Mal the/ze welze agout 101ttY o/ u-ý in tAe 

g1toup ... 
Sena NadulLeiAu wu-j L)e/zy ima" Men wii-hOuy- even a 

puL)eme-&J-. .. ju, 3i iike u v4ieuge... 7he/ze wu/ý u6ut peop& a/5ed 
to caii Vw- 'Acud' getween Sena MaduAeýltu and Rio Bzanco, gul 
it uVIS ju, 6t a nuAlzow 67CICIC 'O'Z animaýe, 5... I don'l IlemVinfeiz 
the date, gut I ulzlzived tn Sena &du/zei,, zu at the geginning 

o/ [lay and we we/ze ; taken out fo Selzinga-P Meqce, 6 on the 20Y-h 

o)e that month... It waj eocaied on ihe kive-, z laco and owned 
gy Senholz Raimundo 6/3cc, ý, 5e de 7a/zia, 5 ... 

Oe izuvetted to the 

, ýpltingc L. e Py moto/zi. 6ed canoe... 7he/ze w"e oveA 750 So&ado, 6 
on thi, 6 7he 6e,, zinqa-f vezy gig ... I don't know 
how many coiocacoe, 6 Yhýlte welze., guýt /-/zom -the 

&ank, 6 0/ ýAe lucO 
to the otheiz . 6iý o/ the 6e/zingui on J-he Rivez kiozinho 1, )CLA 
a thzee day &VA on /Oot... the mu-& tlzain Lhat Lltoaght in 

. 6upp&" u, 6, ed to iake th/zee day6 u. 6 wei -, 
I'. -. 

ju6ý a lew day, 6 
a/-te/z I a4Azved on the 6eztngur I came down with what we 
u. 6, ed to ca" impaeudi,, 3mo in Y-hoAe day, 5... muialtia. .I wa -6 -in 
a /-evez /o/t two wee"... 41hen we we1w taken 

-to ou,, t coiocacoe., 3 

we ailteady knew how to Y-up IzuAfeA... 7he/ze wa, 6 a man on the 
goat 1-,, zom Aeý &&) had a ioad o/ iAee btunk, 6 and who wa-6 
/? aid to Leach u, 6 how & tup. .. 

Ohen we got & ouz co-tocucoe. -6, 
the matebzo had abzeady ma&ted out ouz e, 6Zzuda, 6 ... 

Ve had to 
guiid ou,, z own fa/Lzaca, 6 and then ctea/t u12 the bLaiL5 and 

, 6&/ti &1212ing... 7he coeocacuo on whic I wa. 6 puý wa, ý cateed 
Taihai'... tha. t wa, 3 wheAe I got my nickname lAom... peopie 
a, zound he4z caii me /Razmundo de Pu-Ohue... On the coiocucao 
W, eRz myzeil, my Zathelt and my two gAothe/z, 6... and on Me 

next coiocacao welte my othea &, LoMez and my 

. and agout an houz'. 6 wu. 9k away Uw-1ze welze. my &/zoihea'. 6 ýath. 
e, z-in-eam and hi, 5 wile and chi, ýen 

... 
A/Aa 

-eeg my mothelt., 
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th/z, ze -6i. 6teA. 6 and one &, zcVw/z Pack i-heAe in the Nolzth-Ca, 6t. 
7&en in 7947, we healLd that ihi,. 6 gAothe)z had geen kilýd 
dulzing the Ratian Campa-ign ... 61hen we came to thi, 6 6. eltinga. ý, 
the 

. 6ei-ingaii. 6ta jo& u-6 6uppii" on czedit... thEn, once we 
had gegun io /2/zoduce /zuU, ", we had to pay him lack.. Ae 
ý, ought a tappeA', 3 kni/e, tigeLinh", a hunting knile, an axe, 
a /zi/&, ammunition, ca, ýwz)a )Uouz, p1z"elLves... and can-6 0/ 
. 6a, zdiae/ý and coAned Peel kecuuje wc didn't know how good 
the hunting woa& 9c. .. &w- ai, 6o had to Puy fean, 6, /Lice and 
12i, e, e, 6 cat&d 'Teý. Aii2ha' /o/z maeazia ... It took me th/teg yea/ts 
to pay oll that de, &Y. .. the paice, ý in Vw ga4Aacao weae high, 
, kut we had to accept them.. .1 oney had a c4zlit gaiance 

-in the thi,, zd yea/z gp-cau, 3e I gconomi. 6, ed a eot and I managed to 
p-eani jome coýzn and , zice 6o that I wou& not have to guy 6c 
much Aom the &a/uzacao. " (1). 

It was estimated that this army of seringueiros would produce 

aproximately 80,000 tonnes of rubber per annum for export, but, as 

the following table demonstrates, these expectations were not 

realised (2) : 

Table 1.3.6. - Brazil : Natural Rubber Exports, 1937 - 1947. 

Year. Exports (in Tonnes). Index. 1941=100. 

1937 14,792 138 

1938 12,064 112 

1939 11,861 110 

1940 11,832 110 

1941 10,734 100 

1942 12,204 114 

1943 14,575 136 

1944 15,965 149 

1945 16,696 156 

1946 9,821 91 

1947 9,434 88 

Source : Superintendgncia da Borracha, Anuario Estatistico, 
1981, Mercado Nacional. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Field interview, ex-Soldado da Borracha, Rio Branco. 
2. Bauer: 1948: 306. 
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In only two years, 1944 and 1945, did exports surpass the 1937 level 

and then only by 8% and 13% respectively. In practical terms, the 

massive input by the U. S. A. Yielded only a fraction of what had been 

projected even though exports did increase by 56% between 1941 and 

1945. The physical and social factors that impeded the achievement 

of significantly higher production levels were listed in the field 

reports made by technicians of the Rubber Development Corporation. 

In September, 1943, one technician wrote : 

"7he ýuppeying ol equipmeni and ýood, 31ull, 3 /oz the Amazon 
z3a, 3-in in Z3, zaz--ý, e ha, 6 compteteiy 9/zoken dotm Mi6 yea,, z and 
many Aegion. 6 miii noit lLeceive wppiie, ý thi, 6 ýea, 6on and 
unf-e. 6.6 a gei-telL olzgani. 6ation and &zun. 6po/7, -tut-ion i, 5 woltked 
ou-ýt . 3uppt&. 6 wite noi even I-Leuch ihe Y-uppellý -in time 

next . 6ea, 6on. 7hi6 6eemI5 Y-o fv- due I-o 3hiPP-ing clill-icuiLie.! 5, 
Me v"-ý cti, 5i-ance6 invoived, &ck o/ expezienced pei, ýonriRe, 
pooli oAgan-i. 6aiion and the Ited tape ol the vualtou, 6 couatzie. 6 
, invoived. ' (1). 

In the Eastern half of Amazonia (2), where the seringais were in 

the main disactivated during the crisis of the 20's and early 30's, 

the seringueiro population had either migrated away from the rubber 

fields or else remained their as subsistence farmers/extractivists 

on the parcellised remains of the seringais. Here, the U. S. aid 

was aimed directly at the small farmer who benefitted accordingly. 

A description of the situation of this group is given in the field 

report of another visiting technician : 

1. Quoted in Higbee: 1951: 403. 
2. That area of Amazonia that lies east of the 60th Meridian, i. e., 

more or less East of Manaus. See Map 2. 
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'7h, e opeltaY-o,, z,, j uAng J-he main o/ Balixo Amazona 6 
a, ze nealziy a" 6ma-U laAmeA, 3. In adctition to a lew auUe/ý 
taee, 3, valLying lAom 50 ýto 2,000 in nune,, elz, they u. 6uu"y 
have ýome cacuo, and engage in 3ome /ozm o/ ugItlicuAftuize. 
/I, zoducLion o/ auAgeA i. 6 only pa/zt o/ a ýudiy gaeanced 
economy and i. 6 engaged -in on-, '-ýy in the oý/ ýeason LAen 
p/tice, 6 make . 6uch pzoduction attlzactive. Ujztii a yeaz ago, 
mo.! 5i- iAee. 3 had nat teen iapped . o/z ýhe pu, 6ýt 64'x to ten 
yea, z, 6 and on-gy now alze . 6ome. o/ Vw- ýezingat, 3 4zing 
/zeopened. Nýe Pletýeve ýhai Vzzu oa/z e//o/zt, 3 and ýhe /2, ze, ýEn. ' 
utbzactive, gualzanieed p/zice /o., z zukkeA ýthai ge/o/ze ýthe 
end ol the plte, 5eni 5e"on aealteg aii ithe ýelzinga-b ýn 
Baixo Amuzona, 5 wia ge -in /2, zoduction. ' (1). 

Thus, during the crisis, rubber production in the middle and lower 

Amazons had practically ceased with labour being diverted into 

agricultural activity in relatively small economic units. Given 

the quoted maximum of 2,000 seringueiras, the largest would have 

had a maximum of 10 to 15 estradas, i. e. sufficient to keep around 

5 seringueiros fully occupied. 

In Acre, western Amazonas, and Bolivia, where many of the large 

seringais remained intact, the U. S. aid, rather than help the 

direct producer, helped re-enforce the traditional seringeiro- 

seringalista relation. Firstly, as Higbee points out, the aid in 

the form of supplies was utilised by the seringalista to re-impose 

the dependence of the seringueiro on the barracao : 

"Huge quantitie,, 3 olf /ood, c-&ýth, med ciae, 5, uten, 3ii-6, 
kvAo. 6ene, too-0,3 and hunting a., zm. 6 welLe 6uppiýed to the 
Pat, zo" at &. 6ý than &vhoie. 6aee pzice, 6.7hey oUained 
/o, z 1", 6 than one doaalL machete. 5 that wid in the open 
ma, zkEt /o/z a, 3 much a. 6 two to ZoulL time, 6 that amount. It 

ua, 6 expec-ýed that thele commoditie., 3 wouid fe w& to the 

. 3i&ingueiAo, ý (. 6ic) at compalLaUy . 
9ow , Late, 6 in o/zdez to 

. 6timu, ea. te a gneate/t iniRAe-6t -in. au", e/z yatheA4nq. But thý 
Pataon. 3 . 6eidom pa, 3.6ed on molte than a . 6maU paltt pzeleRAing 
to pltol-il them, 6eev" /tathez thaa o/Aa g/watez incentive to 
theilt peo". ' (2). 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Higbee: 1951: 403.2. Higbee: 1951: 413. 
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Secondly, now that credit for supplies was readily available, the 

seringalistas of Acre once again began to discourage subsistence 

production, preferring the seringueiro to concentrate on tapping 

and trade their product for supplies at the barracao. As in former 

times, the terms of trade were weighted against the seringueiro 

who again found it difficult to finish the year with a credit 

balance. As one Soldado da Borracha who worked on Seringal Humaits 

on the River Riozinho in the interior of the Acrean municipality of 

Xapuri explains: 

"4/, t. eA we a/z/tived on ýhe 6elzýngai, I 6peni 1-ive yea/z. 6 in 
the /o/te, 5ý witthouý Feing alle to go inýo toun. W ýhe 
ltuUelt ihaY- we p/zoduced had Y-o ge itaken to the gcLRAacuo 
wh, e. lze the ielLingati, 6ýta kept a cu/z/zen't account lolz each 
'6elz-inguei'Zo... on one he u, 3ed Y-o waite aii the ýzuUeA 
thai you pAoduced and on ý. hc oMeA /5ide o/ Me page he 
waote down evelzyi&ing ihu; t you Fought ... He didn'ý uteow 
u. 6 io planl olt to keep chick-en. 6 oz pig, ý.. -6o the onZy 
ýood thaýt we didn'ýt pay /oz wew ihe 4, ýh and wif-d anima-015 
Mat we caugR oult, 6eeve. 6... evelzyMing et6e we eougU in 
Me ga/tAacUo.... and ii he wa., 5 5holLt oý 6a& o/z . 6uga/z o/z 
kvAc, 6ene o/L 3omeihing, we cou&a'ý Puy it /, zom anyone 
e-P, 3e, Lecau, ýe we had no money... 4ýt &v, ý unu, 3uai /o/z anyone 
ol u, 3 to actuatfy have ca, 6h... eveltyl-hing uu-3 done on 
c/tedit-and i/ we ýAied to ýeii /zagez i-o anyone ei'ýe, he 
wouid &iing Me po-eice... He . 6o& u, 6 6upp&" at velty Ugh 

nevelt had a czedit gaiance the whote time ihat 
I wolzked ihaýt ýeAingai .... noýt tV71-i-O I moved io anotheA 

- d/L , 3e, zingai -in 7948, ca-U-ed Selzingue Sao Pe o, uheAe Me 

. 6ezt. ingaii. 6i-a &u. 6 Zej, 5 and uMowed u., 3 ito plani a 
, 3ma, U gaAden... Vtij wa. 3 ihe i4Aý. t Lime Mat I &u, 6 tn 
c, zed, ýi a-t Vw end o/ the yeajz ... It &v. 6n'ýt much, ju, 6ý 
iwo conioý3 (de ze. &O. ' (1). 

U. S. incentives, then, did not result in a significant increase in 

the production of natural rubber for export and was differential 

in its affect on the livelihood chances of Amazonia's seringueiro 

population. 

1. Field interview, ex-Soldado da Borracha, Seringal Sao Pedro, Xapuri. 
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3.3.2. Synthetic Rubber Production. 

In his article of January, 1924, Hotchkiss prophetically wrote: 

'UjU, i, e 
-6ynthetic zuAAen conze, 3 aeong to up, 6zt ail oulL 

ca, gculaiion. 6, the ementiae to 
. 6zculze adequate . 5uppiie, 3 

/o/t the ýutulte i, 6 am alzke: t p/tice high enough to make 
p-eani-ing plio4&U-e /oz zeawna"y el4cient planiei, 3. 
1,1 thi. 6 condition pzeL)aU, 6, money wi" liow into eL)4? Ay 
iAop-ica, e countAy thai i, 6 econonzica"y all-e to compete 
in pAoduction and the wolzId wi. U have a" the AuUeA 
that ii need6. ' (1). 

Notwithstanding the millions of dollars that flowed into the Amazon 

during the war, the region failed to provide rubber in the quantity 

desired. The second spearhead of U. S. policy was the promotion of 

a colossal programme of synthetic rubber production that produced 

the first small samples in 1939, but which by 1943 was well under 

way. Table 1.3.7. gived the production figures of the North American 

rubber industry during the war years. 

Table 1.3.7. - U. S. A. : Synthetic Rubber production. 1939-1945. 

(in '000 Tonnes). 

Year. Buna-S. Buna-N. Butyl. Neoprene. Total. 

1939 - 1.8 1.8 

1940 - - 2.5 2.5 

1941 - 2.5 - 5.4 7.9 

1942 3.7 9.7 - 9.0 22.4 

1943 182.3 14.5 1.4 33.6 231.8 

1944 670.3 16.8 18.9 56.7 746.7 

1945 719.4 7.9 47.4 45.7 920.4 

Total. 1,575.7 51.4 67.7 154.7 1,931.0 

Source: Bauer: 1948 : 296; Wendt: 1947: 214; Phillips: 1961: 45. 

1. Hotchkiss: 1924: 138. 
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So, whereas the Brazilian Amazon exported 93,867 tonnes of natural 

rubber between 1939 and 1945 inclusively (1), U. S. factories 

produced over 20 times that amount during the same period. The rise 

of the synthetic rubber industry and the re-opening of the oriental 

plantations after the war was over spelt disaster for Amazonian 

production. In 1947, the Amazon exported less than 40% of what it 

had exported in 1902 (2). However, as will be demonstrated in Part 2, 

while Eastern Amazonian seringueiros once again transformed 

themselves into agriculturalists, both for subsistence and for the 

burgeoning metropolises of Belem and Manaus, the seringueiros of Acre 

and the surrounding areas continued to produce rubber even at the 

low market prices that prevailed. 
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Summary. 

Part 1 has analysed the elements that led to the formation of a 

class of 'seringueiros cativos' in the rural areas of Acre, a 

process in which both migrant and indigenous autonomous labour 

became subordinated to the regime of the seringal. It identified 

the social and ecological determinants which moulded the Acrean 

social formation into something more distinctive than a general 

Amazonian 'norm'. Whether these are merely empirical variations 

of a single 'development' model, or are sufficient to identify 

a dual or multiple path model is a matter for theoretical 

conjecture. It is clear that the latter would have to include 

analyses of the process as it has evolved in those other sub-units 

of the region not dealt with in this work. What is important is 

that the 'variations' noted - the formation and reproduction of a 

captive labour force, the continued predominance of large estates, 

the complex issue of land titling, and the low index of urbanisation 

are crucial to the understanding of the contemporary situation in 

that they delimited the range of possible actions available to the 

various agents and agencies as they engage and disengage themselves 

in the present conflict. 

Part 2 will begin with a discussion of the role of the state in 

determining the form and trajectory of Amazonian development. This 

will be followed by an analysis of the struggle for land in Acre in 

which state agencies have played a crucial part, firstly, in cutting 

the ties that bound the seringueiro to the seringal and, secondly, 

in subverting the attempts of the now autonomous seringueiros to 

remain independent. 



Part 2 

The Differentiation of the Acrean Peasantry. 
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Introduction. 

For centuries the great northern region of Brasil remained virtually 

undeveloped, having no known mineral deposits or natural products to 

attract labour or capital. However, as Part I has shown, the 

Amazonian political economy was transformed after 1870 when many 

thousands of peasants, mainly from the North-East, migrated to the 

valleys of the upper rivers to tap rubber. This period witnessed the 

decline of Amazonian agriculture as well as the decay of local 

industries based on rubber as first Europe and then the U. S. A. began 

to expand their manufacturing capacity of rubber products. Apart 

from the brief interlude of World War 2, when the Japanese overran 

the rubber plantations of the Far East and Amazonian natural 

rubber production was stimulated, the region almost disappeared from 

public view. As Velho remarks, *... 13/zazii and Vw b)o., z, 6d tived a, 5 i/ 

Amazonia did not ex_i, 6ýt. "(1). 

It was during the war, in 1940, when the first signs were given that 

the Brazilian authorities were considering developing the region. In 

this year, President Vargas visited Amazonia, the first Brazilian 

president to do so. In a press interview given on his return, he 

prescribed the creation of agrarian colonies, systematic planning, 

scientific methods and improvements in health care as the cure for 

Amazonia's economic 'backwardness' (2), sentiments that were to be 

restated by successive governments. In this momentous task, Vargas 

1. Velho: 1979: 193. 
2. Quoted in Wagley: 1964: 289. 
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explicitly sought the aid of foreign capital: 

AZR-eady io altAiue a/te Nozý AmvAican indu. A/Liu&, 6t, 6 ! Aho 
a/ze inlxAeAed in coteakozating w-iih u, 6 in the deveiopmen-t 
o/ 4mazonia, u4v-l? e 6ývý capi-tai and ýechzzicae /Le, 6ou/zce, 6 
w. i, U "a 

. 6, eculLe and ltemunezalive appýNcuýýon. ' (1). 

During these war years, relations between Brazil and the U. S. A. were 

also strengthened on the political front. Of crucial importance, 

here, were the ideological links forged between the military 

establishments of the two countries during the Italian Campaign. 

According to Dreifuss, it was at this time that the seeds were sown 

of the Brazilian development 'model' which combined a programme of 

capitalist industrialisation with a fervent anti-communist ideology (2). 

The post war period saw the centre of gravity of capital accumulation 

change from the rural agrarian to the urban industrial enterprise. 

This is not to suggest that agricultural activity somehow declined, 

rather, industry became the focal point around which the rest of the 

economy revolved. In particular, three processes must be noted (3) : 

1. The emphasis on industrialisation with the rest of the 

economy developing extensively, little capitalised. 

2. The spatial concentration of industry and therefore of 

capital accumulation in the South-East. 

3. The laying of the foundations of a centralised, planned 

economy. 

--------------------------------------------- 
1. Quoted in Davis: 1977: 23. 
2. Dreifuss: 1981: 71ff. See also Gambini: 1982. 
3. Brandao Lopes: 1981: 24ff ; Lessa: 1982: 27. 
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Neither the Vargas regime, nor that of Kubitschek which followed, 

attempted to structurally alter the primary sector. That is to say, 

the prime objective was industrialisation and, as long as agriculture 

fulfilled its obligation to supply raw materials for industry and 

foodstuffs for the rapidly expanding working class, then it was 

sufficient that it developed extensively through the incorporation 

of new lands. The underlying philosophy, here, was that, firstly, 

industrial growth would cause 'backwash' effects and so stimulate 

the primary sector and, secondly, that the development of a marketable 

surplus in the latter would provide a general growth input (1). 

Between 1950 and 1960, primary sector production rose by an average 

of 4.6% per annum, while the area under cultivation increased by a 

total of 56%. Industrial output, however, grew at aproximately 9% 

per annum during the same period (2). 

The occupation of new lands by peasants was greatly stimulated by 

the construction of the new capital, Brasilia, on the central 

plateau. The federal highways that came to radiate out from Brasilia 

into the so-called 'frontier regions' became the focus of a massive 

migration of small farmers and peasants and, as will be shown later, 

also of large-scale enterprises (3). 

Industrial development was not founded upon the traditional 

industries of wood, furniture, leather, food production and so on, 

but on the new industries of mechanical and electrical goods, 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Goodman and Redclift: 1981: 71, point to the incorporation and 

maintenance of rural petty commodity production based on family 
labour, rather than its destruction as in the 'classical' model, 
as the means of mobilizing an agricultural surplus in peripheral 
social formations for the promotion of rapid capitalist develop- 
ment through industrialisation. 

2. Rocha Viana: 1980: 89; Lessa: 1982: 27.3. Costa: 1979: 209ff. See also 
Lafer. B.: 1975; Rattner: 1978 ; Cardoso. M. L.: 1978. 
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transport and communications, and, what was to be significant for 

Amazonian natural rubber production, the petro-chemical industries (1). 

Table 2.0.1. below shows how industrial growth became concentrated 

in Sao Paulo: 

Table 2.0.1. - Brazil: % Distribution of Value of Industrial 
Production, 1907 - 1965. 

Area / Year. 

Brazil 

Sao Paulo 

Guanabara (Rio) 

Other States 

1907 1920 1938 1958 1965 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

16.5 31.5 43.5 55.0 57.6 

33.1 20.8 14.2 11.4 9.3 

50.4 47.7 42.3 33.6 33.1 

Source : Rattner: 1972: 36. 

Regional development institutions were set up in both the North-East 

(SUDENE (2)) and Amazonia (SPVEA (3)) to counter the tendency of 

capital and labour to concentrate in the industrial South-East. 

The SPVEA was allocated 3% of federal revenues and, later, 3% of 

state and municipal taxes in the Amazon region. However, the SPVEA 

was disbanded in 1966 following charges of bureaucratic ineptitude 

and corruption (4). SUDENE also failed to revive the North-Eastern 

economy during this period (5). While industry continued to expand 

1. Humphreys: 1982: 36. 
2. Superintendency for the Development of the North-East, created 

in 1959. 
3. Superintendency for the Economic Valorisation of Amazonia, 

created in 1953. 
4. Mahar: 1979: 6; Neto. M.: 1978: 145ff. 
5. There exists a large body of works on the northeastern economy 

and the workings of SUDENE during this period. See, especially, 
de Oliveira: 1977 and also, amongst others, Cohn: 1978 & Rattner: 1978. 
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in the South-East, the North-East and the North remained structurally 

unaltered. With reference to the sugar cane workers of Pernambuco in 

the North-East, Celso Furtado wrote: 

"... the 6taiu, 6 o/ the mozadolt (1) ii aimo, 6t incompatiU-e With that oý citizen. 4tf the act,, 3 o/ hi, ý IUI-e a/ze the actA o/ an 
agg, zegate, o/ an eieiý biho. 6e exi, 5tence in aU o/ it, ý a-6pect-5 
a/te inJ-egzated itýo that 6ocio-economic ufLiiy that i,! 5 Vw- 
, 5uga, z cane pianlation. " (2). 

A similar situation existed for the seringueiro on the Amazonian 

rubber estates. When, in 1962, Charles Wagley returned to the Amazon 

town that had been the subject of his earlier study of the 1940's, 

he found that his earlier hopes of rapid economic development had 

not materialised: 

"7he Amazon zegion o/ 131tazii i. 6 not . 6tagnaat economica"y 
o/t wciaiiy. It ha, 6 changed 3, ince 1948, Plut not a, 5 much a. 6 
the Ae, 6t o/ 13, zazii. 7he economy 4*, 6 . 6tile ka, 6ed on extltactive 
ind"Li, iz. 6.7he sociai and economic cia. 6,6e, 5... a/ie 
f. a, 6. ica"y ihe 6ume. Communicai-ion, ý , temain -inadequate; theze 
have Leen no maAked implzovemeni, 6 in the fluviai btan. 6/? oat 
,. ýy. 6tem 3. incg 1950. Road, 6, except ýn the vic4iLity o/ z3e, 6m 
and Manau. 6, have haAdly &een extended. Men 6ý" occul2y the 
lt. iveAiae a/iza. 6 oZ Amazonia. ' (3). 

The military coup of 1964 began a new era in Amazonian development 

in which the noted partnership between the military and foreign and 

national capitals was to play a prominent role. The Castelo Branco 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Morador -a rural worker who lives on the property of another and 

who maintains a subsistence plot on that property in exchange for 
labour services for the owner. 

2. Furtado: 1964: 141. 
3. Wagley: 1964: 308/9. 
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government came into power with two overriding imperatives. The 

first was geo-political - the effective occupation of its huge 

territorial space, particularly Amazonia which was sparsely 

populated and bordered by seven other countries. The second was 

economic - the resolution of the balance of payments problem. Here, 

the Amazon was seen, firstly, from the point of view of import 

substitution and, secondly, in terms of the production of 

exports. Mahar (1) comments that the new regime treated Amazonia 

not as a depressed area in need of developmental aid, as was the 

case with the North-East, but as a resource frontier to be exploited. (2) 

The slogan that the government adopted, 'Social stability with 

economic dynamism', showed its commitment to economic growth and 

social control. To accomplish these aims, the state launched an 

apparently contradictory twin-pronged strategy : agrarian reform 

and the invitation of multinational companies to develop the region's 

natural resources. 

Agrarian reform sought to relieve pressures on land in the North- 

East, anarea that had been the scene of considerable social tension 

in the early 1960's (3). The commitment to land reform was given in 

the 'Plan of Government Action' (4) and the 'Estatuto da Terra'. (5), 

both of 1964: 

1. Mahar: 1979: 17. 
2. Ianni: 1981: 132. 
3. For a history of the 'Peasant Leagues' in the North-East, see 

Azevedo: 1982. 
4. PAEG - Programa de Agao Economico do Governo, 1964 - 1966. 
5. Land Statute. 
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'7he ýtype o/ Izelolun ýhayt Vie counizy 5houid lLeatize 
, 31zouid noY- u, 5t con, 6ideA aedi. 6ýAý&uiion in telzm, 5 0/ 
/tu/, za. 9 It oughit to incoz/2o/tal-e /5ocio -economic 
change. 6 wilhin ih_i6 pltoce, 6, ý, a widelt agIzicutLbza, ý poticy 
conl-en-t &Aich &Aing, 3 in mea, 3wze. ý 3uch a. 6 education, u new 
ljylýtem o/ eand i-axai-ion, coopezaýUve ozgani. 6ýion. 3 and 
imp, zovement, 6 in Y-he 

. 6y, ýtem o/ zuzae czediY-. ' (1), 

that is, a total package for rural labour: in addition, the Estatuto 

da Terra states that the Government is obliged to: 

0 .. plzornoyte and c/zeaýý cond-iýUon. 6 o/ acce, ý6 /o/z ýAe lzultui 
y U-! 5elue -pand, p ee 9ey 

ýaou, 
z, eA Yto p., zo/24ezty in econon-icate z J, z ci 

in the /zegion whelýe hv Uv", o/z, * &Aen aegionai ci/tcum/5tance, 3 
do noi- peAmit thýi, 6, in zone, 5 plzeviou, ý, ey detim-ited fo conlclLm 
wiY-h the /zýeguiation, 6 o/ Mý. 6 &w. ' (2). 

This opened up the possibility of the expropriation of land in 

Amazonia and the Centre-West and the translocation of landless 

peasants from the North-East to those regions. However, this 

provision permitted the government to realize its aim of social 

control by diffusing rural social tensions in the North-East without 

altering its rural social structure. In addition, the landless 

peasant and his family would be allocated land exactly where the 

government policy of the time required them to be, i. e., in Amazonia. 

Thus, the second policy aim of effective occupation of its 'empty 

spaces' would also be achieved. 

At the same time as it was advocating the social use of land based on 

peasant family labour, the government also paved the way for foreign 

and national companies to purchase huge extensions of land for the 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Brasil, PAEG: Sintese, Documento EPEA No. l, "nd Ed., May, 1965, p. 106. 
2. Brasil, Estatuto da Terra, 1964, Law 4.504, Article 2a, Section 2. 
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purpose of exploring its natural resources. This process began with 

a series of encroachments on the relatively nationalistic Mineral 

Codes of 1935 and 1954 which had been promulgated to maintain state 

control over oil and other mineral resources. In 1964, Castelo 

Branco issued a decree that endorsed the right of private companies 

to explore Brazil's iron ore deposits. Then, in 1966, the Brazilian 

Court of Appeals upheld the right of the Hanna Mining Corporation, a 

U. S. multinational, to extract ore in the state of Minas Gerais. 

While this was happening in the South, the U. S. Steel Corporation 

gained a large land concession to mine ore in ParA, eastern Amazonia. 

These directives were further re-enforced when the federal government 

again reversed earlier protectionist legislation so as to enable 

each company, whether national or foreign, to hold 50,000 hectares 

of land in their own name and 30,000 hectares in the name of each of 

their subsidiaries. This was a considerable increase over the earlier 

5,000 hectare limit per parent company and represented the promotion 

of foreign control of Brazil's natural resource base 

In 1966, the government announced a new initiative following a 

conference called by Castelo Branco to discuss the future of the 

whole Amazon region. A series of decrees were enacted that have come 

to be known collectively as Operation Amazonia. The aim was to 

further promote regional import substitution and to stimulate 

the occupation of the interior. This was in part a response to the 

plans of other Amazonian countries, notably Peru and Venezuela, to 

occupy their own Amazonian hinterland (2). 

1. Davis: 1977: 36 ; Sampaio: 1980: 95ff ; Sautchuk: 1981: 77ff. 
2. Mahar: 1979: 10ff ; Reis: 1982: 197ff. 
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0 

Among the new directives was the Plan for the Economic Valorisation 

of Amazonia - PVEA - Article 4 of which ennumerates the following 

Policy objectives: 

1. The formation of stable population centres with the aim of self- 

sufficiency. 

2. The improved organisation of natural resource exploitation, but 

with incentives only being given to the extractive economy when 
it could not be substituted by more profitable activity. 

3. The selection of areas most propitious to the establishment of 

'growth poles' whose effects would radiate into the surrounding 

area. (1) 

Here the government is continuing its twin-pronged strategy of 

attracting both labour and capital into the region through the 

promotion. of agricultural settlement by small farmers and peasants 

while at the same time offering incentives to large private 

companies. The PVEA is also disincentivising extractive production 

at a time when the natural rubber industry had already been hard hit 

by both a fall in the price in the early 60's (2) and the start of 

Brazilian synthetic rubber production in 1965 in the South and the 

North-East. This will shown later to be part of a strategy which, if 

not directly aimed at, was effective in the dismantling of the 

traditional power structure of Acre and paved the way for its 

subsumption to interests allied to southern capital. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. For a list of the objectives of PVEA, see Cardoso & Muller: 1977: 112. 
2. The 1967 price of Amazonian natural rubber was 42% of the 1963 

price in relation to the general index of prices; Pinto: 1984: 130. 
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These, then, were the contextual structural elements that combined 

to underpin the struggle for land in Amazonia in general and Acre 

in particular: the subsumption of agriculture to industry ; widening 

regional disparity ; the links between national and international 

capitals at both the economic and political levels ; the creation 

of a centralised, planning apparatus. 

This discussion has necessarily been brief. The points made will be 

developed throughout the course of Part 2. Chapter I will analyse 

the roles of the two state agencies created to implement the 

government's dual strategy for Amazonia. Subsequent chapters will 

deal specifically with the crises such policies and programmes 

created for the rural population of Acre and will chart the growth 

and development of the political movement that sprang up as a result 

of and in spite of this state intervention. 
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Chapter 1- Planning for Amazonian Development. 

During the Estado Novo, the concept of the 'March to the West' was 

utilised as an ideological expression to promote the occupation of 

the so-called 'empty spaces' of Brazil's vast interior. The object 

was the settlement of the Centre-West and by the 1950's, with the 

exception of Parana and parts of the interior of Bahia, the 

'demographic frontier' was limited to Amazonia and the non-Amazonic 

areas of Mato Grosso and Goias. 

Early frontier occupations, i. e., those that took place prior to 

the development of industrial capitalism in Brazil 
, had 

taken two basic forms: firstly, through the penetration of merchant 

capital and based on the direct or indirect subordination of the 

direct producer, as was the case during the Amazon Rubber Boom; 

secondly, through the expansion of peasant subsistence agriculture 

which, for example, occurred with the extension of the North-East 

peasant movement into Maranhao during the 1920's (1). With the 

exception of this latter, 20th century movements into Amazonia are 

indissociable from the actions of the state as either facilitator 

or regulator of them. 

1.1. Amazonia - 'Land for speculation' or 'Land of labour'9 

The Superintendency for the Development of Amazonia - SUDAM (2) - 

was created to replace the discredited SPVEA to function as 

------------------------------------------------------------ 
1. Velho: 1976: 195. 
2. Superintendencia da Amazonia, Law 5.173 of the 27/3/1966. 
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coordinator of federal intervention in the region. Its financial 

arm was the Banco da Amazonia - BASA. SUDAM's prime directive was 

to free Amazonia from its historical dependence on extractive 

activity and, aided by a fiscal and financial incentive programme, 

it gave priority to those companies which wished to re-invest their 

taxable income in large-scale 'development' projects in the Amazon. 

As Mahar's discussion of SUDAM's First Five Year Plan (1967 - 1971) 

notes: 

VhiZe 
-ýhe Itey-ionai econon2y hu. 6 pltEdicted i-o gzow a-ý a 

9.4 peltcerd uvelLage annuai zaýý dwzing the 1967 - 7971 
pe, ziod, -the 

'ieading ýecto/z. 6', modelin ugz-icu&uze and 
indu. 6tay, weaýe 121tog1tammed ai annuai /wLe,. ý ol 11.5 and 
71.9 lzýe. 6pectiveey. 6xtauctive indu. 66zie6 and commelzce, 
on Vw oVwlt hand, weltýe expected to glLow uý Me 

lze, 3p, ective /zate, ý o/ 7.7 and 5.4 pe/zceý. ' (I) 

Under the system of incentives, juridical persons who had already 

begun enterprises in Amazonia and which were functioning on 31st 

December, 1966, were exempted from 100% of taxation due for a period 

of ten years. In addition, juridical persons situated anywhere in 

Brazil would be exempt from 50% of taxes due provided that this 

was destined for projects approved by SUDAM. In this manner, private 

investment was attracted into the region with SUDAM providing the 

infrastructural. base. SUDAM's incentives programme gave a massive 

boost to the spread of ranching projects throughout Amazonia. (2) 

Table 2.1.1. below gives a breakdown of SUDAM's projected expenditure 

for the first five year period. It demonstrates SUDAM's prime 

1. Mahar: 1979: 14. 
2. Davis: 1977: 37. 
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concern with infrastructural provision (57.4%), the de-emphasis on 

extractivism (0.1%), the low commitment to social projects (12.1%) 

and the even lower commitment to colonisation (1.4%). 

Table 2.1.1. - SUDAM: Expenditure, lst Five Year Plan, 1967-71. 

Sector. % Expenditure. Sub-Total. 

Crops/Livestock 16.4 

Industry 12.6 

Extractivism 0.1 29.1 

Transport 40.5 

Services 4.9 

Energy 4.5 

Other 7.5 57.4 

Health/Sanitation 5.8 

Housing 3.6 

Education 2.7 12.1 

Colonisation 1.4 1.4 

Total. 100.0 100.0 

Source: SUDAM, Primeiro Plano Quinquenal, 1967, p. 63. 

It must be pointed out that the 'ranching front' had begun to move 

into the Amazon even before the government started to offer incentives 

to do so. SUDAM's activities, however, accelerated the process. 

According to Pompermeyer, at least three large business concerns 
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had acquired extensive properties in the region as early as 1957. 

Two of these, one of 400,000 hectares and the other of 700,000 , 
were located in ParA and a third, of 600,000 hectares was in Mato 

Grosso (1). Then, in 1968, a group of business from Sao Paulo 

formed the Association of Agro-Ranching Enterprises in Amazonia - 
AEAA (2). The association was registered in Bel6m, Para, but its 

seat was in industrial Sao Paulo. The group was formed to pressurise 

state agencies to direct the programme of Amazonian occupation along 

lines that served their interests. As Pompermeyer correctly argues, 

the formation of AEAA was crucial to understanding the government's 

emphasis on ranching at this time (3). 

SUDAM incentives were not restricted to national companies. Large 

multinationals such as Nestle, Goodyear, and Swift-Armour were also 

recipients of them and these too came to control vast tracts of 

land in the Amazon. The Jari Project of the U. S. multimillionaire 

Daniel Ludwig is officially estimated at 1,008,000 hectares, but 

other sources put the figure at 3,500,000 ha. ; the Italian company 

Liquigas owns 670,000 ha. ; the Dutch timber firm Bruynzeel, 

500,000 ha. ; the U. S. Georgia Pacific, 500,000 ha. ; the Japanese 

firm of Toyomenka, 300,000 ha. ; Volksvagen, 220,000 ha. ; the 

Swift-Armour King Ranch, 140,000 ha. These seven companies control 

aproximately 58,380 square kilometres of Amazonia, an area greater 

than several of the smaller European countries. (4) 

1. Pompermeyer: 1982. 
2. Associagao dos Empres6rios Agropecu6rios da Amaz6nia. 
3. Pompermeyer: ibid. 
4. Guimaraes: 1978: 318ff; Sampaio: 1978: 133ff; Sautschuk: 1981: 84. 
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It is important to note here that SUDAM fixed a minimum limit of 

25,000 hectares for these agro-ranching projects at a time when 

presidential rhetoric was emphasizing property redistribution in 

the countryside. In a very short space of time, 20 million hectares 

(220,000 square kilometres) came under foreign control (1). Whilst 

being legal, this certainly contradicted the spirit of the Estatuto 

da Terra. As a counter to this and to assuage public outrage at the 

'foreign occupation' of the Amazon, as well as to relieve social 

deprivation caused by another devastating drought that struck the 

North-East in the spring of that year, the government announced its 

new 'Plan of National Integration' - PIN (3) - which was enacted 

in June, 1971 (3). 

As coordinator of projects in Amazonia, SUDAM continued to supervise 

the infrastructural construction that was required by PIN as out- 

lined in SUDAM's second development plan - PDAm 1 (4). As Moran (5) 

points out, while some attention was given to small farmer 

colonisation, SUDAM/BASA involvement focussed mainly on region-wide 

investment programmes, principally ranching and industry. To 

facilitate the realisation of PIN, Project RADAM (6) was created in 

1970 with the object of itemising the basic elements required for 

the rational exploitation of Amazonia's natural resources. Of 

significance was the RADAM section which dealt with mapping out the 

region in terms of the potential use of the soil. It was after RADAM 

produced its maps that the 'land rush' by large-scale corporations 

accelerated. 

1. Guimaraes: 1978: 318 2. Programa de Integraqao Nacional. 
3. Mahar-1979: 18 ; Guimaraes: 1978: 317. 
4. Plano do Desenvolvimento da Amaz8nia 1,1972 - 1974. 
5. Moran: 1981: 77.6. Projeto Radar da Amazonia. 
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Amazonian occupation was an integral element of PIN and another 

programme was initiated in 1971 which aimed to complement the 

previous emphasis on the enterprise and deal specifically with 

inequality in land distribution and inefficiency in land 

utilization. This was the 'Programme for the Redistribution of 

Land' - PROTERRA (1) - whose aims were: 

1. The transformation of subsistence agriculture into 

production for the market. 

2. The allocation of incentives for the industrialisation 

of agricultural products. 

3. The modernisation of the commercialisation and 

distribution structures for agricultural products. 

4. The incentivisation of the small rural producer through 

the redistribution of expropriated lands. (2) 

Here again we see a programme which seeks to mobilize an agricultural 

surplus through the expansion and subsequent incorporation of rural 

petty commodity production. As will beshown, the priority here was 

not small producer expansion per se, but the expansion of such 

production as the most practicable means of achieving the required 

growth input from agriculture in the shortest possible time. 

The agency that was given the task of implementing this part of the 

programme was the National Institute for Colonisation and Agrarian 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Programa de RedistribuigUo da terras e Estimulo a Agro-Industria 

do Norte e Nordeste, Decree Law 1.178 of 1/6/1971. 
2. Minist6rio da Agricultura, PTOTERRA, undated pamphlet. 
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Reform - INCRA (1). It is important to note that: firstly, INCRA 

came under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Agriculture, whereas 

SUDAM was controlled by the Ministry of the Interior, thus the 

functioning of each organ was suscepible to inter-ministerial 

conflicts and some doubling up of bureaucratic functions was also 

inevitable; secondly, while SUDAM (and SUDENE) was a multisectoral 

regional agency, INCRA's brief was restricted to one sector covering 

the whole country. This latter will subsequently be shown to be a 

crucial element when, in the early 1980's, INCRA began to use 

Amazonia, and Acre in particular, as a 'dumping ground' for those 

who had been forced off their land in other regions. 

INCRA's object, then, was to implement a colonisation programme with 

the aim of realizing an agrarian reform through the elimination of 

funeconomic' forms of land occupation and use as outlined in the 

Estatuto da Terra: 

"7h, e agltaAian Itelolim 6eek, 3 io eljt", U, ýh u ýy, 6tem o/ 
/ýýation, 6 gcituw-en man, /zu., zai p/topevty und ýhe u. 6e o/ 
iAe -Pand, capagle o/ /2, zomoýtýg 6ociu-P juAice, ihe 
pzog, z, e, 6, i and uw-U-Leýing o/ ýhe /tuzai . 9aaoijAelz and 
Oz. e economic deve-iopmen-i o/ Vte couaýAY iltAough the 
g1tadua-e exLincýUon o/ Me minilundio and eatilundio. " (2) 

Prior to the modification of the Estatuto da Terra in 1973, 

minifundio signified a small peasant property of less than ten 

hectares, based on family labour, but too small to maintain the 

family, thus necessitating one or family members to seek paid 

employment to supplement family income. Minifundisation results 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Instituto Nacional de Colonizarao e Reforma Agraria, decree 

law 1.110 of 9/7/1970. 
2. Estatuto da Terra, 1964, Article 16. 
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from the constant subdivision of family property which, while there 

tends to be a maximal use of the land, leads to its eventual 

deterioration , there being little if any funds available for 

chemical inputs. Guimaraes (1) quite rightly comments that minifundios 

have traditionally provided a guaranteed reserve of low-paid labour 

for large-scale properties. 

Latifundios, on the other hand, were defined as those rural units 

over 1000 hectares which underutilized their land and relied on 

the superexploitation of labour for their profitable operation. As 

Foweraker (2) notes, the latifundio immobilized the two principal 

factors of production in the countryside - land and labour - through 

the monopoly control of the former and the coercion of the latter. 

Between 1920 and 1970, i. e., the 50 years immediately prior to the 

creation of INCRA, the number of rural properties rose from 648 to 

4,924, while the average size fell from 270 to 60 hectares. By 1970, 

properties of less than 10 hectares represented 51% of all rural 

properties, yet occupied only 3.1% of the total area. Conversely, 

properties over 1,000 hectares accounted for only 0.7% of the total 

number, but occupied nearly 40% of the total area. In addition, 

while properties of less than 100 hectares economically utilzed an 

average of 31.43% of their surface area, those over 500 hectares 

economically utilized an average of only 3.28%. Thus, in terms of 

the Estatuto da Terra, over 507. of properties and 40% of land was 

either socially or economically inefficiently occupied (3). 

1. Guimaraes: 1979: 267.2. Foweraker: 1981: 179. 
3. IBGE, Censo Agricola, 1960, & Censo AgropecuArio, 1970. 
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This section has noted the two crucial elements relating to the 

I agrarian question' as identified by the Brazilian government at 

this time (1). Firstly, given the need for export earnings, the 

expansion of capitalist agriculture is being promoted. In terms of 

Amazonia, this was translated into SUDAM's programme of infra- 

structural developments and incentives to attract large-scale 

capitalist intensive ranching (and mineral) projects into the 

region. On the other hand, give the national trend towards 

minifundisation and with an eye towards social control in areas 

of land pressure, the government committed itself, at least 

verbally, to agrarian reform. Here, Amazonia is treated as a 

safety valve to relieve rural social tension in areas such as the 

North-East whilst leaving their social structures intact. So, within 

the same programme, the government combines two apparently contra- 

dictory rural 'development models' : the construction of capitalist 

estates (ranches) and the expansion of peasant agriculture. It will 

be demonstrated in subsequent sections how these two paths crossed 

and led to a struggle to determine whether Amazonia was to become a 

reserve of value for southern capital or the object of the labour of 

the small rural producer. 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. For a discussion of what constitutes an 'agrarian question', see 

Hussain -& Tribe: 1981. They find that there is no pre-given and 
constant object called the 'agrarian question'. It is a political 
problem faced by a given organisation and as such cannot be 
understood in isolation from that context. 
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1.2. Colonisation induced by state infrastructural developments. 

The colonisation of Maranhao in eastern Amazonia began in the 1920's 

following the collapse of the rubber economy in the rest of the 

Amazon Basin. The loss of seasonal employment in the rubber fields 

of the lower Amazon led to the expansion of peasant production from 

the North-East into the coastal area of Maranhao. By the early 1950's 

this movement had extended itself throughout the forest areas of 

western Maranhao and into the southern parts of Para (1). 

For the main part the peasant colonists survived on subsistence 

agriculture, although some extractivism was carried out. The 

principal stumbling block to agricultural development lay in the 

relative isolation of the area which hampered commercialisation 

of any surplus that might have been realized. Then, in the late 

1950's, this problem was resolved by the construction of the Bel6m- 

Brasilia highway. By 1965,10% of the rice consumed in Rio de 

Janeiro came from the interior of Maranhao (2). However, it also 

opened up the area to further colonisation as did future highway 

construction. The following list of the six principal highways that 

came to criss-cross Amazonia (See Map 5 overleaf) shows the great 

distances that they covered: 

1. Behm - Brasilia : 1,325 miles. 

2. Cuiabi - Santarem : 937 miles. 

3. Porto Velho - Manaus - Boa Vista : 1,003 miles. 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Velho: 1979: 197 ; Velho: 1979a: 30. This is not to suggest a causal 

relation between the collapse of the rubber economy and the 

occupation of Maranhao, rather, it simply reduced the options 
available to the landless peasant of the North-east. 

2. Velho: 1979: 197. 
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4. TransAmazonian Highway 3,500 miles. 

5. Northern Perimeter Road 2,437 miles (uncompleted). 

6. Brasilia - CuiabA - Acre 1,560 miles. (1) 

Following the opening of the Belem-Brasilia, the interior of 

Maranhao absorbed two successive migratory movements. The first again 

consisted of peasants from the neighbouring states in the North-East 

who penetrated the forest and cleared for subsistence crop production 

using rudimentary slash and burn techniques. The second movement 

consisted of ranchers mainly from the rural areas of Bahia, Espirito 

Santo and the north-east of Minas Gerais. In the main, the ranchers 

were located alongside the highway, while the peasants were deeper 

into the jungle. As the land close to the highway became fully 

occupied so then did the 'Baianos' (2) begin to expand into the 

peasant areas by forcing them off their properties and expropriating 

these already cleared lands (3) : 

"When ihe /oA"-t i. 6 cieu, 1zed, the eand Liu-9ozi, 6ed and aeady 
to Ple 6own wiih glL", ý, Lhen the liancheA, 3 6paýing into 
aci. ion, demanding the Immovai o/ the now 'invadelt. 3' o/ 
the pzopeAty, the pea, 6arzt, 6. OlLich evez way iý- 1,6 viej, )ed, 
even in ca. 6e. 6 uVw-lze compe"ation i. 6 given Y-o ihe pea. 6anb3 
/o/t ihe woltk done, ýAey atitize VLe cieazance wolLk o/ 
oVwA., 3 wi-thout any guwien (. to (4) 

The peasant's only claim to the land that he occupies is his right 

of 'posse', the right to a title to publicly owned lands through 

the useful occupation of it. However, this right was and still is 

abused by ranchers who, in these isolated jungle regions, use 

1. SUDAM, Amazonia, Novo Universo (undated). 
2. Baiano - the generic name given to the ranchers as many of them 

came from the state of Bahia. 
3. Velho: 1979: 195 ; Vieiera Keller: 1975: 683. 
4. Vieira Keller: Ibid. 
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forged titles and jagunqos (gun-men) to intimidate the peasant, 

forcing him off the land. Ianni describes a similar process of 

spontaneous colonisation by peasants, their expropriation and the 

resulting land concentration in the area of Conceiqao do Araguaia, 

further along the Belem-Brasilia in southern Para : 

"In 7950, in -the municipaUty o/ Conceicuo, theze we"w 292 
occupaatl3, ýhat i, 6 i-c 6ay, (pea. 6anl, 6), und one 
pzop, z-ýeýto, z, o/t lLaiAelt, /tanche,, z wiih a tiýtie ýto hi15 . 9and. 
In ý&, ý yeaz, po. 6,6ei., zo, 3 accouated lolt ove4 96% ol fhe 
, zu/za-9 and occupied moze ihan 91% o/ the 
iand cove4zd fy ihe vaAiou, ý type. 6 o/ e,. ýiagiiýjhmenýt. In 1970, 

. th, e 2,136 po. 66eiAo6, uvýo made up mc, Ae Man 95% o/ the ztiAui 
occupied oniy 43.64% o/ Me -eand. 4t Me 

, ýam, e Lijw, ýn thai yea/L, thýe 100 luzendetlzo6 accouni-p-d /o/z 
4.46% o/ ihe auzai e. 6ýtaU-i. 6ýent. 6 and occuptled 56.3 3%o o/ 
Me eand. ' (I) 

In both these cases, a situation that was to be repeated as each 

section of each highway was completed, the peasant functioned as 

the vanguard of capitalist expansion, clearing the land and so 

giving it value, only to suffer expulsion through the organised 

violence of the rancher. For the peasant and his family, there are 

only three alternatives: to stay and fight to remain on the land; 

to migrate further into the forest in the hope of finding a 

permanent home; or to migrate to the nearest urban centre where he 

will have no home, few if any relatives to support him, and no 

labour skills that he can sell. Subsequent sections will show that 

this process occurred even on the state directed colonisation 

schemes. In the earlier scheme along the TransAmazonian highway 

1. Ianni: 1978: 100. 
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INCRA was swamped by a wave of spontaneous migration and so 

abandoned the scheme and allowed the expropriation/concentration 

process to continue inimpeded. In the later scheme, in Rond8nia 

and Acre, INCRA's mishandling allowed the same process to occur 

through default. 

1.3. INCRA Directed Colonisation 1: The TransAmazonian Highway. 

Between 1970 and 1973, the federal government launched its 

colonisation programme. Whilst colonisation was still official 

policy after 1973, it will be shown that it played a minor part in 

the government's overall strategy. Although INCRA's sphere of 

operations was national, the new colonisation programme centred on 

Amazonia with the principal object of resettling landless peasants 

from the North-East. Another important factor in the concentration 

of settlement schemes in Amazonia was the closure of the agricultural 

frontier in Parana, the reduction of coffee production in the Centre- 

South and its partial substitution by ranching (1). Both of these 

trends reduced the South's ability to absorb surplus rural labour. 

ParanA underwent an intense process of minifundisation followed by 

a shift to capital intensive soya bean production which resulted in 

another, but spontaneous, movement of small farmers into Mato Grosso, 

Rondonia and, later, into Acre (2). 

There were three migratory currents which flowed into the Amazon 

Basin from 1970 onwards: the movement into Maranhao discussed in 

----------------------------------------------------- 
1. Velho: 1979: 215. 
2. An analysis of which will be given in Section 1.5. 
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the previous section; the movement from the South into southwestern 

Amazonia which is the subject of Section 1.5. and Chapter 4; and the 

officially sponsored settlement of the TransAmazonica which will be 

dealt with here (1). 

The government continued to emphasize social stability as a 

prerequisite to development: 

'7he ýoveuzmen, ý undelz, 3-tand, 3 ýhai- i-he nzain, ýýcznce o/ a 
ctimai-e o/ inleAnae ozde-A and in. 6ýtutionae 6ýtagiiity 
ýi6 an indi. 6/2en, 6a9& condiýUon /oa ýý achievemRjzt 0/ 
deveiopnzený. ' (2) 

... 120tLtica-9 -6taf-, Uity, ýo a, 3 to iteatize deveiopmemt 
unde/t u democ/tatic Nationai 

-6gculLity, in-temai 
and exJx-1znai. " (3) 

It also was conscious of the need to stem the tide of Nordestinos 

that was flowing into the already overcrowded and inadequately 

serviced shanty towns of the South. Thus, the TransAmazonica became 

the focal point of the new colonisation programme: 

*(b), e mL, 3i) iAa"12o4l Vie e-conomic lkon-UeA, ihe uglticuftultai 
Aontie/t in paatictdayt, to ýhe tan" ol ýhe Rivez Amazon, 
to /zeatize on a &/zge . 6ca-& and in a 4, egion with impolttunt 
/eatiie iand. 6 tAat tJze Delem-Blw,. ýiýUa and othea /toad-6 ole 
/2, eaetawUon did on a 6ma" 6ca-& in Ze. " lelti-ila aaýea, 3. "(4) 

`(Ue need to) /te-oaientate the migzation o/ the Noltth-Ea, 3telm 
iagou/t. eý in the diAection o/ the humid vatteyýj o/ the (Amazon) 
/t, egion, 3o avoiding hi, 6 taan. 6-Oocation ýo the 3upez-popuiated 
meýopotaan a4, ea, 6 o/ Ithe Cenýbte-Souih. " (5) 

1. See Map 6 overleaf - 2. Programa Estrat6gico de Desenvolvimento, 1967-1970, p. 14. 
3. PND 1,1971-1974, p. 12. 
4. Metas e Bases para a Agao do Governo, 1970, p. 29. 
5. Quoted in Costa: 1979: 233. 
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The Medici regime, which had since come into power, used the 

TransAmazonica as a powerful nationalist symbol to counter the 

growing political unrest against the military government. As one 

reporter of the leading daily, the 'Folha do Sao Paulo', wrote in 

December, 1977: 

'7h, e TzanAmazomica &a,,, a type o/ Wo, 7id Cup on iAeee, 6 
wtiA ýhe 13ame anae. 6iheti. 6ing and motivaiionui pAopýe/itie, 6 

... 7he pzoject &u. 6 "ove aii emýnýUY potiticai and 

, 6ough, t to czeate an au/w o/ /zewgute detelMli'Ration 

a,, zound iAe govelmýn. ý and make ýhe peop& /o/zgei Vwi4 

, lighl- ýtO 120AýUC-ipCtie in VW POiitiCUi PJZOCE, ý, 5. ' (1) 

However, given the social tension that occurred after the spontaneous 

colonisation of the Belem-Brasilia, the new programme foresaw the 

orderly occupation of a tract of land 10 kilometres wide on either 

side of the highway that had been specifically reserved for INCRA's 

use (2). The settlement of this land centred on the formation of 

a heirarchy of small urban nucleii of progressive size, the Agrovila, 

the Agropolis, and the Ruropolis: 

`7hýe 4gzoviia 1-6 a 5maU uz9an cert&te deAined /oz Vie 
inhaLi-tation o/ i-hojg uAo dedicaLe ihem, 3eive, 6 to 
ug, zicutbmai olL paj&lia-P aciivitie-, 3 and h" a, ý ii-6 
1, ina, e o9jective -the . 6ociae integzation o/ tAe inhagitan-t6 
o/ ýý zu1tcd enviAonment, cllming ýhem civý&zed 
condii-ion, 3 ol &1, e... 7he 4gzopoti. 6 i, ý a . 6maLe agzo- 
in-du, jiAiai, cuAultai and adm1nijiAaýUve udan cent/te 
de. 6tiiwd & juppoAt Y-he &Ltegzation o/ ihe zuzal 
, enviaonment. It wi" exezC1t, 6e a jocio-economic cu&ulta-e 
and admin, &jLaaLive in/luence oveA an iýag alwa o/ molte 
o, z &z, ý 10 kiiometzLez aad-iuz in u4ich Vtpmg uýouid 9, e 8 
& 12 Agltoviia.: 5 &&ch alLe . 6muiielt commumiti" 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Folha do Sao Paulo, 1/11/1977, 'quoted in Ianni: 1979: 53. 
2. da Costa: 1979: 234. This band on either side of federal highways 

was later extended to 100 kilometres. 
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and dependent upon il..., 4 Ru,, zopoýU. 6 i, ý a 5mate devaopmen. t poie, tAe /2, zýcipai ceny-, ze o/ a ea/zge 
, zu/za, e communii-y con, 6tituted o/ Ag,, topoti, ý, e, ý and Ag1tovi-Ou-6 
di, ý"u. ted in a Vwaozeticai 

. 6phe/te o/ action o/ azound 70 to 140 kieom&-, ze, 6. ' (1) 

As Ianni points out, all this structure of 'rural urbanism' has 

connotations of social control (2). The aim was to transfer some 

100,000 families, aproximately half a million persons, in a time 

span of five years and 1 million families by 1980 (3). The first 

controlled settlements were inaugurated on the stretch of the 

Amazonica between Estreita and Itaituba in 1972, but the project 

soon ran into problems. According to Martine (4) : 

1. Notwithstanding the initial aim of PIN to resettle 

landless Nordestinos, INCRA began to recruit from other 

regions of the country farmers who were experienced in 

commercial farming and the use of machinery/pesticides 

and also credit. In the three principal pilot projects 

at Altamira, Itatuba, and Maraba, Nordestinos numbered 34%, 

39% and 42% respectively. 

2. The goals that the government had set INCRA were far too 

ambitious. By 1974, when state policy changed, only a 

total of 6,000 to 7,000 families had been settled instead 

of the targeted 100,000. Moreover, an estimated 18% of 

colonists on the Marabi projected had abandoned their 

plots and moved on. A similar situation existed on the 

other projects. 

1. INCRA, Urbanismo Rural, 1973, pp. 10 - 17. 
2. Ianni: 1979: 61.3. Martine: 1980: 84. 
4. Martine: 1980: 85. 
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The government propaganda that land was available for 

the peasant and small farmer along the highway created a 

spontaneous land-rush that overwhelmed INCRA as it had 

done on the Bel6m-Brasilia. The migrants occupied plots 

without prior permission and simply waited there for INCRA 

to legalise their situation. 

Given its terms Of reference, INCRA's attempt to rationalise the 

colonisation of the area was a singular failure. The geometrical 

construction of the Ruropolis and its satellites, the Agropolis and 

the Agrovila, never materialised. A principal element in the lack 

of success was the spontaneous movement which sought to realize 

its own de facto agrarian reform. The process repeated itself at 

each stage of the highway's construction and at each stage INCRA 

tried to block it and when this failed co-opt it and submit it to 

INCRA's own regulations. The INCRA debacle here and along the Belem- 

Brasilia forced the government to rethink its position and it was 

from this period on that the emphasis changed to Amazonian 

occupation by large-scale enterprises incentivised by SUDAM (1). 

1.4. The POLAMAZONIA Programme. 

INCRA's failure was complemented by a building up of pressure on 

the government by businessmen following the rise in the price of 

land once the TransAmazonica was constructed (2). Official statements 

of the period changed from accentuating Amazonia as the ideal 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. For a further discussion of colonisation along the TransAmazonica, 

see Bunker: 1983. 
2. Cardoso & Muller: 1978: 158; Martine: 1980: 86; Pompermeyer: 1982- 
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environment for peasant farming to emphasizing the need to protect 

the Amazonian ecosystem from its predation, the implication being 

that large-scale ranching and mineral projects do not do this: 

"7he of-jecýt o/ occupy-ing V2. e Amazon zegion VzAough the 
a"o, zption o/ the nozY-hea, 6tem popuiaiion, in 

. 6/2ite o/ 
the e//oat, 6 &A-ich weAe made, i, 6 -in 

dizag"aumn't with ýhz 
paltpo, 3ýe o/ acceiezating lLegionai gaowýh and do" not iink, 
a. 6 ý-t 3hou-0d, ýAe ei-evation o? e eiving 5. iandazdý to the 
expan-6, ion o/ pitoductive empioyment ... 

On ihP- oLhez hand, the 
a/? -ea cannoi olIxA . 6gtL&A. 6 Vzp- leati-ee 3oi-t3, which ýhey 
d1team ol po-6,6e, 6,6ýg, in nec". 6a,, ty quanLiiie. 6.7hu, 6, ýý 
m"13 o/ 6/2onltýýeou. 6 . 6etURA. 6 in ýý /zegion ... wiU undelLtak-e 
ihýe oney and dangeaou, 6 activiýty u4-ich it know-6, the 
de, 6ý4uci-ion o/ ihe /o/te6it and the dep. &Lion o/ the 

-6oi. 
9 

Vvzough ýhe pzactice o,, -' p&nting etýtaemely poo,, z 6uA. 6. i. Aence 
c, zop. 6, u-6-ing iV-laaed aeihod. 6 o/ ii4jw-Aaat ag/z-ica&uRP- -'( 1) 

To re-enforce its argument, the role of Amazonia as the 'natural' 

home of ranching was also pointed out. In the words of the then 

Superintendent of SUDAM: 

"Amazon-ia i, 3 a zeg-ion made /oz zanching with exce"-eni- 
naiuaa-e pa, 3i-uze, 6 and ampZe 6pace /o/z 

-the expan, 6ion o/ 
the 

. 6ec, &, z and ii- i. 6 gecau, 6e o/ ýhij thai- Me main 
a/2/2, zoach -in 

UA integaation wiU Pe on /zanching. " (2) 

The POLAMAZONIA programme was introduced as the means to implement 

the new policy which was based on the creation of 15 areas chosen 

in relation to their feasibility for ranching and/or mineral 

extraction. The 15 areas were: 

1. SUDAM, 2nd development Plan for Amazonia, p. 19 -20. Quoted in 
Martine: 1980: 86. 

2. Quoted in Cardoso & Muller: 1977: 158. 
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1. Xingu-Araguaia : cattle breeding and meat processing. 

2. Carajas : iron ore. 

3. Araguaia-Tocantins : cattle breeding. 

4. Trombetas bauxite. 

5. Altamira cattle breeding. 

6. Maranhao cattle breeding and timber. 

7. Rondonia tin, timber and rubber. 

8. Acre : cattle breeding and rubber. 

9. JuruA-Solimoes : timber. 

10. Roraima : cattle breeding and minerals. 

11. TapajOs : cattle breeding and rock-salt. 

12. AmapA : cattle breeding and timber. 

13. Aripuana minerals and timber. 

14. Juruena cattle breeding and timber. 

15. Maraj6 cattle breeding. 

For the spatial distribution of these projects, see Map 7 overleaf. 

Ten of these 'growth poles', then, are devoted to cattle which, as 

Table 2.1.2. shows, accounted for 49% of the projected budget: 

Table 2.1.2. - BASA: Resource Distribution, 1975 - 1979. 

Sector. 

Ranching 

Commercial crops 
Green belt 

Rubber 

Industry & other 
Total. 

of Budget Allocation. 

49.1 

4.1 

0.9 

2.8 

43.1 

100.0 
Source: Adapted from Cardoso & Muller: 1977: 159. 
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By May, 1974, SUDAM had approved 498 projects in the region of which 

312 were devoted to cattle ranching, 168 to industry and 18 to 

services. Table 2.1.3. gives the distribution of the projects 

according to state and the number of jobs created for the 712 million 

cruzeiros that were invested: 

Table 2.1.3. - SUDAM: Spatial Distribution of Projects. 

Investment and Employment Provision, May, 1974. 

State. No. of % of total No. of Jobs Created. 
Projects. investment. Agric/ Industry. Services. 

Ranching. 

Acre 2 0.4 0 97 216 

Amapa 7 4.8 0 2774 79 

Amazonas 55 24.3 548 12266 1189 

Goias 30 3.3 988 949 24 

Maranhao 29 4.3 139 2636 203 

Mato Grosso 192 27.9 9638 1558 686 

Para 176 34.5 3586 18917 710 

Rond6nia 7 0.5 60 754 47 

Total 498 100.0 

Total Jobs Created = 57,967. 

Source: Sudam. 

14959 39951 3057 

The majority of these projects (89%) are located in just three 

states, Amazonas, Mato Grosso and Par6, where the greatest number of 

ranching projects are found. It is here also that the multinational 

corporations have their principal properties in land. The concentration 
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on ranching is doubly significant. Firstly, job creation is minimal(l) 

thus contradicting one of the fundamental principals of the Estatuto 

da Terra which emphasizes the social use of land. According to 

Foweraker (2), some 60,000 jobs were to have been created in the 

first four years of the POLAMAZONIA programme (1975 - 1979) at a 

cost of 1.8 million cruzeiros per job. This must be compared to 

INCRA's 'social colonisation' which was projected to create 125,000 

jobs at the lower unit cost of 32,000 cruzeiros. Secondly, the 

wholesale destruction of large areas of forest with its conversion 

to pasture for cattle removes the foundations of the livelihood of 

the resident population, the subsistence farmers, rubber tappers and 

the native population. Thus ranching proved to be a two-edged 

sword in relation to employment: it not only does not create new 

jobs to any great extent, it also destroys the basis of existing jobs. 

It is understandable, therefore, that the advance of the tcattle 

front' was accompanied by a corresponding rise in the incidence of 

violence. Government statements of the period constantly refer to 

Amazonia as an empty space in need of occupation, thus denying the 

existence of the posseiro and the Indian. As Souza Martins comments: 

"7o the thinking ol a galtge nam", z o/ peopZe in thi. 6 counlAy, 
e-61? eciaVy -in 

the head-, 3 o/ numelto" technoczat. 6, Amazonia 

. 
i. 3 a de. 6e4. t to ge occupied... 7he miiýtazy have 
deve, eoped a 'doct4ine o/ the occupation o/ empty . 6pace, 5' to 
juAi& gove4nmentat meajalw, ý de. 6igned to pzomote -the 
occapa-tion ot Amazon-ia ... In 6wth, hoi,, w-veA, Amazon-ia is not 
a de, 6eAt to 9z occupied-We a/ze not 3ee-ing a pzoce. 3,3 ol 
Amazon. ian occupation ... &w- aze witne. 6-6. ing an inva. 6. ion in uAich 
the ýo-ca&ed pioneeA-6 act a. 6 the actuai invadeA, 6 agai"t 
the osigina-O lnhaA4ýtant, 6 - deva, 3tai-ing, expetting, viotating 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Most employment in the ranching sector is temporary and concentrated 
in the initial deforesting period prior to seeding from the air. 
Hebette & Marin: 1979: 177 found that one new job was created for 
every 330 cattle/788 hectares in the 28 SUDAM projects covered by 
their research. 2. Foweraker: 1981: 163. 
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/ýight, 6 and pliincipat6.7he lLegionae and ýociai o/tigin o/ 
the. 6e invadeA. 6 i, 6 quiLe ciealt. 7he-y come Aom the South and 
South-6cnt and an acýuai 'ý3uU/ication' i. 6 taking p&ce. 
7hey aze ma, &ýy lAom Sao Paulo and iý 1.! 5 9, ecau. 6e o,, '- thi, 6 
that thýe peopfe caei '/IauU, 5ta' iho. 6, e &Vzo come lAom the 
out. 6ide with. uuZ&t, 6 IuAU o/ moruey. ke/te, Pau&, 6ta 1,6 
, ýynonymou, 6 wiih ', 3hazk'. Statijtic. 6 . 3how that in ju, 6t a 
l, e), ) 6ho4l yeaR-6 f-he, 6e Pau., ýi. 6t" have come & oun 3.3% o/ 
Vw- iand coveAed gy the INCIM cen, 6u, 6 in 4cw and /Rondonia; 
7.9% o,., ' Amazona, 3, - 3.1% o/ /lazanhUo; 37.1% o/ flaio g/to/mo; 
9.6% o/ goi". ToA the countzy a. 6 a tAo&, exciuding Sao 
Paulo, they come to oun an a/zea 2.3 tinw-. 6 the 3ize- o/ the 

a.,? -ea contAot&d Py Sao Paa,, *o /ze. 6ident, 6 in thei/z oun . 6iate. 
ApalLt lAom geing pzedom-inateiy PauU,, 3ta, atove aie they 

comz lAom a 6peci/ic wciaýe cz'a. 6.6, they a4, p- capitatiit. 6, 
they a4, e memkez. 6 oý the dominant cia, 6,5, they aac PKUiirý, 5.6men. 
In Amazonia it ýA not a rw-w loltm o/ tezz-i&, zia-9 occupation 
tha, i 1,6 happening, gut a di/IeAent )eolun o/ occupation lAom 
the economicaUg and pofiticany hege-monic centAg--6 o/ 
zkaziiian . 6ociety. " (1). 

The methods used by the 'invaders' - murder, arson, forgery - will 

be discussed in Chapter 2 in relation to specific cases in Acre. It 

suffices to note here that, by the mid-1970's, violence against the 

resident population of rural Amazonia was the rule, rather than the 

exception. A list is given below of the principal areas of rural 

social tension in the Amazon region for 1977: 

1. Acre, Seringal Nova Empresa with a litigated area of 7,000 hectares 

involving 400 families. 

2. Acre, Seringal Catuaba : 87,000 hectares, 900 families. 

3. Para, ColOnia Floresta : 69,000 hectares, 3,645 families. 

4. Para, Agua Branca : 1,500 hectares, 260 families. 

5. ParA, Fazenda Capaz : 103,000 hectares, 260 families. 

6. ParA, Fazenda Parapora : 18,000 hectares, 200 families. 

7. Para, Perdidos : 152,000 hectares, 815 families. 

1. Souza Martins: 1982: 68/69. 
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8. Maranhao, Vale do Rio Buriticupu : 1,700,000 hectares, 500 families. 

9. Mato grosso, Fazenda Uniao : 3,000 hectares, 200 families. 

10. Rondonia, Gleba Itaporanga : 1,200,000 hectares, 600 Families. (1) 

Thus, in 1977 alone, such disputes over land between posseiros and 

ranchers/fazendeiros involved a total area of over 300,000 square 

kilometres and aproximately 7,780 families (or C. 40,800 individuals) 

who suffered some form of violence or intimidation at the hands of 

the new 'owners' of the land. 

The POLAMAZONIA programme, then, represented a step towards the 

private control of land in Amazonia and the separation of the 

direct producer from the basis of his production, i. e., the land. 

The violence that was engendered in the rural areas reached such 

proportions and received so much media attention, both at home 

and abroad, that the government again changed tack and used another 

provision of the Estatuto da Terra, the expropriation of land in 

the 'social interest' as a means to resolve this issue. However, 

as the following section will demonstrate, while the stated aim 

was land distribution, the effect was land concentration. 

------------------------------------------- 
1. Quoted in Ianni: 1979: 256/7. 
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1.5. INCRA Directed Colonisation 2: 1974 - 1980. 

Following the modification of the Estatuto da Terra in 1973, INCRA 

began to use a more complex methodology to establish whether a 

property was suitable for agrarian reform. This did not solely rely 

on the fixed area of the rural unit, but also took into account its 

economic value in productive terms and its social value vis-a-vis 

the size of the family living on it. To accomplish this, INCRA 

conceived of the 'rural module', the yardstick to which all rural 

properties would be compared: 

'4 /twzui n2odute -i/3 a mea, 3uze o/ economic vaeue thai 
demonlýL, zate, 3 Y-ý afiti-ty Y-o exý, 6t in u de-telzinined 

CLII-e(2,9 whelzý a i6 plzopýtiou, 6 enough /o/z u lumiey 
Y-o &d6i, 6t, wiýh an avezage o/ /ou. /z memfell, 3, u, 5 
each one gained a minimum . 6aiuAy. ' (1) 

Here, INCRA relates the size of the unit to the use that the land 

may be put to, the number of persons living on it, and the 

statutarily defined minimum salary of the region in which it is 

located. Another dimension is added by Article 43 of the Estatuto 

da Terra, that of zoning. The country was divided up into 

homogenous micro-regions and each of these classified according to 

one of the following zonal groups: 

1. The critical regions that need agrarian reform, with 

progressive elimination of minifundios and latifundios. 

2. The regions in a more advances stage of social and 

economic development in which tensions in their 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. INCRA, Instruqao Especial No. 5,6/6/1973. 
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demographic and agrarian structures do not occur. 

3. The regions that are economically occupied in which 

subsistence economies dominate and whose agricul- 

turalists and ranchers lack adequate assistance. 

4. The regions that face economic occupation, that lack 

programmes of exploration and colonisation of pioneer 

areas. (1) 

Under these provisions, a minifundio is defined as that property 

that does not attain the dimensions of a single rural module in its 

economic, social and zonal attributes. Thus a unit of 10 hectares in 

Zone I dedicated to the cultivation of a temporary annual crop, e. g. 

mandioca, would be classified as a minifundio, as would an 85 

hectare unit dedicated to cattle ranching in Zone 3, and a 100 

hectare extractivist unit based on extensive rubber tapping in 

Zone 4. 

With reference to latifundios, INCRA defined two basic types: 

latifundio by dimension and latifundio by exploration. The former 

is that unit which exceeds 600 times the area of the zonal rural 

module. So, a unit in Zone 2 dedicated, for example, to intensive 

horticultural activity, may require as little as 2 hectares to 

attain the dimensions of the zonal module. At the other end of 

the scale, in the activity that requires the most land in relation 

gaining a fixed income, forest extractivism, the module required by 

a rubber tapper and his family to sustain themselves may reach 120 

hectares. Thus, if the criteria for defining a latifundio by 

1. Estatuto da Terra, 1964, Article 43. 
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dimension/extension are applied to these two module examples, then 

the horticulturalist activity would be classified as latifundiarist 

on an area of only 1,200 hectares, whereas the rubber tapper would 

require an extensive 72,000 hectares to be so classified. 

The latifundio by (non) exploration is that rural production unit 

which does not exceed 600 times the size of the zonal module, i. e., 

it is not a latifundio by extension, but for reasons such as 

speculation remains relatively little explored: 

'Un-i. t, 3 idýich coniuin a numgelz o/ modute, 5 equai io oz molte 
Man I (one-) and te. 6, ý ihan 600 and &4ich do not lite ýhe 
cond-ition, 6 C/ AAiic& 9 0/ ihe spec4u"ý ln, 6&zucy-t, (, n, and 
ý6c) aze noi ciu, -ý, 6, il-ied as a Rulzu-9 Enie,, zpltt'. ýv, wiii ge- 
cia. 6ý6, ilied a, ý iuttlundic), 6 gy exp-Ooltaiion'. (1) 

So, if the unit is not categorised as a minifundio, latifundio by 

extension, or rural enterprise, then it must be a latifundio by 

exploration. The rural enterprise must fulfill the following 

conditions. It must have (2): 

#a) a numtelt ol modu. 9e, 3 equa-0 Y-o oz molLe ihan onA2 and 

&. 6.6 Man 600. 

9) mu. 6t utijize, wiih any ol the type, 6 o/ expiozation 

, iýcaLed in 7akZe 3 ol ihi. 6 . 6peciai i"Lauciion, molte 

ihan 70% oý the u, 6aUe a/tea o, -' Vie un-it. 

c) wcia-g and Imoduciivay coel4cierzi., ý ca-Ocu-Oaip-d -in 
the mannelL ol AzUc. &6 17 and 21 ... equai o/t ýn"o/t to 1. 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. INCRA, Instruqao Especial, No. 5. 
2. Ibid. 
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The rural enterprise, then, became the form of rural land occupation 

aimed at by INCRA policy objectives. Units that did not meet the 

requirements of this model were by definition classified as either 

minifundios or latifundios and so liable to agrarian reform. INCRA 

then assessed the need for agrarian reform in accordance with five 

criteria: the geographic position of the area in relation to the 

economic centres in the country; the prevalence of units of over 

1000 and under 50 hectares; the average number of hectares per 

person ; the density and annual growth rate of the rural population; 

the occurence of socio-political factots that may aggravate the 

other factors (1). 

During the 1970's and particularly after 1975, INCRA began to 

expropriate lands under these provisions. Table 2.1.4. gives the 

spatial distribution of those areas expropriated by INCRA before 1978. 

Though some expropriations took place prior to 1974, over six times 

that area was subjected to agrarian reform in the 3 years that 

followed. Two points must be made here. Firstly, the area that had 

been uppermost in the government's mind in terms of the peasant 

'problem', the North-East, accounted for only 8.6% of the total area 

expropriated. Secondly, two Amazonian states, Acre and Rond8nia, 

accounted for 63.64% of expropriated land in the whole period, and 

74.1% of the 1974 - 1977 total. This points to the political nature 

of agrarian reform, a matter that will be returned to later. 

1. Estatuto da Terra, Article 43, Section 1, and Decree 55.891/1965, 
Article 39, Section 1. 
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Table 2.1.4. - INCRA : Land ExproPriated Prior to 1978 (in Hectares). 

State or Prior to 1974-77. Total. 

Territory. 1974. 

Parana 105,658 254,539 360,197 

Santa Catarina - 51,000 51,000 

Rio Grande do Sul 41,927 - 41,927 

Rio Grande do Norte - 10,534 10,534 

Bahia - 257,500 257,500 

Pernambuco 27,990 3,356 31,346 

Paraiba 18,089 10,224 28,313 

Ceara 3,695 729 4,424 

Rio de Janeiro 5,706 139,309 145,015 

Sao Paulo 3,325 - 3,325 

Minas Gerais 98,396 132,609 231,005 

Mato Grosso 135,958 - 135,958 

Goias 104,000 104,000 

Acre - 700, OCO 700,000 

Rond6nia 1,758,205 1,758,205 

Total. 544,744 3,318,005 3,862,749 

% Total. 14.1% 85.9% 100.0% 

Source: Adapted from Laranjeira: 1983: 136. 
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In the post 1973 phase, INCRA abandoned its colonisation model based 

on the Agrovila, Agropolis and Ruropolis, substituting for it a less 

grandiose design which, although incorporating similar intergrated 

features, was based on much smaller relativelY self-contained units. 

The new model was the 'Integrated Colonisation project', the PIC (I). 

The four stages of its installation and completion were planned 

along the following lines: 

1. The selection of the site for colonisation, its subdivision into 

100 hectare plots and the selection of settlers. 

2. The creation of an urban nucleus for each site that was to 

contain the project headquarters, public agencies, and housing 

for public functionaries. 

3. Infrastructural developments, roads in particular, and the 

completion of land titling. 

4. Following the successful completion of phases I to 3, the site 

was then transferred from the jurisdiction of INCRA to that of 

the state in which it was located. (2) 

The federal government's claim to a band of 10 kilometres and later 

100 kilometres wide on each side of federal highways, provided that 

the land's ownership was not established beyond dispute, has already 

been noted. In addition, in those states bordering on foreign 

countries, the government also claimed a 150 kilometre wide band 

along the international boundarx,. Thus, in states such as Acre and 

Rondonia, which border on Bolivia and Peru and which both have 

--------------------------------------- 
1. Projeto Integrado de Colonizarao. 
2. Mahar: 1981: 50. 
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federal highways that run through their length, almost the entire 

surface areas of them were subject to federal intervention (1). It 

was in Rondonia that INCRA first began to implement its new 

colonisation programme. 

Prior to the construction of the Brasilia-Acre highway, which passes 

through Rond6nia, the state was relatively isolated. Access was 

limited to the river routes that led east to Manaus and Bel6m and 

which took several weeks to accomplish. With the completion of the 

first stretches of the highway, Rondonia became articulated to the 

South of the country, thus the way was opened up for both small 

colonists and capitalist enterprises to occupy the state (2). 

Notwithstanding its large size of 243,044 square kilometres, 

Rondonia had a population of only 113,659 in 1970, less than 0.5 

inhabitants per square kilometre. With the opening of the highway 

and the announcement of INCRA's plans to create colonisation 

schemes, the state became the object of a considerable spontaneous 

migration. Table 2.1.5. shows that, between 1970 and 1980, the 

state's population increased by a massive 333.59%. 

The INCRA PICs in Rondonia were projected to settle a total of 

23,439 families, or aproximately 94,000 individuals. By 1975, the 

projects were inundated with applications from families who had 

migrated to the state in the hope of obtaining land. The influx 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. With the proviso that there was no substantiated title to the 

land. 
2. Mueller: 1980: 145. 
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Table 2.1.5. - Rondonia: Demographic Growth, 1950-1982. 

Year. Absolute Absolute % Population 

population. increase. increase. density. 

1950 37,173 - - 0.15 

1960 69,672 32,619 87.75 0.29 

1970 113,659 43,867 62.85 0.47 

1980 492,810 379,151 333.59 2.02 

1981* 585,171 92,361 18.74 2.40 

1982* 680,608 95,437 16.31 2.80 

Source: IBGE, Censo Preliminario de Rondonia, 1980, and 
(*) Journal do Brasil, Suplemento Especial, Rondonia, 10/4/83. 

was so precipitate that the state authorities set up a migrant 

orientation centre at Vilhena on the border with Mato Grosso to 

monitor and give assistance to migrants. Excluding children under 5, 

the following numbers of individuals checked in at the centre between 

1976 and 1982: 

1976 - 17,129 

1977 - 6,319 

1978 - 14,755 

1979 - 44,278 

1980 - 57,572 

1981 - 61,647 

1982 - 52,200 (1). 

1. Mahar: 1981: 16. It must be noted that these are 'official' figures 
and others may have crossed into the state at different points or 
when the centre was closed. 
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The major state of origin of these migrants was ParanA with 30%, 

closely followed by Mato Grosso, with smaller contingents from 

Minas Gerais, Espirito Santo, Sao Paulo and the states of the North- 

East (1). The migrants were in the main small farmers who had been 

forced off the land through minifundisation, or the high price of 

land in their own states, or both. This was particularly the case 

of those who came from the South, the states of Parana, Rio Grande 

do Sul, and Santa Catarina. Calil Padis observes that, in Parana: 

'. - -, f&, eiween 1940 and 1960, the numge-, z ol lima-ei /2, zo/2e., ztjv, 3 
o/ ýthun 70 hecY-ulze. 6 - muny o/ Mem mint/undio, 3 - 
muitiptied 2.7 time. 6 bAiAe, in ibe 6ame /?, ez-ic, d, Me wdium 
, 3. ize o/ Vie, 5e /2, zo/? e/Liie, 5 Lu, 6 zeduced /-, zc)m 5.6 hec&1ze, 6 to 
5.2... ihi, ý plioce, 5.6 &u. 6 mo, 3t inýen. 6e in the decade ol Me 
50'/3 when Me numge,? ol pzope/ttie. 6 o/ ihi. 5 ý, ize /zo, 3e Aom 
4 7,724 Y-o 100,7 32. "( 2) 

Those forced off the land moved into the already overcrowded cities 

of the South and South-East, or else migrated to the nearest open 

frontier. As Foweraker makes quite clear (3), this was a 

continuous process in which the small farmer and peasant was forced 

out of Rio Grande do Sul, then ParanA, then Santa Catarina, and then 

Mato Grosso. During the 1970's, spurred by the possibility of land 

on an INCRA project, this flow moved into Rond6nia and, as will be 

shown, by 1980 it had reached Acre (See Map 6, p. 136). 

1. Although, many of the migrants may have been second generation 
Nordestinos. This point is discussed further in Chapter 4. 

2. Padis: 1970: 121. 
3. Foweraker: 1981: 68/9. 
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It is clear that INCRA PICs with their projected capacity of 23,439 

families could not absorb more than a fraction of this in-migration. 

Highway patrols were ordered to turn migrants back at the border and, 

in 1977, a leaflet campaign was mounted in the migrant donor states 

of Parana, Mato Grosso, Minas Gerais and Espirito Santo in an attempt 

to dissuade prospective migrants from even setting out on their long 

trek. The leaflets bore the following message: 

'Rondon, iu ha, 6 wii, 6 o/ exceiien-t quaiiity /o/z ugzicuftallai 
expio. iYalion. Bui-, /o/z aii plzuciicui pulipo. 6e. 6, theie iarid, 6 
a/te utaeudy occupied. 7he/ze/o/7e, oniy u iimited nunkli o/ 
iot, 5 a/te avaiiuAUe /o/z 6u&. t'loaeoveli, u tuage pazi o/ 
I-he, 3e iund, 5 (oL)ejz 2 rnie&on hectulzej) u., z4p- iocated etihell 
ollic, iuý coioniwýion p/toject6 o/z in a/zea, 3 hAich have geen 
ceded fy INCA4 -in ptAfic uucil'on6 to lulunen and cattie 
lzanchýng compan-ie, ý. ' (1) 

As was shown in the tables on page 154, the migration continued 

unabated. The factors that contributed to this were threefold. 

Firstly, intensive capitalisation of southern agriculture had 

proceeded apace, particularly with the increased incentivisation of 

soya production which lent itself to mechanisation, unlike coffee. 

Secondly, from 1978 onwards, a series of severe frosts hit ParanA, 

the southernmost state in Brazil, which seriously affected 

agricultural production and caused the bancrupcy of small farmers 

already in debt to the banks. Thirdly, and possibly most significantly, 

Brazil and Paraguay signed an agreement to build the largest hydro- 

electric power project in the world with a capacity 6 times greater 

than the Aswan Dam and a fifth of the capacity of the English 

Central Electricity Generating Board (2). Included in this project 

------------------------------------------------- 
1. Quoted in Martine: 1977: 91. 
2. Nickson: 1982: 1-20. 
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were plans to create an artificial lake by diverting the River 

Parana and flooding an area of 1,400 square kilometres (600 of 

which were in Paraguay) occupied in the main by small farmers. 

The pressure of migration forced INCRA to modify its colonisation 

model from the PIC to the PAD (1) - Directed Settlement Project. 

For the latter, responsibility for the execution of each project was 

divided up between a number of federal and local state agencies and 

did not rest solely on INCRA. Secondly, the financial and technical 

attributes of prospective colonists were taken into account. 

According to INCRA, the division of labour and the selection of 

t qualified' colonists would ensure that settlement would be both 

rapid and successful (2). Table 2.1.6. gives the size and projected 

capacities of INCRA projects in Rond6nia: 

Table 2.1.6. - Rond6nia: INCRA Projects, 1970 - 1975. 

Project. Size in Ha. (a) Family capacity (b). b 
a 

Ouro Preto 512,585 5,133 100 

Sidney Girao 76,300 500 153 

Ji-Parana 479,737 4,757 101 

Paulo de Assis 293,560 2,974 99 
Ribeiro 
Padre Adolfo Rohl 456,366 4,341 105 

Burareiro 304,925 1,215 250 

Marechal Dutra. 494,661 4,520 109 

Total. 2,618,134 23,439 112 

Source: Mahar: 1981. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Projeto de Assentamento Dirigido. 
2. See pp. 158 - 160 for a discussion of the selection criteria. 
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It will be noted that the last two projects listed show a considerable 

difference in the average size of family plot (-ý), Burareiro with 250 
a 

hectares and Marechal Dutra with 109. These two projects together 

with a third area, Gleba Burareiro, which was destined for sale by 

public auction, all lie in the municipality of Ariquemes. The three 

were the subject of a research project undertaken by Jean Heb6tte 

and Rosa Acev&do in 1982 (1). A resume of their fingings are presented 

below to illustrate the form that INCRA activity took in Rond8nia, 

a model that was later to be used in Acre. 

In 1975, a decree (2) was issued for the expropriation of 10,000 

square kilometres in the municipality of Ariquemes which amounted 

to 30% of its total surface area. Three projects were planned for it: 

1. Gleba Burareiro of 222,609 hectares was designated for sale by 

auction and subsequently divided into 201 five hundred hectare lots 

and 118 one thousand hectare lots. The former, in the most fertile 

section, were destined for cocoa production. The 1000 hectare lots 

were for other cash cultures such as pepper and rubber. This 

represented a significant change in INCRA policy in that land was 

designated for the production of a particular crop, rather for a 

given social use. It must be remembered that this was immediately 

following the 1973/4 oil crisis which placed an even greater pressure 

on export crop production. Both the selection process, which was 

based on the viability of the enterprise and, thus, on the organi- 

sational ability and previous experience of the applicant, and the 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Heb6tte & Acevedo: 1982. 
2. Decree 75,281/1975. 
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sale by auction, rather than allocation, of the land obviously 

restricted the future occupants of these plots to a particular 

social class. By 1981, almost all the lots were sold. The new owners 

were mainly ranchers, either from the region or from Sao Paulo, 

followed by lawyers, doctors, economists, and public functionaries. 

2. PAD Burareiro of 304,925 hectares was also destined for cocoa 

production, but in smaller plots of 250 hectares. The selection 

process was founded on criteria that the average migrant could not 

fulfill. Of the 50 possible points that could be obtained, 20 were 

attributed on the agricultural capacity of the individual, 10 

points for financial capacity, and 10 points for level of schooling. 

As Hebette and Acevedo point out, these criteria are repetetive, 

rather than complementary, and again ensure that the recipients came 

from the same social class. Thus, the agricultural engineer and the 

agronomist would score a maximum, whereas a migrant peasant with 

no experience of cocoa, few, if any, financial resources, and 

minimal education would be effectively barred from participating. 

3. PAD Marechal Dutra of 494,661 hectares was set aside for 4,520 

families on 100 hectare plots destined for subsistence agriculture. 

The siting of this project on the poorer land meant that in some 

cases, for example, those close to the River Anari, their cultivable 

area was reduced by 50%. The selection criteria were different from 

the other two projects. Here, the composition of the family was 

important: the age and agricultural experience of the head of the 

family, the number and age of dependents etc. Of a total of 1000 

points, 500 was the minimum required. It is interesting to note that 
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a single person found it impossible to reach this minimum; female 

children were evaluated at only 80% of the points awarded for their 

male equivalents; and a higher weighting was given to older 

dependents, the three age groups being: 0-6 years, 7- 14 years, 

and 15 years and over. This led the authors to consider that the 

settlement criteria were weighted towards the concentration of the 

largest potential labour force possible in the Marechal Dutra 

project area. 

A two tier titling procedure was used on these projects. Once 

registered with INCRA, the colonist received an 'Authorisation to 

Occupy' (AO) his land. This is a provisional title that recognises 

the right to settle on and work the land, but does not confer 

ownership. This latter state is not achieved until after a time 

period of at least two years and only after INCRA officials have 

visited the site and evaluated the progress made. If a positive 

evaluation is received, then INCRA issues a'Definitive Title' (TD) 

which confers ownership with the proviso that the land may not be 

sold for five years without INCRA's express approval (1). 

It is important to note that for colonists in possession of just the 

AO, credit, apart for some seasonal crops ( and definitely not for 

cash crops such as cocoa), was almost impossible to obtain as 

banking and finance houses only give credit to those who can either 

prove ownership to the property, or else had properties elsewhere 

which could act as collatoral. This limited the small farmers' 

1. Mahar: 1981: 50. 
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access to credit for at least two years and this during the most 

critical period of setting up. Lack of credit also meant that the 

small farmer was less likely to meet INCRA's evaluation standards 

and so his TD might be delayed indefinitely. 

The small farmer was also less likely to have the required personal 

documentation needed for his title to be processed. INCRA also 

suffered a variety of organisational problems, including a high 

turnover of staff, that further delayed titling. By 1979, that is 

4 years after the creation of Marechal Dutra, 517 TDs had been 

issued out of a target of 4,649, i. e., only 11% (1). Thus, for a 

significant period of time, the majority of the subsistence 

colonists had their access to credit severely restricted. 

Technical assistance was also in short supply partly due to the 

already noted bureaucratic problems, but also because road 

construction was delayed which made certain areas inaccessible 

during the long rainy season. Of the projected 1,123 kilometres of 

roads for Marechal Dutra, only 33% had been completed by 1979 (2). 

Such problems, especially those relating to credit provision, 

technical assistance and transport, could be relatively easily 

overcome by the larger landowners many of whom were self-financing 

in the initial stages and who possessed transport and were very 

often technicians themselves, or could afford to employ them. This 

was not available to the small farmer. 

1. Mahar: 1981: 52. 
2. Ibid: 53. 
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Given the emphasis that INCRA placed on the settlement of large 

families on Marechal Dutra and the latter's location on the poorest 

land, its proximity to the other two projects with their larger 

plots and superior service provision, and given the related 

problems of lack of credit, technical assistance, and roads network 

for the small farmer, the inhabitants of plots on the Marechal Dutra 

project were forced to either abandon their land, or were transformed 

into the wage labour force of the two projects adjecent to it. Whether 

INCRA policy specifically aimed at locating large numbers of 

potential wage labourers on Marechal Dutra, it is not possible to 

say. What is undeniable is that INCRA settlement criteria functioned 

so as to ensure that the project fulfilled the role that the 

minifundio has traditionally played in relation to the latifundio: 

the provision of an abundant, cheap, captive labour force. 

1.6. SUDAM and INCRA : Two horns on the same bull? 

The aim of the Introduction to Part 2 was to locate the contemporary 

struggle for land in Acre within the context of the Brazilian 

development model which prioritized industrialisation while, at the 

same time, maintaining the agrarian structure intact, allowing 

agriculture to develop extensively. Following on from this, Chapter I 

has shown how Amazonia became one of the lynch pins in the government's 

strategy to sustain the development impetus, particularly after the 

oil crisis of 1973-4. As one means of bridging the export earnings gap, 

successive governments launched a series of programmes that led to 

(1) the implantation of large agro-ranching and mineral complexes in 
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Amazonia through the agency of SUDAM and (2) the accelerated 

capitalisation of agriculture in the South. The effect in both cases 

was the expulsion/migration of the resident peasant/small farmer 

population and a further concentration of land. 

INCRA, the agency responsible for countering the trend towards land 

concentration, was at best ineffectual and may have accelerated the 

tendency through its own operations. After 1974, INCRA's prime 

objective changed from giving priority to a land reform based on the 

distribution of those Amazonian 'lands without peasants' to the 

Nordestino 'peasants without lands' to a reform which had as its 

model the 'rural enterprise' with its obvious connotations of 

capitalisation and wage, rather than on-farm, labour. 

In this sense, the interventions of SUDAM and INCRA complemented, 

rather than contradicted, each other. Both sought to achieve the 

expansion of capitalist activity into a region in which petty rural 

commodity production had predominated - SUDAM via the implantation 

of large-scale agro-ranching and mineral enterprises and INCRA 

through the smaller rural enterprise. The effect of both is to 

concentrate landholdings. 

However, as has been shown, the interventions by state agencies was 

paralleled by the spontaneous migrations which represented a move, 

although possibly temporary, towards the redemocratisation of the 

land. The chapters that follow will continue the discussion of 

rural transformation in Acre with particular reference to state 

intervention and its effects as well as to the responses to it. 
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Chapter 2. The Countryside in Transition. 

Following the implementation of the measures outlined in 'Operation 

Amazonia' and the creation of SUDAM and INCRA, the State of Acre became 

incorporated into the so-called 'moving agricultural frontier'. During 

this process, Acrean land was transferred to individuals and groups from 

the South of Brazil at great social and economic cost to the existing 

occupants of that land. The 'land rush' did not begin until 1970, but, 

as has been demonstrated, the factors that led to it and which determined 

its trajectory had their origin much earlier. 

Throughout the earlier period, social relations of production were 

specifically non-capitalist. The capitalist was neither the direct 

purchaser of labour, nor did s/he intervene either directly or indirectly 

in the production process. The rubber economy was articulated with 

industrial capital (foreign and, later, national) via the intervention of 

merchant capital which commissioned the product and made advances in the 

form of the instruments of labour, subsistence goods and money. The 

seringalista, the agent of merchant capital, held the direct producer, the 

seringueiro, in a situation of dependence by controlling his access to, 

and directing the use of, the means of production, i. e., the land. Through 

the use of extra-economic coercion, the use of armed gunmen to destroy 

subsistence plots, and the monopoly control of imported subsistence items, 

the seringueiro was forced to exchange, and therefore produce, rubber to 

survive. 

According to Marx, this form of production subordinated to merchant capital 

is the soil from which modern industrial capital springs, a process in 
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which the direct producer is separated from the means of production and 

transformed into a wage-labourer (I). With reference to the functioning 

of this process in Amazonia, Souza Martins comments: 

... on Me one hand, an inczeu, 5ing numtelt o/ peuwnýt, 6, ihui iý5, 
aulonomou, 6 /za/tai wolzJýelz, 6, uvýo, 6e exi6ience i, -ý 6&zicy--Oy flu, ýed on Vzeý/z o&n i"oulz and Mat o/ theia aAe Pkýing expe"-ed 
Ilzom the iand, expzol? R-iated; on the othez hand, a, 3 a con, 6equuence, 
thýi6 mu, 5,6 o/ eagouaeA. 6 i, ý geing bzan, ý/o/med into a mu6,6 o/ zuAui 
plzo-geitultian, 6, o/ &Pou,. zeA, 6 withoui eand. " (2) 

In another work, Souza Martins does allow for variations in the process 

of proletarianisation, particularly in the 'frontier' regions: 

"7he modee of cupiiciii., 5m jhc, w, i ai cupziai expand-ing aý- 
ý-he cojý c)/ ýhe und o/ Lhe /zuza. 9 
wo, il-, -1()nc, e, ihe one necei, 5u, -iiy pnodacý", n-q the <jýhelt. In ou'n counýny, 
ýý p�zcýee, ý, ý i3 noý ý, o cieaýz, no., z je ýimpZe. Capiý, ae expandý inio Lhe 
count, zyAide, expei, 5, fut doe ý not n-ece, ý, ja�z-igy plzc), eeiaziarbiie ýhe 

. eagt, u�ze�z. Some c)/ ýhe occupy new eand�i, Itegaining Vie 
auýOnomy o/ ýheiýt -iPagc, u�z, demünýi-, Taýing a geý, zaya-4P o/ ýAe iaut6 
ecip-iiaýe. » (3) 

However, even the 'open' frontier will eventuallY close given the 

acceptance of the continued expansion of capital and, so, the final 

expulsion and proletarianisation of the peasant becomes a simple question 

of time. 

It is clear, however, that the accumulation of capital does not occur in 

a political vacuum. It is the complex array of both economic and political 

(including socio-cultural) forces that the delimit the direction, or 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Marx: 1867: 1023.2. Souza Martins: 1980: 200.3. Souza Martins: 1982: 17. 
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multiplicity of direction, that a given social formation will take. Thus, 

if the path taken results from the composition of a variety of forces, 

then the re-composition of those forces may result in a change of 

'direction'. Here, the proletarianisation of the peasant is by no means a 

foregone conclusion. This chapter will discuss the different forms taken 

by the recent occupation of Acre. 

2.1. The disactivation of the seringais of Acre. 

In an article written in 1952 outling the principal economic problems 

facing Acre, the Governor, Dr. Joao Kubitschek de Figuereido, emphasized 

the statets almost total dependence on the extraction of a single product, 

rubber, which left the economy at the mercy of market price fluctuations: 

"In ti (auilelt), one ý, ind. 5 ihe ai-mo/5i exc&-6-ive i., )ea&h 0/ aW 
4mazonia even to Me plzel5ený day. 7o ii-, Ac/te owe. 6 it, 3 h, "toa-ic 

and economic vxi, 6i-ence. ldiýth it, . 
4c/te ha. 6 tived it, 6 &4 o/ 

uncel7i-ainiy , ugundance und poveltty. ' (1) 

Less than 30 years later, the situation had dramatically changed. On the 

one hand, the state had become the scene of violent clashes between 

ranchers from the South and the seringueiro population as the former 

attempted to implant ranching enterprises on the land still occupied by 

the latter. On the other hand, this eroded the economic base of the state 

which came to depend almost entirely on federal resources for its 

revenues (2). The table overleaf demonstrates that this transformation 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Figuereido, J. K. de: 1952: 15. 
2. Between 1975 & 1979, state revenues generated within the state did not 

exceed 16.2% of total state revenues in any given year, while federal 
funding did not drop below 81.8% of total state revenues in this period: 
Governo do Estado do Acre: Balanqas gerais, 1975 - 1979. 
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occurred after 1972: 

Table 2.2.1. Acre: % landholding according to use, 1972 & 1980. 

Land use/Year. 1972 (a). 1980 (b). b 
a 

Crops 3.0 16.7 5.57 

Livestock 3.7 31.9 8.6 

Extractivism 93.3 51.4 0.55 

Total. 100.0 100.0 - 

Source: INCRA, Estatisticos Cadastrais, 1974 and IGBE, Censo 
AgropecuArio, 1980. 

It will be shown that, in many instances, ranching was merely a 

cover for speculation in land and thus revenue generation was minimal. 

Thus, the tranformation of the Acrean countryside into ranching 

dealt a direct blow to the state's economic base. Manoel Pacifico, 

the deputy leader of Acre's ruling PMDB (1) party notes the state's 

predicament: 

Ve have now /Leached a . 6ituation helte in -the 
State o/ AC/Le 

... thai iý6 to . 6ay, we have 6een the /za/? tuAe 0/ the 
iAaditional 3ecto/t o/ the economy, the totai dependence on 
, zuUe, a. 7oday, &A-i-& we . 6titi depend on au", elt p/toduction to 

a ce-/zta. Ln exixjLt, thi. 3 dependence h" 9R-P-n ovelitaken gy the 
int/toduction o/ aanching and di. 6cu. 6,6ion-6 on divelt-6ilying 
the economic activity ol the 6tate. 4, j a di/tect , ze. 6uli, 
howeve. 1t, the . 6-tate now depend. 6 on Vw- Union /o/t aZmo. 6ýt 
90% ol itý , Lejouzce. 6. ' (2) 

The rise in land for crops is possibly due to the intervention 
of INCRA during this period. However, INCRA figures do not state 
whether this is land destined for, or in actuality, crop production. 

97% of the figure for livestock refers to cattle raising. 
1. Partido do Movimento DemocrAtico Brasileiro. 
2. Field interview, Rio Branco. 
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The factors that led to the decadence of the seringais of Acre and 

their differential substitution by ranching will be analysed in the 

following sections. 

2.1.1. The isolation of the seringalista. 

Part I has shown that, while Acre was not immune to the effects of 

the collapse in the price of rubber in the second decade of this 

century, it continued to maintain its dependence on rubber, whereas 

Eastern Amazonia reverted to agricultural activity and industrial 

production around Bel6m and Manaus. Yet, when the 'Paulistas' 

arrived in Acre in the early 1970's, they found land both available 

and cheap, the traditional power structure fragmented in a large 

proportion of the state, and the direct producer, the seringueiro, 

transformed into an autonomous producer, a posseiro, in effective 

control of the land on which he lived and worked. 

How did this transformation occur? Merchant capital has traditionally 

impeded the formation of an independent labour force through its 

immobilisation of the factors of production - the monopoly control 

of land, the repression of the rural masses, and the non-introduction 

of new techniques. Yet, by the late 1960's, both land and labour had 

been freed from the control of the seringalista. 

Part of the answer lies in the demographic expansion experienced by 

the state after 1950, in particular the expansion of the state 

capital, Rio Branco, following the elevation of Acre to statehood in 

1962 and the arrival of the Brasilia-Acre highway towards the end 
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of that decade. Both these latter marked the end of Acre's 

commercial and political links with Bel6m and Manaus and, apart from 

the more distant municipalities of the Jurua micro-region, its 

further integration into the political-economic complex dominated by 

the industrial South. 

Table 2.2.2. Acre & Rio Branco : Demographic Rrowth, 1940-70. 

Year. 

Absolute 
pop. (a). 

Absolute % 
increase. inc. 

Absolute Absolute %bx 
100. 

pop. (b). increase. inc. a 

1940 79,744 

1950 114,788 

1960 158,184 

1970 216,200 

35,044 43.9 

43,396 37.8 

58,016 36.7 

7,710 9.7 

9,371 1,661 21.5 8.2 

17,245 7,874 84.0 10.9 

34,988 17,743 102.9 16.2 

Source: IBGE, Sinopse Preliminar do Censo Demografico, 1980. 

Rio Branco's population as a% of the Acre's total population almost 

doubled from 8.2% in 1950 to 16.2% in 1970. In absolute terms, the 

city's population rose by 84% during the 50's and by 102.9% in the 

60's. This was in part due to the migration of ex-Soldados da 

Borracha following the end of this war-related programme, and also 

to the increase of commercial activities and the expansion of the 

bureaucratic apparatus. The rapid rise of Acre's urban population 

and concommitant decline in rural population as a proportion of the 

total caused a crisis in food provision. The state government 

attempted to resolve this problem by transforming the 80,000 
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hectares of the now exhausted Seringal Empresa ( the seat of the 

Galvez Empire in 1900 ) into small agricultural nucleii to provide 

subsistence crops for the citY (1). 

The demographic growth of the urban centres, especially Rio Branco, 

created a demand for luxury goods and other non-subsistence items. 

Acrean seringalistas traditionally owned small motorised river craft 

on which they transported rubber to Manaus and returned with subsis- 

tence items with which to maintain the captive labour force on the 

seringal. During the 50's and 60's, the price of rubber did not rise 

in proportion to the price rise of subsistence and other commodities 

that the seringalista sold in the barracao. This restricted the 

credit rating that the seringalista had with the Casas Aviadores. 

The rise in demand for non-subsistence goods in urban areas caused 

many seringalistas who traded in and around the capital to substitute 

the high bulk/low value subsistence goods for low bulk/high value 

luxury items on the return trip from Manaus. 

To relieve themselves of the responsibility of providing those 

necessary items for the seringueiro and his family, these 

seringalistas began to loosen the ties that bound the seringueiro to 

the barracao. For the first time, the seringueiro was permitted to 

grow subsistence crops on his colocagao, thus he was no longer 

dependent on the exchange of rubber for food items. As was shown in 

Part 1, some seringalistas had permitted this during the 30's and 

again in the period of the Soldados da Borracha, but from 1950 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Guerra: 1955: 118 - 176, gives a discussion of local state creation 

of agricultural nucleii. 
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onwards this became generalised, at least in the Pur6s micro-region(l). 

In the Jurua valley and along the upper reaches of Acre's other 

rivers , the traditional system continued as will be shown. 

The loosening of seringalista-seringueiro ties in the Purus region, 

in the valleys of of the Rivers Acre, Xapuri, and Iaco ( see Map 8), 

had three important effects. Firstly, the seringueiro was now able 

to take a greater control over his livelihood and in many instances 

was able to obtain a credit balance at the end of the production 

year, thus avoiding the crippling burden of debt: 

'It u" changed du., zing the Second Uozid Idult... 7he 3ezingueilto. 6 
gegan 

-to p-lant 3ma-tg gaAdeni, gui a wa, 5 on-OY U -RnUV -thing... ii wu, 6n'i gig enough to deveiop and . 6ete on -the out-dide, ju, 6t 
enough io glzow . 6ome ganana. 6, zice und u &. tUe exiAa coan... 
7hen, a iii-tie 

-eatelL, we tegan & . 6ee how we could 91tow 
mo/te, the puiAa-e. 6 weAe Lecoming weakelz... ihey couidn'i gaing 
enough pýzoduce onlo the und the . 6e/tinguziao gggan 
io ciealz , 3ome ol hi, 6 -fund... ly wa, 3 good gecau, 6e mo, 6t 
-6eA, inguEiao, ý ju. 6t i-apped zuAte-, z and lived onty on &hat ýhey 
goughýt (aý the ga/uzacao)... they plzoduced a ioi-, gui . 6pent 
a iot Y-oc and weze teg Wtih nothing. -Now iAuý zuggez he 
p1toduced weni onty Y-oua/td. 6 guying uvýai the eand wouid not 
give, gecau, 3e &výatevelt ihe OGtnd gave, he took. ' (2) 

Secondly, when the seringueiro finished the production year in credit, 

the seringalista had no alternative than to pay the balance in cash. 

Some seringalistas avoided this by lowering the price given for 

rubber, raising the price of other goods that he sold (ammunition 

for example), or by simply cheating the seringueiro who was often 

illiterate and had little arithmetic expertise. However, payments in 

cash began to monetise the economy of the interior and permitted the 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Acre is divided into two 'micro-regions' for census purposes which 

correspond to the valleys of the two principal rivers, the Purus 
and the Jurui, and their tributaries. 

2. Field interview, seringueiro of the interior of Xapuri. 
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seringueiro to purchase goods in the town now that he was no longer 

restricted to barter on the seringal. It must be pointed out that, 

at this point in time, the seringueiro was still obliged to sell his 

rubber at the barracao. 

Of the items that he was now able to buy, mention must be made of 

the battery operated radios that many families of the interior now 

obtained. Apart from the socio-cultural impact that this had, it 

brought the seringueiro family, previously isolated on the seringal 

and who made at most only two trips to town each year, into contact 

with the outside world. The seringalista, the one-time sole provider 

of wordly information on the seringal, could now be challenged on 

the basis of information broadcast into the seringueiros own home. 

Of particular importance were the market quotations through which it 

became apparent to the seringueiro that the seringalista was not 

paying the market rate for his rubber product. In the words of one 

seringueiro: 

"Now when ihe ývAingueilLo goughl- a zadio and weny- Y-o the 
ga/uzacac and 6aid: "JbAkez co, 6-t. 6 . 6o much", he ( the 

, 3eAýngati-6ia ) wouid 6ay: "Oe" go theze and 5eii -d to 
ýho-6e who 6ay ýtha-t a co. 6L6 . 6o much. 7hat i. 6 the pa-ice 
thelze, not helie. " So the 6ezinguei/to couidn't -6ay anyth'ing, 
he didn'ýt have ihe knowiedge to d-i-6cu. 6.6 it, 6o he kept 
qu'ie't ... &d he knew Y-hat ýhe pz-ice Y-hat he healid on Lhe 

, zadio wa. 6 ihe p4ice ýtha-t wa. 6 ; to ke paid at the. doolL o/ 
hi-6 own . 6moke-hou. 6e, noýt ýn Sao Pauio. ' (1) 

Thirdly, the seringueiro population became more mobile, seringueiros 

began to move from seringal to seringal in search of a better price 

---------------------------------------------- 
1. Field interview, seringueiro of Brasileia. 
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for their production. As another seringueiro from the interior of 

Brasileia notes: 

"I wou& come into town iooking /o/i a paiAao. I wouid 1-ind out 
that 

. 6uch and ýuch a paiAao uu/5 a good /2aizuot that h, &ý 

, 6eA. inga, e wa, ý good and I wouid go and eook IoIL hij hou. ýe ýn 
thý town. ... When I got ihelte, I wouf-d iniAoduce. my. 5eil and 
, 3ay that I uuni-ed to &12 zuUe/i. Re wou, 6d a, 6k -il 

I had 
a&eady tapped auUP-A. I would 6uy: 'ye. 5'. 'Idh-ich 5eliýngat? ', 
he wouid a. 6k. 'SeAingai 6uch and wch, with pailtao juch 
and . 6uch, on the Rivelt wch and /5uc/z. "... l oniy &/i one 
. 6eltinga. e /oz unoVzelt to impzove ou/z . 6. iýtuaiion, uVw-Ae theze 
&u. 6 a gettelt pzice, /o/z 1ýomeone. iho puid moae... 7hen he woued 
a, 6k: 'Do you have yoult (culuLent) account lAom theae? " I had 
my account with my day to day plzoducýion totui, 6 and degit, 6 
/o/z the meAchandi, 3e thui we had gought... a" h-vzitten doun 
on my account ... So then he woued 5ee how much I couid 
plioduce (in a 5eu, 3on) and woued 6uy. "Ye, 6 Senholt, I have a 
coiocacao /OZ you. ' (1) 

As this situation was evolving, so too did federal policies begin to 

weaken the position of the seringalista. The creation of SUDAM and 

BASA with their orientation towards the implantation of 'modern' 

large scale production units in the Amazon also furthered the 

decay of the seringal enterprise in Acre. SUDAM's Ist Five Year Plan 

budget allocated only 0.5% to extractive production and the PVEA 

stated that incentives to the extractive economy would only be 

given where it could not be substituted by more profitable activity 

even though, by 1973, rubber imports were 4 times as great as the 

total of natural rubber produced in Amazonia (2). 

The real death blow for the seringalista of Acre, however, came in 

the mid-1960's when BASA, which exercised monopoly control over the 

1. Field interview, seringueiro of Seringal Carmen, Brasil6ia. 
2. SUDHEVEA, Anuario Estatistico, Mercado Nacional, 1981. 
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commercialisation of rubber, began to restrict the credit facilities 

that it extended to the seringalistas of the area and, in some 

instances, actually intervened directly in the running of the 

seringais. The effect was catastrophic for those seringalistas who 

relied on BASA to finance their activities during the production 

year. In an interview, a seringueiro notes the effect that this had 

in the Brasileia area: 

'I came I-Itom Ceazu to Amazonia iAen I &u. 6 15. Pm 45 now ... I 
mo, zked in z3oca do Ac/ze and then came & Vzi, 6 municipuUiy 
o/ Zka, 6iZeia in 1964 ... I woaked unýll 7970 on thi. 6 6ezingae 
(Seltýga, e Oonlivideu) ... ut thut time, eve/zyihing uu. 6 5oed 
Aom the ga,, vtacao, evelLyt&ng... I ielt gecau. 6e the 3ezingaei, 6ta 
lini, 6hed up... R &u/5 the linunce Mui he had lqom the gunk, 
he owed u ioi to the gunk, L34S, 4 

... 
bkU, he had u gig de9t and 

the Pwnk 3aw that he &u6 in no condition to puy, 6o it took 

uAU the good-6 thai he had. Without linunce he couidn't lunction 

and he went Fanczupi... 7he ýeltingueiQo6 welze 5tiLe the., ze, 
, ký he couidn't advance them anymoltE cliedit and, in any ca, 6e, 
ýhe/ze uv. 6 nothing teli in the guzliucUo. . 

It happened to uU 
the 3e,, zingaU, 3tu. 5 aAound hvze... they (Ute 5eztnguii-6tu, 3) aif 
got togeihelt with the iuwyelz6 lAom the gank to ýee u4ut 
cou& Pe done ... eveltyone &u. 6 in deAt, Pwi they wouidn'ýt a"oh) 
mo, ze 1-inance ... 7he . 6e., zinguei1w &u, ý ieli with nothing, 
agandoned. He ccuid 6týU plioduce jtutgxA, flul had no-one to 

. 6eLe it to. " (1) 

With reference to direct BASA intervention in the daily running of 

the seringais, using its own agents as managers, Geraldo Mesquita 

(Governor of Acre, 1974 - 1978) stated the following in a lecture 

to Acrean graduates of the Escola Superior da Guerra (2): 

1. Field interview, seringueiro of Seringal Montivideu, Brasil6ia. 
2. The War College. 
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". 
.. 

io give an ideu ol hAut thi. 3 meani in tvun, 6 o/ de", it 
, ýull-ice, 6 to give the exampee o/ one o/ Me &Itge, 6t AcIzean 

, -3e/zingui. i. 6; ta, 5 o/ Yhe JuAua Vu"eY t, 4() had a degi o/ 
1,800,000 czuze-izo, 3 (i1w ze, 3u& o/ an -iniiiui 

degt and 
accAued intxAe, 6t and monetulty co/z-aection, 6 u4ich compounded 
the delt) and && ýu/Azed Zntelwention ey the z3anco du 
Amuzon, ia in a" o/ lii, 3 p/zope/zt-ie6.7wo yea, 7,5 iate/z Me 

welze zeýtu/zned & hi, 3 coni/tog with a degi eievuted 
io uzound 12,000,000 cauzeilio, 5. ' (1) 

The above complex of elements led to an almost total breakdown of 

the Aviamento System, the credit system upon which the entire rural 

economy depended. The effect was not uniform throughout the state, 

but, as the next section will illustrate, in a large area , particularly 

the municipalities of Rio Branco, Xapuri and Brasileia, seringalistas 

abandoned their seringais en masse. 

2.1.2. The constitution of the barranqueiro and seringueiro autonomo. 

The crisis of the seringal enterprise culminated in the financial 

ruin of seringalistas and the transformation of the seringueiro 

cativo into two different, although not mutually exclusive, social 

categories. The first that developed were the barranqueiros (2), an 

emergent agricultural peasantry (3), that inhabited the areas on the 

perimeter of seringais and at the edge of the expanding urban centres. 

The barranqueiro who lived in the interior was almost by definition 

an ex-seringuelro or ex-employee of the seringalista. Prior to the 

actual collapse of the seringais, the barranqueiro had no property 

1. Mesquita: 1978. 
2. Barranqurio, literally: one who lives on the rivver bank (barranca) 

where rubber trees are less dense than in the 'centro'. 
3. As opposed to the rubber tapping cum horticulture of the seringueiro. 
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rights to the land that he worked, he cultivated crops with the 

express permission of the seringalista who could evict him at will. 

He produced bananas, rice, beans, manioc, tobacco, charcoal, pigs, 

chickens, and ducks for home consumption and for 'sale' at the 

barracao. The non-existence of freely available land meant that the 

barranqueiro, like the seringueiro, was still subordinated to the 

seringalista and was forced to sell his produce at the price that the 

seringalista was prepared to pay and buy merchandise at a price that 

was also set by the seringalista. 

The link with the patrao was also maintained through other members 

of the family, generally young unmarried males. It was common 

practice for the work of subsistence agriculture to be carried out 

by the father and unmarried females, while the unmarried male who 

still lived at home tapped rubber for the seringalista. The rubber 

product of the unmarried sons was usually credited to the current 

account of the father, rather than their own. In the words of a 

barranqueiro of the River TarauacA: 

'I am a gaaAanqueizo on th-i-6 5eytingul. 23u-t I huve 1-wo 

, 3on, ý uVzo tap IwURA in the 'cenlAo'. 7hey wolzk /oa 
me tecauje ihey alLe Aia 6ýng&. '(1) 

It was rare for the barranqueiro to use 'off-farm' labour. When this 

did happen it was done on the basis of exchange, not payment. 

Neighbours (more often relations in these isolated valleys) 

----------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Quoted in Aquino: 1982: 86. 
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commonly 'exchanged 

gathering together 

accomplished by the 

(as with clearing a 

(as at harvest when 

in): 

days' in the form of the 'mutirao', i. e., the 

3f neighbours to perform tasks that cannot be 

individual because of the size of the task 

new section of the forest) or for time reasons 

the crops must be gathered before the rains set 

'We u. 6ý Y-o exchange day, 5 o/ wozk wdh Vie nzigUouz, 3.. 
Wh, en one o/ u. 6 uu. 6 ha,, zd pze, 5,5ed, he wouid u, 6k IoIL heip 
and invae ihe neighgoult. 6 on Y-hai day and give ihem 
9, wuklu. 6ýt and gunch... Ilelte, we wolzýd iogeiheýz, gui ihi, 5 
wa. 6 mainiy /o/z iAee-1v-Mn_q and c&ulting a new pfoi. ' (1) 

During the 1950's and 1960's, then, the barranqueiro remained the 

subject of the seringalista if he lived in the interior. The 

situation of the barranqueiro who lived near the towns was less 

servile, here there was the possibility of buying a 'colOnia', a 

small subsistence plot, perhaps on one of the state's agricultural 

nucleii. (The state had founded such nucleii in Acre as early as 

1908, but by 1951 there were only 278 inhabitants left on these 

early colOnias). (2) 

The already noted state purchase of 80,000 hectares of Seringal 

Empresa on the outskirts of Rio Branco, which was effected in 1950, 

was divided into three zones: the 'Zona Florestal' which consisted 

of 140 colocaqoes destined for rubber production, an early attempt 

to create rubber plantations; the 'Zona Urbana' of 388 lots for 

th. ose who worked in the city, but who required land for house 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Aquino: ibid. 2. Guerra: 1955: 123. 
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construction with small subsistence gardens; and the 'Zona Agricola' 

which was destined for 423 subsistence production units with the 

aim of providing staples for the urban markets. The respective 

populations of the three zones were: 669; 1,931; and 1,918; a total 

of 4,518 persons. It is interesting to note that two of the 

conditions made on the purchase of each lot were the conservation of 

at least 25% of each unit as virgin forest and the planting of a 

minimum of two hectares with rubber trees. All the three zones 

have since been transformed into housing estates within the Rio 

Branco area. (I) 

Some of those who bought subsistence units in the Zona Agricola 

were ex-Soldados da Borracha who migrated into Rio Branco once their 

obligation to tap rubber ceased. One such ex-Soldado describes how 

he was able to save enough to purchase a colOnia after the change 

that allowed subsistence cultivation on the seringais of the Purus 

and the subsequent monetization of the economy: 

"In Tegzua/ty (o/ 7949) 1 weni 9ack down /tivez to the 
1VoALh-Ca6; t and then in 1952 1 come lack io wolzA on anotheft 
, 6eli, inga, e, Sezingui /lo/tizonLe on the lUveA 4nt4malti, heAe -in Vie municipaiity o/ Rio BAanco ... It wa, 6 owned gy u Polttugue, 3e 
ca, eied Rodaigo A-O)eon-6o iho tived in the vii-fage o/ T&R-iano 
Pe-ixoto ... Ue", I wolzked theze ; eo., z th/tee yea/L, 6 and, when I 
had goi i-ogetheA a iitU-, e money, I came into Rio L34anco and 
toughi. a coionicz ... I 6. ta/tted to wo1zA on Vie coeon-ia and I 
ai, so decided to 6tudy ... I wanted -to 3il at a jchooi d"k te/oae 
I got oid, I wu, ý 36 gy then... 7he4, e- wa. 6 a 6chooi 3 k-iiomeiAe, 6 
away and I wenl thelie evezy rzigh-i iheAe /oa -ee, "on. 6. I 
gegan &, s. 6o" in 1958 and iY- wa6 theAe that I aeceived my 
Aaimaay Schoo-t TeacheA'. 6 Dip-Poma in 1972 ... My coioaia wa6 
caUed Piac-ido de. Ca. 6ýo, 10 Uiomziae-6 /, zom the city. I 
waiked into the town centlie evezy weekend, ieavýng at dawn 

1. Guerra: 1955: 118 - 176. 
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h), iih a Ao, )ý luie ol chlcken' 5 eq_q, 6, 
wýd-h a hen in my othelt hand, I came to the ciýy to 5eU 
iAem 

. 6o that I couid guy 
. 6ome o/ the thing, 5 thut we needed 

he/ze... You cou-& onfy 6erf dulziny tAc ýummelz when ME lzoad 
wa-5 good ... Ily coeonia wu6 12 712 hecýu/ze. 6, o,, z 500 meybte6 
iong and 250 met/te. 6 wide. I plzoduced zice, &Ean, -5, manioc, 
pin. eappie, 6, ganana, 3, and co//Aae a. 6 weii ... Nhen I eventua-Uy 
, ý-o-gd Y-he co-Pon-iu, the collee fu. 6he, 6 wetv p,? oducing 6o much 
Yhai I nevez had to guy any in iouv2. ' (1) 

Small agricultural nucleii also began to flourish around the other 

Acrean townships, although these were far outweighed by the continued 

emphasis on rubber production in the interior of the municipalities. 

They were also hindered by the lack of any road network via which 

to commercialise the produce. According to Guerra's 1955 analysis 

of the Acrean economy, there was only one area in the whole of Acre 

in which agricultural activity was superior to extractivism. This 

was the Vila of Japiim which "constituted a real exception in the 

general panorama of the Acrean economy" (2). 

The area of Japiim was divided between the municipalities of Mancio 

Lima and Cruzeiro do Sul in 1980. It still provides much of the 

subsistence crops for the rising population of Cruzeiro, the largest 

town in the JuruA micro-region. The commercialisation of the product 

of this area was greatly improved in 1983 when a bridge was constructed 

over the River Moa cutting the three day river journey to 4 hours by 

road. 

With the abandonment of many seringais in the late 60's came the 

transformation of the seringueiro cativo into that other social 

------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Field interview, ex-Soldado da borracha, Rio Branco. 
2. GuerraL1955: 114. 
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category that still predominates in the eastern portion of Acre: 

the seringueiro autOnomo. Once the seringais were disactivated as 

integrated units of production and the seringalista no longer 

continued to direct production, i. e., the seringueiro stayed on his 

colocac, ao at his own cost and risk, the latter constituted an 

authentic posseiro or, in local terminology, a seringueiro autonomo. 

The seringalista may have still claimed title to the land that he 

once controlled, but his withdrawal from participation in production 

and his lack of de facto control of his former seringal, the right 

of ownership through effective occupation devolved to the seringueiro 

autOnomo (as it did to the barranqueiro at this time). 

The question of ownership is defined by the Estatuto da Terra. A 

right of 'posse' is established when the 'posseiro' has lived on 

and cultivated his land for a year and a day provided that the land 

is 'terra devoluta', i. e., untitled, unoccupied land. As a Rural 

Worker's Union delegate from Brasil6ia explains: 

'Lcuo 4.504 Aate. 6 that alielt a yea/z and u dug, po, 66eino. 6 
z, Ao mainitain ihem, 6eeve, 3 on a piece o/ iand wiýh the iatoua 

o/ ihe lam-iiy have ihe Itighit Y-o have ýhui eand documented... 

on, iy i/ he i, 6 a pomeiAo, il he i, 3 noý an empioyee, and he 
doe, ýn'i- pay a monihiy zent ... He u, 6ed to woak on the iand o/ 

-the patzao and ýhe paiAao main-ta-ined him ... When the paiAao 
no longe4 doe, 6 Y-Ai. 6, he 6uppoaL6 hii lamiey Ay 5ut6i. Aence 

and he noi- ottiged to 1ýe" the iand and ýij /2, zoduci i, 6 

In addition to the right of 'posse' on 'terras devolutas', i. e., 

untitled land, there is also the Law of UsocaPiao which gives the 

occupant certain rights even when the land already has a legal owner. 

This is outlined below in the words of another seringueiro aut8nomo: 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Field interview, seringueiro aut8nomo of Brasileia. 
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"I don'ýt lzýemgeA e, <acUy, gut LýPý i, 5 a iaw ihuýt, it a 
, ýeAingue. iAo Uve. 6 on a cciocacuo, o/z an agzicuetu,, zaei, 3t 
... whoeveA Zive-6 on a coeocacuo /oz ovelt I-ive yea/z, 6 
wiýhoul paying /zent to anyone, wiýhou; t inte, 7, Zelzence laom 
the o&nm, ha, 6 ýthe aight to a delinitivc LiUe thzough 
U6ocapiuo Aom the cou/zl, 6... thij Aao exi. 6t/5... Ae, 6 o, e ven 
iý he didn'i- aciua-Uy AUve on Mai 

-tand, 
il he Zived in town, 

&u, t he wo/zked on it /o/t ten yea/z, ý, ýhen he hu, 6 Yhe ltýyht 
to Iteceive. a ýUtte Y-o that 

-tand 
tAltough Uwcapiao, whezgvelz 

he tive, 6... wiM &enýty yea/z, 5, even ý/ he ohned anothe., z 
p1topeaty, Pu-t ba, 3 woliked Mai- eand /o/z twenly yeaz. 5, theA 
he /za, 3 ihe aýiqhi i-o , zeceive a delinitive Li"-e gy iaw. ' (1) 

The interpretation of these two laws became a major source of 

conflict in the period that followed when some seringalistas began 

to 'sell' their seringais to the ranchers from the South while they 

were still occupied by posseiros. On the one hand, the titles that 

the seringalistas claimed were in many cases based simply on the de 

facto control of the land over a long period of time or 'purchased' 

from those who had originally opened up the area. It must be 

remembered that Acre was not ceded to Brazil until 1903, some 

20 years after its initial occupation by Brazilians. Given that Law 

601 of 1850 states that terras devolutas could only be titled if 

purchased from the state, unless posse was consolidated through 

effective possession and registration, which had not been the case 

in Acre, then the whole of the area that came to constitute the State 

of Acre was terra devoluta and as such came under the control of 

the Republic. The constitution of 1891 devolved legal ownership 

and political control of terras devolutas to local states, but as 

Acre was a territory until 1962, it remained under federal control. 

The titles claimed by seringalistas, unless granted by Bolivia or 

Peru, were based on posse and, once the seringais were abandoned by 

the seringalista, the right of posse devolved to the seringueiro 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Field interview, seringueiro autonomo of Tarauac6. 
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autonomo and barranqueiro. Those seringalistas who did hold 

legitimate titles from the Peruvian or Bolivian governments, however, 

could still be expropriated under the Law of Usocapiao (1). 

As Foweraker points out, though, the situation of the posseiro was 

far from settled. It is one thing to have a right to a piece of 

land, it is quite another to have that right translated into a legal 

document. Documentation, which can involve a lengthy and costly 

bureaucratic process and the possession of birth certificates etc., 

is almost impossible for the posseiro to obtain. The bureaucratic 

and power structures may form an impenetrable barrier for the 

uneducated seringueiro and barranqueiro who has spent most of his 

life subject to the arbitrary decisions of those who dominated him. 

A seringueiro in the municipality of Feij6 explains his feelings 

regarding this: 

'vTi1,,, Y o/ aU, the on-ey one to e&telL (the 6tate) govelMment 
1,6 the 

. 6e., zinguii6tu; tJw onig one to 
-6ii 

in ýý mOYO1t'-6 

chaiA 1.6 the 6e/tingaii, 6ia; the majoaity o/ . 6iate deputie-6 

aR, e the tnum-cipai counciRoa, 6 alLe ýeAingaii, 6ýa'6 

oa aanche/t, 6 ... 
In Congze. 6.6, you can count on ihe /ingea, 6 q 

on, e hand, thole u4o alze not iandounea, ý o/i /tanchm. 6. In the 

Senat., e, too, you can count on yotvt /ingeA-6 tho. 6e bAo alten'i 
iandouneA. 6 o/t lzanchelL, 5. Do you think 

-that, 
ý/ Vw1w aze two 

pan, 3 on the 
. 6tove, one mine and Y-he oiheA you/t-6, and we a/Ze 

. 6itling heze tu&-ing and I . 6me-Oe tuAing and . 6tazl- zanning... 
Do you -think 

that I am going to puU youz pan o// the 
-6tove 

(2) 

While the above is a subjective impression, the reality of the 

divergence between what the law states and what the law does is 

'known' by all the inhabitants of the Acrean countryside as well as 

by urban dwellers (a specific case study will be presented overleaf). 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 1. For a discussion of legal history of frontier land, see Foweraker 
1981, Chapter 4.2. Field interview, Seringueiro of Feijo. 
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Under the provisions of the Estatuto da Terra, the posseiro of terras 

devolutas is not obliged to sell his property if he wishes to remain 

on it. Under the law of Usocapiao this is not the case. If the 

person who has legal title wishes to reclaim it, then he can do so 

providing that the posseiro has not Previously registered a claim 

and providing that the owner gives 'fair' compensation for the 

improvements that the posseiro has made. This latter provision is 

also the case for those seringueiros cativos who open up a colocaqao 

on land still controlled by the seringalista. 

The following interview illustrates the difficulties met by the 

seringueiro in trying to obtain compensation. While it is in itself 

a single case, it is representative of many such cases encountered 

during the field research. It is an account of a struggle that took 

place in 1954, prior to the 'sale' of the seringal at the time when 

the seringalista permitted the cultivation of subsistence plots, 

but still prohibited the sale of rubber to anybody but himself. In 

this case, the lack of essential supplies in the barracao forced 

the seringueiro to sell a small quantity of rubber to a marreteiro 

(independent trader), which precipitated the conflict. 

"Ide we4z VzAo&n o// ouz coiocacao, Ilao Bocai, gy the potice 
in '54 Lecau, 3e we . 6oed 3ome AuAUeA ... Lecau, ýe we joid a 3mael 
amount o/ auiARA to the maa/tetei/Eo ... 7he jeAinga&-6ia aligued 
with Papai and oadezed him o// the tand ... We . 6pený a yea/t, 
a yga,, z and th/tee month. 6 /ighting him. 7he /iAzt time that 
the police cajw, a uu, 6 to ozdejz u, ý o//... at that L&w it 

&v, 3n'i the TgdeAat Poiice, it uu-6 Vie othea. 6... Me one. 3 in 

yevow ... the Civi-ý Poeicz o/ the municipaiity o/ LA/zea 
in the State oZ 4mazona. 6 ... Ueti the . 6eAifigaii. 6ta didn't have 

enough good. 6 in Me &az/LacZ2o when the tapping 6ea, 6on gegan... 

a" o/ " . 6eltingue., iAoz tegan in Ap4ii and gy May he uv, 3 
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ai, zeady 6ho4l o/ 5ome -6upptie, 6 ... he wa, 6 6holL, ý o/ ke-Ao, 5, ene, 
powde-ý m-iA and . 6a&... So I i-apped zuUez IoIL 32 day, ý 
-tighting my way -in ihe /o/te. 6i wiih a guAning Y-oach... In Vie 
hou, 6e, Papai ýiited a potxlezed milk ýtin wiýth ýjoi-e and ýLuck 
piece o/ -6e/znamgi (. 6c/zap luz"e-4) in a to make a cand&... 
Eveay&ing wa, 5 covelted -in 3moke... ýapping lzuUeA in Vie 
eaA, ey houz. 6 wiLh a &lLch, vom4ling in ihe jungie tecau-6e 0/ 
ih. e . 6moke ... I waý6 Uack al-P ovelz ... I had to 

-tap zuUe-, z wiih 
a h! piece 6ý . 6eAnamti . 6ticking ou-t o/ my mouLh ... One 
monning Sea Otavio (my lathelt) couidn't 1ý. tand it anymoze... 
the 3iomachache, -the . 6i-&nch, hi, 5 /ace U-ack wah . 6moke... 
aAY hi. 6 cioýhe-6 and hi. 3 haiz we-4, e "ack at Mi, 6 
exaci- time taýen we welLe 6holti o/ . 6upptiz. 6, Me ILoad I-lzom 
Poizi-o VeZho (Rondonia) & JUo 13/zanco had ju. 6t geen guift... 
It cut aight Vtaough oa4 . 6ezingai, SeAingae Rio Novo... 7oday 
Mvý aae /ou-a /tanche. 6 on it ... Now then, when the Aoad Iteached 
/Rio Z3, zanco, a" Me maluteieiAo. 6 o/ Rio 13, zanco gegan. Y-o ia/ute 
u. eong Me /toad -in iheiz eo4A4-e, 5, guying /iuAUeA and . 6, eiting 
good-6.7he maaaete-iAo wouid come & Vw houi" o/ Mo, ýe 
. 6eA-Z'ngueilto, ý who Zived neaz ihe zoad and 6ay: 
'Do you want to guy anyihing? ' 
'No Senhoz, I haven'i any money. " 
'Don'ýt you have any lzattelz io 6etW' 
'I have -6omg, gui Me putqu-o wiii /-ind out. " 
'But the auUelt doe. 6n't 9eiong to the pataaO, -Lt, ý you-a. 6. 
A/ze you tati-ooed wiih the 6ign o/ ihe pattao? " (a mazk o/ 3taveAy). 

"No Senhoa. I have no multk. " 
Ve& ýhen, 6e-U it to me and guy a lew M. 4'ng. 5.7hen ape4waad-6 
you can pzoduce . 6ome moze /oz the ta/t4acao. You a/ze ý&41 0/ 
, 6UPpZie, J a4en't YOU? ' 

"Ye'j. , 
'Te, U then. ... So Lhe . 6eRingueZzo. 6 a. 5ed io . 5ei-0, gat iý wu. 3 hidden, they welte 
lAighizn, ed o/ Vw paýAao linding out. .. gut he aiway. 6 goi io 
know... othea . 3e/tinguet . Ao. 6 wouid te-01 him i"t ou-t o/ I-eaeojy 
o/ the othe/t ... Now Papai wa, 6n'. t one o/ iho. 6e uho 6o-Od Itighi 
away. We Zived agou-ý /ouz hoas. 6 14om the 6ide o/ ihe 4oad, 
loaA houA. 6 waiking on looi-. 3ut my god/aihe/t wid a littte 
and when he 3aw ýhcd he got a good p1tice /o/t ihe zuU, -P-4 and a 
good p4ice /o4 . 6appiie, 3, he came to my /aLhe4', j hou, 6e and 6aid: 
`Compadvte, ihe maaaetei4od o/ Ac4e a4e guying aatte4... at an 
inc,, w-d4A& /24. ice... and Vie me/tchandi, 6e, V?. ey'4e aiwo, 5i- giving 
it away, noýt . 6etiing ii. ' 

"Bui I can'i guy any. I haveni any money. I have a talance at 
Vie gaaaaCao, gui he (Vie ýe4ingali. Aa) won't pay me he,, ze... 
and it-6 ioo Az, we haven't any animai. 6. ̀  
'Look. Why don'i you get you4 goyý6 & caltAy a on VwiA fack, 6? ' 
7h, en Papai ýaid: " CompadIte, /o)z you il, 6 gaiy-gJA I'"J-4y. I 
w. i. U 6end a Zette/z & the ga4Aacao a. 6king /o4 money 3o ihaýt I 
don't iozz my 4ightz. Pii a, 6k /04 50 conto. 6 de 4e-ih to guy 
good, 3 with. Il he do"n't give me the money, VzRn P& to -6eU. My ma4,? -ied daughieA hzlte ha, 6 a two monih oid Ragy and we haven'i- 
a d/zop ol milk io give he4. ' 
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7he 3e/tirtguaii. 6ia ol thi, 6 6eltingai wa. 6 Raimundo Pelteilta do-6 
Sunio, 6, who got c,? edii Aom Nanau6. Papai wvtote a tettelt to 
the ga., zltucuo and oltdelted me to take it. R wa6 two hoult. 6 IAOM 
oulL houje. to Vie galtltacao.. .. 6o I took it Vielte and gave it to 
the managelz ... He jaid to me: "Look we have no money heltz. 
I 6uid. - "go and ca-te Seu Raimundo. " 
He ýaid: 'I know that you have a ga-gance helte, gut you know 
that we pay it . tfz Manau, 5. ' 
'I know that you pay out in Oanau-6, Put oulz account i, 6 helte 
and we'lze -6holtt o/ . 6uppiie, ý. ` 
Weii, when Me 3eltingaii. 6& altlz-ived, the managelt gave him the 

, eett, elt. He kegan to Aead it and he 6hook hi. 6 head Aom 3ide to 

, 6ide and ýaid: "You know that we on-fy pay the la-Pance at the 
end o/ Me yealt in Manau, 5. So &4y alze you a, ýking /olt money now? " 
I toid him at iea, 3t Iive time, 5 that we had a gaiance o/ 380 
conto, 3 and Papai wa,! s oney u, 6king /o/t 50. Ue welte not a, 3king 
him /o/z. hi, 6 hou, 6e. But he 6ýd that he wa, 6n't going to give 
it and that we would huve to wuii unt-ii the end o/ the yealz 
in Nanuu15. I 

. 6aid that we wou& have to 
. 6e" -6ome ItulleA. He 

, 6aid: 'You can't . 6eAU it, mine. " 
'You, z. 6? You nevelt made any o/ ýtl. 

Ide welte the onei that p1todue-ed 

, 
it. 

_qouz 
ltaUe,, z 1.6 helte in the guluzucuo. Aile iy-, 5 in the 

'cenlAo' ge/o/ze. you Izeceive it, it teeong-6 to ", 6. Ue don't owe 
you and you worz'ýt pug u. 6.6)e've got 26 gai-0,5 o/ ltuttelt out-6ide 
oý oult hou-6e, we alten't going to give it to you and then wait 
uniii the end o/ the yeult /o/t payment. " 
He 6aid: 'Iý you tlty to 6ee-O it, then I'Z-O take it. 
When. I got home, I toid Papui and he a6ked u. ý iI we had coultage 

and i/ we wou& caaAY the lzuUeA on oult tuck, 6 to the zoad... 
Ue wid that we wou& and 6o we ielt at two in the moltning, 

each oI u, 6 with a peeu on oult guck, 6.7helte welte loult o/ u. 6 

each with a 9uU ojI 60 kiio. 6.7helte welte 22 Zeg ai home uAich 

we iaf-elt took to the patauc). L3u; t -it wa, 6 f-ecau. 68 o/ the-6e loult 

pe, O" that ale thi. 6 conlu. 6ion . 6taltted. Nolte than a yealt o/ 

6tauggte with a poticeman . 6ýýting in 
- 

oult hou, 5e . 6ix day. 6 a 

week, . 6oidieA, 3 coming to oult co-focacuo evelty day to 3top u, 6 
//tom tapping lzuglelt ... 

Ide aAe not ltoggelz. 5, we a/te not gandit, 6 

o, z cltiminaýL, nolt the del-Poweltelt o/ anyone ... 
yet we had 

- 
Me 

poiice in oaa hou-6e eveAy day on the olzdelt. 6 o/ the paýAao. 
7hey gave u-6 90 day, 3 to get out, gut we wouldn't Zeave until 
Seu Raimwido, gave u6 the gaiance and due compen, 5ation /o/z 

oult hou, 3e and cltop. 6 ; that we had p&nted. OuA 9aeance wa. 6 380 

conto. 6 (380,000 cltuzeiltoO, Put the hou, 5e wa, 6 ou4,6, the c4oP. 6 

we-se OU, 7,6 too 
... 

Ide had 12 
. 
1antzd molte than 10 klloA o/ co4n, 

mandioca and gean., 3... 50 Zitlte6 ol /zice.. and oulz othelz 
geionging, 6,3 /zi/ie, 3, iooi, 6, a" the th-ing6 in the hoa. 6e, a 

, zadio, a guitalt, an accoltdion... R a-0-0 came to 7,770,000 

cauzeilto, 6 and uVien we. went to couvt, thelte in Labtza, the 

judge made a &, 31 and only gave u, 6 3,400 cltuzeilto-6 tn 

compejz, 3ation ... 
Ue 

-go-6i eveltYthing, 6o we came hezg to 

Z31z. a, 3i&ia. ' (1) 

1. Field interview, seringueiro aut6nomo of Brasil6ia. 
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When BASA intervened in the operation of Acre's seringais and withdrew 

credit facilities, the effect was differentially felt by seringalistas. 

Some moved into Rio Branco and other Acrean townships, while others 

went to live in Belem and Manaus, and still others simply stayed on 

in the barracao continuing rubber production where possible, or 

tending their own subsistence plots where it was not. 

Where the seringalista had stopped extending credit to the seringuero, 

and the latter lived near a town or a river bank, then he was able 

to commercialise his rubber product. Most merchants in the small towns 

of Acre will exchange merchandise for rubber and a feature of all 

shops is a room at the back where rubber is stored. The shopkeeper 

keeps this as a hedge against inflation or else exchanges it for 

commodities when the next boat comes in. 

Those seringueiros who lived in the 'centrol, the interior of the 

seringal, were forced to trade with the increasing numbers of 

marreteiros who plied the rivers and the few roads that existed. 

Prior to the 1950's, while the seringalista effectively controlled 

his seringal, the marreteiro was kept at bay. With the abandonment 

of such control, the marreteiro came into his own. Some came from 

outside Acre, but many were ex-employees of local seringais who had 

lost their positions following the collapse of the enterprise, the 

book-keepers, muleteers, and some seringueiros and seringalistas 

themselves. Just as the monetisation of the economy allowed the 

seringueiro/barranqueiro to buy a col8nia, so it allowed him to set 

up as a marreteiro, the largest capital requirement being a motor 

for a canoe. 
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One seringueiro turned marreteiro describes the sequence of events 

that led to this transformation: 

"We U, 6ed to guy evezythiny /, zom the galuzacao ... no-one piunl-Ed 
CI gazden... no-one pianted czo/2,5 when I /ia. 6t came helte in '43 

... R wa, ý oniy ul-te4 1950 that we gegan to p&nt colin, /zice 
and munioc. . . 1deAU, the lami4ey 6tazted to gliow and we had to 
ge moýze caltclu-e, eveltything &u. 6 gecoming molze expený6, ive, ýo 
we pianled a 1ýma-U gazden and /zui, ýed . 6ome pig. 6,6ome chýcken. 6, 
and the hog /at 5aved u. 6 guying cc)ok, 4'ng oi., e. . and . 6o we 
ca/t/tied on " thilý... Be/o/ze 1950,1 oniy tapped /zugge/t ... Age, z that, I 

. ýY-ýLed to ýtay -in c1tedit (at the P, "Izacao) ... in 1970, uAen I went to weigh -in my /zu9&ez in 4ugu6t, we a4ee 
came to Vie, gaz/tacao 

-in 4uyu, 5t and Decemgelz to uw-igh ou/z 
lzuUkA, I had a gaiance o/ 11,600 cliuzeiao6.4t that time 
11 conto. 6 &u, 6 u /ubz 

-6um... gut the manaye1z, hAo &u-6 my 

, 
Iathe., z--in-iaw and mho &ked to d,? ink- a 4eot, &u, 5 poo/z and 
he only gave me Me 600 c1zuzeiAo, 6... So I went to Senhoz 4duo 
(the 

. 64ezingaei, ýiu) in Xupulzi and guvr me -5i', v conto, 6 and ýýd 
he wou& owe me the othe,, i five... ju, ýi ulte,? that the 

. 6eltingui 

. 6topped opezating, wI &ou 4- ght some melzchand ', 6e with that 

6ix conto, 6 and a huii u, 5 weff, a canoe... I put thut me,, zchand-i, 6e 

in the hu" and empeoyed a ýmuti Coy to he, (p me und I gegan 

wo,, zking up aive/z ... 
I melzchandt. 5e and &7ought guck /iug", z, 

'6'ee/MamG, 
hiýýj 

... a" that JoZj ,/ -- 
thin Y. 1 

All the seringueiros autOnomos who were interviewed stated that the 

regime of the marreteiro was far harsher than that of the seringaliata. 

The severity of the regime depended on a variety of elements: the 

relation between the marreteiro and seringueiro; the distance of 

the colocagao from the nearest urban centre or river bank; the number 

of marreteiros plying the same river; the number of middlemen in the 

chain. The following interviews relate to the plight of the seringueiro 

who was obliged to trade with the marreteiro. Of interest here is how 

seringalista/seringueiro relations continued during the transition 

period, i. e, when the seringueiro may have still been in debt to his 

1. Field interview, merreteiro (ex-Soldado da Borracha) of Xapuri. 
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former patrao, and the vehemence with which the seringueiro speaks 

of the marreteiro. In general, even though the seringalista also 

exploited the seringueiro, the latter speaks of the former in quite 

deferential terms. 

"R- uct, 5 a/ýte/z ihi, 6 (the coiiap. 6e o/ ihe 5ezingaý) i-hai ýAe 
ma/z/Leltei/zo, ý al? Aived. I uu, 5 5tite in degý & Me pailtuo, 
P, u, t Me /2ai-/zao . 5aid: 'I cun'ý give you uny moze c/tedýi-, 
, 5o evelzy tinze. Muý You 6moke th, 7ee peeu, 5 o/ /zugge/t, give 
one to nze and 6eille ýhe othe/z i-wo. " Ai t" Me mazze tei. /Zo, 6 did 
wete fecuu,, 3e we 6e/tinyuei/zo. 6 kepi oult o&n lamieie6 in 
pove, ziy white keeping Vm lumiey o/ the maz/zeizi., zo. 7he 
chi-Oýen o/ ihe maluzeteý'Ao, Mey &wnt 6 ýchoof, &hi& the 
chiida. en o/ Y-he 6e/zingueizo weni 5ick, hail naked... I have 

ý6een in the lolze, ýt uhen, il . -ýomeone eike you, Docioz, 
a4Aived at a 6e/? -inguei/to', 6 hou6e, Um womun und ýthe chiidlzen 
, i-LLyed in, ýidv gecau. 5,2 they wel7e too a 5humed to come out6ide, 
gecau, 6ýe ihey i, ýelw naked... 7hey dt'dn'i even huve enough to 

, kuy ciothe. 6... 7he muz)zeteiqo iook evelzything. .. '( 1) 

"7he jy. 6tem wiih Me ma., meicilzo. .. ihe type ol wdh 
them wa, 5 fike we tzuded with them, Put we couid oniy 
guy i/ we aiAeady had pzoducý i*on ... I/ you had no zu"-e-/z, Men 

you cou&n'i Pay ... Oeli now, Mai p1toduction, eike /o/t 
exampie. he., ze in Xupuqi... a kiio o/ augge/z -5eM /oz alzound 
770 oa 780 oa 750 cauzeizo. 6... the mavtetei/to wýU guy 

-it 
lo, z j"L c, vez 400 ... wiM the meichundi, 5e, /(, /z exampfe, 
Viey guy a kiio ol ýuga, 7 /cA 300 cAuzeiAo4, Mey wi*U ýete 
it heze /o/t 600, o,, t at -teu, )Y- 500... they gain ovea huel. " (2) 

Three important points need to be noted here. Firstly, the marreteiro 

rarely advanced goods against future rubber production as had the 

seringalista. Trade was strictly on the basis of on the spot 

exchange (3). Secondly, the marreteiro never bought rubber for cash, 

he would only exchange it for the merchandise that he carried. This 

demonetisation of the economy of parts of the interior restricted 

1. Field interview, seringueiro of Brasil6ia. 
2. Field interview, seringueiro of Xapuri. 
3. As with the 'seringueiro de tOCO' described in Part 1, p. 69. 
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the seringueiro's access to other, possibly cheaper, sources of 

goods as well as commercialisation of the product. Thirdly, inter- 

viewees always stated that the marreteiro never showed them a 

current account. The seringalista traditionally kept a ledger in 

the barracao which was referred to whenever a transaction occurred 

beteen the seringalista and the seringueiro. At the end of the 

production year, the account was balanced and paid out, any debts 

being carried over to the following year. This chapter has shown 

that, from the 1950's onwards, it became increasingly possible for 

the seringueiro to maintain a credit balance, a direct result of 

the rise in subsistence cultivation on the colocagao. This was 

now denied to those seringueiros who were forced to trade with the 

marreteiro, because of the adverse terms of trade offered by the 

latter. 

The two interviews that follow, both recorded on a seringal 3 days 

walk from Xapuri, illustrate the difference between the regimes of 

the seringalista and the marreteiro as perceived by the subjects of 

their exploitation. The greater % profit gained by the marreteiro 

in the second interview may be compared with the second interview on 

the previous page in which the seringueiro lived only one day out 

from Xapuri. 

"I ipent 20 yea/i, 6 on Mai 1. iA. 5i . 6eAingal (goa Vi-6ta)- - 
Weii, it Lxi. 6 a U4 thai uv, 6n't. too gad... the woa'6t. IXI, 6 
that time that I took jick... gut, thank god, eveltytAing 

weat aLzight. /o/t me, thank god ... 
I could 6ay it. uv, 6 a 

peace&-O Zilfe, you know, I nevez o&w-d the pa&zýo... wmei-ime. 3 
I did uVien -the pataFio kept. on uVowing u. 6 caeýt in Me 

wini, ý (uAen /tuaez couZd not ele tapped), gu4 duAing that 
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itime, we welze calzelu-e and ihen we wozked haAd & PUY 
Vie accoun't.. At the end 0/ ýthe yea. -If I UA)UYj had a 
, 3maU gaiance... &o oz ýh4ee conto-6... ihai couid guy a 
lew 6maii Ithing. 6... Und ýo &1e went on. ' (1) 

'When Me paiAao Ze/i and afandoned u-6 on the ýelzingue... the 

. 6eltýnga&. Aal-5 o/ Acae welte aii 1-inanced gy Vie tank and,, &Aen 
the , einunce iKij cut o//, ii took ove/z ihe no 
ltuU. elt wu. 6 fe-ing ýo& and ýo the maA/tete-izo, 6 eegan to iAade... 
I meun, do u4at the pailtao u6ed to do ... weýe-e they g/zzu and 
glLew and, with the ma/zAelziao, M4-ng, 5 got wol7,5e ... Oith the 
patAao we we/ze expioiied, yej, Put it wa, ý an expio-itation 
that didn't k-i" UA 0//... the ma1zzeieiAo didn'i give u, 3 a 
chance and nea., ziy 1, ini. 6hed u, 6.7he putlzuo gained a p"cen-tage, 
a&vy-6 20 to 30%... the man4vteiAo took 200%. -guying an 
o9jecl Like when it happened to u, 6y a Uanket LAich co6t 
16 c/zuzeizo/ý 4n town, ovelz thelte in Ku&me'. 6 6hop, and 
Iýalziu Cwzcuo, who wu, ý the mulzlýeLeilzc) on thi. ý Sezingue Poa 
vi, 6ia... weii . 6he guayhi the giunkel Y-heAe /oa 76 cAuze4-ao, ý 
and ýoid a to u. ý helze /(, /z 50... At thui time a /<ý& o/ 
ltu"elt cou-9d ge ýoid in town ýo/i 4 cAuzeiAo-6... She gought 
a k-i& o/ IiAgelz he/ze /o/z one c/zuzei/zo and -joid iy- theze /(: )/t 
loult. 7he patýao nevez did that. I wu, ý a&uy. 6 -in c-, zed-i-t at 
the end o/ the yeaz with ehe pailiao, gut with Me malizeteilzo 
-ii &rij impo, 3,3-i6ie ... I wai a &vy, 6 in degi ... She neveA io-id 
you how much a thing coji, oney how much 3he wanted ... You 
weAE neveA 6hown a cu4ARni account, ýhe nevelt added ii up 
on pupea., She juA took it out o/ he-,, z head and 5uid: "You 
owe me ýo much. " (2). 

A major factor in the subjugation of the seringueiro to the 

marreteiro was the former's inability to commercialise his own 

product, a situation that is described in an interview with a 

delegate from the Rural Worker's Union in Xapuri: 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
1. & 2. Field interviews with seringueiros of Xapuri. 
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"Look, iJw-lze a/te many maltae-teiAo6 ultound helLe Laading with the 6eingueizo and they ivi4U 94e heae lo,, z . 6ome iime to come. 
7hý, 6 i, 6 happen4*ny ... bAy? Decau. 6e theite aqe . 6ome 5eAinguei . Ao'6' 
you know, that lAom the co-vocacu-o uheze they &ve to ioun i6 
a ttoo day jou4izzy... 24 /zou/z-6 on loot... and jome &ve even IuAtheA out... 7hi. 6 6e/tingueiAo doe6n't have a muie, he ha, 6n't 
got an ox on u4o, 3e 3houidez. 6 he coued Zoad up hi, 6 plzoduci 
and &zing it to the city, 3eU -it and fuy hi, 5 me. 'Zchandi, ýe. 
he doe, ýn't have them... hAy doe, 3n't he?... R, 6 &ecuulýe. he i6 
a ýcound/zei?. . Many peopee ýay that Y-he 6elzinguciAo doe. 6n't 
oun anything 4ýzcuu, 6e. he 16 -Oazy... He i, 5n'ý -in any . 6hape no/z 
/0,7m... R, 5 gecuu, ýe o/ the expioilation thol i, 5 ýo g1teaY hgze. 
... he i, 6 expioited in hi, 5 woltk and hi, 6 mind, &ecau, 5e. he 1-6 
cmýantiy ilzicked gy the ma/zzetei/zo, ely Me putlzao... Ile 
guy, 3 theilt good6 at paice, 6 that wi" ki" h-iM and 6eii. 6 hi, 6 
121toduct /o/z next to no-thing.. . und he nevelz woke up to Mi, 6, 
you know. .. 7o guy an anima-0, an ox, 44ich i. 6 Me cheapelýt 
aAound helze... a muAe aizeady coit, ý 400,000 c, 7uzei., to, 5, a 
hol"e. coA6 250,000. .. gtd an or you can ,, ii4U fuy /oz geimeen 
100 and 150,00... a young ox, you know... a '6maf f One... Put 
how can the . 5ezingue. L/Zo guy one uhen he 1, -5 a&ay. 5 in degt? ' (1). 

At the time of the above interview, November, 1983, the official 

minimum salary in Acre was aproximately 56,000 cruzeiros per month. 

A seringueiro autOnomo working alone and working the traditional 

system of three estradas (i. e., tapping each trail every third day 

and leaving one day per week for subsistence production) could expect 

to earn aproximately 80,000 cruzeiros per month during the tapping 

season of 7 months providing he was selling his product at town 

prices (700 to 750 cruzeiros per kilo). Thus, a mule would cost 71% 

of his annual earnings of 560,000 cruzeiros, a horse 45% and an ox 

between 18% and 27%. Given that the seringueiro still needs to 

maintain his family, the purchase of such an animal would require a 

great saving effort. It is unlikely that such saving would continue 

past the first winter, when the seringueiro has to rely on savings 

or stored-up rubber to purchase supplies. For the seringueiro who 

lived in the 'centro' and who traded with the marreteiro, the 

pqrchase of an animal would be impossible. 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Field interview, STR Delegate, Xapuri. 
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To overcome this problem of accumulation, some seringueiros with 

larger colocagoes, i. e., with more estradas than the seringueiro and 

his family can tap, began to institute the system of the I meieiro', 

the system of share-cropping noted in Part 1 in which the 'owner' 

of the property receives half the production of the meieiro in 

exchange for the use of the estradas and his maintainance. Field 

interviews reveal that this only occurred after the seringalistas 

had abanioned the seringais. Colocaqoes seem to have expanded when 

those seringueiros autOnomos that were left incorporated the areas 

of those seringueiros who migrated to the towns, both before and 

after the violence that began in the 1970's. The system of the 

meieiro also seems to be restricted to that part of the Pur6s 

where the seringueiro autOnomo was found (see Map 8). 

'Wg caU ýho, ýg peopte ihai come to iooak ut oult hou. 6g ... they 
a, z, e aAxiy. 6 ý-ingie, ýhey huve no laraiey o/ theilt our ... We 
ca, ei then meie4Ao... 7hey come Ito ouiz hou. 6e to tup , zu"e,, z... 
Ue heep them ctea/i ýhe e. 6t/iada. 6, ceeazing ýhe undezgAowih, 
gp-tting ihe Lsee. 6 zeady /o/z Yapping... Now -il he pltoduce, ý 100 
kiio, 6 (in a mon1h), 6ýen hall o/ ýit " ki, 3.13ut, he &ve, 6 
. in ouA hou. 6e, he eat, 6 ou/t lood, d1iink. 6 ouA co/4e ... many 0/ 
them don't tlt4ng theiz oun toeacco... mo, ýi o/ thein get theill 
cioithe, 6 wa. 6hed, you know, with ouz 6oup... 7hey have a" ol 
iheýe thing. 6 and one ha-01 o/ theiA 121toduction 9. etongj to 
them. - (I) 

The meieiro was a single man, often from a small colocagao that 

could not support his labour as once he became adult. Working as a 

meieiro gave him the opportunity to earn enough to buy his own 

colocagao. The system began in the late 1950's and seemed to be 

dying out by the early 80's. In part, this was due to the rising 

1. Field interview, seringueiro autOnomo of Xapuri. 
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union activity in the area after 1976 (1), it being difficult not 

to compare the exploitation of the meieiro with that of the 

seringueiro cativo. As the same informant explains: 

"Wete, noi -&ng ago, we geyan io Izeaeize that &u. 6 noi 
, zighi. It wu-6n't lzighýt gecuu, ýe... il ý6 '6tite U /O/ZM 0/ 
expiciiaiion... fecau. 6e Me meiei/zo i, 6 a peliwn &ho wolt" 
ha,, zd and &4o end, ý up io, 5ing... I/ the mviei., zo doe, 5n't wol? -k haad, Vw-n ýhe 12atlzao wiU io, ýe... lhat i, ý io 5ay, ihe otne/z 
o/ ihe cogocacao... i/ he doe, 5 wo,, zk Izu,, zd, then he hý-m5e-P/ 
io, 6e. 6 9-ecuu, 5e a ia/z_qe pa/zi o/ h4,5 eafoulz goe, 6 lo ihat 
pe/zwn. ' (2) 

This problem of how to accumulate capital to be free from the cycle 

of debt while still ensnared by it was to a certain extent overcome 

by the setting up of seringueiro cooperatives for the selling of 

rubber and the purchase of merchandise in the early 1980's. This 

will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

The above has centred principally on the Purus micro-region, the 

municipalities of Rio Branco, Xapuri and Brasil6ia, the area which 

was mostly affected by BASA foreclosures of the seringais and their 

subsequent abandonment by the seringalistas. In the other mico-region, 

that of the Jurui (see Map 8), the situation of the seringueiro was 

somewhat different. Here the seringais tended to be much smaller 

and so the seringalista was burdened with a lesser debt to BASA. Some 

of these smaller seringalistas continued in the traditional manner 

and increased the exploitation of the seringueiro to pay of the debt 

to the bank. Amongst examples cited by seringueiros of the area were: 

the falsification of weights and balances; the imposition of a 10% 

tax on the weight of rubber produced; excessive profits on the goods 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. See Chapter 3 for a discussion of unionisation. 
2. Field interview, seringueiro autonomo of Xapuri. 
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that were sold in the barracao; continued prohibition of subsistence 

plot production; the eviction of seringueiros who produced little or 

sold rubber to the marreteiro without compensation under Usocapiao. 

In a large number of cases, particularly in the municipalities of 

Tarauaca and Feij6, a system of rent was imposed. This acted on 

two levels. Firstly, those seringalistas who had begun commercial 

activities in the urban centres and who lived there rented out the 

seringais to managers. As the following interview shows, this 

increased the burden on the seringueiro as there was now another 

middleman in the chain who also sought to profit from his labour: 

*'7h, e ýy, 6tem he4, e- -i, 6 tike thi, 6. I yet a uuge o/ 2,000 

clzuze, iAo. 6 (pelL month) lAom Sea R. /I. uAo /zefLt-6 ihi, 6 SeR-inga4e 

, Vago" to Me, gid I a-ýe6o get u commi, 5,6, ion on the melzchandi., 5e. 

... RA Like thi, 6 ... I/ Seu R. M. guy, 6 an alLl i cte ýo/i 5 

c., zuz, ei, zo, 6, he at6o wanl, ý to make 5 cauzeino, 6 ptoj&t. So thuýt 

u&eady nwa" 10 clzuzv-i4o., 5. lie aijo add. 6 on 25% /oz iAan6poz-t 
lAom toun (to the fwAaacao), then anothea 75% into the 
'centizo'. helte the mezchandi,, 5e come, 6 into my hand, 3. So I 

put on my commi, 6,6-ion o/ 70% &&n I 6e" to the . 6eiingueiAo. 
I need a /2, zo/ii a. 6 &ieV, I am lte. 3po"iAie /oi the je-aingai. 
Seu R. M. . 6tay-6 in ioun, ottiy taking money out ol the gank 

. 6o that he can 6end good, 6 helze to the ýelLingai. ' (1) 

The system of rent was also imposed on the seringueiros as a means 

of continuing his subjugation/exploitation. By paying rent, the 

seringueiro was effectively acknowledging the seringalista's title 

to the seringal and denying his own right of posse/usocapiao. 

According to the following informant, an ex-book-keeper on the same 

seringal as the previous interviewee, this practice began in the 

late 1940's and became dominant in TarauacA and Feij6 during the 

1. Quoted in Aquino: 1982: 94/5. 
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1950's and 1960's as the seringalistas got further into debt: 

'IT wa, 6 a fook-keepez on Se4-ingae 4iagoa, 6.. R &u, 3 veAy e"ge 
then, divided into ihltEe 6epazate azea. 6 each wii-h a manuyeA 
in chazge. .. 7he 6eut (&4eze the liesingati. 6& loAmeAiy iived) 
had 100 coeocacoe. 6 ýhelLe &u, 6 anothez a/zea moze up tivelt 
wilh 720 coeocacoe, 3 and anoýheA lu,, ztheA up /zivez with 150. 
7he managelt ol each did iAat the 3ezingaii-6& dia!. .. Ze/i- 
m4mchund-i, 6e in Vie 'ce&Ao' Py mu, & Lzain and &, zought 9ack 
/mUe/z bAich he iook to the. patlzao at ýhe end oe ýhe yea/t. 
7he. jeAingaZi, 6ta then gegan to chuzge zeni- /oýz the coiocucao 

i, ý txm 70 kieo, 3 o/ zuP, 4e/z (pe/z annum) 2"o/z two e, ýLZadu6 
a9v-u, )aAd, 3, bAen ýhe iaw ol ýhe union alzAived, it changed 

-to 
70%... &boeveA pAoduced 100 kiio, 6, paid 10 J-o ýhe pa; Ezuo. '(1) 

He then goes on to distinguish between the situation of those who 

lived on the 'beira' (those areas near a river bank or town) and 

those who lived in the 'centro' (the heart of the seringal): 

`7he Pleilta Laong. 6 Y-c i-he occupie1z, & the 3elzingueýltrj 
autonomo... he doe. 6n'i pay unyihing. .. Onty 5 yeaz, 6 ago 
(1978), Vie 6eltingueilm had to aegociaie dizecyt-ey w-iih 
ýhe I? atAac, he cou-edn'i ýea peicz, ý o/ zuURA on 'the out6ide 
. *. Now, -6. ince Vie union alzAiaed heze, Me 6eaignueiao hu. ý 
molte Aeedom. .. il he &a, 6 6tiii -in dett to the pataUo, he 
paid oll Mat degt and Me , ze. 6Y- oý Me zuUeA wa6 hi, 5 ... He 
couid jeV & the maltARYeiAo o., z Laing i-ý he/ze ini-o 7atauaca. 

... f-at, -in ihe cen-iAo, the pabtao 1,6 stite .. euY- he 
can'ýt keep a check on evezything, you know... i/ . 5omeonz 
plLoduced 500 kieo, 6 (in a yea/t) ýo/t the pataao and 100 o/t 
200 to jeU out3ide, Y-he paýA5o woued aeve/L know. " (1) 

For those seringueiros living in the centro and obliged to pay rent, 

the amount charged varied considerably even though the Estatuto da 

Terra sets it as a maximum of 10% of the product. In the centro, 

where it is impossible to obtain legal assistance and there is 

always the threat of eviction, it is the seringalista who sets the 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Field interview, ex-book-keeper, Seringal Alagoas, Tarauaca. 
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percentage. Following interviews with a number of seringueiros of 

the interior of TarauacA and Feij6, it became apparent that the 

seringalista charged as high a rent as the seringueiro could manage. 

This is not to say that all seringalistas of these two municipalities 

ignored the provisions of the Estatuto da Terra, for some did charge 

the 10% rent, rather the charging of higher rents predominated, 

particularly on the upper rivers. The situation is summed up in the 

following interview with the President of the Rural Worker's Union 

in Tarauaca: 

"7he othvA zeaUy 6e, 7iou, 3 pzo", em hew that cauze, 6 a g&eat 
deai o/ dil4cuity 1,6 the 121toUem o/ aeni... 7he &6tatuJ-o 

-6et, 6 it al 10%... and 6ome o/ them pay oney 10% ... gui the 
majoltity -6ay that -it i. 6 the owrwA &ho giv" the o4de4-6 on 
h, i, 6 pzopesiy and he 6ay, 3 that he i, 3n'i the ýEjiatuto da Te/vta, 

, 6ay, 6 that he i, 6n't the Union and -those that uvn-ý -to tap 
/iuUea and on-Py pay 10% can go and iap on the paopeAty o/ 
the Uaion... Some o/ them chaage a aent o/ 70%, 80% oa 60% 

... the amount o/ Qent depend, 6 oney on how much they th-ink 
athat Vw-Y can chazge thi, 6 unlo,, ttunate jezinguei4o... 7hi, 6 
un/ontunate &ý in need, he ha, 5 to tap that gzoa/2 o/ L'za-ii, 6 
to /eed hi-, 3 chiidlien... and jo he haj to pay a mon. 6ýou. 6 lient 
.. and at the end o/ the yea. /t, theý i, 6 not enough wkk" to 
pay o// hi-6 account. Ilany ol them /2, zoduce onty 300 ki-to-6 and 
pay 100 in Itent, otheA, 5 p,, zoduce 200 ki-toj and pay 100 to the 
pat. /iZo. " (1) 

The previous sections have shown that, between 1950 and 1970, Acre's 

social and economic structure underwent a dramatic transformation. 

Firstly, the economic base and, therefore, the power base, of the 

seringalista class was seriously eroded and even disappeared in a 

large proportionof the state, although somewhat strengthened in 

other areas with the imposition of rents. Secondly, a new class of 

1. Field interview, STR President of TarauacA. 
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of independent producers was created, the barranqueiros and the 

seringueiros autOnomos, whose right to the land on which they lived 

and worked was recognised in law, but not translated into documented 

title deeds. The imposition of rents in other areas signified that 

these seringueiros did not have a right to a land title. Thus, when 

the 'Paulistas' arrived in the Purus micro-region in the early 1970's, 

i. e., that area of the state where the highway first penetrated, they 

found the seringalista in control of neither land, nor labour, and 

the resident population, the seringueiro autOnomos and barranqueiros, 

maintaining only a tenuos hold on their land. The following secion 

will discuss the role of the Acrean state government in the 

consolidation of the process under discussion. 

2.2. The Dantas Administration, 1970 - 1974. 

The crisis of the seringal enterprise in Acre with the concommitant 

differentiation of the seringueiro population in the three distinct 

geographical locations (the seringueiro aut8nomo/barranqueiro in the 

valleys of the Rivers Purus, Acre, Xapuri and Iaco; the barranqueiro/ 

seringueiro renters in the valleys of the Rivers tarauaci, Muru and 

Envira; and the continuation of the traditional system on the Rivers 

Jurua, Moa and the upper reaches of the other rivers) was decisive 

in delimiting the trajectory of the struggle for land in these areas 

following the invitation that was extended by Governor Wanderley 

Dantas in 1970 to 'Produce in Acre, Invest in Acre, Export via the 

Pacific'. 
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The acceptance of this invitation, firstly, by individual ranchers 

and, later, by large companies, began a chain of events that 

culminated in the expulsion of many seringueiros from their 

colocagoes, manifest in a considerable rural-urban exodus, 

particularly to Rio Branco. As the Deputy Leader of PMDB-Acre, 

Deputado Manoel Pacifico, comments: 

". .. lo"owing Y-he co-tealme o/ ihe /tuUez economy came the. 
iat, zoduction o/ zanchýng on 4czean eand.... thi6 aýtýuction 
oý the gaage. companie, 3, o/ inve, 5ýolt. 5 Aom ýhe Souithi Aom 
Vw- Centze-We, 6i, came g, 612eciatey duAing the govemo/z, 6hi/2 
ol ldandei-tei Danicm and ii- iAun, 61olzmed ou,, z -, 'and inio a 
, eand o/ gzeat . 6ocia-V con/-Uci. 7he ýezingue-iAo &u. 6 axpe-teed 
lAom L6ý coeocacao o/ iAich he had geen po, ý. 6e-i/to, &d uheAe 
a-t Zea, 6Y- he had hiý6 /ew uniznue, ý, hý, 6 6uf,, ýi, 6tence piot ... and 
. th, e citie, 6 o/ 4c/ze went Vilzough thi-6 phu, 5e o/ popu. -, 'aýUon 
expan., 6ion withouý anyone, Me govelinmeni ýnc-Ouded, /oae. 6eeing 
tha; t iAi. 6 expe-eied -Oafouz /o/tce wouid noi ke aw4ged. li- 
uu, 6 at6o Vw- time o/ exiAeme vioeence, once Me oune/m 
Lltoughýt in iheiz oun guruwn ... ýthý, 5 uu6 accompanied gy the 
9u, zning o,,, ' ho"" and a" lo4m, 6 o/ coalzuption o/ judge, 6 
andpo-ticem, en... and ýhe potitician. 6 gave coveA to activiiy 
&Aich wouid have teen wolt, 6e had the Chulzch and the Rultai 
Wo4k, e4'. 6 Union noýt come to ýhýe del-ence o/ Vw-, ýe cia, 6-6e, 6... 
lighting ýhe inju. 6tice. 6 thai- &w-Re teing commiited... each 
time in a mozz vioeent lolun. " (1) 

According to the national daily, '0 Estado do Sao Paulo',: 

`7he 
. 
9and ltu. 6h R-P-aUy Legan. 4n OctokgA o/ Za, 6; t yea'T (1971), 

p4ecipaa. ted 9. y goveltnoz Idandeltlei Danta, 5 bAo, -in 
Sao Pauio, 

appea, ted to ýjoulhelm entae/2Reneu/t, 3 to ýnve, 6t in Acae. 7he 

advantage. 6? Money that Vie . 6tate do"n't have, a fludget ol 
oniy 102 milJ-ion czaze-iAo-6,9-af ýAe h-ighuuy, 6 uwse coming, the 

, eand avaiiaLte and the goveAnment olleAing 3uppolti in 
A", eaach and docwwmtation to iho. 6e gzou/m deciding 

-to 
inv"t. 

7h, e inueztwzz 4, "ponded, ýhe adveniu4eAi az uwU. " (2) 

1. Field interview, Rio Branco. 
2.0 Estado de Sao Paulo, 27/8/1972 quoted in CEDEPLAR: 1979: 228. 
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The invitation was based on the premise that Acre needed to 

diversify its economic base and develop capitalistic activities 

such as ranching which were assumed capable of generating self- 

sustained growth (pace federal statements of the period noted in 

the introductions). It will be shown that these expectations were 

not realized because, in large areas of the state, land that had 

previously been the object of the seringueiro's labour was 

transformed into the object of speculation and the displaced rural 

population could not be absorbed into the urban labour-force. 

From the early 1970's, Acre became the scene of violent confrontations 

between the seringueiro population and those who claimed title to 

their land. Many seringalistas who had disactivated their seringais 

in the 1950's and 1960's came back in the early 70's to regain 

control over them, once the price of land had begun to rise rapidly. 

Between 1972 and 1976, land prices in Acre rose by a minimum of 

1,000% and reached 2,000% in those areas close to the arterial 

highways (1), precisely those areas in which the majority of 

seringueiros; aut8nomos were to be found - the municipalities of 

Rio Branco, Xapuri and Brasil6ia. According to the then Coordinator 

of INCRA in Acre, Dr. Assis Canuto: 

'AlIeA Rzviewing tAeZz po, 3i; Uon, many 3ejtinga/-i, 3ta-3 cAange-d 

. 
thz. ilt mýnd, 6 and Aeiultned to 6eil iheilt 6elt-ingai, 6.7hi, 5 

,, ze. -6u&e. 
d ýn J-he. woa. A con/Iici, 3 hew ý. n Aaae Leijw-en. 

erd-ltepltene. tý-6 and jeAinguk-ilto. 6 o/t po-6.6eilzo, ý. 7he man hAo 
had Itemained on hi, 6 co-tocacao, uho continued to tap lzuUelz, 
ca/tay-ing on 3u"i, 3tence acLivitie. 6 and who, in celziain caje, 6, 
had even managed ýto , Ooz a 3ma4U he-lid o/ cow, 3... i hi, 3 man, 

1. Mesquita: 1977a: 4. 
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hi, 6 p/ze. 6ence, wa. 6 igno/lý in the bianwcYtion, 6 ovelt ; 
-und- hoiding, 6 in . 4c/te, in thc aci- o/ ýeZ&ny the thut 

Vecam, e Me ogjgcý o/ ý12, ectdutivn. 7he Pku, 3ine. 6.6man I'Aom the 
Souih, o/&n Ui-advi, 6e. 6 and unp., tepuAgd and veAY olien 
iV-inten-Uonýed, ai-tempted Yo expei J-hi, 3 man lAom Vw eand, 

w, ýýouýt ltecogn-i, 6ing hiý Itighi, 6, hýi, ý tAudition, 6 in ýý a/zea, 
and o//e/z-ed It-idicueou, 3iY eow compen. 5ation and ýometime, 6 
non, e at a". ' (1) 

The state goverment under Dantas began a campaign in the interior, 

particularly in the valleys of the Acre-Purus, in an attempt to 

allay the fears of the resident seringueiro population. In the words 

of one seringueiro aut6nomo in the interior of Xapuri: 

'Oe a/ze now in '84 lzight? 7hey came in '72 and '73,1ýome&ihelLe 

cvzound ihai time. Bui ge/oae the, ýe peopte az/zived... at thi'. 1, 
time the ýI-ate govelmolz &v, 5 ldundeiiei Dantu, 5 and he put out 
a got o/ plLopuganda on the /wdio ... he even oagani. 6ed it that 

, 6ome 6e/tinguei/io6 wiihout aadio6 welte given them.... 5o thai 
they a-U couid he/ze the pzopagandu &&ing agoui the New 

.4 c/ze. .. ihai many pe opie weze coming /Itom ýhe out. 6ide. to 
devaop 4c/te. .. a. U that . 6tu// ... Ueei, we didn't know u6o 
o/z uhat they uie/ie, luýt 6oon the lAuil o/ thi, ý kegun to 

appealE... iý- uu-6 the evpui, 6ion o/ the 3ezin-quei/lo lAom hi. 6 
cot'ocacClo, 11tom &&/te he had teen golzn and 1zea1zed... peqhap6 
with 30 o4 40 yeaz, ý on that iand ... He uu, 6 /o4ced o/ý and oýten 
he couid not take anything With him ... He azAived in the ciý y 
withouý a home, without anything ... He had to Zive in the hou. 6e 
o/ jomeone e-9,6E .... 6ome &wjtt to Botivia a. 6 weli ... So thi, 6 &n, 6 
the /a-e, 6e. Auit o/ the New . 4clLe that had gzen pzopag&ed on 
the zadio.. . ýV thi, 6 Lime, the. wo4kezt, Me 6elzingueilzo... you 
know, he didn't undeAjýand hi. 6 , zight., 6 at ali... to 3tay on 
the coiocacUo ... When we healtd that 5uch and . 6uch a paiAao 

... Lecau-6e at thi, 6 time thelte uv. 6 a paiAuo who 6aid that he 

wa, ý the ohnea ... we. U, uAen. thi, 6 pat4ao ýaid that he had wid 
the . 6e,? -iagae 

to wmeonz lAom Sao Pautio uho &unted to fw-iid a 
, zanch, the , 3eltingaet1to lteai-ty thought thai he uu. 6 the new 
ounvA, when in ýaci he hxi6n't... Nouvday, 3, uw- zeaiize ihi,. ý... 
7he way I ýjez it, tAe 3elLingaii, 6& neve-1Z &v. 6 -the 4-eai ounPA 
o/ the iand, hz &výj aiway. 6 the one uAo u. 6ed Me . 3eaingueilto', j 

, eack o/ knowiedge and -innocence ... 
It uu, 6 the . 6ame with the 

auihoaiiie, 6, they a/ze aU the . 3anw-... a, 3 uw- 6ay, they a4e aU 
cat, 6 in the 

. 5ame . 6ack ... So it &)a, 6 ea. 6y /o/L them to legati,, ý, e 
th. ing, s ýoa the new they gave aLi the , zight, 6 to 
them and none -to the 3e/Lingueiýo. " (2) 

1. Press report quoted in CEDEPLAR: 1979: 229. 
2. Field interview, seringueiro autOnomo of Xapuri. 
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The Dantas administration promoted the sale and occupation of Acre's 

seringais in the full knowledge that there were thousands of 

seringueiros with rights of posse to their land and without any 

attempt to regularise such claims prior to the arrival of the 

southerners. Dom Moacyr Grecchi, the Bishop of Acre-Purus, comments: 

'7he puPUic-ii-y campaign u4ých olleAed advanYage, 6 to the 

ent/zP-Pa, ejw. uA, 6 14om 
-the 6iatv gove-Imment uu, ý p/zacticatgy 

an. iavita; Uon ýto occupy 4c/tean &nd, 6, plLe6enfed a, ý a 
paaadi, 6e ýto inve, 6ýoa. 6, a New Canaan, having ne-iiheA the 
daought. 6 o/ the Nozih-e"; t, no/i the ý, zo, 6t, 6 o/ Pa/zana - 
'Inve, 3t in 4clze, a 6ound p/zopo. 6ilion'. Nhat li. 5 molLe, thi, 5 
wa, 6 dome &e, o/Le pnoceed-ing, 6 to /Legu-eaai, ýe eand Ytit&, 5, a 

/oz Vie avoidancp- ol ihe IzaAai chao. 6 and wc-ia'e 

, i"eculzii-Y Mat one now . 6v-e, ý in Acze. ' (1) 

According to Geraldo Mesquita, who succeeded to the governorship of 

Acre in 1974, more than 5 million hectares changed hands in the state 

between 1971 and 1975. This is equivalent to over one third of the 

state productively used surface area. In the majority of cases, 

the change over was from a seringalista to an investor from the 

South. Governor Mesquita also notes that, of the 15,192,000 hectares 

of which the State of Acre consists, between 1970 and 1974, some 

4,280,000 hectares were sold to only 284 proprietors all of whom 

were resident outside of the state. This gives an average size of 

151 square kilometres per property (2). 

The occupation of the state was not an homogeneous process. Again 

Acre can be roughly divided into three space/time zones in which 

the occupation took a different form (see Map 9). These zones, not 

incidentally, correspond directly with the three areas noted in 

the previous section, the home of the seringueiro autonomo, the 

seringueiro renter, and the seringueiro cativo. 
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1. Grecchi: 1979: 309.2. Mesquita: 1977b. 

, 
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The first area to be occupied was the southern section of the state 

in the early 70's, the municipalities of Rio Branco, Xapuri and 

Brasileia. These three have since been subdivided into six with 

three new municipalities being created: Assis Brasil, Plicido de 

Castro and Seandor Guiomard (Quinari on older maps). This was the 

principal zone of disactivated seringais and thus of seringueiros 

aut8nomos. 

For the most part, the new arrivals were small and medium size, 

individual ranchers who bought areas of up to 1,000 hectares and 

utilized their own capital. They were attracted by the 'availability' 

of land, its low price relative to the area from which they 

originated, and the existence of a functioning road network (the 

BR-364 Rio Branco- Brasilia highway, which reached this part of 

Acre in 1969, and the BR-317 Rio Branco-Xapuri-Brasil6ia highway) 

which guaranteed access to the capital and facilitated the 

commercialisation of their future production. This area came to 

be almost totally 'owned' by these proprietors from the South, but, 

as will be demonstrated later, this ownership did not necessarily 

signify effective control. 

The second area to be occupied, in the mid-1970's, consisted of 

the valleys of the Rivers Iaco, Envira and Tarauaca. It was here 

that the large groups from the South bought up extensive areas of 

up to 1,000,000 hectares (10,000 square kilometres). The aim of 

these groups seems to have been speculation, rather than the 
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immediate productive use of the land and they were recipients of 

the fiscal and financial incentives offered by SUDAM for the 

'development' of the region. While no accurate figures are 

available, few cattle were moved onto these estates. The following 

is a list of the principal groups that were attracted to Acre with 

the aproximate size of their landholdings: 

1. Atalla Copergucar - 600,000 ha. 

2. Paranacre 

3. Atlanta Boa Vista 

4. Viagao Garcia 

5. Agipito Lemos 

6. Coloama 

7. Bradesco 

450,000 ha. 

510,000 ha. 

600,000 ha. 

520,000 ha. 

1,000,000 ha. 

500,000 ha. 

All of these companies form part of the empire of large groups 

with their headquarters in the South. Viagao Garcia, for example, 

is part of the group that owns one of Brazil's largest airlines, 

Cruzeiro; while Bradesco is a large national savings and investment 

banking group. 

It is interesting to note the role of the seringalistas of this 

area in its subsequent occupation. Large sections of the municipality 

of Tarauaca came under the control of just two seringalistas during 

the 1960's when BASA began to call in its debts. These two in 

their turn called in the debts of some of the smaller seringalistas 

to pay off their own debt to BASA and became the owners of whole 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. '0 Varadouro' No. 19., May 1980, Rio Branco. 
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river valleys. One of the two, then an elected senator for the 

ARENA party and now a presidentially appointed senator for the 

PDS, Senator Altiver Leal, became the patrao of the Rivers Greg6rio, 

AcurauA, and the Riozinho da Liberdade, and also controlled half 

of the Rivers Tarauaca and Muru. Senator Leal himself fell victim 

to BASA in 1972 and opted to sell large sections of his property to 

those companies from the South, rather than allow BASA take over 

his seringais in payment for his debts. The following interview 

with Senator Leal is quoted with the permission of the interviewer, 

Terri Vale de Aquino: 

'7he. 
-ýhoughi o/ btan. 61o4miny thi, 5 zegion o/ 7altauaca into 

Itanching oz Me po, ý, ýikiiiiy o/ aglticuitulLe did not "o, ý, 6 
oa/t mind. 6. We hvnýed on, ýy to continue pizoducing zuUeA. But, 
a, -ý -it 

tuluwd out, lAom 1964 o1uxjAd, 3, - the Banco du Amazonia 
(BASA) tltoughi out a new . 6y. 6tem c/ lze.. 6ýbýci-ing czed-U and 
1-u. uwd LýE hone, 5ý . 6eltingaiiita into a di. 6caedaed man. It at6o 
k1tought afoul the do&n/aa o/ zuA"A plioduci-ion. OeV, the 
tank hv-6 /tz, 6&Licting c/zedit, . 6o I gp-gan to caU -in 

the money 
that wa, ý oh)ed to me gy Vw (-6maaelz) 6eaingaUjia, 6... 7he, 6e 

. 6e1L. 4ngaii. Aa, 6 in theiA tuluz, not having capita-f to wolzh with, 
c--'-ea, z-gy did not have the maAgin. 6 nec"-6aay to continue in 
p1toduc-f-ion. Ohen aii o/ thi. 6 came afout, uw- legan. the 
Laa"lolunation o/ AclLe ... I am . 6pgaking lAom expe/tience, 
gecau6e. I &v, 3 the ialtge-6t /? /toducez o/ au", eA in l3liazie. 1 

w2,3 the . 6pzingaii. 6ta &ýilh tAe mo. 6i cagdit in the Banco da 
Amazonia. Cltedit A" gy the hotjA; paoduction 4H Fly the 
hou., z, - and I A" lAom 9. eing the lalige, 6-e pAoduceA in zkazi-p 
hou, z gy houa. I owned one hundaed 6ezingai-6. I had a L/zunk 
that he& ki-go-6 o/ titi". I fought the . 

9and that C. had, 
that A. T. had. I fought Lecauw no-one had cAedit. Someone 

wouid come up to me and jay. - "Seu 4. L.,. l want to 6e& my 

-6e-/t, &zga-& ", and I wou-8d 3ay. - "0. K. I'V give you 5 conto, 3 
now and the /z"t ovvA 5 yea/iA. " WeU, I thought that in 
1. ive. yea., z, 6 the de" wouid not ge. woaýh anything. I uvz 
going to pay it o" Zae I would gy a toy-L& o/ Cachaca 
(chea/2 cane I Poughi many 3ezingai, 5 iiAz 
7he o&np-/i ju3t &wd-ed to Le IA" ol /zi,, j dett with -the tank. But then came my iulm, Vie Pank irzteAvened in my 
de-&L6. Ue&. - heTe I thought: "I wiU jeU my . 6etingai, 6 to 
the Pauti. 6&-6 and . 6&/tt /zanching myjeil a, 6 uwali. But I won't 
, 6a-e to thoze advenlu,, ze1j. 6 u4o oniy uunt. to 5pecuiatz in iand. 
I wZ" 6e" ? ighl j), y to the gig rompanle-6. " (1) 

1. Aquino: 1982: 105/106. 
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Seanator Leal, then, was personally responsible for the implantation 

of large 'ranches' over a vast area. Most of the groups were in 

receipt of, or expected to receive, support from SUDAM. However, 

once the conflict that was engendered by the actions of the 

seringalistas and ranchers achieved national press coverage, largely 

through CONTAG (1) and Church publicity, the federal authorities 

cut off federal resources to these groups until the conflict was 

resolved. As will be shown, some of these companies reverted to 

rubber production on the basis of renting estradas to local 

seringueiros, others deforested large areas and awaited the arrival 

of the promised new federal highways. 

The third zone, that of the Rivers JuruS, Moa and parts of the 

Liberdade and Greg6rio, was virtually untouched by the ranching 

'front'. This was the last area to be reached by the Brasilia-Acre 

highway, a large stretch of which, in between Cruzeiro do Sul and 

Sena Madureira (see map 9), is still only trafficable in the months 

of July and August. Communications with the rest of Acre is 

achieved by air. The river networks link Cruzeiro do Sul with 

Manaus, not Rio Branco. The relative isolation of this area and 

the continued predominance of small seringais assured the continuation 

of an economy devoted to the extraction of rubber based on the 

traditional seringalista-seringueiro cativo complex. 

It is interesting to note that this is also the only area in Acre 

in which neither the ranchers, nor the marreteiros, have penetrated 

in any numbers. It is also the area in which the Rural Worker's Union 

-------------------------------------- 
1. Agricultural Worker's Confederation. 
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has had the least impact. Of crucial importance to the understanding 

of this is the role of the Church. While this will be discussed in 

detail in the next Chapter, it can be noted here that the Church in 

Acre is divided into two diocese. That of the Acre-PurAs is the 

base of the 'Servos de Maria', an Italian order which has actively 

involved itself in the organisation of seringueiros into self-help 

groups and has organised similar 'grass roots' groups in the urban 

shanty towns. The Bishop, Dom Moacyr Grecchi, is the present 

president of the Church's Land Commission which has played a leading 

part in the fight to secure the rights of posseiros. The diocese of 

the Jurua is the base of the order of 'Espirito Santo', a German 

order, which takes a more traditional pre-Vatican 2 assistentialist 

role and which refuses to engage in disputes over land. 

The remaining section of this chapter will discuss the situation 

of the indigenous population of Acre during this post-war period. 
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2.3. The Indigenous Population. 

It is estimated that there were over 3 million Indians living in 

Brazil when it was 'discovered' in the 16th century. By 1980, 

there were an estimated 220,000 remaining (1) of which aproximately 

9,000 live in Acre (2). These latter are divided into 11 discrete 

tribal groups each with their own language and what remains of 

their customs after their enslavement on Acre's seringais. The 

spatial distribution of Acre's indigenous population is shown on 

Map 10 overleaf. It will be noted that the Purus micro-region is 

almost totally devoid of tribal groups. The Xapuri, the Catiana 

and the Canamari tribes that were known to have resided in this 

part of the state when Manoel Urbano's expedition arrived in 1861 

have all disappeared, sharing the fate of the estimated 87 tribes 

that have vanished in Brazil since the turn of the century (3). 

Only the Maniteneri and the Iaminaua and two small groups of 

Kaxinaua and Katuquina remain in this micro-region and these are 

restricted to the upper reaches of the Purus, Iaco and Acre rivers 

which are only accessible in the flood months of December and 

January. 

As was shown in Part 1, the tribes of Acre were caught in a pincer 

movement consisting of Peruvian cauchoeiros moving eastwards and 

Brazilian seringueiros moving west. These two fronts reached the 

Pur6s and its tributaries, the Acre and the Iaco, in the late 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1. Souza Nasser: 1982: 52.2. Commissao Pro-Indio-Acre. 
3. Ribeiro: 1977: 239. See also the works of Chandless which give 

details of the tribal groups that he encountered on his various 
expeditions. 
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1870's and a massacre of the indigenous population resulted. The 

area to the west of the Pur6s, the micro-region of the JuruA where 

most of Acre's tribal population is found, was not penetrated until 

after 1890 when the policy toward the Indian population had changed 

from annihilation to enslavement. 

The tribal groups that survived remained isolated on the seringais 

on which they were forced to work until the inter-war years when 

some, e. g., certain sections of the Kaxinaua, were 'emancipated' 

following the collapse of the rubber economy. Others remained 

captive on the seringais. It was through the use of forced Indian 

labour that some seringalistas were able to keep their seringais 

intact notwithstanding the low price of rubber in the market. On 

the one hand, the Indian grew subsistence crops with which the 

seringalista maintained his own family and sold at a profit to 

his non-indigenous seringueiros. In addition, the Indian was also 

forced to produce rubber for little if any payment. Access to 

women and children only being allowed when the tapping season 

finished (1). 

After the post-1950 crisis of the Acrean rubber economy, many of 

the tribes, particularly those on the isolated upper rivers, 

reverted to traditional activities. This was the case with the 

Maniteneri and lamainaua of Seringal Petropolis on the upper Iaco 

and also for some groups of KaxinauA and Katuquina in the remote 

areas of the state near to the Peruvian border. Here, access by 

boat is only possible at the height of the rainy season and the 

nearest towns are between one and two months journey on foot (2). 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Such was the case with the Poianaua noted on pp. 82ff. 
2. Data here and in subsequent pages taken from field interviews 

with FUNAI, Commissao Pro-Indio & CIMI and tribal members. 
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Two other groups, one of 250 Kaxinaui and the other of 120 

Katuquina, migrated from the seringais on which they had been 

subjugated to new areas close to the towns of Tarauaca and Feij6 

where they engage in subsistence agriculture. These groups are 

economically indistinguishable from their white barranqueito 

counterparts who view rubber tapping as a continuation of their 

subjugation. As one Kaxinaua states: 

'It i, 3 tei-ý/z ýto tive ýin ihe 6ezvice o/ agItica&ulte, 
do, ing one -Ming one day and 5omel-hing ei, 3e the next, 
Man wonk iapp-ing zuAlez ... Wozking wiih zuUez mean. 6 
woyLking /o/z Me patnao. In agaicuftulLe, no... he &ve, 6 
lAee-ýey... uLUh au"elt, no... he i,, j a 6iave... he tive, 3 wi-th 
Lhe haitez ol -the, putltao alzound h. &ý neck. I tive we" 
heAe on ihiA ltiveA gank. .I mean, I don'i o&n anyihing, 
lut I don't owe anything eilheA. I am lAze.. (Eveltything 
Mal- uw- peani- hezte &3 IoIL ou-4 o&n lam-iiy. " (1) 

It must be noted, however, that some of the Katuquina, who live 

on the opposite bank of the river to the town of FeijO, work 

as day labourers transporting rubber from the boats on the river 

bank to the warehouses in town. Females from the village work as 

domestic servants. On average, the Indian day labourer receives 

one fifth of the salary. received by the non-Indian equivalent. 

The Katuquina girls rarely receive wages for their domestic work, 

they are paid in food and cast-off clothing. 

Other indigenous groups remained on the seringais, but, unlike 

their white seringuelro counterparts, rubber tapping is a 

--------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Quoted in Aquino: 1982: 89. 
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secondary activity to be engaged in only when essential commodities 

need to be purchased from the barracao or from town. Persistent 

contact with thw white population has created a demand for goods 

produced by 'civilized' society. When the French priest, Constant 

Tastevin, visited the Jurua in the 1920's he noted the 'primitive' 

life-style of the indigenous population. In particular, he commented 

on the use of bows and arrows for hunting and earthenware for 

cooking, as well as the use of forest products, e. g., gourds, as 

utensils. (1) 

Acre's tribal groups are now totally reliant on rifles and ammunition 

for hunting, industrially produced kitchen utensils, kerosene for 

lamps, batteries for radios, and commercially produced sugar and 

salt. They depend on trade for these items and, thus, must continue 

to produce cash crops. For the Indians of the interior this cash 

crop has to be rubber. This is the case for one of the Kaxinaui 

groups on the Jordao who tap rubber for exchange at a number of 

barracoes in the area and who also trade with local marreteiros: 

"He, w on ihi-3 6eAtngai we Yap auiAeA, tut we- 12iatd a 
ga4den a-6 waX. Ug can'. t Aýuy eveltybý4ýq lAom ihe patA5, e. 6. 
7he gaaden. . .. dý vegeta"-. e-, j alte /oz u-6 to ea-t miih oulz 
lam-, U-iAe-6 ... ihe- zukeeA ij /oz bAen we need to guy 
ammunil-ion, 3a. U, ýugalL, a change o/ ciothing ... Il we 
only Y-apped AaUe4, we- woa& ke in dett to the paýAao... 
uLdh ihe ganden, no... Vie vegeiau-e, ý C4, ze ati OU/Z, 6. I/ we 
didn't pianý the gaAden, how could we leed oult /amitie--6? 
ke/ue on the uppelt 4ivezz o/ Me /Aontie/t (wilth Pezu), you 
can'-ý , 3, e-U czom, 9-ecau. 6g even the paiAoeý3 have gaaden. 6 
now. Ue who &ve heAg wosk one day /o/t one pat4ao and loa 
a diZAAent /2atAao on anothp-, T day ... Ue at, 3o have 6ome pig-6 
and chickejz,, 5 that we . 6g" to the maa&eteýo /oa ihing, 6 q 
va. eu, e... You can't -j-Pive ju-&ý Y-apping zuUkA on ihe. 6e uppeA 
n-ivevzz. " (2) 

---------------------------- 
1. Tastevin: 
2. Quoted in Aquino: 1982: 96. 
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For this group of Indians , then, rubber production is seen as a 

means of supplementing subsistence production, for the purchase of 

items not producable on the seringal. This differs from the 

position of the seringueiro autOnomo. For the latter, subsistence 

production is seen as a means of supplementing rubber production, 

as a means of lessening his dependence on the marreteiro. This is 

an obvious simplification of a complex issue, the way in which the 

two view themselves. However, the two orientations manifest 

themselves in the respective production figures of the two groups. 

As has been noted previously, the seringueiro aut6nomo of the Pur6s 

can expect to produce between 700 and 1,000 kilos of rubber per 

seven month tapping season depending on : the number of trails on 

his colocaqao; the number of seringeiras per trail; the number of 

trails he taps in a given season ( usually either 2 or 3); the 

seringueiro's state of health etc. By comparison, the Indian 

tapper, although using the same methods, will produce far less. 

For example, the Katuquina of the River Greg6rio, who control the 

Seringal Sete Estrelas of 20 colocaqoes ( with a total of 76 trails) 

each with one family working it, produce aproximately 2,000 kilos 

of rubber per annum. That is, an average of 100 kilos is produced 

per colocagao compared to the 700 to 1,000 kilos of the seringueiro 

autOnomo. Similarly, the KaxinauA of the River Jordao produce an 

average of 300 kilos per colocarao per annum (1). 

In the following field interview, the leader of a group of 390 

KaxinauA on the River Jordao describes how they came to control 

1. Field interviews on the Greg6rio and in Feijo. 
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the seringais on which they now live. Of particular interest, here, 

is the higher rent that was charged by the former seringalista 

(70 kilos per estrada for Indians while the norm for non-Indian 

seringueiros was 70 - 100 kilos for a colocaqao of 2 to 3 estradas) 

and the fall in production from 600/700 kilos per colocarao to 

300 kilos once the group broke away from the seringalistas control: 

"Ve have --ýix 6e/tingai, 6 helw-. . Bonlim, jaltdim, 7o/ttaieza, 
Soltoaca-ga, Tzan, 6vae and /tevi, 6ao. .I have geen a 3eAingueiAo 
lo4 a -gong time... I 9-p-gan to tap atdkeA when I wa, ý 9 yeaa, 6 
o, ed. 7hz white man who . 6aid ýhai he wa, 3 the ounea o/ oalL 
. 9and wa6 Ra-&ýndo Ramo.. When I wa. 6 young, we u, ýed to pay 
a Aent /oz ouz eA/tada-6,70 kieo6 /o,, z each 6za-i-e. I aiway, 5 
wo,, zk, ed 3 "tAada, 6,6o at the end o/ the yealt, I paid 270 
k-i-io, 6 o/ ltuVelt. I abxiy, 3 took it to 7altia, I abuyj woaked 
/o. /t him. Taltia wu, 6 Raimundo Ramo', 6 munageA.. At that time, 
the 0& One (my lathelt) had 12 taaii, 6 on Seltingai /oztateza 

... Mi, 3 -eand wa, 5 ou-a, 6. Selzingai, 6 7ol? taieza and Soltoacaka 
had ai/zeady Peen aflandoned gy the whit" (in the 1940', 3)... 
bkii, Aaýmundo lLamo decided that 6ome o/ thi, 6 eand o/ ouz. 6 
ge-longed to him and . 3o he cut a tzai-v 4ight Lhzough the 
middie oZ it and 6aid -that the eand on thi, ý 6ide o/ the btaii 
wa, 3 &, 3 and that ouz'. 6 waj on ihc oMez 6ide. So we went to 
iowa, 7e-ijo, a month', 6 jotvzney on /ooi, Yto . 6ee w4ai could 
P,, e done. Raimundo Ramo jaid that he- "aid ki-U a-6, Mat Me 

. 6e4ingai waj hi, 6, Mat we had nevez woAked on it... that we 
nzveA did any wozk, that we oniy wanted to . 6teai what 
9, eionged to otheltj ... So we went doun aive-a to . 5ee uhat. zight-6 
we had ... We 6oZd aU the auUe/t we had and Pough-i- ihsee ai/i 
ticket-6 (Acm T-eijo) -to 1-? io 131tanco, gut 78VAI (1) did 
nothing... 7hen we gought ai4 tickei. 6 to Blt"iLia without 
Le. &-Ping anyone, gut they ýound out and aA"Le. 6ted u, 6 ... the 
TedeAa-9 Potice... 7he he-Od me and Ago, 6tinho, gui the Oid 
One had an identity caltd and . 6o he wa, 6 aVcwed to tAavei 

... We had 6Pent aV ouz money on -the 
ticket. 6 and 60 the two 

ol u. 6 . 6/2, enl boo day, 3 without lood unti-O the chiel 0/ FUNAI 
(in B., ta. 6itia) -6ent a Leiegliam to 3ay Mat we cou& iAave-t- 
When we got theze, they . 6ozied out oua pytottem... &A Raimundo 
Ramo calzAied on Y-h"aterting " even though he had lo, 3t... 
gventuaUy he gave in and the oVwA hAitz, 6 on the . 6p-4-ingal 
tegan to i8ave gecau. 6e they . 6aw that he had lo. A. 7hey 

aAandoned ja4dim, 7Aan, 6va-0, Revi. 6ao, and Bonl-im and, 6o, with 
the othelL two, Tolttaieza and Soltoacata, we we/te ie/i with 

1. FUNAI - The Federal Indian Agency. 
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. 6ix . 6e4-inga,, ý6 wiih ju, 6t ovez 300 e6iAada, 3.7heze aze 120 
o/ out lamiiie, 6 on the, 6e now, each one wilh 2 oz 3 eutAada, 6 
... each lamiXy /?., zoduce-6 azound 300 kiio. 6 a yeaz. Ue tap /o/t 
on-ey hoo o1z ihýzee day, 6 a week. 7he li"i- o/ -ýhe i-ime we go 
vi, 3iting, li, ýhing, piani-ing oua caop,. ý ... we go huni-ing... 
7he &kae 5e., z-ingueizo ha, 6 i-o 

-eive gy guying Aice and manioc, 
tut we 12-earLt coza, ganana. 6, manioc and mundulim... Me ihiie, 6 
have gea", the mumýý i. 6 iaz type o/ kean ... we P-pani -it on ihe teach" in May and 7une ... R i, 6 DýecemAeli now, the Lime 
ol ouz &ýziAi /e, 6tivae, LAe le. 3i-ývae o/ g., zeen cozn. ' (1) 

The arrival of the ranching enterprises in the Jurua micro-region 

in the mid-70's marked a new phase in the oppression of some of 

Acre's indigenous population. On the one hand, their land was 

directly expropriated by these enterprises. On the other, their 

land was also invaded by white seringueiros displaced by the same 

process. FUNAI, the agency responsible for Indian affairs, only 

began to operate in the state in 1972. It began to delimit tribal 

areas in 1977, that is, map out their provisional dimensions, but, 

by 1984, not a single tribal area had been officially demarcated 

according to Article 198 of the Constitution which guarantees the 

right of self-determination to Brazil's Indian tribes on their own 

tribal areas. The article also prohibits access to the latter by 

the non-indigenous population. The following examples show that 

this article is being systematically violated. 

In 1973, the 60 remaining members of the Kampa tribe who lived on 

the River Envira had their land incorporated into the 600,000 

hectares bought by the Atalla Copergucar combine in the municipality 

1. Field interview, Kaxinaua leader, Feijo. 
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of Feij6. This community had abandoned rubber production with the 

collapse of the seringal on which they lived in the early 60's. 

The arrival of the ranching company marked their transformation 

into forced unpaid labourers clearing the forest to make way for 

pasture on the new ranch, Fazenda California. In 1977, the entire 

Kampa group left the area and walked to their present home on the 

upper reaches of the Envira. They return downstream to Feij6 only 

twice a year to sell their produce of beans and dried fish and to 

purchase essential commodities not available to them up river. 

Paranacre, another ranching company, which bought 450,000 hectares 

in the municipality of Tarauaci including 50,000 on the River 

GregOrio occupied by 170 Iauanaui and 118 Katuquina (Noke Koembu 

branch). Although this 'reservel was delimited by FUNAI in 1977, 

Paranacre refuses to recognise the rights of the Indian occupants 

until FUNAI actually officially demarcates their tribal area. 

Paranacre was one of the enterprises that came to Acre with the 

promise of SUDAM assistance. When these incentives were cut off 

following the escalation of violence in the state, it re-introduced 

rubber production on the basis of renting rubber trails to the 

seringueiro population that still remained. As has been noted, this 

allowed firms such as Paranacre to engage in production without 

losing control of the land. Between 1974 and 1982, Paranacre forced 

two groups of Indians to produce rubber for 'sale' at the barracao 

that was constructed in the middle of the Iauanaua village in which 

a manager was installed. The chief of the IauanauA describes their 

situation: 
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'7hvAe aze 770 o/ u, 3 lauanaua. No-one know, 5 how iong we 
have ; 

-ived on th-iz SeAingui Kaxinaua on the Rivez gltegozio. 
ToA a, 5 iong a. 6 anyone can /zýý we have Uve-d hkAe. 
Unl, a ga, 3t yea/z (1982), we woAked /o/t the Palzanaelte Company. 
It wa. 5 Aeae 5, gavelLy. We couidn't tap auiAeA without the 
pe. vni. 6,3ion 0/ the munageA. (Even il we opened up a new 
"taada on oaa o&n -gand and with oa/i own eagoult, me ýLili 
had to pay them /zent... 7hey nEveli toid u. 6 that we had any 
lLighi, 6 to thi, 6 iand, o/z even to the hou, 3e. 6 that we lived in. 
So we og-eyed them, we didn't know that anything el, 3e exi, 61-ed. 
.. Oe iivýed helie, Minking that Pazanacze ma. 6 gzeateA Man 
eveltything ei. 6e and Mat we had to okey -I*t, 6 -Oaw, 6. Ne weAe 
-6iave-6 j"; t " duzing the time o/ the . 6e/z-ingaU. 6ta, 6. We 
only Legan to undeýz, 6tand ou/t 6-iiuaiion when I went to Rio 
lkanco and I heo-jzd people iaiking atout ou-4 iand and that 
we 6houldn'i 9. e the 

. 6iave, 6 ol /`3a/tanacze. " (1) 

An elder of the Noke Koembu corroborates this: 

'We hAme aze the Kay-uquina, gui we aae ai. 50 caUed Indian 
and Nolce Koem9u. Ily name in Me -Oanguage o/ Y-he Noke 
Koemý, u i, 6 Paua and Me name o/ oult chiei An-tonio BaRlo, ýa 
i, 3 Mokan. I am Antonio'. 6 u-nc&. Ne have tived heae lolt a 
Xong time, many o/ u. 6 welte fo., uz heae and many o/ u. 6, have 
died heR-P- on thi, 6 /z-iveA. z3e/oze now, we didn'i- know ihaýt 
7UNAI exi, ýLed, no/t anyihing etje. Ohen Saie. 6 (the luuanaua 
chie-Z) wen, 4- ýto Rio Bzanco and gegan i-aiking agout oult 
-6i-tuation helze, what Pazanac/te did io u, 5, weAU, then we 
new ýhat 7UNAI exiAed. z3e/oze we knew Lhi-6, we we., ze tied 
ýo Paaanacae. We couidn't give oAdez, 5, not even in ouA owrz 
ho"", 9. ecatme ihey gave aAU the ozdeý, z. 5... 7hey 6aid Mai 
Paaanac/te, Lu. 6 ýhe owneit o/ eveltyihing aAound heAe kecauie 
Mey had goughi ii ... and Vzi, 6 Ming agoui -the oukzk, Vtzy 
t1teal-ed " a-6 i/ we weae empeoyee, 3 o)e the 5eltinga-g. 7he 
ga/iden. 6 that we tended, aU the /2, zoduce went to Pazanacae. 
We ciea/ted , tuUgli btaiZ. 6 /oa ihem. 7hey said that we would 
ea/zn . 6ome money ... 9ut Mey Loid u, 6 one pAice and, when we 
1-ini, 5hed, we weAe given anoiheA. In ihe, end, we had noM-ing. ' (2) 

In 1982, with the aid of CIMI-ACRE (3) and CPI-ACRE (4), the 

Iauanaua and Katuquina refused to work for Paranacre and began to 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1. & 2. Field interviews taken during 'Indian Week' in Rio Branco, April 183. 
3. Conselho Indigenista MissionArio, Council of Missionaries to Indians. 
4. Commissao Pro-Indio, Pro-Indian Commission. 
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produce rubber independently which they transport by river to 

Eirunepe in the neighbouring state of Amazonas. 

The Kulina of Seringal Fronteira on the Rivers Pur6s and Maronaua 

also suffered invasion of their land, both by displaced seringueiros 

and marreteiros. The former began to tap rubber trails that had 

been abandoned when the seringal collapsed. The latter began to 

cut down hardwoods on the reserve. According to one of the Kulina 

leaders: 

"7he mazaz-ýeilto, 5 -6aid iha-t they had ItighY-6 & thi, 6 -tand tecau. 6e they alLe &izite. 7hey cut doun o" taeg. 6, )ti, 3h i'n 
oa/? iake. 6, hunl ouit animae6, invade the tand o/ Vze Indian 
uhich i. 6 oaz -eand and uhich 7UNAI pzoraised J-o demaAcate. 
La, 6t winiez (when the ltain, 3 pe/zmit ItiveA btanpoltt), " 
Vie wini-zz ge/o/te, hoo maltaeY-eiao. 6, VaidemalL Oouza and 
; o, zg, e Uenzentino, t/tied Yto cogiect tim-kez on ouz land... 
Ne watched them and al6ked Mem )eolt paymený-. We goit noihing, 
ju, 6ýt a . 4-PiLU-p- 5ait and 5ome pltinýted coýlon & make 

The tribal area of the Apurina, in the border region of the states 

Acre, Rondonia and Amazonas, is also threatened. The present crisis 

began in the early 1970's when a local fazendeiro (2) sold part of 

the tribal land to 15 families of colonists from Parana. This 

operation is known as 'grilagem' (landgrabbing) or more precisely 

lesticamento' (stretching) and involves the initial purchase of a 

piece of land and the subsequent illegal annexation of adjacent 

areas. It was only when the colonists arrived that they realized 

that they had 'bought' part of the tribal area. 

1. Quoted in CIMI: 1983. 
2. Landowner or rancher. 
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The Apurina requested a demarcation of their land by FUNAI in Rio 

Branco so as to settle the increasing violence that characterised 

the dispute (the use of armed gunmen by the fazendeiro and 

retaliation by the Apurina). In 1976, FUNAI delimited the tribal 

area, but excluded from it the land occupied by the colonists 

without demanding compensation for the Apurina. The latter continued 

the struggle and, with the aid of CIMI-ACRE and CPI-ACRE, reached 

an agreement in 1983, some 7 years later, that involved the transfer 

of the colonists to an INCRA Project in the Rio Branco area and 

the return of the tribal land. 

Another dispute involved the same tribe and the ranching company, 

Monasa. In the words of Rivaldo, the Apurina leader: 

'7heý main plzotiem that we alLe now lacing ý-6 the agg/ze-6-3ion 
ol two /azendeiao. 6 and the lilun flonaw iAo -3ay that they 
have tought aii oý ou/z &nd and uho alze M-&eatening to Vz4ow 

" o//. AV ol u, 6 Indiani ukýo live on the Ruvez, ý 7acaquz/Li, 
Penelti and Seauini. In the old day-6, all thi, 5 aLad uu, 6 
devoiuýa, lAee land. 7hen, aflout 50 yeazi ago, thi. 6 man, 
A, zminio, came lAom Manau. 6.7hi. 6 man Men 6o-Od the eand 
io Na, 3,6ez 194ahim, a eetane.. 6e neAchani uho lete-a 3oid it 
to Mona, 6a. 4nd nob) Non"a i, 3 iAying to expel us I-liom oun 
oun land... In 8altch ol 1982, the 'Doctoltz' Ilzom 1ýona, 6a 
came to the village with the police and 9eyan to thaeaten 

u6. One o)e the 'Docto&6' Aa-id: 'Look, it6 like thi. 6.7hi, 6 
land fleiong, 6 to llonaw and you all know th-i,,,. ' 7hen I 

zaid to him: 'No. We lived he,, w long ge/oRe- Monaw exi, 3ted 

-in Dltaz-, ýI. We wzk heýe the jame way a, 6 uw have abvy, 3 
woAk, ed. ' We . 6ulIzILed the zaxe oppzez., 3-ion Aom Me '1)aulizia' 
lazendzi, zo, joze CoAdeiao, &Ao &ought Seitingai llaltipua 
that zi4elche, 3 Aom the tank. ý ol the Puau. 6 to the gank, ý oý 
the Peneyti. When he . 6aw that thelr-e weae only u. 6 India" 
living heAe, he extended hi-6 land &ight up to the fard'C, 6 
oý the Sapatini. he 3toLw a lot o/ ouz land. It AlLetched 
Aom the PeneAi, aczo, 3-6 the 7acaquR,? -i, aczo. " Me flixiai, 

acao. 6,6 the SeAuitý, ac/zo-6-6 the 7umia and the Acima, lzight 
up to the gank--6 ol the Sapatini. Men he -6old a . 9ýge piece 
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ol Y-hiý6 Zand, ouA -eand, to Mazio Maliecho who auili a 6aw 
m-i" zighi ty oult vitfuge o/ Nova Vi, 5&. He gegan io cui- 
down otLA zkaz, "-nuýt t/zee, 6 and made Me game Izun ajuy. So 
now, LAelLe can we hunt? blheze can we coUecý nui. 6?. " (1) 

The conflict under discussion in this chapter is essentially a 

struggle over the control and subsequent use of land. It has been 

shown that the occupation of Acre cannot be treated simply in 

economistic terms, as the expansion/penetration of 'modern' 

capitalism into the 'backward' countryside or the dynamism of the 

capitalist enterprise versus the inertia of petty commodity/ 

subsistence production. The occupation of Acre took place not only 

with the tacit consent of both the federal and local state 

governments, but also with their actual participation in the 

direction of the occupation and the implementation of measures 

aimed at its facilitation. Most importantly, this directed 

occupation took place without any prior move on the part of the 

authorities to legalise the situation of the posseiro and Indian 

vis-5-vis the land on which they lived and worked. The following 

chapter will discuss the consequences of this (in) action. 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1. Press release by CIMI/CPI-ACRE, also quoted in 'Folha do Acre', 

8/11/1983. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE SHANTY TOWN, FINAL STAGE OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT? 

3.1. The struggle for land. 

The corporate invasion of Amaz8nia, characterised by the implantation 

of large-scale agro-ranching and mineral enterprises in areas that had 

been formerly occupied by peasant farmers, extractivists and indigenous 

groups, had severe social repercussions for the region as a whole. In 

Acre, which has no known mineral resources, the principal activity of 

the newly arrived entrepreneurs was ranching, although in many instances, 

as has been shown, this was merely a faqade for speculation in land. 

Such ranching activity, whether real or phantom, involved the clearance 

of large areas of forest, of trees to make way for pasture, and of the 

resident population to make way for cattle. This process, firstly, 

destroyed the economic base of traditional extractivist and subsistence 

activity and, secondly, as a corollary of the first, disaggregated whole 

communities as the rural population was forced to abandon its land to 

join the swelling ranks of the urban poor. 

In opposition to this, the principal role of these rural communities 

has been to struggle to impede the development of this process, to 

maintain their access to land. This struggle has united a variety of 

class and non-class associations, both within and outside of the 

affected areas. Thus, whereas the ranchers seek to claim exclusive use 

of and definitive rights to the land, to deny others access to it, the 

struggle of the rural population and allied groups represents a move 

towards the redemocratization of land, the promotion of its social use. 
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This chapter will discuss the rise in rural conflict in Acre during 

the 1970's and the social effects of this, in particular the mobili- 

sation of the rural small producer class despite the aggregation of 

an array of forces in favour of capital, and the crisis that overtook 

the urban centres, Rio Branco especially. 

3.1.1. Land clearance. 

Once the seringais had been bou8ht, the main pre-occupation of the new 

owners was to 'limpar a terra', a phrase that means literally 'clean/ 

purify the land', but which in rural Brazil has come to signify the 

process through which the rural population is forcibly expelled from 

its property. From the summer of 1970 onwards, such acts of violence 

a8ainst the posseiros of Acre began to increase as did the area of 

forest that was burnt down and seeded from the air to make pasture. 

The first areas to be affected were those adjacent to the Rio Branco- 

Xapuri-Brasil6ia highway, the BR-317, which gave direct access to the 

capital: 

'he, w in the municilxday o/ Bta, 6iie-ia, the liaht -6e-4ingal 
to ge . 6old wa. 6 Se4ingaZ ftelve in 1970. Now theAe alw two 

/Lanch, e, 6 on i; t. I; t w" 9. ought gy tAtee pa4tfwA, 3... tA4" OWng" 

who Aought a whole -wingai ... they &ought a4ound 48,000 
he c&vwA ... Well, thi-6 SeAingal 6telve oI ; oao 7ona, 6 u, 3ed to 

pioduce alout 36 ton", 3 o/ )tutte-4 eveAy yeaA. Now it doe-&n't 

ptoduce any, not even a . 6ingle kilo... 7hey cut down molm 
than 20,000 3aqinguei4"... 7hey cLea4ed Colocacao Plan; tao,, 

which wa-6 milmwith 9 ezt4adaj; Colo cacao f4acaje, which waA 
my gAotheA. 3, with 7 "taad"; Coto cacao Santa Rita, tha, ý- u" 
woltked ky my otheA 94otheA, 10 "tAada, 3; Colo cacao Enc4uzilhada 

with 9 e, 3t4ada. 6/Cotocacao 7oa/t-i, 7 e. 6i4ada, 6; Cotocacao Jiquitaia, 
7 "LiadawColocacao 11anicota, 12 eht4ada-6. -Colocacao ManicoLinha, 
3 a-Aaa&6", -Colocacao 74acaja, 7 e-3Luzda. 6; Colo cacao CeiLtao da, 3 
Lkava. 6,9 e-6ýadaz ... all oZ theze. colocacoeh alm now coveAR-d 

-in g4", 3 ... thaaa aAe ve-ay Aw 4anch hand, 3 to take the place 
o/ the Zamiliez who u-6e-d to live- ihew ... the-. 6, e ýamiiie. 6, who 
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once Zived on co-tocaco" /. a" o/ 4e4, ingue-i4", now have no 
iand ai a-U, noi even a piece ihe 4-ize o;, -' you4 /ingeA. '(1). 

Almost the whole of the area bordering the BR-317 was bought by the 

'Paulistas'. By 1972, most of this more accessible land had changed 

hands and the prospective ranchers then turned their attention to 

the interior of the municipalities traversed by the BR-317, i. e., Rio 

Branco, Xapuri and Brasil6ia: 

101 
-tive. 

/Le,, Le on the Sei-ingal 7io4e. &&, he&e in Xapll4i 
..., 

r wrj_3 
go4n and 94oughi up on Se4ingal Sanla Te which iz now a 4anch 

... at that time, we had neve4 he-altd ix& o/ the Union, ue didn'Y- 
, even know uAat a Union wa. 3 ... Ide ju, 6t. u, 6ed to t4ade with the 
/2at4ao in tho, 6e day. 3... When I wa-6 a Zittle oide4, we moved to 
Se4. ingal Til! ipina, whe4z today thaý& 

-i-6 anoth&4 Itanch. Me 

lolteht on goth Santa Tg and TiZipina ij almo, 6i toia"y 

cZea4, ed... 7hi, 3 Aegan 
-in '72 and '73 when the guy". 6 Aom the 

South came. ' (2). 

In 1973 - 1974, with the arrival of the large ranching companies, 

deforestation began in the municipalities of Feij6 and Tarauacs and 

later, as they moved outwards along the BR-364 highway, land clearance 

began in the municipalities of Sena Madureira and Cruzeiro do Sul: 

'Re" nom, th&, 3e. 4anche,, u 14om Vie out, -6ide . 6taated coming moze 
o/t 1". 6 -in 

'73 
... 

the/te, uwlw- on-ty a /" ihcn, ýLd eveAy yeaA 
they kept on coming ... home te/t a, 6 we", tuo oa th4ee. ... 

On 
Se, zinga-t Altatiquepthey ctea4ed 2,200 hectaAez and then didn't 
do anything with it. flo. 6; t o/ ii 1.6 ahmady cove/wd in 94"h 

and they uiiil have to Luin it doun again ... 
they got 4id o/ 

. 
the 3e4-inguez4az, and the 

. 6e4ingue-4Aoh and thei4 home-6, aa o/ 

-it ... ju-6t /o4 -3pecu. &tion, &ecau-6g they haven't put any caUle 
on Vic Zand ihaýt they cZea4, ed. `(3). 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Field interview, ex-seringueiro living in Brasilka. 
2.11 seringueiro aut6nomo, interior of Xapuri. 
3. it Agricultural Worker's Union delegate, TarauacA. 
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As the deforestation became more widespread, so the incidence of-violence 

increased. This was not simply because a greater area was being cleared, 

but, as will be demonstrated, because the rural population began to 

realize the long term consequences of this activity, i. e., the permanent 

loss of their livelihood. 

The methods used to evict the seringueiro and barranqueiro population 

varied a great deal and, to a certain extent, depended on the form of 

occupation of the land. In the case of those seringueiros who still 

produced rubber under the regime of the seringalista, once the latter 

sold the seringal, the new owners tried to make it impossible for the 

seringueiro family to continue and thus force them to leave the 

colocagao of their own accord thereby relieving the owner of the 

responsibility of paying indemnities. 

The owners, who at this time were not interested in continuing rubber 

production, began to cut off the supply of goods that were formerly 

available in the barracao. They re-introduced the prohibition of the 

planting of subsistence plots and burnt down areas already planted. 

Obstructions were placed on the varadouros (1) and estradas to hamper 

production. This combination of actions made it difficult for the 

seringueiro to pay off any debt that he had, which would be deducted 

from any compensation received, and caused the families to suffer extreme 

deprivation. Pressure also came from the local authorities; the police 

and the military were used alongside the rancher's armed gun-men to wage 

a psychological war of intimidation and the judiciary convicted those 

who retaliated. Compensation, when it was offered, was either very low or 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Varadouro - forest trail that runs between colocarOes/seringais as 

opposed to the estrada along which the seringueiras were located. 
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on the basis of exchanging the coloca-, ao for another area often much 

smaller and distant from a river or access road. (l). 

In the case of the abandoned seringais of the Purfis and Acre valleys, 

occupied by seringueiros and barranqueiros for up to 20 and 30 years 

without interference from the former seringalistas, the conflicts were 

much fiercer. This was because: firstly, this group had a legal right to 

remain on the land that they occupied and worked; secondly, they were not 

in a state of dependence on the barracao for essential supplies as were 

their seringueiro cativo counterparts; thirdly, the experience of free 

labour gained by this group of autonomous producers made it less likely 

that they would simply abandon their colocagoes without resistance. The 

expulsion of these de facto posseiros centred on a two-pronged attack 

which focussed on the question of the ownership of the land and on the 

impedance of the production and the commercialisation of their rubber/ 

agricultural product. (2). 

With reference to the question of the ownership of land, there was an 

attempt to persuade the posseiro that he had no rights to remain on his 

colocagao, that these had devolved to the new 'owners'. It must be 

remembered that, while the posseiro had a legal right to his land, many 

posseiros were not aware of this right. In addition, the majority of the 

rural population were illiterate and used to conducting their business 

transactions by word of mouth rather than with documents. Thus, a principal 

method of cheating the posseiro, was the falsification of land titles. 

This was the traditional craft of the 'grileiro' or land-grabber, a 

permanent figure on Brazil's moving frontier. The grileiro wants the land 

nor for himself to work on, but for sale at a quick profit. During the 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
IA 2. Data collected in the field. 
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initial implantation stage, profits are high on land that has been 

I cleared'. In 1970, the price of land per hectare ranged between 5 and 12 

cruzeiros. One year later, it had risen to 300 cruzeiros per hectare, an 

increase of over 2,400% in just 12 months. (I). In his tale '0 Grilo', 

written in 1920, Monteiro Lobato describes the activities of the grileiro: 

`7he gziie-i4o i. 6 a magician. He make, 6 12apeA. 6 ecok o&RA; he 
, zeuive, 3 oll-icial . 3tamp-6 oý the Empiý, -he ýnvent-3 tax 
documzmý; he Vuý, 6 up geneoiogip-3, rhe undeA. 6tandj how o& 
/oo-O, j uw,, w alze -ýo maae even though they died iiLit"ate; 
he knozo. 3 how ýto emka44am judg" and ; ýo gAige cZeAkj. '(2). 

The technique of the grileiro, is to use jagungos, armed guards, to, forcibly 

evict the posseiro family and then to register the 'posse' in his own name. 

Whilst these areas were generally small in size, they were easy to sell to 

farmers/ranchers from outside of the state who were ignorant of the land's 

history and who, in many cases, purchased the property in sales and 

auctions in their own state without having seen the land prior to the 

sale. 

There was also the 'grilagem', land-grabbing, of the seringalistas them- 

selves prior to the sale of the seringal. Some expanded their land 

through the process of lesticamento' described in the previous chapter, 

often the land absorbed by this action contained posseiros who were 

unaware that this had taken place. The first inkling that they had of 

this activity was when they were confronted by the new 'owner' with his 

bill of sale and his jagunqos. Seringalistas also altered and/or forged 

their title documents. The Commission for Land Discrimination (CDT) that 

was set up by INCRA in 1976 found titles allegedly issued by the Province 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Mesquita: 1977b. 
2. Quoted in Asselin: 1982: 34. 
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of Amazonas prior to 1898 which were in excess of the statutary 10,000 

hectares that the province enforced during this period. Other titles 

dating from 1889 describe the land as being adjacent to the frontier 

with Peru, yet this boundary was not demarcated officially until 1909. 

There are also Bolivian 'titles' that give concessions in the 'Tierras 

Devolutas' (Terras Devolutas in Portuguese) when, in Spanish, 'public 

lands' are called 'Tierras Baldias'. (l). 

Other ranchers sought to re-impose traditional forms of servile relations 

as a means of establishing their claim to the land, in particular the 

imposition of a rent. The following field interview was taken on the 

Seringal Pontao da Barra, a seven day walk northwestwards from Xapuri, it 

describes the course of events that followed the arrival of the new 

owner of the seringal: 

"R w" mo4e o4 Z", j in 1973 that the /)auti, 3ta, 3 a4ltived. 7hey 

. 6aid ihaý uw- had to pay a lwnt lo/t oua Vztee e, 3tiada, 3,, 30 &w- 
had to pay them 120 kiloh (o,, ' auVe4) a yea4 ... 

I had no 
axp&Ai, ence then ol deaZing uwýth the, 3e peopie. No-one had 

piece, 3 o/ papgA, eveAything un, 3 done on t4uit. So uhen they 

wid thati/ we didn'i pay, then uw would have to Zeave, l 

ua, 3 one ol the. one, 6 aAo paid... I didn't have the mean. 4 to 

Zeavg thij co-focacao, a-6 I 
. 6Li" don't 

... 
I can't leave. thi, 3 

. 6e&ingai teca"e I don't have a iAade 
... 

I don't have the 

know-Ldge to gel a good jot 
... 

I have to tive. on thi-6 

. 6elt, inga, e, don't I? 
... 

I thoughi it 9. ettRA to pay -6o 
that I 

kept the zight to 
. 6tay on thiý6 co-tocacao... 7h&y cottecied 

thi. 6 in the /. i"t yea4 and thenin the 
. 6econd yeaAMey 

a, 6k, ed /oz moze and jo tee alt ze. 6i, 3tedme and my t4otheA. 6 

i, Ao had co-locacO" nea. 4Ay ... 
4/ie4 Vwd they uouidn't come 

onto the 
. 6e4inga. 4they we4e alAaid ... 

Oe&, in Me thiý4d yea4, 
Me Union 

. 6&4ted up ... 
We a&eady had Me gxpeAience. o/ not 

paying 4enl anymolte ... 
7hey (the- oune4,3) uu&tad to "e 

violence, gat they didn't come ne-az u. 6 anymote..., kut they 

guAnt down Me houje o/ a neighfowz ol mine ... 
I went oveA 

theAe, it, 6 alout an houz', 3 wa&, and I 
. 6aw no-one. -onty the 

ho", e hLlming 
... 

It wa. 6 thi. 6 that ha. 6 4eaity . 6tuck -in my 

mind ... WeWthe Union came and jta4ted to 
-LeU u-3 atout oa/L 

&ighl. 6 to tand and then eve/tyone, on the. 6eainga-t got togeihea 

and "gan to conAont the ouneA, 3. (2). 

--------------- ----------------------------------------- 
1. INCRA-Acre, CDT, mimeo, undated. 
2. Field interview, seringueiro aut8nomo, interior of Xapuri. 
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When these attempts to persuade the seringueiro aut8nomo/barranqueiro 

that they had no right to land did not succeed, more violent methods were 

used: houses were burnt down; land was cleared, including the estradas and 

subsistence plots of the posseiros; trees were felled dangerously close 

to posseiros' homes; ja8ungos and police were used to intimidate them; 

there were also numerous cases of false arrest and imprisonment. Another 

action taken was to impede the access of the marreteiro which cut off 

the seringueiro's means of commercialising his product and his supply of 

essential goods: 

'7hai- time (1974) ua. 6 a dill-ictLU peziod /ot me... I ua, 6 ýAading 

&wlih Vw- 6e,?, inguei4o-6 on Se4inga-. 9 z3oca da 6.6t4ada (Rio 13, zanco) 
and I had abzeady made. anAangement, 6 io meet ýhe lamiliez thal 
tived on the otheA . 6ide. o/ the 6e&ingat wheae they had Legun to 
guiid the , wmch. b)hen I a,, vuz)ed at the ent4ance. to the 'vaaadouAo' 
that tan gehind ýhe new tanch-houze, tAe/te &elm 6ý4ee anned men 
uaiting Lheze. 7he- &adeA zaid: 'Wheae do you think you a/te going?. 
"I am going to meei Lhe 4m4lie. 6 that give oveA biew. "He 

. 6aid: 
'Alho gave you pezmi. 6hion? ' 'Look, 'l 

. 6aid, 'l have abxiy6 come 
th, zough heze, ju. 3t with ýAe auttholtity ol Me po, 6,6eiAoj uho tive, 
helte. 7hey aR-P- the owneA. 3 o/ theiA own po, 3.6e. " "7hai may kegut 

you aAe noi going io ggt MAough 
-to 

Mem anymolt&. '(1). 

Throughout this early period of confrontation, i. e., 1970 - 1974, INCRA, 

the federal agency responsible for the co-ordination and implementation 

of policy concerning land-titling regulation, was totally ineffective. 

Prior to 1974, the local representation of INCRA in Acre consisted of six 

officials based in Rio Branco who had to cover the whole state and these 

were under the control of INCRA's regional co-ordinating office in 

Goignia, over 2,000 kilometres away. INCRA's ineffectivity/inactivity 

during this period can be guaged by the fact that, in its first two years 

of operation in Acre, 1972 and 1973, it regulated a mere 81 titles that 

covered an area of just 7,737 hectares. (2). This has to be compared with 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1. Field interview, ex-marreteiro living in Sena Madureira. 
2. INCRA-Acre, Coordenaria Regional CR-14, Rio Branco. 
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the over 5 million hectares that changed hands in the state between 1970 

and 1974. In 1974, INCRA issued/regulated no titles at all because it 

underwent internal re-organisation. 

Prior to the summer of 1974, there was an almost total lack of Acrean 

press coverage of the conflicts that were occurring in the rural 

areas. Where they were reported, it is couched in terms of the 

criminal acts of seringueiros against the property and persons of 

the new 'owners'. Given the high incidence of violence and the close 

proximity of social, political and economic power in small towns such 

as Rio Branco, there is more than a suspicion that local press houses 

and the Dantas administration colluded so as to avoid the state 

being classified as an area of social tension at a time when the 

state government was trying to attract capital from the South of 

the country. 

Here, then, are the elements that, in conjunction, formed an almost insur- 

mountable barrier to the rural population of Acre in their struggle to 

retain control of the land and which functioned to further the trans- 

formation of that land from being the object of labour to being the 

object of speculation and exploitation: 

1. The activity of the Dantas Administration, 1970-1974, which 

both invited the southern entrepreneurs to invest in Acre 

and did nothing to resolve the issue of land title regulation 

prior to their arrival. 

2. The actions of the entrepreneurs themselves, their ability 

to purchase land at rising prices, to buy off officials and 

to hire gun-men etc. 
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3. The collusion of those agencies entrusted with the impartial 

dispensation of justice and the maintenance of law and order, 

i. e., the judiciary, the police and the military. 

4. The ineffectivity of INCRA, the land titling agency. 

5. The suppression of information regarding the conflicts in 

the countryside by the local press. 

This combination of elements delimited the options that were open to the 

rural population in their struggle to retain control of land. In practical 

terms, there were only two choices: to counter the activities of the ranchers 

despite the fact that there was an impressive array of forces seemingly 

at their disposal, or to abandon theirland and migrate to either those 

areas as yet unaffected by the violence or to the urban centres. The 

following two sections willoutline the history of those posseiro families 

who remained on their colocaqoes section 3.2. will concentrate on what 

happened to those families who migrated out of the conflict zones. 
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3.1.2. The 'Empate'. 

The Acrean climatic year is divided into two distinct seasons, summer 

and winter. These are not distinguished in terms of temperature, which 

varies from 20 to 35 degrees centegrade, but in relation to rainfall, 

which is in excess of 2,000mm per annum. During the winter months, from 

October until April, it rains every day and, at the height of winter, 

December and January, the rainfall makes it impossible to collect rubber 

as it mixes with the latex in the tigelas, collecting cups, and they 

overflow. The summer months, May until September, are dry and this is the 

time of year that the rural population burns down small clearings in the 

forest on which to plant their subsistence plots. Throughout the summer 

a smoke haze covers the sky and, when flying over the jungle in one of 

the small six-seater air taxis that ply their trade between the small 

Acrean townships, numerous fires can be seen. 

During the 1970's, the summer months also became the months of confron- 

tation. On the one hand, the ranchers attempted to prohibit the posseiros 

from clearing their subsistence plots. On the other hand, as the deforest- 

ation caused by the ranchers became more generalised, so the posseiros 

themselves began to organise in an attempt to prevent it. 

In July 1974, at the height of the violence of that year, a seringueiro 

from the Seringal Catuaba in the interior of Rio Branco shot and killed 

the manager of the seringal who had been recently appointed by the new 

owner. The seringueiro had shot in defence of himself and his family and 

it became impossible for the authorities and the press to maintain their 

apparent attitude of indifference to the process by which the posseiros 

were being evicted. 
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It became obvious that this was not an isolated case, but part of a more 

widespread phenomenon. In addition, the grouping together of posseiros 

to prevent further deforestation, at least in the eastern half of the 

state, gave the appearance of a united front even though there was little 

contact between the groups that operated on different seringais. The 

grouping together for self-protection and the preservation of their 

livelihood clearly represented an advance in consciousness with respect 

to their right to the land, at least in terms of the posseiros' moral 

right to the land on which they lived and worked, for many were still 

ignorant of the fact that they had a legal right to it. 

The situation clearly worried the state government, 1974 was not only an 

election year, but was also the first year that any significant numbers 

of posseiro families had fled the conflict areas and arrived in the state 

capital and the other urban centres without any prospect of being 

absorbed into the urban labour market. They were a visible sign that all 

was not right in the countryside and, as voters, represented a threat to 

the government. The ruling party, ARENA (1), fielded Geraldo Mesquita as 

the candidate to succeed Dantas. Mesquita based his campaign on curbing 

the excesses of the ranchers and legitimising the rights of the rural 

population to land. Mesquita was duly elected. 

Just before Mesquita took office, perhaps in anticipation of it, INCRA 

created a Joint Co-ordinating Office for the neighbouring states of Acre 

and Rondonia, INCRA-CRI4. It must be remembered that, at this time, Rond6nia 

was bearing the brunt of the migratory movement that was steadily flowing 

northwards into Amaz04nia and was receiving over 10,000 migrants per annum. 

Given the agencies statutary duties vis-a-vis land regulation and the 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. ARENA - Alianga Renovadora Nacional. 
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Federal Government's policy of promoting capital investment in the 

Amazon region, INCRA's new programme in Acre centred on the following 

three priorities: 

1. The regularisation of the situation of those who were 

legitimate posseiros on 'terras devolutas', i. e. public 

lands. 

2. The regularisation of the situation of those large 

property owners with legitimate title to land so as to 

facilitate their access to credit/federal incentives and 

thus enable them to commence productive activity. 

3. An enquiry to ascertain which areas of the state were 

suited for expropriation in the 'social interest' and which 

would be distributed at a later date to those rural families 

that had already migrated to the urban areas. (1). 

To implement this programme, INCRA created a special commission, the 

Commission for the Discrimination of Land (2), in 1976. The essential 

question to which the Commission addressed itself was the complex 

problem of ascertaining which land was 'terra devoluta' and which was 

privately owned, i. e., the object of a legitimate land title. The answer 

to this question was crucial to the resolution of the land crisis 

because 'posse' is only possible on terras devolutas. Therefore, if it 

could be proved that a given area of land had previously been titled, 

then the seringueiro autOnomo or barranqueiro did not have the right of 

posse. (3) 

The Commission based its evaluation of the legal status of land in Acre 

on the premise that, according to the Land Statute of 1850, Terras Devolutas 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. INCRA-Acre, Coordenaria Regional, CR-14, Rio Branco. 
2. Comissao de Discriminagao de Terras no Acre. 
3. The Commission's first task was to resolve the question of titling. 

The question of 'expropriation in the social interest' did not arise 
until 1976 when rural violence reached new heights. See Chapter 4. 
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only lost their status as public lands when they came into private owner- 

ship. This change was only possible through the issue of a legitimate 

title by a competent authority. Given Acre's history, the competent 

authority was deemed to be one of the following: 

1. The Province of Amazonas (prior to 1898). 

2. The Independent State of Acre (1898 - 1904). 

3. The Republic of Bolivia (prior to 1903). 

4. The Republic of Peru (prior to 1903). (1). 

Land titles that were not descended from or based upon titles issued by 

one of the above were treated as invalid and the land itself regarded 

as terra devoluta. When this was found under the control of others, it 

became the possible object of 'posse', subject to the provisions of the 

Estatuto da Terra. This, in effect, meant that INCRA recognised the right 

of posse of many of those seringueiros aut8nomos and barranqueiros who 

had remained on the seringais after they had been abandoned by the 

seringalistas. 

However, INCRA's acceptance in principal of the right of posse did not 

assure that right. Part of the problem lay in the mode of operation of 

the Commission itself. Under Law No. 6.382 of the 7th of December, 1976, 

INCRA Commissions had to follow a set routine. The first step consisted 

of obtaining a description of the area, detailing its limits, the persons 

who lived on it, the history of previous occupation and so on. After this, 

the President of the three-man Commission invited those concerned in the 

dispute to a hearing. The invitation was extended through advertisements 

in the local press and on the radio and through notices posted on 

buildings in the nearest urban settlements and in Rio Branco, the capital. 

INCRA-Acre, Coordenaria Regional, CR-14, Rio Branco. 
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The parties concerned were required to appear before the Commission 

within 60 days of the initial announcement at a place designated by it, 

usually the municipal capital. The Commission then had a further 30 days 

to deliver its verdict. 

The actions of INCRA and the bureaucratic form that the enquiries took 

suggest that INCRA was not primarily concerned with the legitimation of 

a posseiro's title to land, rather the overriding pre-occupation was the 

regularisation of the legal situation of the land itself. In many cases, 

the announcement that a given property was to be the subject of an 

investigation did not reach the attention of the small producer, this was 

especially the case for those who lived on the more distant seringais. 

It must be remembered that the latter traditionally only make one visit 

a year to the municipal capital, usually on the anniversary of the city's 

Saint's Day. In addition, as yet no Rural Worker's Union network had been 

organised to carry such information into the interior and INCRA officials 

did not venture out of the townships. Also, the Commission sat the whole 

year round and did not take into account the hardships that travel to a 

hearing might bring to the small producer with a family to support, 

rubber to tap, crops to sow and harvest, apart from the vagaries of the 

weather which makes varadouros impassable in the rainy season and rivers 

non-navigable in the dry season. In the words of an INCRA official in 

Brasil6ia: 

N, U the moment, we, can only u)o/tk cio. 3e to the city and Lken 
only u4en the zoad-6 aw open. P-Iace. 3 like A. "i-6 BAazii a4z 
nom clozed to ouA opp-Aationh until alteA t/tz 4ainh htop... 
We rw-vet t4avei gy moio4ized canoe, the j"p i, 3 oulL only 
nzeanh o/ t4anzpo4t. So, the puV-ic that &w a/w zewing -iA 
". 6entiatiy thoze jAo live aiong, 3ide the high&uy and then 
only in the . 3ummeA month-6. '(I). 

1. Field interview, INCRA official, MA-Projeto Aquiri, Brasileia. 
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As Table 3.3.1. below shows, from its creation in 1972 up to and including 

1981, INCRA had issued a total of only 8,514 titles, which covered an area 

of only 429,281 hectares, in the State of Acre. 

Table 2.3.1. - INCRA-Acre: Land Titles issued, 1972 - 1981. 

Year. 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975/78 

1979 

1980 

1981 

Number of 
titles. (a). 

32 

49 

Area in 
hectares. (b). 

b 
a 

Total 

2,141 

5,596 

66.9 

114.2 

2,396 63,800 26.6 

319 25,098 78.7 

2,596 164,361 63.3 

3,122 176,122 56.4 

8,514 437,118 51.3 

Source: INCRA-Acre, Coordenaria Regional, CR-14, Rio Branco. 

The final column of the above table (b/a) shows that the average size of 

property to which INCRA issued a title was 51.3 hectares. This indicates 

that titles have in the main been issued to small subsistence farmers, who 

principally live in or near the urban centres or on INCRA re-settlement 

projects (1). It is impossible to definitively state the average size of 

a seringueiro's colocagao due to lack of demarcation, density of under- 

growth, irregular shape of property and so on. The seringueiros them- 

selves measure them in terms of the length of time it takes to walk its 

length and breadth. However, discussions with seringueiros and Rural 

Worker's Union officials point to a figure of between 200 and 300 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. INCRA re-settlement projects will be discussed in the following chapter. 
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hectares for a colocarao of only 3 estradas, i. e., the minimum number of 

estradas for a lone seringueiro to occupy himself for a six-day working 

week. Many colocaroes are greater than this, having up to 12 estradas. 

Thus, even using the lower figure of 200 hectares per colocagao, it is 

probable that seringueiros make up only a small fraction of those issued 

with titles. This again is perhaps a reflection of INCRA's practice of 

prioritizing areas of easy access, i. e., near towns, highways, access roads, 

all of which are areas with a higher percentage of agricultural as 

opposed to extractivist activity. 

With reference to the titles that were issued, mention must also be made 

of the type of title issued. As Chapter 2.1. noted, these fall into three 

categories: License to Occupy (LO); Authorisation to Occupy (AO); and 

Definitive Title (TD). No figures were made available by INCRA as to the 

breakdown of titles issued according to type for the whole period , just 

those for 1981: 

Table 2.3.2. - INCRA-Acre: Titles Issued, 1981. 

Type. Number. %. Area in Ha. %. 

L. O. 554 17.7 26,553 15.1 

A. 0. 1,289 41.3 92,855 52.7 

T. D. 1,243 39.8 42,784 24.3 

Others. 36 1.2 13,930 7.9 

Total. 3,122 100.0 176,122 100.0 

Source: INCRA-Acre, Coordenaria Regional, CR-14, Rio Branco. 
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Thus, of the titles issued in 1981,59% (LO's & AO's) did not confer owner- 

ship, these titles covered 67.8% of the total hectarage. 

In addition, both INCRA and IBGE (1) census statistics do not present the 

whole picture. According to the INCRA census of rural properties taken 

in 1978, there were 9,167 rural properties in Acre which covered an area 

of 12,676,668 hectares, i. e., 83.1/'o of the total area of the state: 

Table 2.3.3. - Acre : Rural properties according to legal 
status of occupant, 1978. 

Status. No. of % Area %b 
Establishments. (a) occupied. (b) a 

Occupation (2). 7,870 85.9 1,474,810 11.6 187 

Ownership (3). 1,297 14.1 11,201,858 88.4 8638 

Total. 9,167 100.0 12,676,668 100.0 1383 

Source; INCRA-Acre, Coordenaria Regional, CR-14, rio Branco. 

The INCRA census, then, puts the number of properties subject to occupation 

at 7,870 covering an area of 1,474,810 hectares. The 1980 Agricultural 

Census of the IBGE outlined in the table below, puts the number of 

occupied properties at 12,010 covering an area of 5,679,531 hectares, or 

37.2% of the surface area of the state compared to the INCRA census of 

two years earlier which claims to have covered 83.1% of the state's area. 

-------- ---------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Instituto Brasileira de Geografia, the agency responsible for carrying 

out national census taking. 
2. Including posseiros and those occupants with AO's and LO's. 
3. Including those with TD whether occupied by proprietor oradminstrator 

or renter. 
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Table 2.3.4. - Acre Rural properties according to legal 
status of occupant, 1980. 

Status. No. of % Area %b 
Establishments. a occupied. 

(a) 
(b) 

Occupation (1) 12,010 43.9 1,481,190 26.1 123 

Ownership (2) 15,361 56.1 4,198,341 73.9 273 

Total. 27,371 100.0 5,679,531 100.0 207 

Source: IBGE, Censo AgropecuArio, Acre, 1980. 

According to personnel of INCRA and the IBGE in Acre, interviewed 

informally in the field, the consensus of opinion is that INCRA grossly 

inflated its figures as to the area surveyed. The reason given by INCRA 

staff was that the Regional Coordinating Office was under constant 

pressure from both the Federal and State Governments and the Media to 

resolve the situation in both Acre and Rond6nia. The census gathering 

was done with the help of large numbers of unskilled persons to 

supplement INCRA's full-time employees. In the event, the census was not 

completed in time and the data for some areas was estimated. The poor 

performance of INCRA vis-A-vis land titling was attributed to lack of 

personal documentation on the part of the rural population and difficulty 

of access, particularly in the rainy season, 

INCRA, along with the other federal and state agencies in Acre, also 

suffer from a chronic shortage of trained technicians. The non-availa- 

bility of Acreanos skilled in cartography, soil analysis etc. has 

necessitated the importation of personnel from other, mainly southern 

states. To induce them to t: ra-vel, INCRA offers free accomodation, travel, 

meals and other living expenses on top of their salaries and contracts 

of one or two years. Thus, their is a high rate of staff turnover and 
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staff do not have sufficient time to become acquainted with the complex 

situation in the state. 

On the one hand, then, INCRA and the Mesquita Administration openly stated 

that de facto posseiros should have their claims to land legitimised, 

although, as has been shown, this was proceeding very slowly. This must 

have demonstrated to the posseiros that their actions to halt the 

deforestation and the implantation of ranches was justified and, in 

addition, that this struggle must continue because of the long delays 

involved. 

Out of this situation, between 1974 and 1976, there emerged a significant 

level of organisation amongst the posseiros of the Pur6s micro-region, 

the scene of the most violent clashes between the opposing factions. 

This took the form of the grouping together of posseiros for what is 

locally known as an 'empate', a joint show of force to prevent the 

rancher or his peoes from carrying out further deforestation before the 

area had been the subject of an INCRA enquiry. 

When the news was circulated on a given seringal that the 'owner' 

intended to clear a section of the forest, the posseiros of the seringal 

grouped together to check the advance of deforestation by confronting 

the peoes and threatening them physically if they continued in their 

work. It is impossible to identify the origins of this form of 

organisation, whether it arose from traditional agrarian associations/ 

self-help groups such as the exchange of labour at harvest time, or 

whether it arose spontaneously from the present conjunctural elements. 
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However, the 'empatel, co-operation for the defence of land and the forest 

on it, came to be and still is the most commonly used tactic to halt the 

advance of the 'ranching front'. The following three examples are of 

lempates' that took place in 1976,1978 and 1980. 

On the 28th of October 1976, aproximately 100 posseiros attacked a group 

of 25 peoes (day labourers hired by the ranchers to clear the forest) on 

the Seringal Nova California in the municipality of FeijO. According to 

the foreman of the peoes: 

%/e . 3uddengy hea4d the. noi, 3c o/ the pomeiao-6 a-6 they /tan 
&uwid. 3 u. 3 . 6czeam-ing and 6houting. Ve welie ve4y alalzmed 
flecawse theze . 6eemed to 9. e a toi o/ ihem. 110-6it 0/ ihe 
peoe. 6 /tan o// into the /o/te. 6t. I uent to -6peak to Vie 
&ade, z o/ the po-6.6aitoj to iAY and 6o4-i- ouý Y-he. p4otiem, 
tuý 1 &u. 6 &eaten up and my alim and my eye we4e inju4ed. 
Othelt peoe, 3 that we/te caught uwA& ai, 6o 9. eaten. " (1) 

A much larger 'empate' occurred two years later on the border between 

the states of Acre and Amazonas in the municipality of Boca do Acre, 

Amazonas. This particular 'empate' shows the high level of solidarity 

between posseiros of different municipalities and states which was, in 

part, a 'natural' progression from the spontaneous actions of the 

posseiros on isolated seringais, but also to the activities of the Church 

and the Rural Worker's Union which began to take effect in mid and late 

1970's. The latter will be the subject of the section that follows. 

"R wa, 3 7 o'clock on Sunday mo4ning, on tAe 2nd o/ Sepiemgpm 
o/ la, 6t yeaA (1978), when the -6igrwd to leave wa, 3 given. 7he 
; agunco-6 (2) camp uu. 6 ai Km 38 o/ the BR-317 in the municipabli-y 
o, l Boca do Ac., zejuit ove4 one kilomzbm Aom the muiiaao (3) 
o, l ove4 300 zu4al uozkeA. 6.7he camp o,, ' the peoe. 6 tuj at4o 

------ ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. '0 Rio Branco', 30th October, 1976. 
2. Jagungo - hired gunman. 
3. Mutirao - traditional gathering for mutual aid at harvest time etc. 

which is also used in Acre to describe the gathering before the empate. 
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nea&ky. 7he idoAkRA, 3 diuikLed 
-into 

two g1toup, 6 and ma4ched 
iouu/td, 3 the camp-6.7hp- wo)tke4-6 only had machet" and axe-6 
i., Aiie the jagunco. 5 had mode-yzn altm. 3.7he uýoný-6 . 6houted: 
'We a)te not cA-imina-9,6, uw- only uvni- peace and ju, 6ýce, we 
only want what. i-, 3 oua. 3. " OveA 100 oe -the po, 3.3e-i/to, 3 had 
come lAom the 6taie o/ 4cse,, zep/ze. 3eniaLive-6 o/ the /ZiAal 
Wo4kgA'. 3 Unionz o/ L3aa-6iZeia, Xa12u1ti, 1?. io Lkanco, Te-ijo, 
7a, tauaca and Sena madu4eiAa and even Cauzei4o do Sul. flany 
had ýAaveited oveA 400 Uiometlte-6 to azAive at the zitz 
ol the mut-iAaoZ4ave"-ing on d-iZ4cu-U aoadz, zetting an 
, example even to the-iz own Union 

. 
1eadetzhip. &, 6ýt o/ the 

jagunco. 6 zan i&to the leaving gehind iheiA a4m. 3 
and ammunit-ion, loilowed ky ovea 40 poj. 6eiao. 6.7he ze, 6t o/ 
the po, 3ý6eizo, 3 enci4cied the camp in an attemp; t to captu4e 
the othe4,3.7he leade4 (o/ the jagunco-6), j. o, 6e goncaive-6 
Sota-inho, &v. 6 capZuAed. 4; t the oýhe. 4 campthe pomeiao, 6 
ILounded up 20 peop-6 along with theý, z lo-wman, ClutemteAg 
AdItiano and ihei4 empioyea, llanoel Ad/Uano. 7he. alm. 3 
alandoned ky the jagunco, 3 - ltill", Itevoivelt. 6 and 3ho-t- 
gu" - &w-4e handed in to the Fede4ai Police in Rio Lkanco 
along with Manoei Adziano, jo. 3e gonca-fv" and gulgmteAg 
AdAiano. " (1). 

Seringal Nazar6, in the municipality of Xapuri, was the location of 

another 'empate' which involved over 50 posseiros on the 27th of March, 

1980: 

'We went lAom houje to hou-6e cottecling men and then we a" 
ieg togeihe4. Some o/ u. 6 uw-/te a fit wo4Ai. &d tecau, 6e we had 
hea4d i-hat the-Ite might Le up to 50 a4med men waiting /oz u, 3. 
But, gy mid-day, we numAe4ed 52 men and 6o we- went to . 6top them 
c-tea4ing ihe Zo4e. 6t. Oe a44. ived iheAe at 2 o'clock -in 

Vtg 
al. &4noon. Some o/ uh had aZ4. eady waiked /oa 7 houAh to get 
ýhpý. When we a4Aived, we lound 9 -takoUAeA, 3 lAom the /tanch, 
, Jome wRAe Aclteano. 6,. 6ome weae lAom oal-. 6ide... Laci wa, 3 ýthe 
ol2eAai-o, t o/ Lh& chain-jaw ... It wa. 6 he tha-t had toid u-6 . 6ome 
day. 6 eatiie4 ihat they weAe going to de-lolLe. 6t the a/tea even 
il -it meant ýhat ouz glood wa. 6 going to Ilow on Y-he tand... 
7hi, 3 Laci ih a c4imina-0 ... he ha-6 alAeady zeceived money /o4 
IciVing 3e4ingaeiao. 6. 

Ide waVced towa4d-4 them jiowiy. 7hey didn't do anything. 
We LaLked wiýth Laci and the othe4 peao ýhai wa-6 wiM him... 
We ; toid them Mat Mey cou&n'ýt ca4Ay on with Me-iA wotk. ble 

. 6aid that we weAgn't taying ; to caahe 1240"eJU /Olt them, tut 

we welte. thzw to gua4antep- the -6uAvivai o/ the ze-, Linguzi/Lo 
po, 6-3ei4oz who tived ty tapping 4u&Ae4 on thi. 6 AeAingal. Bui, 
il they ca44ied on clea4ing the, Zo4e. 3t, then Vw-y would 3ulIxA 
the con, 6equenc". We 

. 6aid Mat thi. 6 time we welw oney 52 men, 
, gut, i/ nec"-6ajzy, &w wouid 94ing 100 the next time. &IeU, they 

1. '0 Varadouro', October, 1979. 
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, 3aid ýthey wouid 6Y-op othe wonk. Some o/ ouA po-6,6e-iAo, 3 
uuni, ed & de-. 6Ltoy the camp and a-U o,, " Liei4 equipment ýto 
. 6how ; thgm Maýt we we4zn'i Y-he cowa4d. 6 -that 

ýýY had 6aid 
we uwze. We to-ld Lhem io Zeave and take iheiA equipment 
w-i-th Lhem. 7hey 6aid no, -6o we gatheAed up thei4 

. 6uppiie. 6 
and hanzmockA and c-&Ming and made a ton/-i/te wiM them. ' (1). 

From 1974, then, the dynamic of the process of appropriation of Acrean 

land was significantly modified by: firstly, the change in the position 

of INCRA; secondly, the change in the orientation of state policy 

following the election of the Mesquita Administration; and, thirdly, 

and most importantly, the retaliation of the posseiros and their trans- 

formation from groups working in isolation into an organise force. In 

addition, as the three previous quotes show, all taken from the local 

press, the struggle of the posseiros was receiving detailed media 

coverage. 

Two new elements were to facilitate the consolidation of posseiro 

organisation, the activities of the Church and the creation of the first 

Rural Worker's Union branches in Acre under the guidance of CONTAG, the 

national Confederation of Agricultural Workers. As will be shown, 

however, these were to have a contradictory effect. While, on the one 

hand, they effectively channeled opposition to the advance of the 

'ranching front', they also, exactly because of this, suppressed the 

spontaneous actions of the posseiros. In the early 80's, this was to 

cause a rift between certain of the branches of the Rural Worker's Union 

and the Church and CONTAG. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1. '0 Varadouro', May, 1980. 
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3. L. 3. The mediation of the Church and CONTAG. 

The increasing involvement of certain sectors of the Brazilian Church 

in what were formerly regarded as temporal activities followed the 

diffusion of ideas concerning the role of the Church in society that 

emerged from the sitting of the Second vatican Council from 1962 to 

1966, and from the Conferences of Latin American Bishops at Medillin 

in 1968 and Puebla in 1979. 

Prior to Vatican 2, the Church in Latin America had an almost anthro- 

pological conceptualisation of what constitutes rural society. The 

Church perceived rural communities as static, incapable of auto-trans- 

formation, subject to the influence of external, mainly urban, forces: 

television and the cinema. Within this paternalistic vision, the rural 

population were seen as unable to distinguish between good and evil, 

and, thus, the Church's role was protectionist and assistencialist. (I). 

The explosion of social movements throughout Latin America in the 1950's 

and 1960's, which concentrated on reforms of the economic base, the 

creation of socialist states, and the struggle for agrarian reform, 

forced the Church to revise its thinking. This is not to suggest that 

there were no elements within the Church that supported these movements, 

rather it was the Church's official stance that was becoming isolated 

from events that were rapidly overtaking it. Certainly, on the one hand, 

the Church was concerned with the danger of losing its flock, particularly 

in the rural areas, as this had already happened to a certain extent in 

the cities. On the other hand, however, sectors of the clergy were also 

1. De Carvalho: 1982. 
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concerned to eliminate the social injustice which appeared to be on the 

increase even as economies were developing. (1). 

The dilemma of the Latin American Church at this time is expressed in 

the following statement by the Archbishop of recife, Dom Helder Camara: 

"I mujý con/fe-6,6 Mat /oz many cenitu/tie. 6 the Chutch 6uppoated 
M, e aulhotiti, ", the exizytýg oAdet. Ue did 3o in o4de/t to ge 
alle to help Me poolt, gid uAai- we /2, zeached uu, 6 a pa, 6,6ive 
Chlti, 3ýaniiy, ho&ing up the joy. 3 ol ete4na-f ii1e agai"Y- the- 
. 3ulIxA-ing o/ U/e on ea4th. And whiie uv- . 6uppo4led u4aýt 
amounted to 6ocia. 9 di, 3o4det, the United nai-ionj weag ptoclaýg 
Mai &, o-Miad. 3 oje mankind tive in inhuman cond-ition4 o/ 
mi, 3, elLy and hungeA. 7hij &u. 6 impomiUe ýo . 6uziain. " (2). 

The 'Liberation Theory' that grew out of Vatican 2 and after was based 

on the premise that capitalism itself was responsible for the existing 

social inequality in Latin America. This was stated quite emphatically 

by the Bishops at Puebla: 

`7he /., zee mayzket economy, which i, 3 the p1tevaient 6yitem on 
ouA continzni, Zegit4mi, 3ad gy Zifz4at ideo-logie, 6, ha-6 

accejUuaýted Vw- dillp-ýce keimeen 4-tch and poo4 gy putting 
capii-ai lelo4. e wolLk and economic geýo&e 6ociý nzed, 3. ` (3). 

There are, of course, significant elements within the-Church that have 

openly condemned Liberation Theology as a move towards communism and 

atheism. The Chilean Bishops, for example, issued a statement in 1975 

in support of the Pinochet regime which overthrew Allende: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1. De Avila: 1980. 
2. Interview quoted in 'South', No. 3, /rd December, 1980, p. 21. 
3. Quoted in MacCarthy: 1980. 
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"Ide zecognize- ýý 
-642AL)ice paid to the dtaýe gy the AAmed 

; ro, zc, e, 3 io Zig-eAaýz ii- lAom a Ma4xi, 6t dictato"hip uAich 
. 3, eemed inevaakte and wouid have keen i4"vEA-6i"e ... Uz 
getizve and acknowtedgg ýhuýt Vw 44med To/tce, 3 inte4p4elp-d 
Vm wi. 6h o/ the majoltity on II SeptRmiRA 1973ý and in . 6o 
doing "-movgd an iýe ok6tacie to peace. ' (1). 

A similar position is taken in the writings of 'The Society for the 

Defence of Tradition, Family and Property' (TFP), the lay arm of the 

traditional sector of the Church, which was founded in Brazil in 1960 

and which now has societies in 13 countries of Europe and the Americas. 

Of significant importance to the TFP is what it sees as the assault on 

private property of the new movement. In its pamphlet on the 'crisis' 

in France following the election of Mitterand, 'What does self-managing 

socialism mean for communism: a barrier or a bridgehead? ', the TFP 

searches through the edicts of earlier popes to justify their position. 

The principal source is Pious XII: 

"It i, 6 /o/L thi. 6 aeawn thaý CathoZic Aociat teaching.. ge. 6ide, 6 
oth, m thingj, , . so emphaticaUy championz the Itight 0/ ihe 
individua-P to oin p4opeAty. ReAein al. 3o Zie the de-epe4 

motive, 3 &hy the /, )onU//. 6 o/ the- . 3oc-ial imcyciica. 9.6, and 
a-f, 6o Ue Ou4-3eive, 3, have de-cLined to deduce, di4ectiy o4 
ind. i4ec"y, lAom the ZaAotL4 cont4act Me 4-ight o/ the 

employee to pa4licipate in the ounez, 6hip o/ opeAating 
capilai, and it, 3 co4oL&, zy, the aight o/ the uo4km to 

pa4ticipate in deci, 6. ion-6 conce4ning Me opeAatio" o/ 
p&n. t. 7hij h" to ge denied gecau, 3e lehind thi, 5 

qug. 6tion theze 
. 3tand, 6 that g4eateA qupmtion - the 4ighý- 

o/ the individual and o/ the /amiiy to own 124opelty-y... 
R i-3 a Ytight o/ pez, 3onai dtigaityra 4-ight, to ke 

. 6uAe, 
accortzfKmi, ed Ay 

-6ociai oUigaiionzra 4ighi, houieve4, noi 
meAzýy a jociae Amction. " (2). 

Liberation Theologists that the social obligations of property owners 

have not been fulfilled and look to the statements of recent popes to 

justify their claim to 'orthodoxy'. For example, John XXIII, in 'Mater e 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Evangelio y Paz, September, 1975 - quoted in MacCarthy: 1980. 
2. Discorsi e Radiomessaggi di Sua Santita Pio XII, Voi. XIV, p. 314. 
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Magistra', 119, states: 

'Wove aV, Ytý totý o/ wo4AMy good, 3 a/te deztiný to 
gua4an-&e a decent . 6itanda4d o/ -living & aU men. " (1). 

And Paul VI, in 'Popularum Progressio', 23,: 

"I'l), tivate ptopeAýy do" not co"t4lute an uncondiiiona-0 
and agAoffute It-ight to any peAwn. " (2). 

And, finally, John Paul II, in 'Laboran Exercens': 

"It &3 not an impeA&--ive o/ the natulLe. o/ Lhing, 3 Lha-t 

p1tivate /2/tope/tty ge "aa"y owned 9-y an individucd. In 

124, incipLe (and notaUy in modelm conditionj o/ economic 
tiA), 

-a " &gitýate and even 12, zeleAakie that the zighýj- 
o/ p4opeAiy Ak noluna"y exeAci-6ed gy gaoup, 6 o/ pe. 4,3on., j 
in, 6tead o/ individua-9 pltopltietol", thuj getteA lu-04iting 
it6 jociae /unction. 7hi. 6 u*u& Le the 6ocicdization o/ 
paope4ty. ' (3). 

With reference to landed property in general, and capitalist agriculture 

in particular, Liberation Theologists turn to Pious XII's address to the 

Congress of the Italian Confederation of Agriculturalists on the 15th of 

November, 1946, where he denounced agrarian capitalism which: 

#.. appzop4iated land and YuAned U lAom te-ing no ZongeA 
the o9ject o/ iove i&to an agjecl o/ coid . 61? acu&Y-ion. 7he 
iand, once. a gaaeAouz pAovix&4 /ot the a/dan poptdation, a. 6 
uw-U a-6 /ot t1w popidation oe -the couniAyzide, come, 3 to 

p4oduce oney /oA 
-6/2, eculato4y pu4poz&-3.7hen i-he peol? -Oe 

, 3u//, e4 hange-4 and the /a&me4 t. 6 deU-&idden and on the 

4oad ýto Auinand the economy oi-l' the countAy laith Aecauze 
it nead6 & im/2o4t "-6&niicd at high p4ice, 6 lAom Lhe 

oat, 6ide. " (4). 

------------------------------- ------------------------------------- 
1. CELEDAC: undated: 60.2. De Avila: ibid. TFP: undated. 
4. Materne: 1980: 101. 
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These texts provide the basis of the Latin American Bishops' position 

in relation to land : that land was a gift of God to all men, a natural 

good that was not the product of labour, but rather that labour itself 

legitimated possession of it. The 'progressive' clergy came to 

conceptualise landed property relations in terms of the dichotomy - 

'land of exploitation' and 'land of labour'. The former is land which 

is appropriated by capital to create profit. Profit can only derive 

from the exploitation of the labour force that works upon it, or from its 

non-use, i. e., land lying idle for speculation. 'Land of labour' is land 

that is possessed by those who work on it, neither the object of 

exploitation, nor of speculation. 

The conceptualisation of 'land of labour' is directly related to the 

right of family, community and tribal ownership of land. In terms of 

Brazil, these rights are enshrined in the 'Estatuto da Terra' of 1964 

and the 'Estatuto do Indio' of 1973. The Church, however, became 

concerned that, while these acts have as their objective the promotion 

of the social use of land, these have been subverted by the actions of 

political parties and pressure groups. The problem for the clergy has 

been how to be committed without taking sides, i. e., taking a political 

role. The basic conflict was resolved at Puebla when the Conference 

distinguished between politics in the general sense which was related 

to the common good, and party politics which were the concern of the 

laity. (1). 

With the socio-economic engagement of the clergy, it has been increasingly 

difficult to distinguish between political activity in the general sense 

-------------------------------------------------------- 
1. MacCarthy: ibid. 
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and party politics particularly as the 'progressive' clergy have taken 

a pioneiring role in the raising of political consciousness of both the 

rural and urban masses. They have published a great deal of documents 

relating to political struggles in the Brazilian countryside and, 

especially since the creation of the Church's Land Commission (CPT) (1) 

in 1975, have become actively involved in the disputes themselves. 

The Church in Acre is spatially and ideologically divided into two 

bishoprics. That of the Acre-Purus has its cathedral in Rio Branco and 

is under the dominion of an Italian order, Os Servos da Maria, who follow 

the post-Vatican 2 Liberation Theology. The Bishop, Dom Moacyr Grecchi 

is president of the CPT. In contrast with this, the See of the Jurug, with 

its cathedral in Cruzeiro do Sul, is run by a German order , Espirito 

Santo, which follows a policy of minimal interference in politics and 

maximum emphasis on spiritual guidance. 

During the early 1970's, the clergy of the Acre-Pur6s diocese restricted 

its activity to the urban areas, priests visited the small communities 

of the interior rarely, once every two or three years to perform 

marriages and babtisms. In the urban areas, the Church began to organise 

'Christian Communities of the Poor' (CEB's) (2), in which the participants 

were taught the Gospels and discussed their application to everyday life. 

In effect, the CEB's were a means of politicising the urban population 

and were destined to be the source of lay ministers, community leaders, 

union officials, and eventually local political leaders. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. CPT - Comissao Pastoral da Terra. 
2. CEBs- Communidades Eclesiais de Base-This is MacCarthy's literal 

translation; 'grass root organisations' conveys their function more 
clearly. 
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The crisis that overtook the rural areas of Acre during the Dantas 

Administration was instrumental in the extension of the Church's politic 

political activity into the rural areas of the state, in the orientation 

of posseiros and seringueiros as to their rights to land and in 

denouncing the violent acts that were being perpetrated against them. 

The then Bishop, Dom Giocondo, issued a document in 1973, 'A Cartilha do 

Seringueiro', which detailed the rights of each category of land occupant 

and this was distributed throughout the micro-region of the Purus. 

The death of Dom Giocondo and his replacement by Dom Moacyr Grecchi in 

1976, at the height of the expulsion of posseiros from their land and 

their subsequent migration to the shanty towns of Rio Branco, saw a 

dramatic increase in the Church's activity in the rural areas with the 

clergy taking a more aggressive political role along the lines of 

Vatican 2 and Medellin. According to Manoel Pacifico, an ex-priest of 

the diocese and now the vice-president of the ruling PMDB party (1): 

'Youa que-6tion liegaAding the po. 3ition ol the Chu4ch i, 3 veAy 
inteAezting. 7he, Sezvo. 6 da Plaltia czeated the- dioce. 6e o/ Ac., te- 
Pu, zu. 3 in 

-the 
1920'. 6, gut it wa. 6 not uatii al-tm the Second 

Vatican Ecumen-icai CouncýU that the 1, i"i 3ign-6 o/ a Chulzch 

commited to 
. 3ociae and potiticat action kegan to appealt... 

a" e-6pecia. Uy a/, te4 Nedeiiin in 1968 the Chultch heae Legan 
to adopt po, 3ition. 3 ctealtey in de/ence o/ -the manginati-6ed 
ma, 3.3e. 3, the 3eluAguebto, the. Atz4at Iafou4eA, Vw- uaAan. poo4... 
7h. i, 3 wa. 6 pa4ticu&A-4y the ca, 3e a/te4 the appointment o/ Dom 
Noacy, z 94ecchi when the ChuAch kegan to tvAe a mo4e c-teaaly 
de. /, &ted po. 6aion. llowevea., we cannot /o/tget that even du4ing 
the Lime o/ Dom gio condo we, had tegun bii, 6 wo/zk. Ve. U, a/lza 
the Vatican Councii and the meeting o/ the Latin AmeAican 

13izhop, 3 at Nedeilin, we gegan to li-eappaai-6e the 
. 3ituation o/ 

the poo)t -in 
4c4e. b)e A& Lhai Vw- oney way to help them wa-6 

th1tough diaect invo&ejwLt with them, teaching them o/ thei4 

41ght. 6 andtMough the teachingz o)f the go-6pe. 4.3how them 
how to pa4ticipate mo4e in the political 14eld. It mu. 6t 9e. 

. 6aid thatmbiZe Lhi-6 w" happening tn Vie VaL&y o/ the 
Pu4ii-6, the CAuzch ol Me ; uAua 4, emailned tied to the oideA 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. P14DB - Partido do Movimento DemocrAtico Brasileiro. 
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mo, ze t4ad-itiona-e uay oý teaching. 7he Chu4ch theR-e 1.6 much 
molLe cio-6ed and mo. 5t ol it-6 /24, ie-6t, 3 alLe o/ geAman o4igin. 
Apaat Aom p1tok&-m-6 thaý they have with -Oanguage, the-iA 

., ýgation to the pe-opte i. 3 much molte d-iAactive,. thx-1ze iz 
Ze. " 12a4, ticip& ion. '(1). 

The Servos da Maria played a crucial part in the formation of a network 

of rural unions in the Acre-Pur6s valleys which were later extended to 

the Jurui Valley. The practices of the ranchers were denounced by the 

Church both to the press and to CONTAG, the Brazilian Confederation of 

Agricultural Workers. It was in response to this request that CONTAG 

sent one of its officials, Joao ? -1aia, to Acre in 1975 to organise the 

posseiros, seringueiros and colonos (2) into municipality based unions (3). 

In addition, the Church extended the use of its facilities to the 

fledgeling unions. In the words of the President of the Rural Worker's 

Union in Brasileia: 

'7h, e ClujAch exemi. 5ed an exLw-meXy impottant 4OZe lw-, Te 
in Aclze, even to the extent. o/ encomaging u, 6 io jo-in 
th, e Urz-ion. 7he ChuAch wa-6 one o/ the to open 
it, 3 dooaz to the UAion ... we didn't have a Union head- 
qaaaiz" then ... and it u)a, 6 a-1.6o ihe /i4-3i one to 3peak 
out again. 3i- Me actio" o/ the ILancheA. 6 and thziA gun- 
men and ýto appea. 1 /o/t COVAg to come and heip uz. ' (4). 

The arrival of Joao Maia, the CONTAG delegate, marked the beginning of a 

new phase in the struggle for land in Acre. As was shown in the previous 

section, rural resistence in the form of the 'empatel was initially 

fragmented organised around the 'mutirao' or self-help group isolated 

on its own seringal. As the conflicts became more generalised and were 

publicised by the Church and the press, so the 'empates' became organised 

on a wider base, the co-operation of posseiros on neighbouring seringais 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Field interview, Rio Branco. 2. Colonos - subsistence farmers. 
3. Field interview with Joao Maia, Rio Branco. 
4. Field interview, Union President, Brasil6ia. 
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and later of the municipality as a whole. The actions of the Church in 

conjunction with CONTAG organised what had been a spontaneous resistence 

movement into a statewide network of Rural Worker's Unions (STR, s) (1), 

each based on a single municipality with CONTAG supplying advice, 

information and services such as lawyers to act for the seringueiros in 

particular disputes. The first STR was created on the 21st of december, 

1975, in Brasileia and was shortly followed by the creation of STR's in 

the rest of the Purus micro-region and, by 1980, they had been established 

in seven of Acre's 12 municipalities (2). 

The following interview with an official of the STR in Brasil6ia gives 

an example of what the intervention of CONTAG signified for the 

traditional relations between seringalista and seringueiro: 

"When Lhe. Otion canze, ihe oaganiwtion 0/ u94. icuUuAal 
wo4k, m-3 Vzat came heAe Y-o 4cAe io oz9ani-3e Vw- PeOP-ie 

' it uu. 6 CON74g ... weýU, ýhzy goýt t-he . 6etainguRi/to, 3 iogeýthe)t 
to tete what Lýeý . 6ituation wa, 3 ... 10 get them 

to azk IoIL idzat &v, 6 aighUy Lhei4,3 and to have a 
, Lep/z. e. 6erzi-ative o/ the . 6ezinguei/to, 3, a . 6e4ingae-izo hinzze-01, 

-to go i-o ýAe Congte. 6.6 in Sao Paueo, oz zaLhe-4 in &za. 61iia 
and teV ýhem o,, e the 

. 6ullx-aing o/ Lhe 6eAingae-i4o... to 

, 3ee wii-h hi. 6 own eye. 6 and healt with hi. 3 o&n ea/t. 6 and ýo 

. 6peak with h-i-6 oun wo4d, 6 ... lo 1-ind out iAaý ihe taw . 3aid 
and &4at sight, 3 the wo4keA-6 had ... ldhen Yhey ozgwLi, 6e-d 
tAi, 6, ihe "t Congze, 6,6 uxz, 6 in '80, and it wa, 6 Wiison, 
W. U. 6on PinheiAo, who went Aom ýAi, 3 an-ion in zka. 6iie-ia 
10 ... When he. got Aack. Aom the" . 6ay-ing that 
ihe ptice o/ ILuU,. e4 ha. 6 83 c1taze-iAos a kito... h& came 
4ack lAom thpute utith a 12apelt 6aying thiz, hz almived AeAe 

and to-td eveAygody... he uwzt ; to a-U iAe o//-ice-6 ol Vie 

un, ion (ýthzoughoui ihe . 6&ýte) to Le. U Viem -the 124, ice ol 
4U". P-4 ... hv-6 the g"atezt con/u, 3-ion -in 

Me wolt& 

... ilte 6e4. ingaZi-6ta. 6 . 6aid that it ua, 6 a Zie, that Wi-0,6on uu, 6 
a Uaa... he" they oniy paid 59 c4uzR-, iAo, 6 at that týme 

,... 6o uw . 6e4, ingaebzo. 6 3aid ihai- we weAen't going to zeU 
oA 59.7he 

. 6, e4ingati. 3ýt" ; totd " to pay o// ouA de-9t. 6 
and go and . 6eV ouA auUe-A to anyone uAo &u. 6 ptepaAed 
to pay 83.7hey catled uz 6e, 4-ingue-i4oz zoUeA4, Lia", 

1. STR - Sindicato dos Trabalhadores Rurais. 
2. The 5 new municipalities created in 1980 have yet to form STR's. 
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. 6hamei", 6. But none o/ 
io pay 83.6)e uwae ju, 6i- 
p4zc, e and -il thgy 
ii- in-& toun to ý5eAU. ' 

u. 6 weAe Laying & Zoace the pal-4ao 
, jay. ing i-hai- Lhi. 6 wa-6 the ca/menit 
did not pay it, then we wouid laing 
(1) 

- 

The next interview, with the President of the STR in Xapuri, details the 

history of a longstanding dispute on the Seringal Santa F6, Brasileia, 

which was the first to be resolved in the state by a joint agreement 

between union, posseiros and proprietor: 

"Look, ii, 6 iike Vz-i, 3, ihe h4ý6-toay o/ con/-Ucýt on ýhe Se&ingal 
Santa /fe. .. ii-, j keen go-ing on /oa a iong time. .. It u, 6ed to 
ge a pzope,, z 6e4, ingai, ýAe . 6eAa-ngueito pioduced auUeA and 
othe4 thing-6 ... Vzeý wa. 6 a paýAUo, ihe . 6uppo, 6, ed ownm ol 
i. he, iand, caLted jCui-MeAme Lope-6 ... Me wa, 3 the . 6eAingati. 6ta, 
he gought Aukký and gaazii-nut, 6 ... and . 6oid metchand-&sg... 
7hAoughout thi-6 tirme, he 4, eguiaily had -6eaingue-i/to. 6 jaiied, 
he wa-6 ihe . 6ezingaýUzi-a who mo, 6-t ollm enteaed ýhe doo4 o/ 
the potice 3tation wiM the. 6eAingueiAo ... He neve4 had 
enough me4chandi, 6e, he mevea kept enough meAchandi, 6e in -ýhz 
F, a/macao... and when the . 6e4ingue-iAo 6oid hi, 3 tuAAeA to 

. 6omeone el. 6g 6o thait he could guy the ", senliaih thaýt he 

needed /oz hi. 6 lamiiy, he u. 6ed & iete Me potice ... He dýid 
thih to a Xoýt o/ zeAingueiAo. 6 ... Now iAen, when the 4ale o/ 
the Zand tegaa... & the Zaage iandowneAz Aom the SoaM... 
he wa-6 one o/ the 1ýiAA Yo zeli .. when Me . 6appo-6ed new 
owrwA aa/uvedthi. 6 Pautizta with hth iamyea and . 6uch, hi. 6 
gaoup o/ men.... in ýAe m4dd& o/ ýthe -6eAingal wa. 6 a itate 

, 6chooi ... uw-a they aU got togetheA ilia" and guiýe 
Lope-6 oade4ed aV ; the . 6e&ingue-i/to. 6 to mee; t ýhem and he 

. 6aid ihat he had zoid the 3e4. ingai and Yhaýt I-Aom ýhen on 
iL had a new ownea ... Once ; thij meet-ing wiM aV the 

zelt. ingue4Ao. 6 had then caUed each one, one 
gy one, into the o/4ce o/ the . 6choot and, " each one 
enteAed, th& . 9awyeA gave h4m a tiank piece o/ pal2eA and 
zaid. -'S-ign youa nwne h"&, anyone who doe. 6n'ýt -6-ign mi-i-U 
9& . 6hoY-, . 6ame a. 6 i/ we we&e kiLiing a dog. ". . UeU, they 

. 6igned without knowing what ii mcant. .. a/teA they had 
zigned, he (tAe- iawyeA) hnote cdove. the name thaý- they 
had p4omized to a&zndon thAei4 coZocac7io and aU theilt 

wah tike thiz /o4 aU o/ iham... oniy one 
4"izt, ezd, didn'ýt acce-p4he wa, 6 thImatengd a -tot ali44waAcL6 
*00 the jauation lecame impo". We in tAe endtAey put in 
a managea iAo made a iot o,. " a4Uý4a4y decihionz, he , te&hed 
to htoae goodh in Me 9. a44acao and wouidn'ýt tet the 
zea-ingueiaoz 6e& ; to Me ma. 41teteito 6o thaýE ; thýy couid 
guy thing, 3 ihey npede ... guýt we had allteady Legun oltgani4ýng 

1. Field interview, branch official of the STR, Braslieia. 
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the union helLe and . 6o the . 6tauggie, 1t&a-Uy 6ta4led ... even the 
4th Company (o,, e the alany) gecame involved, they a4aehted 
-6e4-i. ngue-i4o, i and took them p4i. 3one/t in the 4th Company head- 
quaateA. 6 in Bit"iieia ... a 6e-4i4m o/ con/Aontation, 3 took place 

kept on /t"izting and a/. LeA a time a g4oupl-aom INUM 
alzAived to tay and . 6o4t it all out... the po-6-6ei/to-6 &wAen't 
going to leave keca"g the document-3 that they had teen /oaced 
to 6ign uw" iiiegaikut guiihpý Lope, 6 had ableady . 6oZd the 
, jeltingal to the new ounez ... INCA4 did nothing and Vie new ouneA 
. 6aid tha-i he. had &v4, te-d long enough and that he wa, 3 going to 
. 3ta/ti ciea4ing the /oae, 3t. 7he "t yea/t he 9utnt down a 
Zaage aiea and the- po. 6,6eiAo. 6 got togetheA in gtoup, 3 o/ 100 and 
120 to 6top him. 7hz . 3econd yeaA he t4ied again, Put &w- came tack 
to a"i, 6t it. ln the thiýd yeaA, knoujing that we weltz going to 
/L"i, 6t ... geca"e we weae lighting /oz the p". 3eavation o/ the 
/oa"ýt ... the . 6e/Unguzi/ta, 3, the ca. 3; tanhei/ta. 6 and ou4 . 6u"iztence 
piot-, 3 ... weXX, he decided to appeal to COVAg, the union, to make. 
an ag4eemgnt. 7hiý agzeement &; a. 6 to ge the model, the 1. iýi one 
made & the level o/ di, ýcu. 6,3, ion getween union, po. 6,3eiAo, 6 and 
p/top4ieto'T ... Ide had 10 meeiing. 6 with the po. 6-deiAo. 6 and the 
ouneA ... the pomei4o, 3 had geen iil-i4eated /oa a long Lime and 
didn't &unt to accept... only alteA the tenth meel-ing when we 
-6ugge. 6ied Mat the ownelt gave land -in exchange in a iiiuation 
lavouAaU-e to t4an-6poat ... We-U, it wa, 6 &ighit Mat they accepted 
*o* we itw-, te Ifighting /o/t iand, jo, at that time, I think a &a-j 
4ight to accept... Now, it /-eAU to each po. 6-6eiao to a4gue ove4 
the . 6ize o/ the a4ea and they negociated a-9,5o had 
to Aiop p1w-, 3zuA-ijing Lýem and give -in 

to the need-6 o/ the 

ag4eement uv. 6 Iteached in uAich -. 3ome 4. emained 
on theiý po"g. 6 /o4 up to two yea4h until they could occupy 
the4A nRm gandthe land Mai they had lteceived in compejz, 6ation 
and that they could ca/tAy on tapping auUe4 until they moved 

... 
7he ag4ezmenýt 6tated thai a, 3 long a, 3 Vie po. "ei4o, 3 had a 

con, t4aci- /oz tapping zuUeA /oz up to t&D Yeau, then thei4 

coiocacao would not le delolLehted. So, the agaeemeni had teen 

made. Some went 4ight auvy to thei4 new Xandoth-ea, 3 6tayed 

uwlh up to two yeau to move. Ue", the next yea4, it &<i. 6 iajý 

yea4 -in 
1982, uAat happened &u. 6 that he didn't /te. 6peci- the- 

ag4zzmenl- with , 3ome- o/ the po, 6.3ei4o, 3 and he L4. ied to ciea4 the 
/olt"ýt in a4e" in which they had 9zen given peAmi-6-6-ion to 

4emain uzLtiI they movzd... they /-eZt tebtayed 3o they 4eacted 

... 
7hey got togeiAe4 oveA 100 men and went aA94 the Pe5f-3 

o/ the ltancheA. 7hey gave in and . 6topped wo4k. 7h-an he got 

a nem gang oýe peO" to guAn down the a4ea, thiý6 Lime with a 

ga, to (lo4eman) and jagunco, 6 (guninen) to /otce ; them to keep 

on wo4king. 41, teA &w attacked them. -the police inte-4vened on 
the 

. 6ide o/ the ourwA and aa4e, 3ted 112 
... 

Accoid-ing to 
. 6oneoae 

that ue knom uw. ",, uAo wonk. 6 -'ot the owne4, he (the ourLe4) 

. 3eni /o4 the poZice... the govgAnment gave in Lecauze it wa, 6 

election time and th-i-6 gave him uw-ight... the, tando&VWA-3 

lmp4ezent economic pouw4 -in 
the 

. 6tate and thazatened the 

goveAnment. Ue&, the police- a4Aiveda4med to the teeth and 

aýted the /. i4.6t g4oup oý 75.7hen,, 3ho4Ily alte. 4, they 

a44"ted anothe4 gyLoup o/ 37.7hi. 6 lazi glzoup &v, 3 d1tagged 

along Me gzound and Leaten up... ga; t eventually., we all met 
togetheA again with a ia&Vea lAom CON7,4ga good lauVeA... 
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and ihý own-e-a had io g-ive compenzation /o/t ihe aaea ihai 
uv, 3 alAc. Led. .. Pwi- ihe owrw-. z had won in ihz end ... he had 
de/o, ze-6ýd ýAe hAoie ze4, inga-g ... R, 3 ovezgaom nowwith 
pa. 3tuAe only in . 6ome . 3maU paat6. " (1). 

Agreements such as the one noted above were to prove disastrous for the 

posseiros that entered into them. As the above interviewee states, the 

STR's thought them reasonable at the time, but experience was to show 

that monetary compensation and offers of alternative areas of land were 

to leave the serinoueiro family in a much worse situation and proved to 

be mere stepping stones to the shanty towns of the urban centres. 

On the one hand, monetary compensation, unlike land, does not produce and 

evaporates quickly given the situation of rapidly rising prices and 

inflation at over 200% per annum. On the other hand, the land offered by 

the ranchers in exchange for the colocagoes of the seringueiros were 

usually much smaller in area and generally more isolated. With a smaller 

area of land, the seringueiro could produce less rubber. This signified 

that he had to engage in agricultural activity over and above that for 

subsistence. To do this commercially, however, not only does he need access 

to his property by road or by river to facilitate the commercialisation 

of his product, which was unlikely as he was usually offered more 

marginal land, but he would also require credit from the bank to purchase 

seeds etc. and to support him until the first harvest. The fact that the 

acquisition of the new area resulted from a trilateral or bilateral 

agreement between himself and the proprietor and possibly the union 

meant that it had not been authorised by INCRA (The latter was concen- 

trating on tesolving such disputes with the offer of a plot of up to 

100 hectares on its own re-settlement projects, as the next chapter will 

show). This in turn meant that the seringueiro still did not possess a 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Field interview, President of the STR in Xapuri. 
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title to his own piece of land, while having forfeited his right of 

I posse' on his former colocagao. Not being in possession of a Definitive 

Title was sufficient reason for the bank not to extend credit facilities. 

Thus, many of the seringueiros who made such agreements found themselves 

in a position where they could no longer remain on the land and were 

forced to migrate to the cities. 

Once the effects of such agreements were understood, the STR's changed 

their position to one in which the only way of resolving such disputes 

was the legitimisation of the rights of 'posse' of the resident rural 

population, i. e., a return to the position that had been held prior to 

the intervention of CONTAG. The 'hard line' stance of the STR's, from the 

point of view of the ranchers, meant that the latter now regarded the 

STR's as the principal stumbling block to the resolution of the 

situation and the STR leadership became the new target. The logic of 

their argument being that, if the head is cut off, then the rest of the 

body will die. Union officials were threatened and bribed. The following 

inteview describes attempts by the ranchers in Xapuri to subvert the 

local union leadership: 

"We. have, won many things utith the Union'. 6 hetp. .. at /-ýi 

&w- heazd akout Me lb2ion in Bita. 6iteia, the. /iAsi one to " 

o, igan. i, 3ed in AcAe... thetn, in 1977, we otgani. 6ed oult ownheae. 
4-n XapulLi ... at that time., the ChuAch had at6o Legun to . 6e-nd 
out Zeagel, 6 on uo/tke4.6 tight. 6, that no-one wa, 6 ogliged to 
teave, the land on uAich he had gzen wo4king withoat ptope. 4 
compen. 6ation.. ., gut uw- lound that tho. 6e, iAo accepted money 
we4e. u*"e- o// and . 6o uw Legan to oagani. 6e ouA. 6etve-6 
againhi- thi. 3... Lhzn Vie pat4oe, 3, I mean the, 4anche, &6j. Y-ogeihe. /t 

uw: J-h Me poiice and jagunco, 6 gegan to put 124ghhuze, on uh... 
they a4f. 6o 124"huAi-6ed out 13&"ident ... thati/ he didn't do 

, 3uch and . 6uch a thingMen... a/le. 4 Lhatthey u, 64ad anotheA 
tactic, o,, */z4. ing money, ol/z4ing tand,. 6o that he moul-d alandon 
" and move oveA to thei/t 

. 6ide ... 
Hz", in ihi, 3 municipality, 

ouý 4"it P". 6ident wa. 6 an oid man... in the geginning he 

wo, tked we&, Lut then he 
. 6taated to change, gecau. 6e. o/ what 
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ih, e zanchp-., z, 3 weAe- olleAing ... he wouid coffx into the 
1o4, e-, 6. t and 3ay one Lýýg, gut, -in the toun, he wouid 6ay 
anoVz. e/t. . ., jo, altp-4 a we go-t togelhelt a glLoup o/ 
po, 6,6eýAo, 3 and eiecied anoLhez PzLe-6-ident, a woman ... S/Ie 
wa, j Aom thi, 3 . 6ea-ingai (7-Ooae. 3tta) and 3he uv, 6 veaY hone, ýýt 
and neveA joid hevieX)e..., 3he wa, 6 nevelt alkaidin, 312itz 0/ 
le-ing a woman ... women heAg a. /te hunziiiaý-ed a goi, men don'i 
teiiev, e MaY- they a/te capa"-e ... MaChi-6MO 

ýi, 3 3ý" Ve-4y 
g4, eai- heAe. ' (1). 

The violence against the Union leadership in Acre reached its peak in 

1980 when, on the evening of July the 21st, the President of the STR in 

Brasileia was shot three times as he watched television in the local 

union headquarters. He subsequently died of his wounds. One week later, 

local posseiros murdered the foreman of a nearby ranch whom they 

suspected of being one of the culprits. The situation in Brasil6ia at 

this time is described by an ex-delegate of that STR, who later became 

the President of the STR in Xapuri: 

"I uu, 3 ai4o a/vz"ted undelt the Nationai Secu4ity Lam-6... 
I mean, uAen the '3i/tuation... the Con"ict'it UXLd zea"y 
te"e- at th4l. 6 Lime, gid LIýP-Ae &u. 6 a ve4y good union o4gani- 

, 6ation ... I mean, a high Zevel o/ con. 6cio"nz, " among, 6t the 

po, s-6eiao, 3 o/ the muniaipaliiy o/ 34"iteýa... In the Union at 
thi, j time... the Union uct, 6 ve4y . 6tAong and had a good teadeA 

ca., eZed Niewn Pinhei4o... the te"e . 6iiu&ion in AcAe kegan 
then. 7he iatilundial7io, 3 (2) o/ the 4egion got iogetheA and 
oadzAed the death o/ the Union P4P-. 6id&nt, the Aaonge. At in 
Ac/Lz.... 6o that the Union movement wouid then coi&p. 6e... and 
, 3o it happened... on the 21.6ý o/ 7uty, 1980, he ua-6 ki. ý in 
the Union ollice. liouwvelL, the auAai wo4ke4,6 did not &ack o// 
F. ecau. 3e- Oiiwn uu. 6 a LeadeA ... I meanhe delznded the. wozkez, 3 
on the Zandfut wa. 6 he de/ended uu. 6 4eaUy what each uo/zke-a 
wa. 6 aiAeady committed to de/end ... Me tight to land. So then 
Wi, fwn &vz not Me cau-6e ol the . 6. ituation, it uu-6 aV o/ u. 6... 

-it &u. 6 genzaa&, 6ed anda-6 Union Zeade/t, he &xL, 6 1-4ýy on the 

, 3ide o/ the wozkz1t, 6 ... On the day o/ hi. 6 lultiatthe (Union) 

mzmgeA, 3 . 6wo4e vengeance ove. 4 h-&3 gody and appeaZed /o/t ju, 6ýcg. 
7hey gave a peltiod o/ 34even day, 6 /o4 the autho/titie, 3 to 

account /oz the azha. 3hin. Ah it happerw-dalteA a wep-k had go" 
gy, the authozitie, 6 hadn't . 6hown that they had done anything, 
oa even teen inix-, se. 6ted in 14zuiing the kiVe4.... 6oaAe, 4 the 

-6, even day. 6, thew wa, 6 a puAtic demonjtýation -in wtida4ity with 

1. Field interview, seringueiro aut6nomo, interior of Xapuri. 
2. LatifundiArio - generic name for large landowner. 
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ou., z dead ZeadeA, it uu. 6 /o,, z the ma. 6.6 on the 3eventh day 
alLeA hiý death... and valtio" IbLion teadea-6 came Aom Me 
South o/ the countlty, lAom Me zAote countAy, incbiding one 
o/ the- moii- ;, Oamou. 6 Union Zeadea-6, Luiz Ignacio da Sieva, 
Luia ... and the Ulnion leade. " ol Pet4oiei/zo and Campina. 6... 
Neii, thg next day the woakeA, 6 uwAýe aeaeady oltgan-4.6edthey 
got on a iolmy and uwitt iook-ing /oz the lazendei4o, 3 (1) 
and kiUed one bihom they . 6u. 6pecled o/ G-ing a cuipta in 
the. mu/tdea ol AW-6on. Fzom then on the- 6ituation tecame 
ggneAalized.... 3eveAai po. 3-6eiao6 ulelte a4A"ted and ioahvted, 
and we ueze a44"ted undm the Nationai SecuAity Lab. Jý6.6)e 
weA. e put Yhzough ieve4ae que, 6tioning, 6 gy the TedeAa-e PoZice, 
age4uvAd. 6 we &wAe inleýogatzd again -in /Yanau, 6 unde4 the 
chaAge o/ having incited viotence. at the puMc demorz, 6i- 
/tation and u4ged them on . 6o that they kii&d 

-the 
ao. " o/ 

thi, 3 Azenda... gut. aU o/ thi, 6 uu, 6 ju-6t. an excu. 6e, they &e4p- 
out to get U, 6... tecau-6e, lteaVythe. peop-te uho ki-te-ed ihiz 
lazende4Ao had at/zzady made up the4-lt miý and uw we,, Le thelLe 
to . 6how oult 3oiida4ity... zo then, the wozhe4, s had given iheý4 
an, 6weA, killing thi. 6 lazendei4o. So Vie gove4nmeni- had to . 6oai 
out the 6ituation and it decided to exp4op4iate mo" than 
ninety thoujand hectaw-3 (2) ol -Pand..., kut thij didn't 

, 3oive the 124oLtem, 9, ecau. 3e the woltke4-6 ended up -in the . 6ame 
. 6ituation in a 4eiatively 6ho/tt. . 3par-e o/ time, in dillfica-fties 
with Vie iand... Lecau. 3e, without a, 3,6i, 61-ancz ... without educaLion, 
h, eaiM, t4an, jpo4t, 1ina1zc, e and ag4icu&U, 4at c4edit a-6 w-V a, 6 
technicai aj. 6i. 6; tance ... U; e"... gecau. 6e thi-d man, ihe -6e4ingueiao, Ziv" in a dilgca-ft 

. 6ituation... we wele kozn, we uwAe i, 4ained 
in thi-6 type- o/ &; ozk... exiAactivizm ... we take the 

-latex 
14om 

the 6, eAingueýa,, 6moke it and make auAge4 lAom it Aom Me day 
that ue a4e go4n ... Poth ge/04e and a/Le4 the Acwan "votution, 
the main wu4ce o/ bxaUh heAe uuj aej, )ay, 6 /Lagge4 and laazii- 
nat. 6.7hi. 6 i, 6 . 6ýU the ca, 6e -in vite 0/ il- a-&4eadY 99ing 
a&o. 6-t eZiminated ... So... thew 

-i, 6n'Y anything to ZuA-6tiýute 
it except ag4ica-fta4e ... Put it j, 6n't . 6timuiatedeoot/m 
jCove, ýt doe-6n'i give anough a"i-6tancz to -the 6maU la4meA 
to teach him to wotkl mean, to... aCCU. 6iOM him to t/Li4 neW type 
0/ &ýOllk ... up to now thi, 6 hazn't happened and the Ac/teano i, 6 in 
a zeaVy diýl-icat, . 6ituation. " (3). 

This violent episode was to be repeated eighteen months later in 

December, 1983, when a Union delegate of the same STR was shot dead 

outside of the same headquarters. Again, local ranchers were implicated 

in the crime, one of whom was later arrested and his arsenal of weapons 

confiscated. The confrontations in the early 80's led to a re-alignment 

1. Fazendeiro - rancher/landowner. 
2. Aproximately 347 square miles. 
3. Field interview, President of STR, Xapuri. 
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of political forces in Acre. Firstly, state agencies such as INCRA and 

SUDHEVEA (1) began to increase their activities in the state in an 

attempt to find a definitive solution to the crisis that was affecting 

both the rural and the urban areas. Secondly, some STR's, notably those 

of Xapuri and Tarauaca, began to lose faith in the ability of CONTAG to 

resolve the situation of the posseiros. Part of this lay in the mode of 

operation of CONTAG, i. e., the use of legal channels and a tendency to 

compromise by acceptance of compensation and/or alternative areas of 

land, but party politics also played an important part in this disaffec- 

tion with CONTAG and, to a certain extent, with the Church as well. 

Prior to the elections of 1982, CONTAG, the STR's and the Church had 

jointly supported the campaign of the Partido dos Trabalhadores, the 

PT (2), the election was won, however, by the PMDB, the main opposition 

party. After the election, both the Church and CONTAG, as well as certain 

of the STR's, Brasileia and Rio Branco, for example, became more associated 

with the reformist position of the PININ which supported the resolution 

of the crisis through the actuation of INCRA and SUDHEVEA, i. e., 

supporting the posseiros' claim to land, but on INCRA resettlement projects 

or SUDHEVEA co-operatives (3), rather than the legitimisation of existing 

'posses'. 

The two positions are outlined in the following two field interviews. 

The first is with Joao Maia, who came to Acre as representative of CONTAG 

and stood for the PT in the 1982 elections and was defeated. In 1983, he 

joined the ROB and was being tipped as the new state Minister for 

Agricultural affairs when this researcher left Acre in January, 1984. The 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. SUDHEVEA - Superintendencia da Borracha, the Federal Rubber Agency. 
2. PT - the Worker's Party. 3. To be discussed in the next chapter. 
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second interview is with a delegate from the STR at Xapuri, a seringueiro 

from Seringal Sao Pedro, a five day walk from the city. 

"At thi. 6 moment in time, zw- need a paAty o/ the- open 
to aU ... not tike the P7 which i, 3 'ogwia-iýta', ju, 6t open 
to wo4keA, 6, Pzca"e ihi, 3 excLLdez many 12, eop, & who couid 
cont4igute to the 

. 6tauggie... ldhat i. 3 impolLtant ij /o/t the 
eiecto/tate to . 6eek pouwA and tU. 6 can oniy ge. done 9. y 
pa&ticipat-ing diaectly in govelLnment, not &y . 6taying on 
the outýide... 7hi, 3 iz what happened -in the Xa, 3i eiection-6 
(oý 1982), the I")NDL3 wa, 3 e, &cted a. 6 an hete4ogeneouh Ikont 

... we need to -6taengthen the poptdaz . 6ection. 6 and /onm 
g, zoup-3 that a/te aiLied to the peopie. 7heze wiii oney ge 
demoutacy when the peopfe pa. 4ticipate ... I have a g4, ea, '- 
dea-0 o/ z"pect Zo,, z the pltopozai-3 o/ the 1")7, tut these i. 3 
a tendency /-oz 

-the pa,, Lty to Le exc-lu, 6-ive, to zep/Le, 5ent ju, 3i 
one gzoup, the woakz" and not 3ee the gAoadeA i, "ue, 5 thai 
a//e-c; t the 

. 6ituation-Laitge a&ea-6 have Pleen apptopaiated 
gy I1VCR, 4 /oz the auAa-0 woakez... the 6ýAuggie now ij /o/t 
the -impzovement o/ conddýon. 6 o/ 121toduction and comme4cia- 
ii, 3a; Uon. ' (1). 

'It wa, 3 ju. 3t then, in the heat ol ýAe con/u. 6ion, the Itight 

o/ the ze4inguzi4o. 6 lAom Me-iA coeocac59.6 io Me ciiy and 
to /Wivia, ihaýt a 'Paub: -6ta' a&lt-ived heltz -ky Me name o/ 
Joao (laia ... he wa. 3 admi4, ed a g1teat deal, he wa, 3 ihe pe-4.3on 

, 3eiLt fly COVAg to c4eate the Union, 6 heAe in Aclte... and he 

wa. 6 4, eady to 1-ighL.. fut, 3ince then, we have tfo, 3t con/idence 

-in 
him 9ecau, 3e... I; t-6 Like. Vtiz, ihe au4ai &v4ke4, j ane mo4e 

knowizdgeaUe ýtoday, Vzey don'Y- geZieve any moze in CONMý. 
COVAg i. 6 not woltking iike ii- u. 6ed to, it, 3 not devetoping 
the wo4k that it ýaldxd tn the Reginning ... I don'y- know 

whEthe, t it ij Joao flaia oa all o/ CON74g,, kut it -i-6 . 6aid 
ihat he 1.6 a g&eai- eandownez now in Y-he municipatay o/ 
Quina4i (Senado4 jCuiomaltd) wiM many catUpe-at tea, 3t th4l, 3 
i, 3 one lLea. 6on that many woake/th hpAe no Xongeit telieve in 
him ... gutwhiZe ihe poliiic. 6 ol ýhe 3ydi-em ca44ied on, the 

acýtionz didnt... at the time ol which I am . 3peakingCOVAg 
wa, j molze bone-6iwhen the govelmment wah etecied gy ihe 
Oi, ýa, zy ... nomaday. 6 ... and who know6 how ihi-6 came aAout... 
now we have a gove4nmgnt thaýt wa, 6 eted-ed Fy ýhe peopte 
and I don'ýt know why, &uý CON7,4jC changedii doein't warvt to 
light aaymoae ... peAhalm it wa, 6 gecau, 3e Vmýt Lhey yhought 

. 4ha, ' thei4 /to. & wa, 6 ju6; t to caewte the Unio", heip Ythzm /o/L 

a ceatain pz4iod ol time. and then ieave. -I'm no-t 3uaelut 
it 3eenz-6 tha; t CON7Ag and the PflD3 . 6ay Me. jame Y-hing-3 ... 

R 

-i-6 
the . 6ame wiM the Chultch. In ihe gaginrtingil wa, 6 ve4y 

good, thgy weAe zeally good ... V?, e pad/te, 3 weAe pe"Ecuted lAom 
Vw- 3-ta4t and thi-d happen, 3 even now ... theAe we/ze t. &w, 6 when 
we thoughi Mai me wouid io-6p- 6ome o,, O ouA 'companhe-iAo. 6' -in 
Vm Chu4ch ... Pad/te Claudio and even i-he BizhopDom Moacyz... 

------------------------------------------------------------------- -- 
1. Field interview, Rio Branco. 
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Put today they a/te caZmeA 44en ta&ing to u. 6... l don't 
know whethe4 thi.. 6 i. 6 a lolzm o/ tactic. 6,9ut they ai6o moved 
&Itthe_4 amaY... 7he ChuAch and CON7,4g did he-012 "a Zot, kut 
11.. 6 di//e/teni now... Ou4 Union helLe 

... itý intention i. 3 to 
move /oAwaAdj.. we . 6tiV haven't won the ýight to 

. 3tay on 
ouA land... tecau, 3e the activitiez ol Me aancheAz have not 
, 6topped... it i. 6 a titti-e ea. 6ie4 now and the 

. 6o-caiied ILuAai 
exodu, 6 i. 6 . 6iowing down, gut now they a/te changing thei4 
iacti"... at -the Lime when -they a4,, zivedthýy th4, ew the 

, 6e4inguei4o oll hi. 6 land, they Lhaeatened him with gun-men, 
with the poiice, aZZ ol ihi. 3... Zatzlt the wot1wz. 3 legan to 
o, igani, se them. 6elve. 3 and /te, 6i, 6ted thz, 6e thing, 6 ... then they 
iAied to loo-i the wo4kRA into accepi-ing a piot o/ iand 
given fy INOM o., z pelzhap. 6 . 3ome money in compe"atýon... 
tuý oult peopie helte we4-e a. Lvy, 3 pooa, nogody evet had the 

po. "iýiy ol getting hoid o/ a &Age amount o/ money 
and , 3o 3ome ol then accepted... even CON7AjC ioid u, 3 Mat it 
wa. 6 LettelL 

-to 
take the plot and Me money and give up ouA 

4ght heze... gut bAy? ... we have woaked ule o/ ouz live-6 heze 
on the, ýe coiocacZ", we die and Zeave it to oua chiidlten and 
ou, z chiiditen 12a, " il on to oult gaandchiidAen... and the money 
týt they alze o4&4ing now... 600,000 c/iuzp_i/io, 3, one miition, 

. 6ometime, 3 2 miýion /o4 one coeocacao... 9ut how 
-Pong wi_U it 

ia, 3t undeA the pze. 6ent conditio", the. co, 6Y o/ tiving and 

. 
inliaiion ... the money wil-t , tan out and with -it ati the mean. 6 
we have o/ . 3u4viving... a1j_p4 Jhal we wouid have to woAk /oa 

a 1LancAeA, o4 "a day Oa9ou. /zez -in 
the citYand WhO hnOW6 

how long ge/ozz we woaid aveniuaiey ge-come a 40"Z4- -- the- 
Union in thi. 6 muruc-ipatity i, 3 t4ying to un4j-9 the W04ke4h 
and ze/w. 3e the money ol the /zanche4z and the plot. 6 o/ INCRA 

and move towazd. 6 Y-he /abiae with each o/ u-6 -in cofUAOt 0/ 
hi, 3 aun Zand. 

.., 
(I). 

The above illustrates the contradictory nature of the activities of 

such organisations as the Church and CONTAG. On the one hand, they have 

directly aided the posseiros in their struggle against the ranchers and 

have helped them to achieve a level of organisation that they may not 

have attained without such help. On the other hand, however, a direct 

result of the creation of such an organisational structure has been the 

channelling of resistence along a particular path, in this case, legal 

arbitration. This has suppressed the spontaneous actions of the posseiros 

themselves and, to a certain extent, undermined the struggle for the 

1. Field interview, seringueiro autonomo, Seringal Sao Pedro. 
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right to remain on their own land. 

The ineffectivity of federal agencies to resolve the land problem has, 

as noted above, moved some STR's to reject what they see as agrarian 

reform from above. Other STR's, however, continue the dialogue with 

these agencies. Chapter 4 will provide an analysis of the paths that 

the two opposing sections of the STR's have taken. The examples chosen 

will be Brasil6ia, which is firmly committedto CONTAG and the programmes 

of INCRA and SUDHEVEA, and Xapuri, which has rejected both and has attempted 

to create an agrarian reform from below. Prior to this, in the section 

that follows, an examination of the situation in the urban centres will 

be given. 
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3.2. The flight from the countryside. 

The crisis through which the rural areas of Acre were passing, 

characterised as it was by an increasing incidence of violent confron- 

tation, directly resulted in a mass exodus from the affected areas. The 

main areas of conflict, the municipalities of Rio Branco, Xapuri and 

Brasileia, each suffered a net loss in their rural population between 

1970 and 1980. Of the remaining municipalities, only Cruzeiro do Sul, 

the only municipality not touched by the ranching front during the 

decade of the 70's, maintained the same rate of population growth in its 

rural areas as in the urban. (l). 

The seringueiro and barranqueiro families who migrated, either through 

expulsion, intimidation or fear, moved in two distinct directions: either 

(a) into rural areas as yet untouched by the conflict, principally 

Bolivia which adjoins all three of the hardest hit municipalities, or (b) 

into the urban centres of the state, mainly Rio Branco, the capital. 

3.2.1. The migration to Bolivia. 

Pando Province, in the north of Bolivia, is similar in relief, climate, 

flora and fauna to its neighbours, the states of Acre and Rondonia. The 

area between the River Abuna, which forms part of the border with Brazil, 

and the River Beni to the south is rich in seringueiras and has been 

traditionally tapped by Brazilian seringueiros. In the early 20's, when 

Schurtz visited the area as part of the United States Department of 

Commerce 'Crude Rubber Survey', he found that only 25% of the population 

were native Bolivians, 35% were Brazilians, 10% Peruvians, 8% Syrians, 

1. See Table 3.5.1. overleaf. 
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5% Europeans, 2% Japanese and 15% miscellaneous. (I). 

The Province lacks a highway system and communications between the 

provincial capital, Cobija, and the capital of the Republic, La Paz, are 

made via the daily air service managed by the Bolivian Air Force. The 

rubber produced in Pando has, therefore, been traditionally exported 

through Brasil6ia, Acre, or Guajar6 Mirim, Rondonia, and there has been 

considerable friction in the past between the Bolivian and Brazilian 

authorities over the quantity of rubber that has passed through these 

two centres without first having been subject to Bolivian taxation. 

Cobija is situated on the opposite bank of the River Acre to Brasileia, 

a rowing boat is used to ferry persons in between the two towns in the 

winter, visitors have to wade across in the summer when the water is only 

ankle deep. Only Brazilian goods are found in the run down shops and the 

Brazilian cruzeiro is preferred to the Bolivian peso as the medium of 

exchange (as it is to the Peruvian sole in the town of Inapari which is 

situated on the Peruvian bank of the Acre opposite the Acrean town of 

Assis Brasil). 

When the ranchers began to expel Acre's seringueiros from their land, the 

seringais of Bolivia were an obvious choice for the displaced population, 

many having relations working across the border on seringais managed by 

Brazilians. No official statistics are available, but it is estimated that 

between 1972 and 1978 over 10,000 Acrean seringueiros crossed the border 

in search of a colocagao. (23. 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Schurtz: 1925: 216. 
2. Estimate given by CONTAG and the CPT in Acre. It is probable that this 

is an overestimate, but no Bolivian statistics are available as the 
period falls in between two censuses. Many Brazilian seringueiros 
returned to Acre when news arrived that INCRA was distributing land., 
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Those who migrated to Bolivia were principally unaccompanied males whose 

families either moved in with realtives or migrated to the shanty towns 

that sprang up around the periphery of the urban nucleii. One such 

shanty town is Sib6ria, originally the site of the barracao of the now 

disactivated Seringal Sib6ria and located located on the left bank of 

the River Acre opposite the town of Xapuri. The inhabitants of Sib6ria 

are all seringueiro families who, for a variety of reasons, no longer 

have a colocaqao in the interior of the municipality. 

In a short field survey carried out in November, 1983, there were a 

total of 84 roughly constructed wooden huts in Siberia with a resident 

population of just over 400 persons. Most of the huts (63) did not have 

piped mains water, this was drawn from the river or from one of the few 

wells. None had a drainage system, pits are dug for toilets and bathing 

takes place in the river or under a bucket of river water. During the 

rainy season, the pits overflow and the sewerage collects in pools 

outside of the huts until it finds a rivulet that will carry it down 

to the river. 

There is no employment for the inhabitants of Sib&ria, save from the 

few low paid manual tasks in the brick houses of Xapuri across the 

river, domestic servant or washerwoman. The lack of employment forces 

the men to seek work elsewhere, on the ranches or else in Bolivia, 

even though the level of exploitation on the Bolivian seringais is 

higher than it is/was in Acre. Firstly, the Brazilian seringueiros in 

Bolivia are forced to pay a high rent; secondly, the price given for 

rubber is much lower and the cost of goods sold in the barracao much 

higher than on the seringais of Acre; thirdly, the seringueiros suffer 

constant harrassment from the Bolivian authorities and are subject to 

an annual tax per 'estrada' which Bolivian seringueiros are not. 
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Examples of this situation are given below, the first is a statement by 

an Acrean who had been a seringueiro in Bolivia for 37 years, the state- 

ment was made to the STR in Brasil6ia when the seringueiro arrived there 

to enquire about the possibility of land on an INCRA project. The other 

two are interviews taken in the field in Pando Province in January, 1984. 

'My name i, 3 Sega, 6iiao Bezelt4a da Souza. I am 31taziUan, 

ma, z4i, ad, and 51 yeaz, 6 o/ age. IT 
have a uii/e and 10 chiLdzen 

and I have 
-6peai 

37 y8aa-6 wotking -in 
Boftivia. Ply 4ighi- eye 

wa. 6 3calmed ageA a /ize and my otheA eye i, ý 4ad a/te/t a 
ii/e ol . 3moUng ILaUkA. IT am Y-he . 6on o/ an Aaa/ta 

-Tndian, my 
laYJw-IL wa-6 Jo. 6e Beze, 44a Sampaio 

... 
he wa-6 an AclLean Indian 

... 
I wa, 3 Po/zn in Acw, ioo... 7he Aza/ta LAae diAappealted 

da, ztng ý-Ae urLa. 6 getween Yhe 6zýge, 3. .1 
know nzani . 6etingai. 3 

lAom /1-1&cido de Ca6ai-o io z3ahia (rw-az 13Aa. 6ii). 7hg" 
the mitaa4y jteai ouA 4uUeA, Vzey come &Ldh machine gu" 
and a. 6k who i, 6 13ILazilian. (EvelLything i-6 a ýh4eaY- oveA Y-he". 
I have one Uind eye, a heania, one gad ieg, fuý even jo, with 
my 6o" I paoduced 2,218 kito-6 o/ au&&e4 &, 6ý yea4.1 took 
ii- & Vie ta/t4acao o/ Senholt Rofeaý-o S-iiva and wa-6 -6tiii 

in 
de4i /o4 2,400 cauzei4o, 3. Recau, 6e ol Lhi, 6 I decided not to 

woak Zo4 a pat4ao thi. 6 yea4. I wolik IuAýhea out (lAom ýhe 

4, iveA) and I have atAeady p1toduced 1,080 kilo, 6, thaý uyi, 6 
9p-tween Apaie and Oc-togei. I 

. 6eU Yo one I? eA, 6on, l 
. 6e"- to 

anoihp-a. &t Ifeait the 13, taziUan maaztete-ito, 5 a/te paying 140 

cluizeZzo. 3 a ki-go, 
-the 

BoLivian-6 on-Oy give you ihei/z 
. 6ma-U 

change. 7o/t a iong time nowl have geen wani-ing to ýteti thi-6 
to zomeone in auMotity who might inteAcede Zoa u. 6.7, zom 
P-Pacido de Ca, 3tAo to heyte, I know many . 6e4ingai, 6. -7ovtaieza, 
Sanla /? o, 6a, Colonia, i3aena Hoza, Cont&wnlal, CopacaPlana, IleAced", 
OucuAipa, PaviýGo, Sao Joao do Caaamano, Uniao, 13ega Flo, %, Campo 
6-6p, e/tanca, Co. 6ta lýica, L3a"i-O, Ieiacho, flaIL-ina, Adeiici. 7he. 6e a,, w 
the 19 

-6e4, ingaiz on which I have wo4ked. 7hey alte aV populated 
gy 134azitian, 6. ' (1). 

'It uu, 8 9-etmee-n 1972 and 1978 that mo, 6t o/ u. 6 Acteano. 6 came 
to z3oiivia. It &u, 3 then thaýt they 

. 3ta. &Led . 6et&ng the 

. 6zaingai-6 and the peop-te Aom the South came to tuy them. 

I u-6, ed to wzk on SeAingat PoltviA (Baa-6iteia) gutuAen the 
tand uia, 3 6oid,. they wid that they didn't uant to have anything 
to do with 4uUelt, that theiz u)otk Lv, 6 with cattie and gzaj, 6... 
WeV. -you can't eztt gza-6.6 ... ue welte /oaced o// ou4 cotocacao 

and . 3o, I came to 3oiivia. I had to pay a 4, ent in advance . 6o 
I took my 4i/-& and uutch a-6 I? ayme-nt. Oniy B4aziiian, 3 have to 

pay a4gn-t ... 
1 3ti& pay "-nt now, 50% o/ my p1toduction, ju, 3i 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Statement made to the STR at Brasil6ia on the 20th October, 1981. 
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Like a meieiAo (1), Pui- I al-6o have to pay /oa good6 in the 
Aa/t/Lacao 

... S-ince I have wo4ked he4e, I have aevet had a 
c, zed-ii- &dance 

-in my ctmAent account. I had to 6end /o/t 
my wilfe and lowt ch-iidAen kecau, 6e they iived utith heA mothez 
-in L3,, za, 3i&. ia and we didn'-t have enough to pay /oz lood. 4t 
Zea, 3f on ýhe. heAingal I can g., tow . 6ome z-ice and Pean, 3 and a titUpz colm. " (2). 

"Ii- i, 3 veAy pzeca4-iouz ove. 4 hete... e-6pecia&y wii-h the /2, zice 
ol ne4chand-ize ýn Vie Ka/umcao. 7he. pwt4ao guy-6 hi, 3 goodj in 
Blmm-iie. ia and &uýzgz them out heAe to 3eii Yto u. 6 -6e4, ingue4Ao. 6. 
A can o/ cooking oig (900me) cozý 1. -000 c/tuze-izo, 6 -in zkaziteia 
he, ze it co. 64, j 3,400 cauze4ýzo. 6. li- i., j i-he 

. 6ame wiýh othelL thingi. 
Po&dz/ted miZk (454gnz, 6) ij 1,600 ihew, 

-it ýi, 6 3,800 heAe and 
co//fee. co, 3ýbs2,400 a k-Uo helLe and on, ýy 700 o,, z 750 ýhelte. It1hat 
can I do? I have & /zed my chi&Aen, fwt, wo. 1zking he., ze, I can'i- 
, 3ave wI can fuy a coicacao gack in Xapulzi. I an2 aZway, 6 
in de9t. ' (3). 

In April, 1983, the Bolivian Customs in Cobija, frustrated in their 

attempts to collect taxes on rubber passing over the frontier, intro- 

duced a 20% tax on the rubber production of Brazilian seringueiros in 
Pando Province. If a seringueiro refused, then all his possessions were 

confiscated including the stock of rubber that he had already produced, 
his rifle, his household goods etc. During the months that followed, 

there was a regular stream of arrivals at the STR office in Brasil6ia 

complaining of their treatment at the hands of the Bolivian Authorities. 

The imposition of this new tax on top of the already crippling rent 

and poor rate of exchange in the barracao made it impossible for many 

seringueiros to continue and so they arrived in Brasil6ia in transit 

for the shanty towns of Rio Branco and the other urban areas. (4). 

------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Meieiro -a seringueiro who works for his board and 50% of his 

- production. Generally a single man saving to buy his own colocagao. 
2. Field interview, Seringal Santa Cruz, Pando Province. 
3. Field interview, Seringal Floresta, Pando Province. 
4. Data collected from informal interviews STR, Brasil6ia. 
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3.2.2. The urban crisis. 

The demographic occupation of Acre, based as it was on an essentially 

rural activity, extractivism, that necessarily involved the dispersal 

of the population over a wide area, did not develop a significant 

urban network until after the Second World War, even in 1980 more 

than 50% of its population lived in the countryside. Such urban 

centres that did exist in the earlier period were entrep6ts whose 

economic activity revolved around the export of rubber and the import 

of subsistence goods. 

Following the crisis of the rubber economy in the 1920's, many of these 

townships entered into a state of decline from which many of them have 

not recovered. Sena Madureira, which boasted of its electric tram cars 

and street lighting at the height of the rubber boom, is now a small 

town of just over 7,000 inhabitants most of whom live in small wooden 

huts in the shanty towns on the edge of the city. Xapuri. Tarauaca, 

Feij6 and Brasil6ia have all ceased to be the commercial centres that 

they once were, many of the large warehouses that were managed by the 

'Casas Aviadores' (1) are now partitioned off into temporary accomo- 

dation for prostitutes and displaced families. (2). 

Some townships have almost disappeared completely. In the 1920's, Porto 

VLter and Taumaturgo both possessed a courthouse, a school, a post 

office, and their own newspapers. Now, even though the maps published by 

the IBGE locates them as urban centres of significance (Vilas), their 

populations have declined at every fall in the price of rubber. Porto 

1. Casas Aviadores - Merchant houses that advanced credit to the 
seringalistas in the form of cash, tools, subsistence goods etc. 

2. Field observations. 
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VAlter consists now of a group of 69 huts with a resident population 

of 331; Taumaturgo has 15 huts with a population of 69. (1). 

Thus, when the inhabitants of the rural areas began to be expelled 

from their colocaroes it was only Rio Branco, the capital, that had 

conditions that would sustain migrant absorption to any significant 

level. The following table shows that, while urban expansion has been 

a continuing process, it accelerated after 1975. 

Table 2.3.6. - Acre : Distribution of population according 
to rural and urban areas, 1940 - 1980. 

Year. Absolute Po pulation. % Population. 

Total. Urban. Rural. Total. Urban. Rural. 

1940. 79,768 14,138 65,630 100.00 17.72 82.28 

1950 114,755 21,272 93,483 100.00 18.53 81.47 

1960 158,852 33,534 125,318 100.00 21.11 78.99 

1970 215,299 59,307 155,992 100.00 27.55 72.45 

1975 260,200 81,970 178,230 100.00 31.50 68.50 

1980 301,605 132,174 169,431 100.00 43.82 56.18 

Source: Governo do estado do Acre, Anuario Estatistico, 1981. 

The municipality of Rio Branco bore the brunt of this urban expansion, 

its urban population (2) rose from 36,095 in 1970 to 92,304 in 1980, 

an increase of 155.7% in just 10 years. The statistics for the capital 

itself are 34,531 in 1970 to 87,449 in 1980, an increase of 153.8%. The 

Figure overleaf demonstrates that this expansion was not mirrored by 

Acre's other municipalities. While the urban population of the 

-- - ----- - ------------------------ - -------------------- - -------- 
1. IBGE, Censo DemogrAfico, Acre, 1980. 
2. Including sub-urban population and those smaller urban nuclei in 
addition to the capital city itself. 
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Figure 6- Acre: Index of Urbanisat ion, 1940 - 1980. 
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municipality of Rio Branco as a whole was 67.84% in 1980, all the other 

municipalities, with the exception of Brasilka (1), are clustered in the 

20 - 30% band. 

According to CEDEPLAR's study of migration in the state of Acre (2), the 

city of Rio Branco enjoyed a vegetative growth rate of 3% per annum 

during the decade of the 70's, that is an annual geometric increase in 

population of 3 per 100 persons, taking in to account the live birth 

rate and the death rate. Table 3.5.3. shows that the real rate for the 

municipality of Rio Branco was 9.39%. This suggests that the urban 

explosion during the 70's was primarily due to in-migration. 

It is obvious that part of this in-migration may have come from outside 

of the state. The 1980 Census of the IBGE puts the number of migrants 

who lived outside of the state in 1970 at 15,797 of which 9,516 migrated 

to the municipality of Rio Branco. Within the state, the number of inter- 

municipal migrants was 17,331 of which 12,752 or almost 74Z migrated 

into the municipality of Rio Branco. (3). 

The principal donor areas were the rural areas of the state as Table 

3.5.3. illustrates. If the vegetative growth rate of the capital of 3% 

is used as a yardstick, the urban sectors of all the municipalities, with 

the exception of Cruzeiro do Sul, show an annual rate of population 

growth in excess of the vegetative growth rate. This signifies that 

out-migration is less than in-migration. The low figure, 2.84%, for 

Cruzeiro do Sul suggests that there has been considerable out-migration 

--------------------------------------------------------------- -- 
1. Brasil6ia is a special case in that it is the location of several 

new INCRA resettlement projects which are at present being occupied 
mainly by families from outside of the state. The latter reside in 
the urban area until allocated a plot. There were 1,150 out of state 
migrants resident in 1980 of which 410 were from ParanA. 

2. CEDEPLAR: 1979: 174.3. IBGE, Censo DemogrAfico, Acre, 1980. 
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from the city, either via the river network to Manaus in the neighbouring 

state of Hanaus, or by air to the state capital, Rio Branco. (I). 

The rural sectors of all the municipalities experienced an extremely 

low rate of annual population growth and three municipalities, Brasil6ia, 

Xapuri and Rio Branco, show a negative growth rate in the rural sector, 

exactly those areas with the highest incidence of rural conflict 

during the 1970's. The exception again is Cruzeiro do Sul, the munici- 

pality least affected by rural conflict, which had a rural Population 

growth rate of 2.65%, only slightly lower than its urban growth rate. 

The state authorities were totally unprepared for the influx of such 

large contingents of migrants into the urban areas. In 1976, which 

was after the conflict had begun, the state authorities predicted that 

by 1980 the urban population of the state would have risen to 92,800(2) 

whereas the figure actually reached was 132,174 , an actual annual growth 

rate of 3.4%, not 4.5%. Also, the urban labour market was incapable of 

expanding in the short term and thus unable to absorb the large numbers 

of arriving migrants. 

Acre's present urban employment profile has been shaped by a variety 

of distinct though inter-related phenomenon. Firstly, urban expansion, 

as has been shown, is of relatively recent appearance. This was in part 

due to the concentration of labour on extractivist production in the 

rural sector. This signifies that the demand for manufactured goods 

was not met by local industry, but through importation from Europe and 

other regions of Brazil. Thus, while this developed the commercial 

-- - ---- - ------ - ------ - ---------------- - ------ 
1. There are no exits from Cruzeiro do Sul by land. Both the BR-364 to 

Rio Branco and the TransAmazonica are untrafficable for most of 
the year. 2. Anuario Estatistico do Acre, 1981. 
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sector, manufacturing concentrated on traditional activities such as 

furniture making and ceramics. This infant secondary sector was not 

capable of absorbing more than a fraction of the urban unemployed, 

expanding as it was with the in-flow of migrants from the rural areas. 

As has been shown, between 1975 and 1980, the time of intense struggle 

in the countryside, Acre's urban population grew from 81,970 to 132,174, 

an increase of 50,204. During the same period, as Table 2.3.9. overleaf 

shows, the secondary sector generated a mere 717 new jobs. According 

to the 1980 Industrial Census, the breakdown of Acre's industrial 

labour force relative to the size of industrial unit was as follows: 

Table 2.3.8. - Acre: Industrial Labour Force, 1980. 

Size of Labour No. of Industrial Total Labour Average Labour 
Force. Units. (a). Force. (b). Force. (b/a). 

From 5- 9 55 353 6.4 

10 - 19 30 429 14.3 

20 - 49 24 693 28.9 

50 - 99 5 366 73.2 

Total. 114 1,841 16.1 

Source: IBGE, Sinopse Preliminar do Censo Industrial, Acre, 1980. 

The majority of these industrial units are located in the capital 

itself. Table 3.5.6. gives the spatial distribution of both industrial 

units and the industrial labour force for 1970,1975 and 1980. It shows, 

not only that both industrial units and labour are concentrated in Rio 

Branco, 55.1% and 70.9% respectively in 1980, but that the trend is 

towards a greater concentration of both in the capital. 
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As noted, these small workshops are based on traditional industries 

mainly connected with the building industry and food production. The 

1980 distribution of industrial labour force and industrial units 

in the Rio Branco urban area is given below: 

Table 2.3.11. - Rio Branco: Industrial activities, 1980. 

Activity. % of Industrial % of Labour 
Units. Force. 

Brickworks ('Y. 
Potteries. 24.0 23.2 

Furniture. 16.5 2.5 

Sawmills & Coffin 
Making. 12.9 25.4 

Food/Drink. 30.9 23.1 

Others. 100.0 100.0 

Source: Governo do estado do Acre, Cadastro Industrial, 1980. 

The labour absorption capacity of Acre's manufacturing industry has 

altered little during the early '80's. With reference to Rio Branco, 

the Director of SENAI-ACRE (1) stated in December, 1982: 

"We have a . 4fizi- o/ 144 indu4t4, iej zegi4t&, zed ... which 
co4, ze. 3/? ond io aptoximate-ty 4,900 emp-toyee. 6. Ohai- iw 
would ca-U a -Oaage /i,, zm heAe i4 a laci-osy with 80 

ZM1210ye-P-4 ... Ou4 medium -6ize 
1, iltm4 employ teýtween 

15 and 20, and Me . 3nzaV Iinm4 emp&y 5. " (2). 

A second factor in the shaping of Acre's urban employment profile 

1. SENAI - National service for Assistance to Industry. 
2. Industria e Produtividade, Ano 15, No. 165, Jan, 1983. 
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is the tradition of low technological activity and the lack of 

educational and training facilities in the rural sector, a factor 

that is also significant in the urban areas. The Censuses of 1970 

and 1980 put the level of literacy (the ability to read and write) 

in the rural areas at 22.93% and 25.25% respectively. The figures 

for the urban population were 67.68/0 and 70.97%. These are probably 

overestimates, in many instances the ability to sign one's name is 

taken as evidence of literacy. However, this restricted the migrant 

to the bottom end of the urban labour market, to low paid/unskilled 

jobs. The only two sectors that were in a phase of expansion in 

this period and which were able to absorb labour of this type were 

the commercial and bureaucratic sectors, although this, again, was 

primarily in Rio Branco. 

The development of the commercial sector through the importation of 

manufactured goods and subsistence items has already been noted, as 

has the boost to commercial activity in the capital given by the 

completion of the Brasilia-Rio Branco highway in 1979. During the 

1970's, demand for imported manufactured goods increased for a 

variety of reasons : agricultural equipment and products for the 

ranching sector (tractors, chain-saws, chemical defoliants etc. ); luxury 

goods and imported foodstuffs, particularly for the middle class/ 

bureaucratic element of the population. In addition, the greater 

of urban population relative to the population of the state as a 

whole created a crisis in the provision of foodstuffs, not only 

because of the rising numbers of urban poor who needed to be fed, 

but also because of the smaller % of direct producers in the country- 

side. Thus, large quantities of staples needed to be imported. 
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The expansion of commercial activity was paralleled by the expansion 

of the bureaucracy. The elevation of Acre to statehood in 1962 and 

the creation of the various programmes for Amaz8nian development 

led to the implantation of a plethora of federal assistencial and 

technical agencies in the state and municipal capitals. These were 

followed by a rapid expansion in banking and other facilities to 

service this section of the urban population. The shortage of 

locally trained personnel, inpart due to the lack of educational and 

training facilities noted above, signified that for many of the 

technical and administrative functions, staff were recruited from 

outside of the state. 

In addition, the number of bureaucratic employees was greatly increased 

during the run-up to the 1982 elections when the political machine 

of the ruling PDS party handed out jobs for political favours, many 

of them sinecures. For example, the hospital in Brasil6ia employs 

three ambulance drivers to work a rotation of three eight-hour shifts. 

The hospital has no ambulance. The 'drivers' stated that they received 

the appointments for work done during the PDS campaign. Similarly, in 

Tarauaci, the small wooden one-room school on the bank of the river 

has one class teacher and 43 pupils. It also employs 11 'serventest, 

a carpenter, a glazier, a caretaker, a driver etc., all on full salaries. (l). 

According to the present Governor of Acre, Nabor Rocha Jfinior, in July 

of 1983, the number of Federal and State employees had reached a total 

of 25,000, or aproximately 18% of the economically active population. (2). 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Field interviews in Brasileia and Tarauaca. 
2. Field interview, Rio Branco. 
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The state itself, then, is by far the largest employer in Acre. The 

vast majority of bureaucratic personnel are based in the capital 

and it is around this group that a large sector of the economy of 

the city, and therefore the state, revolves. Firstly, the bureaucracy 

directly employs technical, administrative as well as non-skilled 

staff such as drivers etc. Secondly, it is this sector which has 

created a demand in the commercial sector for unskilled low paid 

shop assistants, warehousemen etc. as well as the bureaucrats 

themselves being the direct employers of home guards, nannies, washer 

women, odd job men and other domestic labour. 

The following table shows the importance of the terciary sector as 

an employer of labour in relation to the secondary sector in Rio 

Branco: 

Table 2.3.12. - Rio Branco: Distribution of Urban Labour 
according to sector, 1970 & 1975. (as aA'. ) (1) 

Sector. % of labour force. 

1970 1975. 

Industry. 16.5 17.2 

Commerce 63.4 62.1 

Services. 20.1 20.7 

Total. 100.0 100.0 

Source: Governo do Estado do Acre, Diagn6stico Socio-Econ6mico 
do estado do Acre, 1978. 

This distribution is reflected by the data compiled in two studies 

concerned with the employment prospects of rural-urban migrants in 

-------------------------------------------- 
1. The figures for 1980 had not been published. 
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the Rio Branco area. The first was undertaken in 1977 by FUNBESA (1) 

using a sample of the heads of migrant families in two of the 

largest migrant absorbing districts of the city, Bahia and Palheiral. 

While the sample is small (136 heads of familiesin Bahia and 240 in 

Palheiral) and information regarding the methodology of the sampling 

procedure not available, the figures point to a high proportion of 

migrant heads of families working in the terciary sector. 

Table 2.3-13, Occupational distribution of heads of families 
in the migrant districts of Bahia & Palheiral, 
1977, as a '/* of sample. (2). 

Occupation of head Bahia. Palheiral. 
of family. 

Agricultural 
day-labourer. 11.0 32.9 

Building. 33.5 11.6 

Domestic. 12.5 11.7 

Commerce. 6.7 2.9 

Other Unskilled 
Labour. 13.2 4.2 

Others. 23.1 36.7 

Total. 100.0 100.0 

Source: FUNBESA-Acre. 

It is interesting to note the greater % of agricultural labourers 

in Palheiral and the greater % of construction workers in Bahia. The 

two districts are adjacent to each other and both were established 

in the mid-70's, but Bahia is marginally (twoyears) older. This may 

account for the fact that the labour force of Palheiral still retains 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
l. FUNBESA - Fundagao de Bem Estar Social - Acre. 
2. For a spatial location of these districts, see Map 3.1. 
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its labour connections with the countryside, while that of Bahia has 

become inore absorbed into essentially urban occupations. 

The findings of FUNBESA are echoed by the second study, that of Renato 

Nunes da Silva of 1981. Da Silva uses the migrant population of Rio 

Branco as a whole as his universe, but again his sample is small, 272 

leconomically active heads of families'. The following table from 

Da Silva shows that whereas the majority of his migrant sample (57%) 

formerly worked in the primary sector, after migration 82/. of the 

sample were employed in the terciary sector. 

Table 2.3.14. - Rio Branco: Occupation of Economically Active 
Heads of Families prior to and after migration. 

Sector. Occupation prior to Occupation in 
migration. 1981. 

Primary. 57 5 

Secondary. 5 13 

Terciary. 38 82 

Total. 100 100 

Source: Da Silva: 1981: 125. 

While providing a useful indication of migrant employment patterns 

in the urban environment, the studies of FUNBESA and Da Silva present 

a somewhat distorted view. Although the FUNBESA study concentrates 

on the more recent migrant absorbing districts, its limitation of CO 

the sample to 'heads of families', male or female, means that its 

findings do not take into account the varied economic input of other 

family members. In addition, the heading entitled 'others' is 

exceptionally large (23.1% of the Bahia sample and 36.7% of Palheiral's) 

and aggregates the unemployed, the underemployed and those who are 
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employed but do not 'fit' into the other categories. 

Da Silva's study suffers from the same problems as that of FUNBESA 

and is more restrictive in the sense that his sample is limited to 

'economically active heads of families'. Also, his sample is spread 

through all of Rio Branco's districts and thus takes in both the 

earlier settled (and perhaps voluntary) and more recently settled 

migrant groups without distinguishing between them. Both studies 

fail to discuss the social aspects of the migrant family's life in 

the shanty towns of Rio Branco. 

It was noted above that the massive influx of migrants into the 

urban areas during the 70's found the authorities totally unpre- 

pared and unable to meet the social needs of the migratory contingent. 

The first problem to confront the migrant family is housing. During 

the 1970's and into the 1980's, there were two distinct building 

explosions in the capital. To the north of the city on the higher 

ground there was a rapid development of brick built houses for the 

middle classes, the public functionaries and those engaged in commerce. 

These houses all have gardens, piped water, sanitation, electro- 

domestic equipment and, frequently. air conditioning. 

To the west of the city centre, on the low ground near to the river, 

are the migrant reception areas, densely crowded wooden shacks 

constructed on swampy wasteland by the migrants themselves with 

roughly hewn wooden furniture, no gardens, no sanitation, no power supply 

and often without water. The following table shows the rapid demo- 

graphic growth of the principal migrant receiving districts of Rio 

Branco. 
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Table 2.3.15. - Demographic growth of principal migrant 
receiving districts of Rio Branco, 1975 & 1981. 

District. 1975 (b) 1981 (b) b/a 

1. Aeroporto Velho. 455 2,330 5.12 

2. Palheiral. 476 4,132 8.68 

3. Bahia. 1,240 3,212 2.59 

4. Joao Eduardo. 0 2,351 - 

5. Cidade Nova. 2,055 5,504 2.68 

6. Quinze. 1,707 5,589 3.27 

7. Triingulo. 471 1,456 3.09 

8. 6 de Agosto. 1,806 5,172 2.86 

Source: SUCAM Census of 1975 and Governo do Estado do Acre, 
AnuArio Estatistico, 1981. 

The above shows that, in the short space of six years, these peripheral 

districts expanded rapidly. As one area filled up, so the migrants 

colonised adjacent areas. Whilst some of the new residents were 

the married children of the inhabitants of older established districts, 

many were those who had been expelled from their colocagoes in the 

countryside. 

The district of Joao Eduardo is a typical example of this form of 

urban land invasion. In 1979, the area was a swampy wasteland 

adjacent to the expanding migrant districts of Bahia and Palheiral 

(See Map. H. ). The area had been used as a dumping ground for 

household waste and also as an escape route for small time criminals 

fleeing from the police. Towards the end of 1979, after a third 

person had been murdered and dumped on the wasteland, the residents 
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of Palheiral and Bahia joined together in 'mutirao' and cleared 

the area of trees and undergrowth. Within two weeks the frameworks 

of wooden shacks began to appear and by 1981 the population resident 

on the former wasteland had reached 2,351. The houses are like those 

in Sib6ria, Xapuri, single story wooden constructions on stilts, many 

with corrugated iron roofs that deafen when it rains. There is no 

drainage system and no water supply. There is no school and no health 

post. The narrow paths that meander in between the huts are covered 

in a choking dust in the summer and ankle deep in mud in the rainy 

season. Only those houses which lie close to the main pathway between 

Joao Eduardo and its neighbours, Bahia and Palheiral, have electricity. 

None have areas where kitchen gardens can be planted-(1). 

According to officials in the City Mayor's Office, the number of land 

invasions in the Rio Branco urban area averages aproximately 70 

families per month, or 5,000 persons per annum (2). Apart from the 

obvious strain on municipal resources, in many cases the local autho- 

rities cannot resolve the problems of such areas. This is because 

many of the invasions are on land that is the property of a third 

party. The municipal authorities, unlike INCRA, have no powers to 

expropriate land in the 'social interest' and must await the out- 

come of often lengthy court proceedings. During this time it is 

illegal for the municipal authorities to install social facilities 

such as water and sewers, or schools. (3) 

------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Field observations and interviews. 
2. Field interviews various staff of Mayor's office. 
3. Ibid. 
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In addition to the difficulties of finding employment and adequate 

housing, the urban poor, migrants included, face the problem of severe 

food shortages. It is paradoxical that the winter months in Acre, 

precisely the time of year when corn and rice are being harvested 

throughout the state, are the months of food shortages in the urban 

areas. The overriding problem that has yet to be successfully resolved 

is that of the transportation of the surplus of small producers to the 

urban centres, particularly Rio Branco. While the rivers are navigable 

in the winter months, these flow in a northeasterly direction towards 

Manaus not to Rio Branco. The highway network, with the exception of 

the BR-317 Rio Branco - Brasil6ia, is trafficable only in the dry 

season from July to early October, i. e., the period of clearing the 

land for planting, not the time of harvesting. 

Since World War 2, Acre has consistently been a net importer of food- 

stuffs. Each winter, planeloads of essentials are flown into the 

capital from the Centre-South loaded with potatoes, tomatoes, carrots, 

cauliflowers, cabbages, garlic, onions, and fruits such as apples, pears 

and grapes as well as crops that are grown locally, but in insufficient 

quantities to satisfy demand such as oranges, sweet-potatoes, paw-paws, 

pineapples and bananas. According to a survey undertaken by the 

Acrean state government in 1978, the average cost of a selection of 

these imported items was 600% higher than in the other state capitals 

of the Brazilian federation. (I). 

The food crisis is not limited to Rio Branco, the other townships also 

suffer from periodical shortages. The summer of 1983 was catastrophic 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Secretaria do Desenvolvimento AgrArio, Acre. 
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for local food production, it was exceptionally wet and many small 

producers were unable to complete the traditional slash and burn 

process for the clearing of subsistence plots prior to planting. What 

little was harvested was reserved for 'on-farm' consumption. Of Acre's 

smaller townships, Feij6 and Tarauaci were the hardest hit. During the 

month of December of 1983, the price of rice rocketed from 400 cruzeiros 

per kilo to 1,500 cruzeiros, and beans rose from 250 cruzeiros to 1,200. 

In November of the same year, the state government was forced to import 

1,800 tonnes of rice from neighbouring Rondonia to be sold at subsidised 

prices in the markets of Rio Branco to avoid threatened food riots. 

The train of lorries took six weeks to cover the 580 kilometres from 

Porto Velho, Rond8nia, to Rio Branco because the BR-364 was awash in 

several places. (l). 

State government schemes to resolve this situation have consistently 

failed. In September 1981, a horticultural complex was constructed 

alongside the BR-364 with the specific object of growing garden produce 

for the population of the capital. Thirty houses were constructed 

along with a storehouse, an office, residential buildings for technical 

staff; tractors and other farming implements were supplied and the 

whole area irrigated. Of the original 30 families that occupied the 

plots, only 9 were left by April, 1983, and these had all reverted to 

subsistence agriculture for auto-consumption. 

Of the reasons given by those who remained for the failure of the 

project, two were regarded as root causes: firstly, the lack of a 

permanently trafficable road, the project was constructed 63 kilometres 

1. Field observations. 
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away from Rio Branco on the BR-364 which was impassable after the 

first rains in October, thus preventing the commercialisation of the 

product; secondly, and directly related to the first, the occupants 

were unable to meet the interest payments for the credit that they 

had received for seeds, fertilizers and equipment. Many of those who 

left simply abandoned their plots and returned to Rio Branco. On a 

visit to the site in April 1983, most of the abandoned plots were 

overgrown with scrub, the houses were in a state of collapse and 

farming implements were laying rusty in the warehouse. (I). 

A second horticultural complex was completed in February, 1983, near 

to Acre's second city of Cruzeiro do Sul-It was ready to be occupied, 

houses had been constructed and serviced with water and electricity, 

the plots had been marked out and cleared of trees, and irrigation 

work had been completed. By July, 1983, it still had no occupants. This 

was because the state authorities, armed with the knowledge of what 

had happened to the previous horticultural complex and also aware of 

the growing criticism amongst the rural populace that rural projects 

(particularly those managed by INCRA) were being occupied by migrants 

from outside of the state, decided to restrict access to the complex 

to those who were Acreanos, either native or with substantial residence 

in the state, and who also had horticultural experience. No-one was 

found in the Cruzeiro do Sul area that matched this dual qualifi- 

cation and by February, 1974, the problem had not been resolved and the 

forest had begun to take over the plots. (2). 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Field observations. 
2.11 and interviews with Director and technical 

personnel of SENAR-Cruzeiro do Sul (Serviqo Nacional de Assist&nqa 
Rural). It is interesting to note that of SENAR's technical team of 
7, the Director and 3 others were from the state of Paralba, the rest 
were from Para & Bahia. None had been in Acre more than 6 months. 
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The failure of the horticultural projects and also those of INCRA 

(which will be discussed in the next chapter) and the subsequent 

necessity to import essential foodstuffs at high prices, has placed 

a crippling burden on the urban poor, even those who have some form 

of employment. In November of 1983, the official minimum salary in 

Acre was 52,000 cruzeiros per month, but many families of the shanty 

towns earnt less than this. Given a rent of 15,000 cruzeiros a month 

for a one-roomed wooden shack without sanitation, but with a water 

supply and electricity, and an additional cost of 6,000 cruzeiros 

for two containers of butane gas for cooking during the month, this 

does not leave much for the purchase of food. In a field interview 

in the district of Palheiral, Rio Branco, in December, 1983, a 28 year 

old mother of 5 children explained how she managed on the weekly 

food allowance that the family received from her husband's odd- 

jobbing work: 

'Oe have 6,00 cauzei., zo. 6 to . 6pend on -'-'ood eveay Sunday 

ýin the ma4ket. I uv-a in the qaeue to get 5 kiOo, 3 o/ 
aice . 3o& ky the govemment at 350 c/tuze-ito-6 a kiZo 

and 3 ki-&-6 ol geanj at Vw . 6ame p&ice. 7hi. 6 make. 6 
2,800 cAuzei,, zoj uAich Zeav" me with 3,200. In. 6tead 
ol-" ý, uying cooking oii, uhich -&j expen, 3ive, I guy 200 
c, zuze. i4o. 6 wolti-h o/ Lee/ dltipping... that eeave. 3 3,000. 
I ai. ýo tay 5 U-0oh o/ macaxe-i4a (1) at 100 c4uzeiAoh 
a Uio and 3 U-ioh o/ ton" to goiX with the gean-6... 
I al-3o ýuy 2 k-iZoj o/ la44nha(2) a. 6 we"-. 7hi, 3 ha, 3 to 

-P"i uni-il the loVowing Sunduy, idten I 9. uy the . 6ame 
aga-in... 6gg-3, m. ea-t, m. iA, lAu. it and vegeta"e. 6?.. 4/e 
haven't kought tho-3, e in a -Pong time. " (3). 

Many of the residents of Rio Branco's outlying districts do not have 

the ready cash to purchase food items in the city's central markets, 

apart from during the first two weeks of the month when the residue 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1. Macaxeira, a species of Manioc, a root crop boiled and eaten like a 

potato. 
2. Farinha, cassava flour. 3. Field interview, Palheiral, Rio Branco. 
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of the monthly wage is still available to be drawn upon. For this 

group, the last two weeks of the month are spent buying foodstuffs 

on credit from one of the many small stores that dot the shanty towns. 

These stores are generally a small room appended to the side of a 

shack, some specialise in the sale of cachara, the local sugar cane 

spirit, others sell food items on credit, but at very high prices. The 

debt has to paid off at the beginning of the month, but this leaves 

the family with little with which to survive the rest of the month 

and thus they are forced to buy goods on credit and so the process 

continues. The following table gives a comparison of the prices of 

essential goods in December, 1983, between the central market of Rio 

Branco and the credit stores in the district of Palheiral. 

Table 2.3-16. - Rio Branco: Comparison of price of staple 
food items, December, 1983. (in cruzeiros). 

Food Item. Price in Price in b 
Central Palheiral - as 
flarket. (a). (b). a 

Rice (kilo) 350 800 2.29 

Beans (kilo) 350 750 2.14 

Powdered Milk 
(454gm tin) 1,200 1,800 1.50 

Dried Meat (Kilo) 1,600 2,500 1.56 

Cooking Oil (900mm) 1,450 2,200 1.52 

Coffee (kilo) 1,800 2,650 1.47 

Total Cost of 
Group of Items. 6,750 10,700 1.47 

Source: Field Survey using a sample of 10 traders from each 
location. Prices were found to be relatively standardised 
among each group. 
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In late 1983, small co-operatives were created in several of Rio 

Branco's shanty town districts ( Bahia, Palheiral, Joao Eduardo and 

Quinze) with the object of purchasing large quantities of food items 

from wholesalers in the city. This would, firstly, cut out the middle- 

men of the district and, secondly, act as a hedge against inflation 

which was in excess of 200% per annum at this time. These are still 

in their infancy and, in the initial period, were unable to cope with 

the problem that the majority of the families of such districts 

still buy food from the credit stores and thus were unable to pay 

in advance for a month's supply even though the costs were much 

lower (up to 60%). Several organisations, among them the Church and 

Oxfam, have begun to try and resolve this problem by giving loans 

for the initial purchase of stock. (1). 

The future, however, remains bleak for the vast majority of Acre's 

urban population. It seems unlikely that the state will be able to 

develop its urban employment market to any significant extent in the 

near future nor the necessary improvements to the road network. In 

addition, there are few prospects of the migrant population returning 

to the land as the next chapter will demonstrate. Meanwhile, the 

shanty town districts of Rio Branco continue to expand as do crime 

and prostitution as a means of surviving the crisis. In the words 

of Ulysses Guimaraes, the President of the Pk1DB party: 

`7heAe aae ; bw Z3. aaz. Uj. 7ho, ýe who cannot sgrep U-cauze 
Dzey a/te hungty, and tho, 6e iAo cannot j&e/2 Pecau, 3e 

; they woluty aAout z, 4ai the luingay nzay do. ' (2). 

1. Field interviews, the Church, Oxfam's Field Director, and co-operative 
members, Rio Branco. 

2. Quoted in 'The Guardian', 25th April, 1984. 
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3.3. The ecological question. 

The Brazilian Regime's programmes for the 'development' of Amaz8nia 

via the construction of a vast network of arterial highways to 

facilitate the resettlement of thousands of peasant farmers and the 

implantation of large-scale ranching and mineral enterprises has 

prompted the publication of a number of books and articles, as well 

as much media coverage, in recent years. The authors in the main are 

unanimous that the demise of the Amazon rain forest is imminent, that 

Amaz8nia's fragile eco-system cannot endure the predation of the 

roadbuilders, colonists and ranchers. Their position is encapsu- 

lated in such titles as 'Farming the Amazon: The Devastation Technique' 

(1), 'Can Amaz6nia Survive its flighways? '(2), and 'Amazon Jungle: 

Green Ifell to Red Desert' (3). 

The Federal Government's position is somewhat ambivalent. On the one 

hand, it has pointed out that environmental protection cannot be 

economically or socially afforded until after significant development 

has taken place (4). On the other hand, it has initiated programmes to 

monitor the ecological violence that is occurring through such agencies 

as INPA (5) in Manaus and the satellite programme of the Brazilan 

Forestry Commission, the IBDF (6). 

Of particular importance is the IBDF's programme for assessing the 

extent to which Brazil's forest cover is being eroded. The basic 

information for the programme is furnished by the data and images 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Anderson: 1972 . 2. Coodland & Boolcman: 1977. 
3. Goodland & Irwin: 1975.4. Denevan: 1973. 
5. INPA - Instituto Nacional de Pesquisa na AmazOnia. 
6. IBDF - Instituto Brasileiro de Desenvolvimento Florestal. 
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provided by the U. S. Landsat series of satellites which were launched 

in 1972,1975,1978 and 1982. According to the Landsat information, 

Acre was almost totally covered by dense tropical forest up to and 

including 1972. By 1980, deforestation had taken place over a total 

area of 462,684 hectares, an area which corresponds roughly to 

3.03% of the total surface area of the state. This relatively low 

figure does not seem to give cause for alarm. What is significant, C' 
however, is that, while the detected area of deforestation in the state 

between 1972 and 1978 amounted to 246,450 hectares, the area burnt 

down between 1978 and 1980 was 216,234 hectares, an advance of 87.7% 

in just two years. (l). 

The IBDF's calculations took into consideration three levels of 

deforestation: Low, i. e., less than 10,000 hectares per geographic 

degree (less than 0.85%); Medium, i. e., between 10,000 and 50,000 

hectares per geooraphic. degree (between 0.85 and 4.25%); and High, 

i. e., over 50,000 hectares (over 4.25%). Superimposed over the 

map of Acre (see Map 12. overleaf), the 1980 Landsat images show 

that the areas of the state with the highest indices of alteration 

to the forest cover are exactly those considered critical at the 

1978 mapping: the areas alongside the federal highways; those 

around the urban centres; and the sites of ranching and colonisation 

projects (2). 

The advance of deforestation has been greater in the Purus micro- 

region than in the Jurua for it is here that the greatest number of 

highways and ranches are located. Between 1978 and 1980, forest 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. IBDF: 1982: Programa de Monitoramento da Cobertura Florestal do 

Brasil, Acre. 
2. Ibid. 
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alterations were up 276% on the 1972-1978 period; 125% up in Senador 

Guiomard; 84% up in Xapuri; and 125% up in Brasilka. In Tarauaci, 

there are areas of pasture near to the city, but total forest cover 

over the rest of the municipality. Between Feij6 and Manoel Urbano, 

there are small isolated areas of pasture along the BR-364, but 

total forest cover elsewhere. In the municipalities of Cruzeiro do 

Sul and Mancio Limajarge ranches have been sown with pasture along 

the BR-364 and, again, the rest of these two municipalities are still 

totally covered in forest. (l). 

It is clear that the greatest percentage of deforestation is 

directly related to the transition from traditional shifting agri- 

culture to ranching and farming. The role of the IBDF in this 

transition has been to try and limit the extent of deforestation 

and to protect the soil from erosion. To accomplish this, it has 

prohibited deforestation near to river banks, springs and hillsides, 

and has set a maximum limit of 50% deforestation per property. 

However, IBDF-Acre has a total of only 7 forest rangers to carry 

out this task over the whole state, an area of some 152,589 square 

kilometres. (2). 

In addition to the obvious inadequacy of IBDF staffing levels, there 

is also the suspicion that IBDF-Acre is operating in a biased manner. 

According to an administrative officer of the IBDF office in Rio 

Branco, of the IBDF prosecutions between 1980 and 1983, the over- 

whelming majority, some 92%, were prosecutions against small producers 

and only 18% against large landholders. The political role of the 

1. Ibid. 
2. Field interview, Director of IBDF-Acre. 
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IBDF in Acre is illustrated in the following discussion of a land 

dispute that took place in TarauacA in the summer of 1983. (1). 

As has been noted earlier, the summer months in Acre are a time of 

burning small forest clearinas for the planting of subsistence 

crops. These plots are seeded after the second rain in August, the 

first rain is light and only serves to dampen the soil, the second 

rain is much heavier and can last two or three days. In July, 1983, 

the local representative of the IBDF in Tarauach ordered the 

cessation of burning forest clearings on the Seringal Novo Destino 

and Fazenda Cinco Estrelas, two of the largest properties in the 

municipality both of which have large numbers of posseiro families 

living on them. The IBDF urgued that the ban was imposed because 

this form of activity was damaging the forest. 

However, the restriction was limited to the aproximate 600 posseiro 

families of the area, seringueiro autOnomos and barranqueiros. The 

IBDF stated that licences for deforestation could only be issued if 

the posseiro had the authorisation of the 'owner' of the property. 

Here, the IBDF was clearly refusing to acknowledge the right of 

I posse' of these families. The 'owners' of the two estates refused 

to give this permission to the posseiro group, yet gave it to those 

who rented colocaqoes on their land. Thus, this was an obvious attempt 

on the part of the proprietors to deny the posseiro group the right 

to cultivate crops and so force them to abandon their 'posses'. 

During this time, INCRA, the agency responsible for settling land 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Field interview, Administrative Officer, IBDF-Acre, Rio Branco. 
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disputes, kept a low profile. The agency's representative in Tarauaca 

stated in an interview that there were only 120 posseiros listed on 

the INCRA register in Tarauaca and none of these lived on the 

disputed land. The local STR, however, has a list of 3,189 posseiro 

families who live in the municipality, 612 of whom live on the two 

properties wherer the dispute was taking place. (l). 

The situation in Tarauaci rapidly became the focal point of pro- 

posseiro activity in the state. A public demonstration took place in 

TarauacA on the 16th of July after which 6 posseiros were arrested 

by the Federal Police and allegedly beaten and tortured. This was 

followed by demonstrations of solidarity in Rio Branco and the other 

Acrean townships. The Bishop of Acre-Pur6s, Dom IMoacyr Grecchi, who is 

also President of the CPT (2), made a statement in support of the 

posseiros at the public meeting in Rio Branco on the 17th of July 

and, the following day, masses were celebrated for the posseiros of 

TarauacA in all of the churches of the Acre-Pur6s diocese. (3). 

The posseiros continued the clearance of their subsistence plots, 

but in 'mutirao', in groups of up to 40 men for self-protection 

against the peoes of the landowners and the federal Police. The 

posseiros argued that they had to continue clearing the land 

because this needed to be carried out before the rains came other- 

wise they would have no food for the next year. (4). 

At the end of July, the state governor intervened in the situation 

and asked the President of the IBDF in Brasilia to adjudicate in 

I. Field interviews, Tarauaca. 2. CPT, the Church's Land Commission. 
3. Field interviews, Tarauaca, Rio Branco & Xapuri. 
4. Ibid. 
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the matter. In the middle of August, the IBDF rescinded the order 

banning the activity of the posseiros which had by then been 

hampered by the early arrival of the rains. The stalemate will 

continue, however, until the right of the posseiros to a Defintive 

Title is legitimised by INCRA. (1). 

I 
In April of the same year, another dispute took place involving the 

IBDF, small producers and local ranchers in the municipality of 

Brasil6ia. The land occupied by 16 families of small agriculturalists 

each with an area of between 20 and 30 hectares directly adjoins 

two ranches located on the former seringais of Carmen and Porvir, 

15 kilometres away from Brasil6ia on the road to Assis Brasil. The 

two ranchers began to spray thir properties with Agent Orange, a 

chemical defoliant used extensively in Viet Nam. Their intention was 

to poison the vegetation and allow it to dry out prior to burning 

later in the year. The pilot overflew the small farmer's properties 

poisoning crops and fruit trees. Six of the residents were taken to 

the local hospital suffering from intestinal problems. 

Despite evidence given at the IBDF enquiry that this indiscriminate 

use of defoliants over a large area had broken the IBDF's code 

regarding deforestation in that river banks and hillsides had lost 

their forest cover, the IBDF decided not to prosecute the ranchers. 

The latter also refused to compensate the small farmers for the 

damage that was done to their persons and property and told them 

to initiate court proceedings, a long and expensive process. In 

addition, during the enquiry, it transpired that Agent Orange had been 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Ibid. 
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used previously in the state on two large properties in Tarauaca, 

those of Paranacre and Viaqao Garcia. (I). 

Although these two cases were the gravest to occur during the summer 

of 1983 and are, therefore, perhaps not representative, they do 

illustrate the ineffectivity of the IBDF and perhaps point to bureau- 

cratic complicity in the struggle between ranchers and posseiros/small 

farmers. 

With reference to the advance of deforestation, it is probable that 

this will continue unchecked, particularly if the proposed TransAcreana 

highway is constructed as planned in 1986. The TransAcreana was 

proposed by the Dantas administration as part of its campaign to 

bring southern entrepreneurs to Acre by offering them access to the 

ports of the Pacific. It is projected to cut through the interior of 

the state from Rio Branco to Bouqueirao da Esperanga in the munici- 

pality of Cruzeiro do Sul close to the border with Peru. The highway 

will be 700 kilometres in length and will pass through the interior 

of the municipalities of Sena IMadureira, planoel Urbano, Feij6 and 

TarauacA, at a distance of aproximately 100 kilometres from the municipal 

capitals. (2). 

The highway, then, will penetrate the least occupied areas of the state, 

thus providing limited benefit for the population as a whole. The 

state government argues that it will provide a means of commercia- 

lising the agricultural product of the thousands of subsistence farmers 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Ibid. The extent of the deforestation on these two properties through 

the use of Agent Orange is not known as it occurred after the 1982 
Landsat programme. 

2. See the map of Acre's projected highways in Chapter 2. 
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who live in the interior. This argument is somewhat unrealistic. 

Firstly, the highway will not provide access to the markets of the 

smaller towns such as FeijO, TarauacA and Manoel Urbano as the highway 

will be too distant from them and no side roads are planned that will 

link them to it. Secondly, given the distances involved and the climate, 

the markets of Rio Branco will also be out of range. Thirdly, given 

that the other highways in Acre are only trafficable for two months 

of the year, it is reasonable to assume that the TransAcreana will 

suffer from the same problems after the rains come. 

However, the TransAcreana will pass right through some of the largest 

properties in the state causing an inevitable rise in the price of 

land and probably the eventual expulsion of the posseiros that live 

on them. The first stretch of tile highway between the River Acre and 

the River Iaco is 113 kilometres long, but pass throu. -h only 13 

properties. Similarly, in the municipalities of TarauacA and Feij6, 

the highway will pass directly through the ranches of Paranacre 

(450,000 hectares) and Fazenda California (427,000 hectares) 

respectively (1). 

If constructed, the TransAcreana will stimulate further deforestation 

in areas as yet untouched by this process. According to a technical 

study undertaken by INPA, if the present rhythm of destruction of the 

Amazon's forest cover is maintained, then the forests of Rondonia and 

Goiis will have disappeared by 1988, of Mato Grosso by 1989, Maranhao 

by 1990, ParA by 1991, Acre by 1995, Roraima by 2002, Amazonas by 2003, and 

Amapa by 2059. (2) 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. INCRA-Acre, Coordenaria Regional, CR14, Rio Branco. 
2. Quoted in 'Folha do Acre', 13th of August, 1983. 
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CHAPTER 4- MANAGING THE CRISIS. 

The failure to resolve the twin problems of rural violence and 

accelerating urban expansion forced the Federal and State governments 

to reconsider their strategies. This chapter will detail three schemes 

which were devised in the late 1970's and early 1980's to promote the 

economic emancipation of the seringueiro so as to ensure his permanence 

on the land. In particular, the discussion will illustrate the 

differential and often contradictory nature of state activity in Acre 

throughout this period. The three schemes under discussion, those of 

INCRA, SUDHEVEA, and the Church (with allied groups), whilst not the only 

forms of mediation in the life of the seringueiro at this time, were 

the most significant in that it was on their success or failure that 

the future of Acre's rural population depended. 

4.1. INCRA Colonisation Projects in Acre. 

Although INCRA's policy in Acre seemed to move through 180 degrees 

in the mid-70's and appeared to support the posseiro in his claim 

for the land on which he and his family lived and worked, the previous 

chapter has shown that the two main lines of action taken by INCRA 

at this time, i. e., discrimination and arbitration, both served to subvert 

INCRA's stated policy commitment of 'fixing' the posseiro to the land. 

In the first instance, INCRA's discriminatory activity centred on the 

issuing of land titles for either those large properties which were 

proven to have legitimate titles dating from before 1898, or for 
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smaller properties with a median size of 25 hectares (1) which made up 

the agricultural nucleii near to the principal urban centres. Thus, 

land titles were issued either to latifundios 'by dimension' or to 

minifundios, i. e., properties of less than the regional module size, 

both of which INCRA had promised to eradicate. In addition, by concen- 

trating on these two numerically small groups, INCRA had failed to 

resolve the titles of the vast majority of Acre's posseiro population 

which left them still open to expropriation through violence. 

Secondly, INCRA's role as 'independent' arbiter between the posseiro 

and those who sought to dispossess him focused on persuading the 

posseiro to accept an alternative parcel of land in exchange for the 

area on which he had previously worked. In theory, this should have 

been of benefit to both the parties concerned, but in practice it 

was detrimental to the position of the posseiro. Firstly, the 

acceptance of another parcel of land had the effect of confirming 

the other's right to the original property whilst at the same time 

denying the posseiro's right of 'posse'. In addition, the alternative 

plots were generally of a much smaller size in many cases less than 

10 hectares (2), and often distant from access roads or river banks. 

This signified that in a very short space of time these plots would 

probably be abandoned by their new occupants who would return them 

to the 'owner' in exchange for a small monetary compensation for any 

improvements made during the brief occupation. 

The newly created Rural Worker's Union (STR), on the other hand, 

fought for a minimum of 50 hectares for these exchange plots and 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. INCRA-Acre, Coordenaria Regional CR-14, Rio Branco. 
2. Ibid. 
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advised posseiros not to leave their colocaqoes unless this was met. 

As has been noted, it was soon realised that not even a 50 hectare 

plot was sufficient to maintain the seringueiro and his family as 

there were too few rubber trees in this area and commercialisation 

of any surplus subsistence crops was not possible in areas far from 

the towns. The STR's, particularly that of Xapuri, began to counsel 

their members not to move at any cost, that the only fair resolution 

to the situation would be the titling of their posses in their 

entirety. 

However, for those who did accept another parcel of land, a thorny 

problem still existed in that INCRA did not automatically issue 

a definitive title for this land. Asignificant proportion of 

posseiros interviewed in the field stated that the INCRA agent 

had guaranteed this verbally. In addition, many posseiros believed 

that, if their property had been included in the INCRA census of 

rural properties of 1978, and if they were regularly paying their 

land taxes, then these would be sufficient grounds for the issuing 

of a title. This was not the case. As chapter 3 noted, none of these 

factors were considered by INCRA's Land Commission in its 

discriminatory procedure. 

Neither discrimination, nor arbitration, then, were able to resolve 

the crisis in the rural areas and, therefore, did not stem the flow 

of migrants to the towns. During the late 70's, INCRA's policy 

underwent another significant change with the creation of the 

Directed Settlement Projects (PAD's) as the principal means of 

solving the land problem. 
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4.1.1. The Directed Settlement Project - PAD. 

The impetus for the creation of the PAD's (1) in Acre did not 

originate in INCRA itself. The latter was still smarting from its 

attempts at colonisation along the TransAmazonian Highway and was 

still under considerable pressure in Rondonia due to spontaneous 

migration. In addition, INCRA's previous attempt to organise a 

settlement project in Acre, the PIC (2) at Xapuri in 1974, had been 

a dismal failure with only six families eventually being settled 

and all these had abandoned the PIC within two years (3). Rather, 

the creation of the PADs was directly due to the criticism of INCRA 

from the STRs and the Church as well as from pressure exerted by 

the Mesquita administration at a federal level. The mid and late 

70's had witnessed a number of Parliamentary Commissions on the Land 

Question to which both Geraldo Mesquita, the Governor of Acre, and 

Dom Moacyr Grecchi, the Bishop of Acre-Pur6s, were called to testify. 

Faced with the problem of large numbers of Acrean families without 

access to land or using violent retaliation to maintain that access, 

and the almost total lack of state owned lands on which to relocate 

them, the Federal Government through INCRA expropriated 700,000 

hectares in Acre in December, 1976: 292,000 hectares in the 

municipality of Sena Madureira and 408,000 in the interior of Rio 

Branco. These two areas were destined to become the sites of PAD Boa 

Esperanga and PAD Pedro Peixoto respectively on which a total of 

8,000 families, or aproximately 40,000 persons, were to be settled. 

1. PAD - Projeto de Assentamento Dirigido. 
2. PIC - Projeto Integrado de Colonizaqao (Integrated Colonisation 

project). 
3. Field interviews, Xapuri. 
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The basis of settlement on these projects as outlined by INCRA 

was- 

1. That the occupation of the areas should be by families 

and not private enterprises of which most should come from 

those already dispossessed of their land and who were now 

living in the urban area of Rio Branco. 

2. That each family should be allocated a plot of up to 100 

hectares (80 hectares being the mean). 

3. That, while a variety of crops should be cultivated, the long 

term aim was not subsistence, but the provision of a cash 

crop income for each family. It was envisaged that rubber 

would be the principal cash crop and each family would be 

encouraged to plant between 3 and 10 hectares of rubber 

trees. (1). 

While it was felt that the cost of the land and necessary infra- 

structural developments should be socialised, i. e., provided by the 

state, the pressing need to relocate large numbers of families in a 

short space of time persuaded INCRA that the model for the new 

projects should be the PAD, which it had already begun to use in 

Rond6nia, rather then the earlier model of the PIC. In essence, the 

PAD is distinguished from the PIC in two significant respects (2): 

1. The responsibility for the execution of the project 

does not rest solely on INCRA, but is divided between 

a number of federal and local state agencies. 

2. The financial and technical characteristics of the 

prospective colonist are taken into account. 

1. Extensao Rural, Vol. 2, No. 2, March/April, 1981. 
2. See p. 157ff for a discussion of these in relation to INCRA 

projects in Rond8nia. 
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The distribution of functions between the various agencies in Acre 

is as follows: 

1. INCRA: Demarcation and distribution of plots and the selection 

of candidates. 

2. COLONACRE (1): Creation of an infrastructure for the commerciali- 

sation of the colonists' product (roads etc. ) and loans of machinery 

to them. 

3. CAGEACRE (2) : Creation of warehousing and storage facilities. 

4. EMATER (3) : Technical assistance, short courses on agricultural 

techniques, and the distribution of seeds and plantlings. 

5. BANACRE (4) : Credit. 

6. Other local state agencies: Health, education, power and water 

supplies, sanitation etc. 

The expropriation of land in the two project areas began in the 

summer of 1977, but by early 1979 only 50,000 hectares of the projected 

700,000 had been taken possession of by INCRA. These were in Gleba 

Xiburema, a section of PAD Boa Esperanqa, with a total of only 15 

families having been settled. The year of 1978 had been one of heated 

debate over the two projects, particularly by the landowning faction 

which was facing expropriation. The latter called in 'expert 

witnessess' to the INCRA tribunals who testified that given areas 

were infertile, that they were rife with malaria and other infectious 

diseases, that the seringueiro was ignorant of cultivation techniques 

and would starve to death, that seringueiros were naturally lazy 

and needed a patrao to force them to work (5). 

1. COLONACRE: Companhia de Colonizagao - Acre jAcrean Colonisation Co. 
2. CAGEACRE : Companhia de Armaz6ns Gerais e Entrepostos do Acre; 

Acrean Warehousing and Storage Company. 
3. EMATER : Empresa de Assistencia Tecnica e Extensao Rural; Technical 

Assistance and Rural Extension Company. 
4. BANACRE : Banco do Acre; Acrean State Bank. 
5. Local press reports throughout 1978 and early 1979, in particular 

the monthly '0 Varadouro' and the daily '0 Rio Branco'. 
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The work of forming the PADs was virtually frozed during this time 

and it was only with the resurgence of rural conflict in the summer 

of 1979 that INCRA pressed ahead. In March, 1980, almost four years 

after the enabling legislation had been passed, the settlement of 

PADs Boa Esperanga and Pedro Peixoto began, although much reduced 

in the latter as over 150,000 hectares had been invaded by landless 

seringueiros from the municipalities of Rio Branco, Brasil6ia and 

Xapuri. The increased incidence of violence in these three 

municipalities, which culminated in the assassination of Wilson 

Pinheiro, the president of the STR in Brasil6ia on July the 21st, 

1980, resulted in the expropriation of three more areas totalling 

187,072 hectares. These were destined to become the PADs HumaitA, 

QuixadA and Santa Luzia. The map and table that follow give the 

location of the PADs in Acre and their settlement details. 

The INCRA PADs were set up primarily to resolve the crisis in the 

urban areas, especially the capital, Rio Branco. On the one hand, the 

offer of land on a PAD was considered by INCRA as the principal 

means of absorbing surplus labour from the shanty towns of the 

capital. In addition, it was seen as a means of diffusing the 

tension in the countryside for both the alleged landowner and the 

posseiro would have access to land, the former on the disputed 

property and the latter on the PAD. It will be shown, however, that 

the form that the projects took and their mode of operation 

directly contributed to the continuation of the rural exodus, rather 

than helping to stem it. 

Firstly, there was a long delay between the initial expropriation 

of the land and actual settlement on it. By mid 1980, only 1,436 

families had been placed on the original two projects: 1,171 on 
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Pedro Peixoto and 265 on Boa Esperanra. When interviewed, INCRA 

technical staff blamed the delay on the lack of cooperation from the 

other agencies and the non take up of lots by ex-possieros following 

an STR and PT campaign in early 1980 which publicised the failure 

of the state consortium to keep its promises. As will be shown, the 

campaign was justified. As late as January, 1984, almost six years 

after the initial expropriations, the projected access roads were far 

from completion. The majority of colonists have to walk distances of 

up to 20 kilometres along jungle paths to reach the nearest highway 

where they can catch a bus into the nearest urban centre, which makes 

commercialisation of their product almost impossible (1). 

Secondly, the criteria for selection of prospective colonists, based as 

they were on financial/economic capacity and knowledge/experience of 

modern agricultural techniques, denied access to the PADS to many 

Acreano applicants. INCRA justified the inclusion of these criteria 

on the grounds that those who met the required standard would be more 

likely to succeed and, in addition, less state resources would be needed 

over the long term. However, the tradition of rudimentary slash and 

burn agriculture in Acre coupled with the history of debt peonage via 

the aviamento system which denied the possibility of capital 

accumulation to all but a few seringueiros, signified that the ex- 

possiero/barranqueiro who lived a life of deprivation in the shanty 

towns of the capital was extremely unlikely to be able to meet either 

of INCRA's selection criteria. Yet it was precisely for the settlement 

of this group that the PADs were created. Table 2.4.1. shows that by 

December, 1983,25% of the PAD colonists were migrants from outside of 

the state. 
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Apart from the lack of an adequate infrastructure, the most pressing 

problem that faced the new colonist was credit provision. A break- 

down of the credit extended by BANACRE from 1978 to 1980 in the 

municipality of Rio Branco where two of the PADs are located is given 

in Table 2.4.2. This shows that BANACRE extended credit to only 642 

small landowners, i. e., those with less than 100 hectares, during the 

whole of the three year period. The under manager of BANACRE in Rio 

Branco stated in interview that the bank had not extended credit to 

most of the PAD applicants because INCRA had not issued them with a 

definitive title and therefore they were not the legal owners of the 

land on which the credit would be utilised. INCRA officials in their 

turn stated that titles would not be granted until the plot holder 

had made sufficient improvements to the land. Two of the three INCRA 

requirements were the construction of a house and the clearing of a 

stated % of the area of the property for cultivation. The third was 

the planting of permanent crops such as rubber and cocoa as opposed 

to short cycle subsistence crops. This left the colonist in a situation 

in which he would only receive credit for permanent crops if he was in 

possession of a definitive title, yet the latter was denied to him until 

he had already planted those crops (1). 

Of the 246,537 cruzeiros loaned by the bank to small landholders, 8% 

was destined for short cycle subsistence crops, 5% was allocated to 

cattle rearing, and the majority, 87%, was intended for the creation of 

small rubber plantations. However, given the fact that seringueiras, 

rubber trees, take from 6 to 9 years to mature, i. e., before they can be 

tapped commercially, the small farmer needs a cash income in the meantime 

1. Field interviews, PAD Pedro Peixoto and Rio Branco. 
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both to purchase essential supplies and to service the bank loan for 

the creation of the plantation. The lack of infrastructural development, 

especially the absence of access roads and crop storage facilities, 

meant that, even if the small producer did have a surplus to sell, he 

would have extreme difficulty in commercialising it . Like his 

seringueiro autonomo counterpart, the small producer on the PAD cannot 

store his surplus until the winter months when prices rise significantly, 

he must sell it as soon as possible to whoever will buy it at a price 

set by the purchaser, either the marreteiro or a relatively wealthy 

PAD colonist with transport. 

The following section gives the results of a field survey undertaken 

in PAD Pedro Peixoto during the months of December, 1983, and January, 

1984. It details the plight of the small farmer on the PADs and 

discusses the tendency towards the settlement of non-Acreanos on 

them. 

4.1.2. Field Survey of PAD Pedro Peixoto. 

Towards the end of 1983, it became apparent through local press reports 

and discussions with officials of the various agencies involved, as well 

as with the STR leadership, that the PADs were no longer serving the 

purpose for which they had been originally conceived, i. e., the 

absorption of Rio Branco's surplus labour force and the relocation of 

posseiros in dispute over their land. The local press in particular 

was reporting the arrival of large numbers of migrants from outside 

of the state who were taking up lots on the PADs. 
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It was decided to conduct a survey to ascertain what was happening 

on the PADs. Given the time of year, the height of the rainy season, 

the lack of access roads, and the reticence of INCRA to furnish hard 

data on such a sensitive issue at a time when it was under severe 

criticism from several sources, it was not possible to undertake a 

survey based on a random sample of the PAD population. It must be 

remembered that PAD Pedro Peixoto alone covers an area of over 

4,000 square kilometres, much of which is inaccessible for all but 

two or three months of the year. 

A survey was carried out of Glebas (1) G, F and N of PAD Pedro Peixoto 

as this was one of the first areas of the project to be settled, most 

of the occupants had occupied their properties from bC-tween two and 

four years, and would provide information regarding the viability of 

economic activity on the project as well as furnishing information 

regarding the origins of those who had settled on it. 

A health post was chosen as a base from which to conduct the survey. 

This was situated some 81 kilometres from Rio Branco along the BR364 

highway and occupied a central position in the area to be studied. 

During the two months of the survey, 110 families were interviewed 

using a short questionnaire and informal conversations some of which 

were taped. The family population of the 3 Glebas was 524 at the time 

of the survey, thus the sample contained just over 20% of the resident 

population. A 'snowballing' technique was used in that, when a head 

of a family (i. e., mother or father) arrived at the health post, s/he 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Gleba, which literally means the 'soil', is the basic administrative 
unit of the PAD which is subdivided into a varying number of lots. 
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was asked to participate in the survey. In keeping with the hospitality 

that was shown throughout the whole field trip, not one person refused. 

After that persons business at the health centre was completed, s/he 

was accompanied home. This often involved a journey of 15 kilometres 

or more on foot. The interview would normally take place in the evening 

with the whole family gathered around. Later, the interviewee was asked 

if their neighbour would wish to participate. The next day, a younger 

member of the household would accompany me to the neighbour's house, 

to act as both a guide and as an introduction to the neighbour. This 

process was continued for two or three days each week over a period of 

just over two months. On some occasions, e. g., when neighbours were 

gathered together in one house for a union meeting or celebration, it 

was possible to interview several persons in a short space of time (1). 

Table 2.4.3. shows that, of the 110 heads of families (2) interviewed, 

only 28 had been born in Acre and only 27 of the 110 resided in Acre 

for more than six months prior to taking up their plot on PAD Pedro 

Peixoto. The largest group by far (34.5%) were those who were born 

or had last resided in the South of Brazil. The other main group 

were those who had been born in the North-East of Brazil (20.9%). 

Thus, over 75% of the families interviewed had migrated to Acre from 

another state. 

The data collected relating to the migratory history of both the male 

and female heads of families, i. e., of both the mother and father of each 

family, shows that the male was more likely to have migrated on a greater 

number of occasions than the female, as Table 2.4.4. illustrates. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. See Appendix for a translation of the questionnaire. 
2. Taken as male except in the 3 cases where a widow or single woman 

was head of the family. 
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Table 2.4.3. - PAD Pedro Veixoto Survey : State of Birth and Previous 

State of Residence of Heads of Families ( 1). 

State. State of Birth. State of Prior 
Residence. 

Acre. 28 27 

Rondonia. 0 6 

Amazonas. 2 3 

Sub-total 

Northern Region. 30 36 

CearA. 13 7 

Sergipe. 3 2 

Paraiba. 3 2 

Rio Grande do N. 1 1 

Pernambuco. 1 0 

Bahia. 2 0 

Sub-total 

North-East Region. 23 13 

Mato Grosso do S. 1 4 

Mato grosso. 0 3 

Sub-total 

Centre-West Region. 1 7 

Minas gerais. 9 3 

Sao Paulo. 4 2 

Esp. Santo. 2 1 

Sub-total 

South-East Region. 15 6 

Parana. 10 42 

Santa Catarina. 8 0 

Rio Grande do S. 20 2 

Sub-total 

Southern region. 38 44 

Bolivia 2 2 4 4 

Spain. 1 1 0 0 

Total. 110 110 110 110. 

(1). See note 2 previous page. 
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Table 2.4.4. - PAD Pedro Peixoto Survev : MiRration of Male 

and Female Heads of FamilV. 

1. Husband and wife born in the same state although 

not necessarily married there. 47 

2. Wife born in first state to which husband migrated. 36 

3. Wife born in second state to which husband migrated. 1 

4. Wife born in third state to which husband migrated. 1 

5. Husband and wife born in different states and both 
migrating to state where they were married. 7 

6. Husband born in first state to which wife migrated. 10 

7. Single persons. 8 

Total. 110 

When the migratory details of both the male and female heads of each 

family are added to those of each of their parents, which gives a 

picture of family migration over two generations, the resulting 

pattern reproduces almost exactly (1) the sum of Brazilian inter- and 

intra-regional migration during the 20th century. It must be 

remembered that only 110 families were interviewed, yet their combined 

migratory histories include most of the principal migratory flows 

that have occured since the Rubber Boom. The histories of these 

110 families have been combined in the map overleaf which shows five 

main migratory routes: 

A. The traditional route to the west for those escaping 

from the droughts of the North-East. 

B. The migration from the North-East to the factories of 

Sao Paulo. 

The exceptions are the migration from the North-East into Maranhao 
in the 1920's and the 'March to the West' into GoiAs in the 1940's. 
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C. The migration from the North-East to the agricultural 

frontier of Parani. 

D. The 'moving agricultural frontier' within the Southern 

region which began with the settlement of Rio Grande do 

Sul and subsequently of Santa Catarina and Parana. 

E. The migration from the cities of the South and South- 

East and from the mechanisation of agriculture/Itaipu 

Dam in the South to Acre, either directly or via the 

stepping stones of Mato Grosso and/or Rond6nia. 

Only 5 of the 110 families interviewed stated that both the male 

and female heads of the family and their parents had all been born 

in Acre. Of the rest, 41 families had experienced interstate migration 

once in two generations, 39 had migrated between states twice, 21 had 

migrated between states three times, and 4 had migrated four times. 

Of the latter, 3 families had taken a similar route from one of the 

states in the North-East to Rio Grande do Sul to Santa Catarina to 

Parani and finally to Acre. The fourth family had migrated from 

Sergipe in the North-East to Sao Paulo to Parana to Mato grosso do 

Sul and then to Acre. 

The distribution of size of families is given in Table 2.4.5. This 

shows that the 110 families consisted of 576 persons giving an 

average family size of 5.24. All were nuclear non-extended families, 

i. e., parents and children with no grandparents etc. In only three 

cases was their an extra adult and in each case this was the brother 

of either the wife or the husband. 24 of the families stated that 

they were the vanguard of a larger family migration and other 
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relatives would follow once they were established. Of these, the 

largest group (18) were last resident in Parani. 

Table 2.4.5. PAD Pedro Peixoto Survey : Distribution of Family Size. 

Number of persons Number of 
in Family. Families. 

18 

2 13 

3 14 

4 15 

5 14 

6 10 

7 10 

8 10 

9 4 

10 9 

11 2 

12 1 

Total 110 

Of the 107 male heads of families, 22 stated that they were unemployed 

during the period immediately prior to their arrival at PAD Pedro 

Peixoto. 14 of these were resident in Rio Branco at the time and 

8 were resident outside of the state. 6 stated that they had been 

unemployed for longer than 6 months. Table 2.4.6. givesthe occupations 

of these 107 males prior to taking up their lots on the PAD and shows that 

the majority had been employed on the land : 31 renters of land; 28 

seringueiros ;8 landowners ; and 6 ranch/farm hands ;a total of 73 

or 68% of the sample. 
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Table 2.4.6. - PAD Pedro Peixoto Survey : Occupation of Male Heads 

of Families Prior to Arrival on PAD (1). 

Occupation. Total Number. 

Renter of Land. 31 

Seringueiro. 28 

Landowner. 8 

Driver. 7 

Ranch/Farm Hand. 6 

Factory Hand. 6 

Bricklayer. 5 

Carpenter. 2 

Gold Prospector. 2 

Baker. 2 

Brickmaker. 1 

Mechanic. 1 

Photographer. I 

Painter. I 

Shop Assistant. 1 

Stevedore. 1 

Nightwatchman. I 

Fisherman. 1 

Barber. 1 

Tailor. 1 

Total. 107 

(1) Including the previous occupation of those who were unemployed 
immediately prior to their arrival on the PAD or migration to Acre. 
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Thus, 67 of the 107 had previously occupied land. If the 28 seringueiros 

are excluded, 26 or 66% of the remaining 39 occupied areas of less than 

20 hectares. The distribution of landholding is given below. 

Table 2.4.7. - PAD Pedro Peixoto Survey : Size of Rural Property 

Occupied by Landowners and Renters of Land Prior to Arrival on PAD. 

Size of Property Number of % Number 
in Hectares. Familes. of Families. 

0-9 11 28 

10 - 19 15 38 

20 - 29 4 10 

30 - 39 2 5 

40 - 49 3 8 

50 - 59 3 8 

60 - 69 0 0 

70 + 1 3 

Total. 39 100 

The average property size of the 39 was 19.26 hectares which can be 

compared to the average property size of the 110 plots sampled on 

PAD Pedro Peixoto of 76.37 hectares, a breakdown of which is given in 

Table 2.4.8. 

The sample can be roughly divided into two main groups: the urban 

unemployed, both from Rio Branco and the cities of the South and South 

East; and those who were forced by circumstances to move off the land 

that they occupied. This is reflected in the reasons that each family 

gave for undertaking the migration to PAD Pedro Peixoto. 
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Table 2.4.8. - PAD Pedro Peixoto Survey : Distribution of Property 

Size on the PAD. 

Size of Property Number of 
in Hectares. Families. 

50 - 59 4 

60 - 69 20 

70 - 79 44 

80 - 89 36 

90 - 99 4 

100 - 109 1 

110 - 119 1 

Total. 110 

Of the 42 families whose last state of residence was Parana, the principal 

reasons given for leaving that state were : the construction of the dam 

at Itaipu and the subsequent flooding of their land (27); the desire to 

own land rather than rent it (9); the wish to secure a better future 

for the children (2); continued frost damage to crops (1). All stated 

that they came to Acre because of the low cost and availability of 

land. In the words of one migrant who was born in Sergipe in the North- 

East and who had rented land first in Rio Grande do Sul and later in 

Parani : 

'I agnied 4 heciaae. 6 oý land in Sao Miguel de Iguacu (in 
Paaana), tuýt it uu. 6 dill-icu& to 6uppo,, zt my wii/e and loua 
chiidazn. R- had 9"-n iAe 5ame -in Rio gliande do Su-t ..... 
u4en you zent -tandilt ýiz a haad tiA ... WeV, they gui-& 
the dam and &w- had nowhzlie io go ... I have neveA Uved in 

-thz city ... and iand uu, 6 ; too expen, 6ive in PalLana ... I heazd 
Aom INCR4 ýhai- ýheae &u. 6 cheap -Pand ava-i&Ue in Acae, 
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. 5o we came heAe... and now we have ou/t own iand... 84 hectulte. 5 
and ouz ch-iidaen now have a lutuAe. ' (1). 

Of the 31 ex-seringueiros, i. e., those whose previous residence had 

been elsewhere in Acre or in Bolivia, the main reasons for the move 

to PAD Pedro Peixoto were : Lack of work and/or high cost of living 

in the city of Rio Branco (12) ; their expulsion from the land by 

the 'new landowner' (11) ; the desire to own land (5) ; the vision of 

a better life as a small farmer than as a seringueiro (3). 

The prime reasons for the migration of the remaining 37 families were: 

the high cost of living in the city (15) ; unemployment (8) ;a more 

secure future for thir children (7) ; ownership of land (6) ; and the 

search for adventure (1). 

The data given above has shown 

its original function, i. e., the 

64% of the sample in the three 

crises that have afflicted the 

Brazil. It must be noted again 

the first to be settled on the 

that PAD Pedro Peixoto is not serving 

absorption of surplus Acrean labour. 

Glebas surveyed were refugees from the 

rural and urban areas of the rest of 

that these three Glebas were amongst 

PAD yet. only 24.5% of the families 

were previously resident in Acre. According to field staff of both 

INCRA and EMATER, the tendency on the Glebas that were occupied later 

was for an even greater concentration of out of state migrants (2). 

It may be the case that the three Glebas surveyed were closer to 

access roads and therefore more desirable, but this does not explain 

the disparity between INCRA's official figures given in Table 2.4.1. 

of 84% settlement of Acreanos on PADPedro Peixoto and the 24.5% 

shown in the survey sample. That the later PADs were occupied by 

predominantly out of state migrants will be proven in section 2.4.3. 

1. Field interview, PAD Pedro Peixoto. 
2. Field interviews, Rio Branco and Cruzeiro do Sul. 
*. Resident in Acre for at least 12 months prior to arrival on PAD. 
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When questioned about this phenomenon in a press conference given in 

Rio Branco in October, 1983, the Director of INCRA-Acre stated that 

INCRA would allocate land only to those who met its selection criteria, 

i. e., those with adequate financial resources and agricultural expertise. 

However, the survey of PAD Pedro Peixoto shows that, apart from four 

exceptions, the out of state migrants on the PAD were no more qualified 

than the Acreano colonists. 

In the first instance, the financial and/or economic capacities of the 

migrants are reflected in the capital that each family possesses. After 

having been settled on the PAD for between 2 and 4 years, the 110 families 

possessed between them : 65 petrol-driven chain saws ;1 lorry ;3 jeeps 

5 cars ; no tractors or agricultural machinery. The capital equipment 

of the average family amounted to a single chain saw. The families also 

possessed between them 5 horses ; 105 head of beef cattle split into 

3 herds of 80,15 and 10 325 dairy cattle spread amongst 20 families, 

with 3 large herds of 120,60 and 30, the remaining 17 families having 

an average of 6 head. The vehicles, the beef cattle and most of the 

dairy cattle were concentrated amongst 4 families all of whom had 

previously owned land and three of whom had occupied the largest size 

properties shown in Table 2.4.7. The life-stylesofthe other 106 

families were virtually indistinguishable. Thus, in terms of INCRA's 

first selection criterion, there was no reason for such a high 

proportion of out of state migrants. 

A case can perhaps be made for the greater agricultural experience of 

those who had migrated from the rural areas of the South where 'modern' 

agricultural techniques are used, but, in the context of the PADs of Acre, 

this argument also breaks down under scrutiny. Given that the intended 
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cash crop on the PADs was rubber and therefore not within the expertise 

of those from the South, coupled with the fact that most seringueiros 

and barranqueiros had experience of subsistence crop cultivation, then 

the grounds for selecting non-Acreanos over Acreanos on the basis of 

agricultural qualifications are also false. 

It is also important to note that the lack of capital accumulation on 

the part of the majority of colonists, Acreanos and non-Acreanos alike, 

is in part, if not directly, due to the non-completion of infrastructural 

developments and the lack of technical and financial assistance, all of 

which had been promised to the colonists. Of the 110 interviewed, 108 

were in possession of an 'Authorisation to Occupy', while only 2 had 

been issued with a 'Definitive Title'. Both of these families were 

members of the 'leading' group of 4 noted on the previous page. One 

had waited 4 years for the issue of the title, the other had waited 

18 months. As has been mentioned previously, the lack of a definitive 

title severely restricted the colonists' access to credit, reflected 

in the fact that only 16 of the 110 had been granted credit by BANACRE 

and this was restricted to credit for subsistence crops, not permanent 

cultures. 

None of those interviewed had been serviced by COLONACRE. The tracks 

that lead to their lots are impassable for most of the year except by 

vehicles with four-wheel drive e. g., jeeps, which only three families 

possessed. EMATER technicians had visited only 10 of the 110,9 regarding 

the planting of rubber trees and 1 regarding pest control. It must be 

noted that not one of the interviewees had begun the planting of 

rubber trees at the time of the survey, the principal reason given being 

the lack of credit provision for permanent crops unless a definitive 

title was held. In addition, none of the colonists had access to the 
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storage facilities of CAGEACRE. These were located in the urban areas 

and inaccessible to all but those with vehicles as the Glebas surveyed 

were 81 kilometres from Rio Branco where the nearest warehouse was 

situated. 

With reference to the commercialisation of the colonists' surplus, only 

16 of the 110 had sold a portion of their production during the year 

prior to the interview. 7 of these were ex-seringueiros who reverted 

to rubber tapping for the provision of a cash income and who sold to 

local marreteiros. 4 were owners of their own transport and thus the 

markets of Rio Branco were accessible to them. These also gained a 

cash income by transporting other colonists and their families to the 

city as well as acting as marreteiros themselves. The remaining 5 sold 

their surplus either to local marreteiros or to one of those families 

who had transport. The quantities of produce sold by these 5 is given 

below: 

1.2.3.4.5. 

Rice. 80OKg 1,20OKg 

Manioc. 2,00OKg 

Beans. 90Kg 1,00OKg 850Kg 

Corn. 2,10OKg 60OKg 5,00OKg 3,60OKg 

The income gained from these sales was minimal and used to buy an 

annual change of clothing for each member of the family and for the 

purchase of small items for the home. The aproximate income received 

by the above 5 was 490,00OCr, 460,00OCr, 531,00OCr, 710,00OCr, and 

497,00OCr respectively. The highest income of the group, that of 

710,000 cruzeiros, is aproximately 10% less than the annual income of 

a seringueiro aut6nomo, in the same municipality. 
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The above has demonstrated that: firstly, INCRA seemingly gave priority 

to the settlement of out of state migrants on the PAD at a time when 

Rio Branco was unable to absorb the surplus labour that had already 

arrived and was continuing to arrive from the rural areas of Acre ; 

secondly, the bias towards out of state migrants could not have based 

upon the INCRA's stated criteria of selection as in the main the two 

groups are indistinguishable ; thirdly, once settled, the colonists 

received little, if any, support from the agencies that were allocated 

this task . The following section will discuss the settlement of other 

INCRA projects in Acre and will demonstrate that this situation was 

not limited to PAD Pedro Peixoto. 

4.1.3. The 'New Acreanos'. 

During the two decades that followed World War Il, the Amazon was 

treated, firstly, as a Presource frontier', as a region whose natural 

wealth could be tapped to resolve the country's chronic balance of 

payments problem, and, secondly, as an 'agricultural frontier' for the 

absorption of the thousands of landless peasants of the North-East. 

In the 1970's, the region became the object of speculation by the 

industrial corporations of the South-East who sought to continue the 

predation of the Amazon via the implantation of agro-mineral 

complexes. From 1980 onwards, Amaz6nia, and Acre in particular, was 

once again being used as an escape valve for the crises that were 

occuring in other states of the Union. 

Once such crisis was discussed in the previous section, the problem 

that was affecting small farmers in the agricultural South. Another 

was that of the industrial decline of the cities of the South-East 
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where real incomes were falling causing a concommitant reduction in 

the demand for non-essential goods. This in turn threw large numbers 

of workers onto the already saturated labour market. One manifestation 

of the crisis through which the urban poor were passing were the food 

riots in Sao Paulo during 1983. 

At such a crucial period, labour will seek employment wherever it appears, 

even if this means confronting totally new situations such as those 

that exist in the 'frontier' regions. Such a situation existed in 

Europe after the First World War at which time thousands migrated to 

Brazil and the United States. In the late 70's and early 80's, INCRA 

began to promote Acre as the answer to the land crisis of the South 

and unemployment in the South-East. In one respect, INCRA was repeating 

the actions of the Dantas administration of the Early 70's by inviting 

migrants to come to Acre before it had resolved the situation of the 

resident rural population. 

In May, 1982,52 families arrived in Acre from the shanty towns of Sao 

Paulo and were installed on PAD Humaita. The cost of their travel was 

borne by INCRA who also guaranteed to pay each family the equivalent 

of the monthly regional minimum salary for the first six months of 

their stay in Acre. However, this group arrived at a time of year when 

it was impossible to clear the forest by burning for the creation of 

subsistence plots. This had to wait until the months of August and 

September when they had already used up four or five of the six monthly 

salaries. Thus, when they finally were able to plant, they were without 

a cash income and harvest time was over five months away (1). 

1. Field interviews, PAD Humaita and Rio Branco. 
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Eighteen months later, in October, 1983, only three families of the 

original 52 were still resident on their land. The others had either 

migrated to the city of Rio Branco or else returned to Sao Paulo. One 

of those who remained explains their predicament: 

'I wa. 6 a 3oidiea in the aluny 9ac-k in Sao Pau. & and I came 
helt-e to Ac/ze with my /alize/i to bty ouA euck 

... 
INCIM made 

many paornt, 6e, ý... ihat the co, 6t ol tiving wa. 6 cheapeA in 
Aczte than in Sao Pau. & 

... which i, 6 a Ge... that we Wouid 
, zece, ive adequate a-6.. 3t, 6,6-tance... that we wouid 4nd aoadj 
ailteady conA/zucted ... 

It wu6 oniy tMee week, 5 ugo -that the 6ide /zoad wa, ý linae-ey comp&tedgut even now the gu6 

cannot b7avel aiong it 
... 

We 6tiU huve to waa eighteen 
kiiomet/Le. 6 to the &u. 6 5top on the main zoud... -TY-, 5 a iong 

&vy with a . 6ack on go" guck, &ut how ui. 6e can we 9A-ing in 
e-6.6enlia. i 6uppiie6?. .. and once the /zain, 5 come, we a/te 
iota., Uy i6oiated.... INCRA jeep6 have /ou/z w/wef GIAýve, flut 
thzy won't gAing tn wpptie, 6 up he/ze... Mey ýuy that they 
haven't enough pet/zoe to do thi6... La-6i yeu/z my lathelz 
gecame 

-iVP with tu1e1zcoeo, 3i. 3 and went Fack & Sao Paulo 

on the advice ol the docto/z in /Zio 131tunco ... 
It hu6 geen 

th, zee month-6 6ince I iu, 6t healtd Aom him ... 
I 5tUYVd gleCOU, 54e 

we came to ýhi. 6 piace to 6ettie, not to keep moving uii 
the time. ' (1). 

The following summer, when travel by road was again possible in the 

state, the same process was repeated. In August, 1983,601 families, 

a total of 3,051 persons arrived in Acre to settle on INCRA projects. 

311 families migrated from the industrial zone of Betim in the state 

of Minas Gerais. None had any previous experience of agriculture. The 

principal prior occupations of the male heads of families were : steel 

worker ; clerk ; bricklayer ; carpenter ; shop assistant ; and 

factory worker. Of these 311 families, 188 received lots on PAD Santa 

Luzia in the municipality of Cruzeiro do Sul, and 123 were settled on 

PAD QuixadA which lies along the BR 317 Highway that runs between 

Brasileia and Assis Brasil. The other 290 families migrated from the 

industrial belt of Sao Paulo. 287 went to PAD Pedro Peixoto and 3 to 

1. Field interview, colonist, PAD HumaitA. 
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PAD %a Esperanqa. In October of the same year, a further 80 families 

arrived in Acre from the municipality of Mundo Novo in the state of 

Mato Grosso do Sul. They came from an area that had been inundated 

following the construction of the Itaipu dam. These families were also 

settled on PAD QuixadA (1). 

Families from each of the migrant groups were interviewed in the field 

and all stated that INCRA had painted a glowing picture of life on the 

PADs of Acre that did not match the reality of the situation that that 

confronted them after their arrival: 

'7hv, ze in Sao Pau-Po they 
. 6ho&%ed u, 3 a li& with qoad-i pa-ý-3ing 

the Aonýt gate o/ each -Pot, -eand ubteady mulzhed ou4wood Iteady 
cut to tui& ou-i hou. 6e6, amf-u-eance. 6 attending the need-6 o/ the 
/a/zý. 6 and SUCA11 (2) winning the gutt-ee ugain. ýt mu. 9u1z-iu.... 
AV thi-6 -in ihe o//ice. 6 o/ INCIM in Sao Pau&... Look ... You can 
. 6ec /oz yoaa, 5eilwe weae the L)ict-im, 6 o/ a gzeut i-ie. " (3). 

"INCRA, P-ack in 1ýaio g/zo, ý. 6o do Sue,, ý5oid thui 131iu6ýieiu &v, ý a 
geauty... a vety hga. Uhy alieu... and that INCIM wouid 6oive 
any pLog-Lm that we had and that we wouid Itea&ze ouA daeum, 6 

.. 
It i. 6n'i po6.6ik& that they Ued 

. 6o much... Mat they d-id 

u. 6 ýuch an inju, 6tice. .. 
I 

. 6ý, U cannot getieve it. ' (4). 

The image of Acre as the 'Promised Land' was also propagated in the 

leaflets distributed by INCRA-Acre throughout the South and South- 

East. The following is a translation of an open letter from the 

Director of INCRA in Rio Branco which was given to each of the 

prospective migrants from Minas Gerais: 

1. Details from field interviews and local press releases. 
2. SUCAM - The Superintendency for Medical Assistance. 
3. Field interview, colonist, PAD Pedro Peixoto. 
4. Field interview, colonist, PAD Santa Luzia. 
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'7he candidate that meet. 6 Vie ltequiltemeni, 5 o/ INCIM wi" ge 
iocated on an agaicui&, zai pioi o/ lehw-en 50 and 700 hecialte, 3. 
lie WiU Pe given acce'" to /Lu/tal cTRLtd 10/t I'AaLeve/E C/ZOP, 6 
that he wi, 5he, 6 to Piant. with the- gauiLantee o/ technicae 
a-66i, 66tanc, e 11tom I/VC/M oa one o/ the otheA 6tate agencie. 6 
deab: ng with ltultae deveiopmen. ý. 7he pe., ziod ol linance wie-e 
va, zy accoading to type - one yean lolt 3a9-, 3i-Aencc c/topiiih"we 
Yto 4ve yeaz, 6 loz pelunanent czop, 6. cach pl-oi may Fe ciea., zed 
-to up to 50% o/ it, 3 ioia. e wzea, xeaving the w. 3i j 
lte, 6elzve. 

7h, e type ol agzicuitý to Le undeztaken on the /2, zojecb5 
, &3 . 6u9,6-ijtence inte/z, 6pez, 6ed with pevnaneni c4op, 3 3uch a. 6 colle-p-, 
cocoa.. gua,, zana, and AuUeA. 7hE o9ject i, 3 to p4omote a Minimum 
accumulation that ij 

. 6ull-icimt to economicaiiy emancipate the 
hoide1z. 

A Bizected Settlement P/Loject. (PAD) )eunction, 5 undez a 
ioca-0 udmini, 3ýation Izun gy an oý)eicet o/ the Itegionui o/4ce. 
INCRA', ý on the p/zoject,, 5 a/te ae6t. 4, icled io Lhe demaltcaiýon ()/ 
ioi,, 6 and the impianlation o)e u phy, 6ical inlltu, 6iAucialte (/toad-sp 
glz-idge, 6 and cuive4lý) and a 6ociai inAa, ýtAuc&Ae (heal-th Po, ýý, 
acciden, t un4l. 5 and -5chooi. 0. 

On Pltoj . ecl Pedzo Peixoto, theAe 1,6 an Int-egItuted Coopeltative 
7o., z Agzaaian IREIo4m - CIRA - 1-hat. manage., 5 an u. 6.6ociatiorz o/ 
ioý hoideA, 6, gAouping them toyetheA /oa joint economic action 
with the Ae, 3uft that iheze i, 3 Iteu-0 coopezation getuwenthem. 

7hz main o9ject o/ the coioni, 6ýion paoject. -6 
i-6 to 

e, 3&F-&. ýh a c-Umate o/ coopeAutton ge&wen Me /ajuwt and the 

. 6tate. . 6o a. 5 to pAomote the , tationai u, 6e o/ the Zand. 

, qidem, ilt 7elmande, ý de Souza. ' (1). 

When the colonists arrived on the PADs, they found that access roads 

had not been constructed, ready cut timber for house construction was 

not available, there were no schools and few health posts, and, in many 

instances, the plots were distant from the arterial highways with some 

families having to carry their belongings distances of up to fifty 

kilometres. They also later found out that their monthly income of 

30,600 cruzeiros was not sufficient for even their basic food 

supplies. In the words of one migrant who had made a journey of over 

3,100 kilometres from Mundo Novo in Mato Grosso do Sul to PAD Quixada: 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Translated from a copy in the hands of a colonist on PAD Santa Luzia. 
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'Winivvz 
-i-6 coming. What i, 5 going to happen? INCRA in Mundo Novo 

plt=&5ed that witiLin 90 duy. 6 we wou& aeceive cut timgea jo 
, guiid otvi hou-6e...., kut Me ti/1-6t one-5 & a/z/Lýve on the 
lou-IL monthý ago 6tiV haven't lLeceived theilt. 6... ýLmagý,, W how 
iong we mi" have to wait. .. and oull &t i, 5 azmo, 5t 40 kifomebte, 5 
IlLom the highway... how can we, gAing lood and good-6 ale that 
di. 6tance?.. How can we ca/t/Ly out at pelt, 6on who ýi, 6 . 5ick dultinq 
the wintez? ... 

We have Legun cult-ing doun ihe lo4v, 6i. .. Put we 
aAe u, 6-ing ax". .. 

the/te i. 6n't any pef, 7oe /oz the lew chaýn 
. 6uw-6 that 6ome /amiiie. 6 94oughi. ln 13/za, 6-Ueiu, the,, ze i, 5 a petAoi 

-6ho/ttage and the cu-6tom. 6 in Colija (z3oe4*v-iu) won't &I u, 5 
9, /zing any ac/zc), 6,5 the /ziL)e,, z... Me ceeu/ttng, 6 altv /o/t &exl yea,, z', 6 
C/Lop, 6 ... 

It i. 6 atseady too &te to piani /oz fh-i, 5 yeaA... Some 

pioi-, 3 had paM, 3 cZea/ted /oz ýNCRA', 6 -Oo1ut4*e, 5 and the, ý, e weze 
oaly covgzed in gAujh&Dc, d,,, jo iome Iami. Ge, 3 have managed io 

c&a, z Me, ý, e to 12-tanit /oz thi, ý yeu4... 7o/z U, 3, u)e wtil h"veA 

wme c/top, 3 /oz next yealt, gui thi, 5 yea,, z wiei ge Cad 
... 

Ide have 

a monl"y aZiozxLnce Aom INCIM o/ 30,600 c., zuze4'1io-5, gui M4, ý 
doe, 6n'i &, ýt u-6 the whoie month and ii wi-Pi on-ey ge puld )eo/z 
. 6ix month, 6 ... 

ldhal wiii happen then?.. How iiiii we ge atte to 

get money? ... and the next yeult? ... 
b)e wt-Of have y1teen coan, 

9A-ice and,. gateli, geanýj and man-ioc /oz u, ý io eat... Pui we wlife 
have none to 

. 6e" to guy medeciiw, 6, c-PcY-he, 5, ljaei,, 5uguA, cind 

powdelted nzi., -'k &IL the chi&/zen... and OY-heA -6maei ýMing, ý... R 
1.6 ilmpo, "itl-e to , eind employment ultound he-lLe... and the 30,000 
cauzeiAo. 6 only ia, 6tý3 a /oaJ-niyhi..., ýome o/ u, 5 have ealzye 
lamiiie, 6 &lith 6maU ch-iidAen... the oideli one, 5 undv-, Q. 6tand and 
ca/z, zy on, gut the younge. 6i clLy aU0 the time... R i. 6 )eoUA duy, 3 
now 6ýnce the dAied mia zan oui... my wi/e can only give the 

, kagy goiied watei with . 5ugult in it. " (1). 

When these families arrived in Acre, the official regional minimum 

salary was just over 38,000 cruzeiros a month. It had been at this 

level for 5 months. One month later, it rose to over 52,000 cruzeiros, 

but even this rise of 37% did not match inflation for the same period 

which was running at 240% per annum. PAD colonists received a monthly 

salary of 30,600 cruzeiros per family regardless of family size. 

However, when the official minimum salary rose, the colonist's salary 

did not. Thus, the colonist family were expected to live on an income 

that was only 59% of what was officially regarded as the minimum on 

which an average size family could survive. 

1. Field interview, colonist, PAD QuixadA. 
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The following letter, which was received by the Church's Land 

Commission (CPT) in Rio Branco, illustrates the financial crisis of 

the newly arrived migrant family. It is from the wife of a colonist 

on PAD Quixada, who lives 95 kilometres away from Brasileia along the 

BR 317. The highway is only paved for the first 35 kilometres, the 

remainder being impassable during the 9 month rainy season. Supplies 

are brought onto this PAD from Assis Brasil and Brasileia by marreteiros 

at greatly inflated prices. For example, at the time the letter was 

written in October, 1983, a kilo of rice cost 350 cruzeiros in the 

markets of Rio Branco, 600 cruzeiros in the retail outlets of Brasil6ia, 

and 1,000 cruzeiros from the marreteiro on PAD Quixada, increases of 

71% and 185% on the Rio Branco price. The figures for a kilo of beans 

were 350 cruzeiros in Rio Branco, 800 cruzeiros in Brasileia, and 1,500 

cruzeiros on PAD QuixadA, i. e., increases of 1297. and 329% above the 

price in Rio Branco (1). 

-L tn IV I a-6k ýAe zkoi-hzlt. 5 o/ the Cuihoiic Chultch , Rýo Blianco 
Y-o he-ep u, 3 a, 3 much a. 6 you can wdh lood,. jecond-hand jhc, " and 
cioLý-ing, and co/in and /tice 3eed, 6 to piant. 

P-, P-ea, ýe . 5end thý, 3e ih-inyA lecau,! se we wie de, 5pcliate. 7he 

mon, thiy allowane-e /, zon INCRA &. A. 6 u, 6 /o,, z only two uwek,, ý and 
a/le-A thai- uw have noVLing in ithe hou-6e. 

We tive neaz the toun o/ A. "i, 3 zka. 6i-e, tuit uw have no 
c, zop. 6 to 

-6e)U. 
Ide carlnot tauve-g tAe4, e (& Rio L34anco) gecau, 6e 

we cannat aaoltd the /a/te. Ue u, 3ýd ihi. 6 ioaAy dzivElz to caltAy 
thi, 6 lettzz to You out o/ hi-6 iove o/ ýod. 

7hRAe aze many panzni-, 5 hzae u4o ane wolvi-ied agoai ýAe &CA 

o/ lood and the iack o/ -6chooi. 6 /o4 ou4 chiid4x-. n & 5tudy in. 
HE, ze thýng. 6 aze veAy expen-6ivg. A tin o/ cooking oif co-6t, 5 
2,000 cauze-, ýao. 3, a ki-Oo o/ 6ugalz 800, a kilo oý ca-6.6ava ý. toult 

. 
i, 6 1,500 ,a ki-to o/ tean, 6 1,500 ,ai in o/ d/zied mitk 1,800 

and a kieo o. Z /tice ij 1,000 c1tuze-iAo, 3. 
7h, e Na" ýe&t " . 6me Uanket, 6, a hanzmock,, 6poon. 6 and 

, wucepan, i gecau, 3e aw- did not have the, 6e ýAing, 5 uAm uw- a4Aived. 
7hzlm a., ze /ouateen o/ u, 6 at home. 7he Si, ýtea, 6 a/manged . 6ome 

. ýecond-hand clothe. 6 loa the men to uwzA in, a, 6 we" a. 6 6onze -6ho" 
lolt ihem. 7hey a4. e- aimo., 3t &xilhout clothing. 

7h4l, 6 &UeA i. 6 I-aom kitonzetAe 95. 

Luiz TeAAzilta Dia. 6. 
29M o; e Ociogea, 1983. " (1) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Quoted with the permission of the Diocese of Acre-Purus. 
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During a field trip to PAD QuixadL in September, 1983, a group of 13 

families from the group who had migrated from Minas Gerais were 

encountered camped alongside the BR 317, the highway that runs along 

the southern boundary of the project. The following statement was 

made by one of the prospective colonists: 

'Ug alzlýved at th-i, 6 dwp-o" poiAt wt 17 o'ciock on a 
Uecý, 

-iday nighi wilhowt anybAelte /o/z u. 6 io iieep... b)e 

managed to huddie YogethvA, men, women, und chi&lien, undeli 
a piece o/ canv" Y-o keep u. 6 day... up untii nowINCRA 
ha. 6 not yeýt even aiiocated eot-6 to u, 6 io that we can 

. 6ta/zt cieaAing ihe iand... Ide a., z,, zived heze 30 duy, 5 ugo 
and we 5ti-U haven'ý lieceived gand lolz ui to wo/zk. " (1). 

The publicity campaign waged by INCRA in the South and South-East of 

Brazil, which advertised Acre in terms of its cheap and readily 

available land, was intended to relieve the crises affecting these 

regions by stimulating an ordered, officially sponsored migration to 

the newly created PADs. However, like the previous INCRA attempts at 

colonisation along the TransAmazonica and in Rond8nia, the publicity 

triggered off a large spontaneous migration. No official figures 

were available as to the actual size of this spontaneous migration, 

but the Secretary for Agricultural development in Acre estimates that, 

in 1981, over 100 such families arrived in the state and that the 

figure was in excess of 200 for both 1982 and 1983 (2). 

Informal discussions with local STR's and the CPT suggest that the 

spontaneous migrants come mainly from the rural areas of the South 

and South-East, i. e., the interior of Parani, Sao Paulo and Mato Grosso 

do Sul. Some migrated directly to Acre, others via Rondonia where they 

1. Field interview, Colonist, PAD QuixadA. 
2. Field interview, Rio Branco. 
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found no land available on the PADs. 

In the main, these families tend to be finaciallY better off than those 

migrants sponsored by INCRA. They are ex-landowners rather than ex- 

renters of land. The previous landholdings of 26 families interviewed 

during the last three months of 1983 ranged between one and one quarter 

Alqueire (1) and 11 Alqueires, i. e., between 3 hectares and 27 hectares 

with an average of 3 Alqueire, or just over 7 hectares. The principal 

reason given for the migration to Acre was that land could no longer 

support the extended family network. 

Each family must pay for its own transport costs for the journey of 

over 3,000 kilometres from Curitiba in Parani or Sao Paulo. In addition, 

they must support themselves in the urban areas ofBrasil6ia or Assis 

Brasil, i. e., near to PAD Quixad6, until they are allocated a plot by 

INCRA. This may take up to 3 months. The families must listen to the 

official broadcasts on the radio each week, waiting for their names to 

be called by INCRA. 

Once a plot is allocated, the family is taken by INCRA to inspect the 

land and, on acceptance, they are then given a period of 90 days to 

'improve' it. This consists of clearing a given percentage of the plot, 

which varied between 5% and 15% among the colonists interviewed. This 

percentage is arbitrarily set and seems to depend on which INCRA 

official the colonist is dealing with, rather than the size of the plot 

and the available labobr force. The family must also construct a house. 

1. Alqueire -a unit of land measurement which equals 24,400 square 
metres in Sao Paulo and the southern states of Brazil and 48,800 
square metres in Minas gerais. 
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Those who do not complete the 'improvements' in the stipulated time 

may face expulsion from the project, although the 90 day period is 

sometimes extended during the rainy season or if a family is in some 

special difficulty. The following interview is with the mother of a 

family from the interior of Sao Paulo: 

"I tev6 goan -in 7upU in the ol Suo Puuio. My lathel 
1,6 Span, "h, Aom a . 6ma-0-0 vi-Uage neal ýlunuda. lie came to 
z3lazii in 7924 in a whoie gouteoad o/ Spuniultd, 6. Neultly uV 
o/ hi, 6 viiiage, incbiding the pAie-6i, wuA on gould. Ily mothel 
came Aom Mina. 6, u. 6 did &, z puleni, 6.7he whofe lumiey came to 
Acle ihlee Yeal, 6 ago (in 1980), mole than thilty o/ u6. Lund 
i6 vely expen, 3ive in Sao Pau& ... Helw, we huVe loom to ýPlzeud, 
aRhough Me ciimule i, 5 healthy ... Ide elouqht iand hele, 
53 hectaae, 6, gut it wa6 not enough /oa u6 ufý. . .. 5o mY 9, lothel 
and IT, we went to INCIM and u, ýked ý'/ we couid ge put on the 
ii6i . 'o/z two piot, 6 o/ fund next to each othel... Ide wali*. ted 

and waited,, then. the new6 came on the ludio cue. fýpy uU iho, 6e 
cho6en o// the ii, ý, t to come and in6pect the-i'l 12-Poi, 6 on 114D 
Quixada... INCRA wu. 6 giving the fand to u, 5, not 6eUing it... 
Ou, z pioi. wa, 6 76 hectaae6 /ol my6eýl, my two chi&,, ten, my 

, -1a, th, elt and my eide, 6, t duughtel', 6 lzu6eund. Ny wile 
and eight childlen welz-e given the piot ne, <t to oul 6. . -11 
wa, 6 83 hec-taleA. Docioz Nemezio, the INCRA man in chulge o/ 
Me p, lojeci, toid u, 6 Mal we- had 90 day6 to civu, a 3 heciuze, ý 
on ou/z -eand and 4 on my gliothea'. 5. Dulting thi, 5 time, tve &, 6t 
th/z, e, e memgelt. 6 o/ the lamiey 

... my daughtel, my . 5i6tz/z-i'n4uw, 
and heq daughtea 

... 
My died gecau. 5e thele wu-6 

not. enough Uood in. the ho, 6pýtag -in 
Bqu, 5iteia Iol the 

iAan. 6/u, 6ion. ... 
She needed 5 title. 6 and I couid on-ty p", 6uude 

enough peop, & pa, 3-6ýy the ho. 6pttai gate6 to give 4 eitle, 6 
and -6o 6he died 

... 
7hi. 6 ie, & my btothe/t with . 6even chiid"-n 

to iook agel. ... my )eatheA wa, 6 veny ii-e too and needed con, 6tant. 
atteni-ion. ... 

So we cou-tdn'i- cteal. the eand in the time given 
gy INCRA. I managed to cZeuA oneY one hectale... 1 expiuined 
wha, L had happened to Doctolt Nemezio and M& at Me time we 
didn't even have /ood in the hou, 6e gecau, 6e uw had to u. 6e ou/z 

ý6uppýbý,, 6, i-o /eed a" ihe peopie who came Y-o Me lujw-4a-O.... 
9u. t he ju-6i gave ou/z -Pand and ihat. o/ my gAoVw,? to two 

oLýeA lamiii" and we had i-o come he., ze to Lka. 64-&ia. " (1). 

It must be stated, however, that, although this was a particularly tragic 

case, it was exceptional. It was the only instance encountered during 

the whole field trip, which included visits to all the PADs, that 

1. Field interview, ex-PAD colonist, Brasil6ia. 
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involved the eviction from a PAD of a self-financing out of state 

migrant family. In addition, not one family of this category was known 

to have abandoned a plot on a PAD of their own accord. 

The PADs of Acre, then, which were originally destined for the settlement 

of landless Acreanos, were occupied by three distinct groups of 

colonists as shown in the matrix below: 

Acreano. Non 
Acreano. 

Self-financing 1 2 

INCRA sponsored 
finance 0 3 

Category 1 consists in the main of ex-seringueiros and their families 

who moved from their coloca§oes or from Rio Branco to the PADs in the 

hope that at least they would have a permanent home for which they 

would receive a definitive land title. The combination of the lack of 

adequate family resources, the non-completion of infrastructural 

development, the non-availability of credit, and the lack of technical 

assistance, has minimalised the possibility of this group's successful 

and permanent settlement on their land. Production centres on 

subsistence cultivation for auto-consumption with few prospects of 

commercialising any surplus. At best this existence is precarious. 

The third category is composed primarily of ex-renters of small rural 

properties and unemployed urban workers. They are distinguished from 

the first category only in terms of their out of state origin and the 

pitifully small allowance that they receive from INCRA during their 

first six months stay in Acre. They too suffer from the problems 
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noted for category I and, again, they are unlikely to remain as permanent 

settlers on the PADs. The case of the 52 families from Sao Paulo who 

arrived on PAD Humaiti in May, 1982, illustrates the predicament that 

these families face once they are abandoned on their plots. The 

sponsored families who arrived from the South and South-East in the 

summer of 1983 face the same future. 

The study of Hebette and Acevedo (1) of the PADs in Rond8nia suggests 

that their prime function is the provision of a reserve army of cheap 

labour for the larger properties that border onto the PADs. This is 

not the case in Acre where such larger properties are devoted either 

to cattle ranching, which requires a minimum labour force, or function as 

a reserve of value and remain unproductive requiring no labour force at 

all. For both the first and third categories noted above, the PADs of 

Acre merely delay the inevitable. They are used by INCRA as dumping 

grounds for the resolution of crises elsewhere. As such, the PADs of 

Acre function as stepping stones from and to landlessness and/or 

unemployment. 

The situation of those in category 2 the self-financing out of state 

migrants, contrasts sharply with the other two groups. Of significant 

importance are the capital assets of these families prior to their 

arrival on the PADs. This is illustrated in the PAD Pedro Peixoto 

survey by the four families who between them owned all of the vehicles, 

all the beef cattle and most of the dairy cattle. Only these four 

were prospering, both from their own production and their role as 

middlemen for the other small producers. While no move towards 

concentration in land had occured amongst the survey group by the 

------------------------------ 
1. Hebette and Acevedo: 1982: 18 
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end of the field trip to Acre in January, 1984, it seems likely that 

these families will eventually incorporate the land of their 

neighbours into their own. 

The above sections have discussed the role of INCRA projects in Acre 

and have shown that, in their present form and functioning, they cannot 

provide a long terms solution to the problem for which they were 

created. Section 4.2. which follows will continue the discussion of 

state intervention and detail the activities of SUDHEVEA in the quest 

to 'fix' the Acreano on his land. 

4.2. Operation PROBOR. 

At the turn of the century, Brazilian natural rubber production amounted 

to 98% of the total world rubber production. By 1980, this had fallen to 

0.7%. Prior to 1951, Brazil had been self-sufficient in rubber, but with 

the expansion of manufacturing industry greater and greater amounts 

began to be imported, mostly synthetic. In terms of natural rubber, 

Brazil produced 10% more than it consumed in 1965. Ten years later 

production amounted to only 32% of consumption. During this period, 

natural rubber fell from 29,290 tonnes per annum to 18,606 tonnes, a 

drop of 36.5%, while consumption of natural rubber rose from 26,554 

tonnes to 57,946 tonnes, an increase of 118% (See Table 2.4.9. ). The 

problem was exacerbated by the oil crisis of 1973/4 which saw a 

dramatic rise in the price of petroleum products. Synthetic rubber 

increased in price from 21.63 cruzeiros per kilo in 1973 to 32.78 

cruzeiros in 1975, a rise of almost 52% (1). The gap between 

1. Superintendeneia da Borracha, Anuärio Estatistico, Mercado Nacional, 1981. 
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Table 2.4.9. - Brazil : Production & Consumption of Natural Rubber, 

1965 - 1974, (in Tonnes). 

Year. Production. Consumption. ax 100 (a) (b) 

1965 29,290 26,554 110 

1966 24,347 30,862 79 

1967 21,494 32,133 67 

1968 22,959 38,156 60 

1969 23,950 35,072 68 

1970 24,976 36,739 68 

1971 24,231 41,761 58 

1972 25,818 44,219 58 

1973 23,402 51,156 46 

1974 18,616 57,945 32 

Total for 

Decade. 239,073 394,597 61 

Source : Superintend6ncia da Borracha : 1981 : ibid. 
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consumption and production of natural rubber widened during the 70's 

and by 1980 the value of imported natural rubber had reached 85 

million U. S. dollars per annum (1). 

As a partial answer to its balance of payments problem, the federal 

government inaugurated the 1st Programme for the Incentivisation of 

Natural Rubber Production - PROBOR 1- in July of 1972. At this time, 

Brazilian natural rubber production was confined to AmazOnia, over 30% 

of which was produced in Acre. Production techniques on the seringais 

had altered little since the Rubber Boom period. There had been only 

one significant technological innovation, the introduction of the 

Tapper's Knife, or Faca de Seringa, which had a fine blade and a guage 

for depth of cut. This occured in the 1920's and prior to this the 

seringueiro had used a small hand-axe, or Machadinha, which produced a 

thicker cut in the bark of the tree which gave more latex in the 

short term, but which would eventually kill the tree. 

According to SUDHEVEA, the average annual production of an Amazonian 

seringueiro was in the region of 500 kilos. This was in contrast to 

his counterpart on the plantations of Malaysia who produced 4,000 

kilos per annum. Also, whereas a seringueiro might find between 300 

and 600 rubber trees naturally dispersed throughout his colocagao 

of 200 hectares, aproximately 500 trees could be concentrated in one 

hectare using plantation methods. Thus the main aim of PROBOR I 

was to incentivise the introduction of rubber plantations. As Table 

2.4.10. illustrates, the new plantations were not to be restricted to 

the Amazon Basin, rubber's natural habitat. Bahia in the North-East 

was also to be a major recipient of PROBOR funds. 

1. Extensao Rural, Vol. 2, No. 2, March/April, 1981. 
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Table 2.4.10. - PROBOR 1: Area Contracted and Planted by 30/12/1980. (l). 

State. Number of Area Area to be Total Average 
projects. Planted. Planted. Area. Project 

Size 

Acre. 47 3,554 3,942 7,496 159 

AmapA. 4 420 0 420 105 

Amazonas 66 3,929 2,874 6,803 103 

Bahia. 78 3,697 479 4,176 54 

Mato Grosso. 32 3,262 171 3,433 107 

Para. 47 2,280 0 2,280 49 

Rondonia. 60 990 422 1,412 24 

Total. 334 18,132 7,888 26,020 78 

Source : Superintendencia da Borracha , Sinopse de Atividades , 1980. 

SUDHEVEA were not able to furnish information regarding the actual 

size of property on which each of the above projects were implanted. 

In the case of Acre, the median size of 159 per project suggests that 

such properties were well in excess of 300 hectares, given the IBDF (2) 

prohibition of deforesting more than 507. of any property and the 

probability that rubber plantations would be only one of the uses to 

which the land would be put. The Information Officer at SUDHEVEA's 

office in Rio Branco stated in an informal discussion that the 

majority of PROBOR I projects in Acre were located on properties in 

excess of 1,000 hectares (3). Hebette and Acevedo's work in Rond8nia 

also points out that it was the larger property owner who was more 

1. Area measured in hectares. 
2. IBDF : The Brazilian Forestry Commission. 
3. Field discussions, SUDHEVEA, Rio Branco. 
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likely to benefit from state projects as these were more likely to 

receive credit from banking institutions, were more able to deal with 

the bureaucratic apparatuses, and were more likely to have alternative 

cash incomes which enabled to plant crops such as rubber that took 

time to mature (1). Thus, PROBOR 1 was not aimed at the small 

producer, but sought to increase rubber production through the creation 

of plantations on larger properties. 

PROBOR 1 was not successful. SUDHEVEA laid the blame on the lack of 

public belief in the viability of commercial rubber production, given 

the failure in the 1940's of such large plantations as Ford's in 

ParA, and also on the lack of suitably qualified personnel to manage the 

plantations. Of the 18,132 hectares already planted only 1,000 hectares 

were actually producing rubber by the end of 1980 and these were not in 

Amazonia, but in Bahia (2). 

In October of 1977, SUDHEVEA launched its second programme, PROBOR 2, 

details of which are given in Table 2.4.11. It will be noted that the 

average project size had fallen from the 78 hectares of PROBOR 1 to 

36 hectares. In the case of Acre, the decrease was more emphatic 

dropping from 159 hectares to 17 hectares. No hard data on these 

projects in Acre was available from SUDHEVEA-Acre except that, by 

December, 1983, none were in commercial production. According to the 

Director of SUDHEVEA-Acre, the decrease in project size was attributed 

to the greater success rate of PROBOR I in Rondonia where the median 

was 24 hectares. Success rate here indicates the shorter time taken 

from initial finance to actual planting and also the greater percentage 

of contracted land actually planted (3). 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Hebette & Acevedo: Ibid. 
2. Extensao Rural: Ibid. 
3. Field interview, SUDHEVEA, Rio Branco. 
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Table 2.4.11. - PROBOR 2: Area Contracted and Planted by 30/12/1980 

in Hectares. 

State. Number of Area Area to be Total Average 
projects. Planted. Planted. Area. Project 

Size. 

Acre. 416 1,950 4,971 6,921 17 

AmapA. 16 10 143 153 10 

Amazonas. 692 4,022 24,621 28,643 42 

Bahia. 109 425 2,928 3,355 31 

Espirito Santo. 134 300 3,790 4,090 31 

Maranhao. 1 0 5,000 5,000 5,000 

Mato Grosso. 119 2,222 15,255 17,477 147 

Para. 134 1,970 5,320 7,290 54 

Rond8nia. 732 1,540 11,403 12,943 18 

Total. 2,353 12,439 73,431 85,872 36 

Source : Superintendencia da Borracha: 1980: Ibid. 

Finance for such projects was advanced by the Banco da AmazOnia, BASA. 

Table 2.4.12. gives details of the credit issued by BASA for rural 

establishments in the municipality of Rio Branco up to and including 

December, 1980, i. e., finance which covered both PROBOR's 1 and 2. This 

shows that, while the majority of the recipients (81%) possessed 

properties of less than 100 hectares, the lion's share of the finance 

for rubber plantations (89%) went to those with properties of over 

1,000 hectares. 
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SUDHEVEA was confronted by three major problems in terms of the 

implementation of its PROBOR I and 2 programmes in Acre. Firstly, 

during PROBOR 1 which concentrated on locating projects on larger 

properties, it found that finance fiven by BASA was being diverted 

from the creation of plantations to other uses. Property owners 

found it more profitable to invest the loans in enterprises outside 

of the state, or else use it to set up commercial ventures in the 

state itself (1). 

Secondly, the strug'gle in the Acrean countryside during the 1970's, 

i. e., the decade in which PROBORs I and 2 were created, centred on the 

expulsion of seringueiro families from their colocaqoes. The land 

on which the latter lived was deforested to deny them their livelihood. 

This inevitably reduced the number of naturally dispersed rubber trees 

in the affected municipalities which contributed to the fall in rubber 

production. In addition, the struggle on the part of the seringueiro 

population against future deforestation did not and could not 

distinguish between clearing the land for cattle or clearing the land 

for plantation rubber, as both inevitably meant their forcible expulsion 

from the land. 

Thirdly, during PROBOR 2, SUDHEVEA experienced difficulties over the 

implantation ofsmall projects on the INCRA PADs. The colonists of the 

latter had been expected to create small rubber plantations of between 

3 and 10 hectares on their properties. However, as has already been 

noted, many were unable to obtain finance for this task as they did not 

possess a definitive title to their land. Those that did obtain credit 

1. Field interview, Director of SUDHEVEA-Acre, Rio Branco. 
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found that their position was still precarious in that they had 

difficulties in repaying the finance because of problems concerning 

the cormercialisation of their other crops. 

By December, 1980, eight years after the inauguration of PROBOR 1, less 

than half of the area contracted had been planted (See Tables 2.4.10/11). 

In 1981, SUDHEVEA initiated a third programme, PROBOR 3, which had as 

its target self-sufficiency in rubber production by the year of 1992. 

This was ambitious given the failure of the previous two programmes 

and the fact that Brazil was importing 70% of its rubber at the time. 

An initial target of 500,000 hectares of new rubber plantations was 

set to be implanted during the ten years that the project was to last. 

Thus, PROBOR 1,2 and 3 combined were projected to have a total of 

almost 362,000 hectares of rubber under cultivation. It was also 

estimated that, by 1992, a labour force of 200,000 seringueiros would 

be employed on the plantations created under PROBOR 3 (1). 

The following section will detail the implementation of PROBOR 3 in 

Acre and in particular will note its differential effect on the class 

formations of the two micro-regions of which the state consists. 

4.2.1. The Mini-Usina and the ASSER. 

Unlike its predecessors, PROBOR 3 was directly aimed at the small land- 

owner. It was felt that the latter, given adequate technical and 

financial assistance, were best able or more likely to meet the 

1. Superintendgncia da Borracha : 1981 : Terceiro Programa de Incentive 
i Produqao de Borracha Natural - PROBOR III. 
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production targets set by the programme. At the same time, the creation 

of a small plantation would provide this group with a cash income 

without prejucing their continued cultivation of subsistence crops 

Amongst PROBOR 3's subprogrammes was a financial package for the 

construction of a total of 500 'mini-usinas' throughout the ten states 

involved in the programme. A mini-usina is a small rubber-processing 

plant, capable of being run by a labour force of three, that converts 

latex into a higher quality rubber product than traditional methods. 

It was envisaged that each mini-usina would serve between 20 and 40 

small producers depending on the size of their plantations. 

In contrast to traditional Amazonian methods of rubber production, 

plan tat ion /mini-us ina production involved the rational organisation of 

natural resources, a higher level of technology, and a greater division 

of labour. However, it is not capitalistic per se. The size of the 

projects of PROBOR's I and 2, combined with monopoly control of land 

and labour, necessarily signified that relations of production would 

centre on the possession/non-possession of the means of production. 

The new model envisaged under PROBOR 3 was of individual small producers 

who cooperatively owned the mini-usina and furnished the labour with 

which to run it (2). 

In the case of Acre, however, BANACRE and BASA, the two principal 

financial institutions, remained resolute in their refusal to provide 

credit to small producers not in possession of a definitive title. 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
I&2. Ibid. 
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On the other hand, INCRA, as has been noted, would not provide such a 

title without improvements to the land that required an input of 

capital. In direct response to this dilemma, the Acrean state 

government launched an operation in early 1982 that came to be called 

'PROBORZINHO', or 'Little PROBOR' (1). In this, the state guaranteed 

credit facilities to any small producer, whether in possession of a 

definitive title or not, for the creation of a3 hectare rubber 

plantation on his property. 

A prime motivating factor for this action was the realisation on the 

part of the Acrean authorities that developments in other parts of 

Brazil posed a direct threat to Acre's position as leading producer 

of natural rubber. In particular they noted the growth of plantations 

in the states of Bahia and Espirito Santo which had been financed 

under PROBOR I and 2 and which were nearer to the industrial centres 

of the South-east. By 1980, Bahia was producing 13.9% of Brazil's 

natural rubber production (2). In addition, there were reports in the 

local Acrean press that the financial incentives of PROBOR 3 were 

stimulating the substitution of crops for rubber in state of Sao 

Paulo where "large areas of coffee were being turned into rubber 

plantations" (3), whereas only 2,000 hectares were projected under 

PROBOR 3 in Acre. According to the Secretary of Agricultural Development 

in Acre, 1,200 hectares were planted under the PROBORZINHO scheme 

during 1982 and 1983. However, these were a minimum of six years away 

from commercial production (4). The breakdown of the total area of 

1. Also called 'Mutirao PROBOR'. 
2. Superintendgncia da Borracha: 1981: Ibid. 
3. '0 Varadouro' NO. 23, Aug/Sept. 1981, Rio Branco. 
4. Field interview, Rio Branco. 
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plantation rubber that had been created prior to December, 1982, is 

given in Table 2.4.13. below. 

Table 2.4.13. - Acre : Area of Plantation Rubber according to 

MunicipalitV as of December, 1982. 

Municipality. Area (in Ha's). % Area. 

Rio Branco. 878 15.0 

Senador Guiomard. 400 6.8 

Sena Madureira. 436 7.5 

Xapuri. 489 8.4 

Placido de Castro. 120 2.1 

Brasil6ia. 173 3.0 

Assis Brasil. 0 0.0 

Manoel Urbano. 0 0.0 

Sub-Total Purus. 2,496 42.8 

Cruzeiro do Sul. 2,511 43.0 

Feijo. 393 6.7 

MAncio Lima. 326 5.6 

Tarauaca. 110 1.9 

Sub-Total Jurua. 3,340 57.2 

Total Acre. 5,836 100.0 

Source: Estado do Acre, Anugrio Estatistico, 1981. 
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Paralleling this action on the part of the state government, SUDHEVEA 

also launched a new initiative in the state. SUDHEVEA was committed to 

increasing Acre's rubber production in as short a time as possible, yet 

it had encountered problems in the implementation of projects based 

on rubber plantations. Thus, its new effort was not aimed at the PAD 

colonist, who was now the object of the state's PROBORZINHO programme, 

nor the larger property owner as in PROBOR I and 2. It was directed 

at the seringueiro aut8nomo who had remained on his colocaqao and who 

continued to produce rubber in the traditional manner. 

Up until this point, the seringueiro autonomo and barranqueiro had been 

denied access to both state and federal development funding. In part, 

this was due to their position as occupiers of land without title. 

Yet it was precisely because of the policy of INCRA, i. e., to resolve the 

I problem' of this group by their translocation to the PADs, that land 

titles had not been granted to them. SUDHEVEA's new campaign, which 

united the mini-usina with the free labour of the seringueiro 

aut8nomo, was to dramatically alter the situation of the latter. Although, 

as will be shown, the campaign had different effects in different 

geographical locations. 

Within two years of the start of the programme, i. e., by January, 1984, 

19 mini-usinas had already been constructed : 14 in Brasil&ia; 3 in 

Xapuri; and 2 in TarauacA. The concentration of all but two in the 

southeastern portion of the Purfis micro-region was not accidental. 

Firstly, this part of Acre, the municipalities of Brasileia and Xapuri, 

was the area in which the highest concentration of seringueiros 

aut8nomos were to be found. This labour force was still actively 
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engaged in rubber production and were free agents in that they 

controlled the land on which they worked and therefore were masters 

of their own labour-power. Thus, they were ideal for SUDHEVEA, 

an-inoependent labour force experienced in rubber production that 

could be formed into producer cooperatives based on the mini-usina. 

Secondly, this portion of Acre had been the scene of major confrontations 

throughout the previous decade. This had an obvious affect on the 

rubber economy. As Table 2.4.14. overleaf demonstrates, rubber 

production fell dramatically between 1971 and 1981 in both Xapuri and 

Brasileia. In 1971, Xapuri produced 1,132 tonnes of natural rubber, but 

only 679 tonnes in 1981, a fall of 40%. The figures for Brasileia show 

an even steeper decline: 1,250 tonnes in 1971 to 403 tonnes in 1981, 

a drop of almost 68%. 

Thirdly, although the area had suffered the brunt of deforestation in 

the state, the resistence put up by the resident seringueiro population 

meant that there were still a significant number of colocaqoes still 

in production. However, the poor terms of trade with the marreteiro 

had forced many of the seringueiros to produce rubber only to exchange 

for essentials and to concentrate on subsistence cultivation. Field 

interviews in both Xapuri and Brasileia point to the fact that the 

seringueiro who dealt with the marreteiro was more likely to tap only 

two rubber trails in a season, rather than the 'norml of three trails. 

The colocagoes of seringueiros interviewed in these two municipalities 

contained a varied number of rubber trails with a minimum of three and 

a maximum of twelve, giving an average of between six and seven. Thus, 

provided sufficient incentive was offered, these de-activated trails 

could be brought back into production relatively quickly. 
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Table 2.4.14. - Acre : Rubber Production According to Municipality 
1962 to 1981 (Dry weight in Tonnes. ). 

Municipality. 1962. 1971. 1981. b 
(a) (b) a 

Rio Branco. 3,041 2,934 4,791(2) 1.63 

Xapuri. 2,352 1,132 679 0.60 

Brasil6ia. 694 1,250 403 0.32 

Sena Madureira. 1,428 1,616 1,160 0.72 

Sub-Total Pur6s. 7,515 6,932 7,033 1.01 

Cruzeiro do Sul. 1.148 718 1,161 1.62 

Feij6. 388 748 753 1.01 

TarauacA. 823 888 842 0.95 

Sub-Total Jurug. 2,359 2,354 2,756 1.17 

Total Acre. 9,874 9,286 9,789 1.05 

Sources : Estado do Acre, AnuArio Estatistico, 1975 & 1982 

Superintend6ncia da Borracha : 1981 : Ibid. 

(1) The municipal boundaries of 1971 have been retained to facilitate 
comparison. 

(2) Rio Branco's production, here, is greatly inflated as it includes 
rubber produced in Bolivia and illegally imported across the 
border into Placido de Castro. 
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Fourthly, southeastern Acre also had the lowest concentration of the 

newly formed rubber plantations which, as has been noted, was again in 

great part due to local resistence to deforestation. Table 2.4.13. 

shows that Brasil6ia had only 173 hectares of the whole municipality 

devoted to plantations, a mere 3% of the state total. Even once these 

began producing, Brasil6ia would still remain the municipality with the 

lowest annual rubber production in the state. Thus, again, it presented 

itself as a prime target for SUDHEVEA activity. 

Southeastern Acre, and Brasil6ia in particular, given its previously 

high production levels, its experienced free labour force, and 

disactivated trails that could be readily re-opened, was an almost 

ideal candidate for SUDHEVEA. According to the chief technician of 

SUDHEVEA in Brasil6ia, the only stumbling block which worried the 

agency at this time was the lack of trust that local seringueiros 

had in state agencies (1). 

This problem was quickly overcome in Brasileia, at least in terms of 

SUDHEVEA. INCRA was still viewed with suspicion. The position of 

SUDHEVEA in the municipality was improved following a change in the 

policy of the local Rural Worker's Union, the STR, after the 

assassination of the STR president, Wilson Pinheiro, in the summer of 

1981. The new leadership, whilst still insisting on the seringueiro's 

right of posse over his colocaqao, moved away from the earlier 

intractable position in which only the recognition of existing 

colocagoes in their entirety was acceptable. The STR recognised that 

the position of its members could not be resolved without state 

intervention and that, providing the long term aim of land titling 

1. Field interview, Brasil6ia. 
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was achieved, then each side must be prepared to negociate. 

The earlier and later stances of the STR in Brasil6ia were essentially 

identical to the positions held by the two main oposition parties in 

Acre at that time, the PT and the PMDB. The former argued that the 

seringueiro had an inalienable right to his posse and that he should 

hold his ground especially now that rubber production was being 

prioritised by the federal government. The PMDB on the other hand, 

which had just begun its campaign for the 1982 elections on the 

platform of 'popular participation' under the present governor, Nabor 

Junior, argued that there must be a dialogue between the parties to the 

dispute over titling, i. e., between the state and its agencies and the 

STR and its members. 

The STR's in Xapuri and Tarauaci, the two other municipalities in which 

mini-usinas have been constructed, stuck to the PT's non-cooperation 

policy, although for different reasons as will be demonstrated. The STR 

in Brasileia moved towards the PMDB, and later CONTAG, position and 

entered into a dialogue with the two main state agencies involved, INCRA 

and SUDHEVEA. At the same time, the latter launched a massive publicity 

campaign in the municipality promoting the concept of mini-usina 

production through the issuing of leaflets, posters, advertisements on 

the radio, and visits by technicians to branch meetings of the STR both 

in Brasileia and in the interior. 

The result of the joint talks, held as they were in the middle of the 

publicity campaign, was the acceptance by the STR members of a 

comprehensive package for the seringueiro aut6nomo. The package was 
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founded on five essential points: 

1) INCRA agreed to temporarily freeze the planned extension to PAD 

Quixad6 on the former Seringal Santa Quiteria which was to have 

covered 70,000 hectares. INCRA had intended to settle the area 

without first resolving the situation of the resident seringueiros. 

While this did not directly result in the granting of land titles 

to them, it did give them a breathing space during which time their 

case could be considered. 

2) Seringueiros could only participate in the programme if they met 

SUDHEVEA's selection requirements. Firstly, the seringueiro had to 

be a seringueiro aut8nomo, i. e., not working for a patrao and there- 

fore with right of posse over his colocarao. Secondly, he must have 

produced a minimum of 200 kilos of rubber in the previous tapping 

season. Thirdly, he had to form a producer cooperative with his 

neighbours. This was to be called an ASSER, or Association of 

Seringueiros. The mini-usina would belong to the ASSER and not to 

the members that belonged to it, thus membership could changeover time 

without financially prejudicing the ASSER. 

3. BASA guaranteed to provide cheap credit for any group of seringueiros 

that SUDHEVEA formed into an ASSER. This was set at 35% per annum, 

much lower than the inflation rate of the time which was running at 

220% per annum. The credit was given on the understanding that 

SUDHEVEA underwrote the loan and supervised the construction of 

the mini-usina and its management in the early stages. 

4) SUDHEVEA agreed to train the seringueiros in the operation of the 

mini-usina and guaranteed that its rubber product would be purchased. 

It also guaranteed that the price offered for each kilo of ruber 

produced by the mini-usina would exceed the current price for 

rubber produced in the traditional manner. SUDHEVEA had already 
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held negociations with two companies from Sao Paulo who 

agreed to purchase the product provided that the total mini- 

usina production of the municipality passed through their hands. 

5) A company was formed, COBAL, which was to create a chain of stores, 

one in each Acrean municipality. The aim was to provide the 

seringueiro family with foodstuffs and other essential items at 

a price that was lower than could be obtained by local traders 

or the marreteiro. By bulk purchase, COBAL could store non-perishable 

items as a hedge against inflation and sell them to the seringueiro 

at cost plus overheads. The seringueiro would also be allowed to 

purchase merchandise on credit against the next month's production. 

COBAL was to use SUDHEVEA's vehicles to transport the seringueiros' 

monthly orders to drop-off points along the BR 317 highway where 

the seringueiro would pick them up. On the return journey, the 

lorries were to transport the monthly product of the ASSERs back 

to the SUDHEVEA depot where it would be weighed and graded. (1). 

Thus, in contrast to the situation of the colonist on the PAD, SUDHEVEA 

had managed, in Brasile'ia at least, to overcome the four principal 

stumbling blocks to the accumulation of capital on the part of the 

small rural producer: 

1. The commercialisation of the product. 

2. The provision of essential goods at a low price. 

3. The provision of cheap credit without the need for a land title. 

4. Readily available technican assistance. 

Before discussing the workings of the ASSER, mention must first be made 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Data collected from field interviews at SUDHEVEA, INCRA, BASA & STR in 

Brasileia. 
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of changes in the mode of producing rubber in Acre. The production 

process is divided into three basic operations. FirstlY, there is the 

tapping process, or 'corte'. This takes place in the morning and occupies 

the seringueiro from between three to four hours depending on the size 

of the trail being tapped. The corte is carried out in the same manner 

throughout the state of Acre. The sole innovation in the period since 

the Rubber Boom was the already noted introduction of the 'Faca de 

Seringa', or tapper's knife, which replaced the 'Machadinha', or hand-axe, 

as the means to incise the bark of the rubber tree. 

The second part of the process is the collection of the latex which is 

also carried out in the traditional manner throughout the state. The 

small cups, 'Tigelhinhas', in which the latex is gathered are emptied 

into a rubber impregnated hessian sack which the seringueiro carries 

on his back as he runs from tree to tree. The collection takes 

aproximately the same time as the 'corte', i. e., three to four hours. 

The third operation involves the transformation of 

into a solid form so that it can be transported to 

It is in this aspect of production where there has 

innovation. At present in Acre, there are three dis, 

processing the latex, each of which is concentrated 

geographical area of the state. 

the liquid latex 

the point of sale. 

been some recent 

ýinct ways of 

in a different 

The traditional process, as Part I has illustrated, involves the smoking 

of the latex over a funnel-shaped clay oven. A wooden paddle is slowly 

revolved by hand over the mouth of the funnel from which smoke emanates. 

The latex is poured gradually onto the paddle where it hardens. This is 

continued each day in the late afternoon and early evening until a large 
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ball, or 'Pela', of around 60 kilos is formed. The size of the pela is 

limited by the weight that the seringueiro can carry on his back as 

many have to transport the pela in this manner if they do not have 

transport vehicles or animals. 

This method is still employed in most of the JuruA micro-region and 

along the Rivers Chandless, Caet6 and Iaco in the Pur6s micro-region. 

Two litres of latex are required to produce one kilo of rubber. Thus 

if a seringueiro produces 20 litres of latex from his trails per day, 

which is the average for the region, his daily product will be 10 kilos 

of rubber. This process is long and arduous as well as being harmful 

to the vision. The working day of the seringueiro who uses this 

method may last from 4 o'clock in the morning to 6 or 7 o'clock in the 

evening. If the seringueiro taps his three trails twice a week, which 

is normal, then he is left with only one day per week on which he can 

tend his crops, hunt for game, or transport his product to the patrao. 

Along the river valleys of the Acre and Xapuri, a new process was 

introduced in 1980. Technicians of EMATER in Acre, the agency responsible 

for the provision of technical assistance to the colonists on the PADs, 

had been experimenting with a variety of forest products to find one 

that would coagulate the latex and thus avoid the dangerous smoking 

process. The result of this research was the introduction of the use 

of the sap of the Caxinguba tree which is native to the region . After 

the latex is collected, the seringueiro pours it into a large metal 

basin and adds three spoonfuls of the sap to every ten litres of latex. 

The latex begins to coagulate immediately and after 24 hours has become 
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solid enough to be able to cut it with a knife into strips. The latter 

are then placed in a large wooden press in the form of a lattice work 

in several layers. The lid of the press is then put on and large hard- 

wood blocks laid on top. On some presses their is a capstan which is 

turned to aid the squeezing out of surplus moisture. By the next 

afternoon, the rubber is in the form of a large solid block which is 

stacked in the open until it is ready to be transported. Rubber 

produced by this method is called 'Prancha', the portuguese word for 

plank or block whose form it resembles. 

Each day, then, after tapping the rubber trail and collecting the latex, 

the seringueiro using this method nust first add caxinguba sap to that 

day's latex. Then he removes the processed prancha fromthe press and 

refills it with the previous day's coagulated latex. This process 

takes between one and two hours. Thus, the seringueiro saves time and 

avoids the smoking which may blind him. There is a drawback, however, 

in that there is more water loss from the latex with each kilo of 

processed rubber requiring 3 litres of latex, rather than two. The 

seringueiros who use this method are prepared to accept this loss both 

for health reasons and for the fact that they have more time to 

engage in subsistence cultivation. In the words of a seringueiro 

aut8nomo on Colocagao Cabor6, Seringal Boa Vista, in the interior of 

Xapuri: 

"I have ahazy, 3 tapped ltulgeA ... 
I ýta/tt eaAey in the molming 

at alLoung 5 o'ciock and wuA to the bzaie that I uLi" ge 
tapping that day 

... 
he&eon Mi, 3 colocacuo, l have 17 

gui uw- a/Le only tapping 8 ... I tap 3 and the two meieiao-6 tap 
3 and 2 each ... We no4ma&y take alout 4 hou., z. 3 /o,, z the- co/zte 
and tAe . 6ame /o/t coitection... thi. 6 ij wUh taaii4 o/ gehw-en 
150 and 180 suAARA i/7", j ... lde don'i- . 3moke the lzaggeA now... 
itw- put 3ap in to coagulate it, ihen cut it into piece6 and 
Zei them in Vie Plie, 3,6 and it come. 6 out tike a wooden goalzd 

-o@ 'then You . 6moke it. - it Xook, 6 tike a gati. .. We lound out a4out. 
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thi, 3 method Jome thzee yeaz-6 ago when one o; e my &AoMg, 'L, ý 
came 9ack Aom a vi, 6it -to 

Rio Z3, zanco ... IJ- ha/5 changed ouq 
itiv" a eot.. We i-ap and coeiect the iaýtex and then ju, 6t 
, eeave it to cougulate ... we don'ýt have to do anything moR-P- 
... we can wolLk at 3onzething et6e... oaz CZOP4, O/Z go huni-ing, 
O, z vi, 3it neigh-&OUA-6 ... Oe u, 5e the 

. ýap o/ the Caxinguka t/tee 
which gzow. 6 aU a/tound helLe ... we u. 6c iwo oz M/Lee . 6poonlut, ý 
-in evezy 4ve ZaY-a, 3 (70 tib? 

-e. 6) ol iatex and it 5ta/Lt. 6 to 
thicken zighi- abxiy.. ., smoking the auikez u, 5ed io te a majoz 
pzotieffl... th& ! 5nzoke -in my eye, 6 u, ýed lo &ave me ha-91 9ti-nd 
/o, z . 6eveAaýe houlL, 6 a/&awajzd. 6... Lhe ehat o/ the oven at6o 
&u,, zrw-d the &g. 6 and they wou. ýd IteaVy huat when you went 
into the co& wateA oj, " the /ziL), e., t to waýjh the . 6oot o//... 
We don'Y- have any o/ M4ý nob) w-i, ýh -the pzancha. ' (1). 

The prancha process is restricted to the municipalities of Rio Branco, 

Xapuri, and parts of Brasil6ia, even though the Caxinguba is found 

throughout the state. Seringueiros of Cruzeiro do Sul and FeijO who 

still use the traditional method explained in field interviews that 

they had heard of the use of Caxinguba when members of the local STR 

had returned from a union conference in the state capital. Some stated 

that they did not use it because they still worked for a patrao who 

would not accept the water loss and associated fall in production. A 

seringueiro who produces 60 litres of latex a week from his three 

trails would produce 30 kilos of rubber by smoking, but only 20 kilos 

of prancha. Other seringueiros interviewed, who were not tied to a 

patrao, but exchanged their rubber for merchandise in the urban centres, 

stated that most local traders would only accept 'pela' rubber as 

currency. Those that did accept prancha did so at the price of 

lsernambi', the lowest grade of rubber which normally consists of the 

scraps of latex that dry overnight in the incisions made in the bark of 

the rubber tree or the droppings on the floor of the smoke house. 

Sernambi fetches only one third of the price of rubber in pelas. 

1. Field interview, seringueiro autonomo, Seringal Boa Vista, Xapuri. 
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The third method of processing the latex in Acre is the production of 

'folhas defumadas', thin smoked sheets, in the mini-usina. As noted, the 

latter are only to be found in three municipalities : Brasileia which 

has 14, Xapuri with 3, and TarauacA with 2. The mini-usinas in Xapuri 

stopped funcioning shortly after they were installed for reason which 

will be discussed later and one of the two in TarauacA was still in the 

experimental stage at the time of the field research. So, in practical 

terms, folhas defumadas are only produced in one municipality, Brasil6ia. 

The first folha defumada was produced in 1981 in the experimental 

mini-usina that was constructed for training the seringueiros of 

Brasileia. The mini-usina consists of two corrigated iron sheds. The 

first, which has a raised floor to prevent flooding in the rainy season, 

is where the latex is processed. The second, smaller shed, is the smoke- 

house. 

The latex arrives from the seringueiros each week in 20 litre plastic 

jerry cans. A sample of the latex is taken and its specific gravity 

measured with a hydrometer. The specific gravity may vary according to 

the age of the tree, the amount of rest that the tree has had in between 

successive tappings, and the q uantity of rainfall that has been mixed in 

with the latex. Latex with a specific gravity of 350, which is normal, 

will produce 1 kilo of rubber per 214 litres. This is compared to 4 

litres per kilo when the specific gravity is a low 250 which may occur 

in the rainy season. 

After the sample has been tested, the latex is poured into shallow 

trays and a few drops of coagulant are added. Citric acid may be used 
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for this purpose. The latex is left to coagulate for three hours. The 

residue liquid is then drained off, leaving a white doughy mass. This is 

rolled out with a rolling pin into thin sheets, aproximately 6MM thick. 

The trays are then cleaned to be ready for the next batch. 

Following this each sheet is passed through the first mangle, the 

rollers of which being smooth, which has three settings for the gap 

between the rollers. The sheet is passed through several times, the 

gap being progressively closed. It is then put through the second 

mangle which has a thread on each roller. This leaves a series of 

criss-crossed diagonal lines on each side of the sheet, a mark which is 

used to distinguish the sheet which is ready for the next stage from 

the one that is not. Finally, the sheets are washed in clean water and 

hung onto wooden racks to dry. They are left here for three hours 

before being taken to the smokehouse where they will remain for 60 

hours at a temperature of 60 degrees centigrade. This completes the 

process. 

The product that is obtained, the folha defumada, is superior in quality 

to both the pela and the prancha rubber. The latter tend to contain 

impurities either through their accidental introduction or directly 

because of the conditions under which they are produced and occasionally 

by design so as to increase the weight. The fol defumada, therefore, 

commands a higher price than the others. In January, 1984, pelas 

fetched 1,500 cruzeiros per kilo. Prancha was bought for between 1,800 

and 1,850 cruzeiros a kilo. The price of folha defumada, however, was 

2,360 cruzeiros, over 50% more than the tradional pela (1). Thus, by 

1. Price of pela and prancha as paid by the storekeepers in Brasil6ia 
and Xapuri. Price of folha defumada as paid by SUDHEVEA in Brasileia. 
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becoming members of a mini-usina producer's cooperative, the seringueiros 

not only received the benefits of the SUDHEVEA package, i. e., credit, 

commercialisation, technical assistance, and low priced goods, they also 

obtained a substantially higher price for the product. 

The minimum volume of latex for the mini-usina to remain a viable 

proposition is 1,000 litres per month, while the maximum capacity is 

5,000 litres. Thus, each mini-usina is capable of producing between 

half a tonne and two tonnes of high quality rubber per month. At full 

capacity, over a nine month tapping season, the 14 mini-usinas of 

Brasil6ia could produce 280 tonnes in a production year. This is 

equivalent to 69% of Brasil6ia's annual production for 1981 (1). 

To remain in continuous production, the mini-usinas require a full- 

time staff of between 2 and 4 workers. This labour force may be 

supplied from among the ASSER members on a rota basis, but it has 

become standard practice on the mini-usinas of Brasil6ia to employ 

wage-labourers to perform this task. The field technician of SUDHEVEA 

in Brasil6ia stated in an informal discussion that 11 of the mini- 

usinas in the municipality employed such wage labour, but this was 

not verified as members of only six were interviewed during the field 

trip, all of which used wage-labour. Of these six, the labour force was 

generally made up of the unmarried sons of ASSER members who were paid 

a specific monthly wage and did not participate in any profit sharing. 

The wage-labourers are employed by the ASSER itself, not the individual 

members. The latter are also paid by the ASSER for the quantity of 

1. See Table 2.4.14. 
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latex that each supplies. The greater an individual's production, then, 

the greater his cash income. It is normal for the ASSER to pay its 

members a fixed percentage of the price obtained for the rubber at 

SUDHEVEA's door. This percentage varied between 60% and 65% among the 

ASSERs visited, the remainder being used by the ASSER to pay its labour 

force and for running costs. The latter are minimal as the machinery 

is hand operated and the only other requirements are coagulant, water 

and fuel for the smokehouse. As only a few drops of coagulant are 

required for each batch, only one or two cans are needed per month 

and these can be purchased for the price of two kilos of finished 

product. The water and fuel (dried palm nuts) are natural products 

and simply require labour for their collection. Any balance that 

remains at the end of the year may be redistributed amongst the members 

or ploughed back into the ASSER for new equipment etc. 

Even if the ASSER does not employ outside labour, the seringueiro member 

finds that the time he spends producing rubber is much reduced. Athough 

he still taps rubber and collects the latex, he then has only to store 

it in jerry cans until the end of the week when he transports it to 

the mini-usina. He does require transport, however, to do this, normally 

an oxen or mule, as the jerry cans are heavy and awkward to carry. None 

the less, even if he has to spend time on a rota system working in the 

processing plant, a maximum of three days per month, he finds that he can 

devote more of his labour to cultivation and other duties during the 

afternoon and early evening. 

The advantages of mini-usina production are illustrated in the 

following two interviews. The first is with the manager of SUDHEVEA's 
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branch in Brasileia. The second is with the president of the ASSER 

Santa helena which lies on the former Seringal Montevideu and borders 

on PAD QuixadA. 

"7h, e only clLiteAion ihat we u, 3, e 1,6 pltoduciiviýty ... Oe get 
iogeihe, z a g,, zou/? o/ at eea, 3i 12 6eAingueizo. 6 and exp-tuin 
to them the advantage-6 ... ble a, 3k how much each one. cou& 
/2, zoduce. in one mo&th ... Ue. oney lzequilte lzim 

-to 
9-e a 

, 5e/tingu. eýo... ýthat- he know6 how to Yap /LuUe/t... 6ýen he 
can Wong & an a, ý/ýociaýUon ... It doe, 3 not mattvA whetheA 
he hu,. ý a del-initive titte o/z not ... Ue alze not inteze. 6ted 
in whatevez ti-tte he hu. 6 lolt hi, 6 . 9and... the advanieg" o/ 
p, zoducing loiha. 3 aýt a nzini-u. 6ina ove, 4 ihe btaditional 

pe, ga meihod iiez in Vw- quaiity ol ihe pzoduci and ilw- 
highe., z /2)z, -, ce Atained ... we civa, 6.6i/y /zuUe/t fZy ii. 6 coioult 
and Vze. eevei o/ imphvziýy... ýheae alLe loalL ciaýj, 3i4catio" 
... thew i, ý &LU-p- p1tice dilleAence, juzý 200 uzuzei/to. 6 
Lel-me, en cea, ý. 3ez I and 4... elut it i, 6 5ulliciertt -incentive 
to the 6, eR-ingueizo to plioduce a good claaiiiy .... p veýn Cea, " 
4 i, ý much ke. ReA ýhan ihui o/ the pcia, 6 ial"ch contain 

. 6t-ick, ý,, 3. tone., 6, and 1ýoii mixed in with ihe /zu"LeA ... pelu, 6 

, 6eýU today /o/z azound 1,500 cauzeizo, 6 a ki-to, &AiZe Vie 
loiha, 6 get ove-a 2,300... ye, 6, you do get ie, ý, 6 wcighi io, ý, 3 
(w, dh the. t1tadaionu-e method), gui ihe 1jeAingueilto 
ne, ed, 6 2 eitlLe., 6 oý . 

9atex to 12ILoduce 1 kiio o/ IzuUeA and 

, Yojz '-hi, 5 he wiU get 7,500 uzuzei/zo, ý and he ýLiii ha, 6 an 
VLe wolýk o/ 3moking to do... Vzi6 take, ý a . 9ol ol time... 

wi, th the mini-u. 3ina he ha, 6 on-Py to casay the, '&, ta' (. two 

. 
bl/? e can) o/ iai-ex ovelz to V?, e mini-u. 6ina Mat geiong., 5 to 
h, iz ASSER and he wiii Iteceive 7,500 cquzei/zo. 6 without any 
mol? -e wolzk... Y-hi, 6 give, 6 him the whoie a/, te/znoon to do otheA 
L, Ling-3- 11 (1)- 

"SUL-WEVEA a/z/? -ived 
hzze in 1987-the /i/"i meeting txz, 6 in 

-the eoca-e . 6chooi... It. wa, 6 with Doctoa Cezalt, the Di4ectoa 

ol SUDIIEVEA, ... with M"quita, u4o wa, 3 then goveznoa ol AcIte, 

#*. and a, ýelo ihe zepIt"ea&tive o/ LMSA in teiem... and LýAee 

oih, eA peopie ... technician., j Aom SUDIMV(EA... they came to taik 
to u. 6 "out p1toducing za", et .... uhat, a mini-u. 6ina uaz... and 
how toe couid get a Aettea ptice /o/t oua /tuALez. .. How C013AL 

waz going to 3eV u. 6 oaa ffw, 1zchandi. 6e cheapez ... We thought 
aou. 

-' 
it and it 

. 6eempad ihat, ii could wolzk... 7&en SUDIM VEA 

zaid that we wouid have to lo., zm an 4.6.6ociulion and that, IMSA 
wouid give uh cAe-clit ... we- nzeded geiweaen 15 and 20 jeltingaeiltoz 
g, zouped togelhelt to oagaai. 6e a mini-u, 6ina... iateA, the 
techn-ician-. 6 r-amp- to my colocacao to mepi- us aU togeihez... 
a" . 6, eveni"m ieAiaguei1zo, 6 && wanled to join iogeblz, ýA in ihi, 6 
A6,6eA... gach one had a coiocacao. .. mine had n4ne iAai-OA, oLheA. 6 

had nine, i-en, and zix ... one had oney thltee ... we-ýU, he waote oua 

1. Field interview, SUDiý, EVEA, Brasil, -ý, ia. 
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name, ý down on a piece ol pape/z and then aead to u, ý the 
auie, 3 o/ the A; Ltic& oý A. 6wciation-when. we accepted, 
he a, ýked u., 3 how many tzaie. 6 we each tapped ... I . 6aid thR" 
... `flolLe o., z Zes-6 how many iiiAez o/ -gaiex do" each Y-Aai-O 
give? '... Now then, we he., te -in 4c-ae and Amazona, 6 don't wolLk 
, Ln &ý-6, me wolzl-, with eat" (1) ... each eata hoid, 6 two 

my &Laii, 3 give 70 iataz... 10 iala. 6 i. 6 20 titze. 6 
3 tAa-i-9.3 o/ 10 iaita, 6 i. 6 30 &Y-"... 30 lata. 6 give-6 60 

iii/ze, i o/ -gatex ... He added aie Liiý up on papeA and a, 6ked 
how many day, 3 in a week I tapped ... I . 6aid that I woltked on 
a gazi, ý o/ 4 oa 5 day. 6 tapping, zometime. 6 6 day.. 6 when I 
haven't any otheA oMgation. 6... Put, with a lamay ... and I 
have to cuUivate my czop. 6... and hunt... and i/ 3ome-one. i-6 
-6ick ... I have to take time o// ... He a. 3ked me what wa, 3 the 
minimum a. 6 the /-inance Aom the Pank woaid fe f-a. 6ed on that 
... -T 6aid thaee day, ý tapping which plioduced 60 &&te, 3 peA 
week ... lie a, 5ked aU o/ u. 6 in i uzn... one 3aid 70, anothelt 100, 
one . 6aid 2010anotheA 100, and anothelL 120 &tAe, 6... Pu. 4 the one 
who 6aid 120 had anothý pea, 6on tapping on hi. 6 coiocacuo, 
theAe weR-e two o/ them paoducing thi. 6 ... He added it a" up 
and it came to 4,400 -LiAe, 5 pelt month ... he then wid that he 
wou-& take the detaii. 6 down to the gunk to ge appzoved... 
the managelt o/ -the Pardc, accepted Itight away... and we aii 
went to the gank the loUowinq week..., 4" ou/z name. 6 weae 
on a piece o/ papea and we a" 3igned a... -Tt wa, 6 the 1, iA. A 
time that I had put my /eet i"ide the dooA o/ a kank... 
Ou/t a. 6,6ociation ij the ASSER Santa Hef-ena... the Pank -ioaned 
u, 6 1,979,321 c. /zuze-iAo. 6... thi, 5 wa, 3 at -the geginning o/ 1982 

... -T maz Lzeazu/LeA at the time and Antonio, my gAothe4, wa-6 
pAzzidenl.... l opened ouz account- at the Fank and a coupie 
o/ week. 6 eateA the money wa. 6 handed ovez... thefte wa, 6 3o 
much ,. fo/t the conzt/Luction oý the mini-a. 6ina,, 5o much IoIL 
&zanzpo, Qt anima-&, we gought oxen.... 6o much loa . 6upp-tie. 6 to 
la, 3t a, 3 the /i4,3i I-ew monthý ... We gought ten oxen i`o/t ouz 
memieA, i ... &Aoeve-/z needed one, wa.. 6 goven one... each one co, 6t 
20,000 c/tuzeiAo. -! s. .. -the 

tank had ioaned u. 6 the money at 35% 
in-teju t pelt annum. .. . 6o we , 6o-fd the oxen to the memgezz /oa 
27,000 c. 1tuzeiAoz to ge paid gack in 9 monýhiy i"taiment, 6 
o/ 3,000 a month. .. thi, 3 wa, 6 to fle deducted Aom the money 
that they weae to zeceive. /oz theilL paoductiorz..., 3ome o/ 
them couid not pay eveay month, gut a, 6 iong a, 3 they paid 
within 12 month-6, it wa, 3 aiaight. .. When they paid the iazt 
i"tahw-nt, the oxen no -fonge/t Wonged to the ASSERit 
kaonged to the zvAingueiao ... My oxen died on the lioad to 
my co-go cacao, Aaui -the oLýeý. 6 . 6aid that I . 6hould not "aA the 
uvýoie co, 3t and one gave 3,000 cAuzeiAo, 3, anoiheA 2,000, 
anothe, z 1,000 ... othe., z, 6 gave di//zaejLt amoun-ý-6 and thi. 3 paid 
/OA a new ox ... Ve have geen Itunning the miai-"ina lojL nea/zly 
eighteen month, 3 now and we aae /2, zoducing "out 1,200 ki-Poz 
o/ auUea evezy month ... we cou-0d plioduce up to 1,600 kieoz, 
flut we need to tend ou. /t c/top. 6 ... We don't iikz 

-to 
kuY much 

in COz3.4L, a i, 6 gettea to paoduce Z". 6 au"e/t and gzow oua 
own C/LOP, 6 ... aicz, geanj and coan... /zatheA then . 6pend money 
on tuying ihem... 7he ASSER get-6 2,360 c/tuzeiao-6 pe/z kiio 

1. 'Lata' literally means 'tin' or 'can' but in the interior of Acre 
signifies 'two litres'. The expression derives from the two-litre 
dried milk tins that the seringueiros utilize to store latex 
immediately prior to beginning the traditional smoking process. 
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/oýz VLi, 6 loghct delumadu zýAich g4*v" u, 6 an 4. ncome o/ "ound 
2,500,000 c4uzeito6 a month ... we ordy 3pend 400,000 cauzeizo-6 
a moaM in COBAL. . the ae. ýt i, ý ou/t plLolit... ye, 3, we empioy 
two wo. /ZkeA, 3 to "Um the mi&i-u, 4, ina... one get, ý 60,000 czuzei/to6 
a moni-h, the otheA gei6 45,000... 7hey plmc". 6 the &tex into 
loiha delumada and d"patch the lsupptie, 5 to the 
coiocacoe. -ý 

lAom whe/te COBAL d/zop. 6 them o// on Me Ughway... 
7hey do eveAything... a" we do 

-i. 6 iap zu". e/z and 9, zing the 
&tex iato the mini-u. 6ýa evezy week. . I/ they get fehind -in the p/toduction,. 6ome o,, e u,! 5 wiLe heip them to get 1ý-id o/ the- 
Aacuog ... We aze a" vezy happy with the way thing, 6 a/ie 
go-ing ... iVe now aU eat weU and . 6, teep in a good ged wdh a 
, 3oll mat&te. "... We did have 6ome . 6maAU pzog-&m, 3 -in 

the 
4-eg, irýing ... Ohen we got the eoan, the inie/ze. 6t iu. 6 35% and we 
had to pay it 9ack in 12 month. 6... gut, when the mini-u. 5ýa u'rai 

wa, 5 at a time when we couidni tap /iuUe/i gecuu. 6e 
o/ the Qain.... 6o we couidn't pay 9ack the ioun in Me time 
that they gave u, 6 ... 

So Vw gank gave u6 anotheA th4ee yeuýzz 
to pay at the iowez inIx-lLeit o/ 12% 

... 
We wi" ge aUe to pay 

thi, ý fack without any paoktem... 7he orLiy thing that i. 6 
wolzAying a. 6 i6 this th-ing w-UA INCRq and the new coeoni, 6t. -6 
who aR-e cutting down the /tuUez tAee, 6 in oz a,, zeu M. " (2). 

Using the figures given in the previous two interviews and projecting 

them over a nine month tapping season, an approximation of the annual 

accounts of the ASSER Santa Helena may be constructed which will give 

the approximate average monthly income of the ASSER member: 

ASSER Santa Helena. 

Total Production (10,800 kilos at 2,36OCr/kilo) 25,488,00OCr. 

Payments to members for production at 1,500CR/kilo 16,200,000 

Wages of two employees: 12 x 105,00OCr. 1,260,000 

Payments to COBAL : 12 x 400,00OCr. 4,800,000 

Bank repayments on loan plus 12% annual interest. 897,293 

Total debits. 23,157,293 

Annual Balance: 2,330,707Cr. 

1. The problem of the colonists will be discussed later in this section. 
2. Field interview, ASSER Santa Helena, BR 317 Brasileia. 
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Income of ASSER member. 

Payment for production (635 kilos at 1,50OCr. ). 

Less cost of Oxen. 

Annual cash income. 

Monthly cash income. 

952,500 Cr. 

27,000 Cr. 

925,500 Cr. 

77,125 Cr. (1). 

Although the seringueiro who produces prancha or pela rubber is 

unlikely to achieve the production levels of those who produce folha 

defumada, it is useful to compare the possible monthly incomes of 

these three seringueiro groups using the 635kilo per annum production 

level of the ASSER member: 

Index. 

1. Seringueiro producing folha defumada. 

2. It it pela. (2) 

prancha. (3) 

77,125Cr. 100 

79,375Cr. 103 

97,896Cr. 127 

The monthly cash incomes of the seringueiros in groups 2 and 3 are 

higher by 3% and 277. respectively. It must be remembered that both 

these groups must pay transport costs for both the commercialisation 

of their product and the delivery of supplies to their colocarao (4). 

In addition they must also pay for the cost of supplies. The cash 

income of the ASSER member is exactly that. SUDHEVEA provides transport 

and the goods from COBAL have already been debited from his account. 

at the ASSER. 

The possibility of on-farm accumulation and escape from the self- 

perpetuating cycle of debt is a distinct possibility for this group, 

as is further internal social differentiation. The trajectory of the 

latter, towards the socialisation of capital or its concentration, is 

as yet an open question to be determined by future political developments. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Excluding any redistribution of ASSER profits. 2. At 1,500CR. /Kilo. 
3. At 1,850Cr. /KIlo. 4. Unless trading with the marreteiro. 
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Towards the end of 1983, a serious problem arose for the members of 

the ASSER Santa Helena and their neighbours. Without forewarning 

SUDHEVEA, the local STR, or the ASSERs in the area, INCRA went ahead 

with the settlement of PAD Santa Quiteria, the extension of PAD 

Quixadi, which was projected to cover 70,000 hectares . Much of 

this land was already occupied by seringueiros aut6nomos including 

the members of three ASSERs who had already constructed mini-usinas 

and had begun production. 

When confronted by the local STR, INCRA stated that it was forced to 

settle the land because of the large numbers of out of state migrants 

that had arrived in Acre during the summer of that year. In addition, 

even though the 'posses' of the seringueiros varied from 200 to 500 

hectares, because they were resident within the area of an INCRA 

project, these were to be reduced to the INCRA 'norm' of 100 hectares 

and the remainder re-allocated to the new colonists (1). Here, INCRA 

was behaving in an arbitrary manner and possibly was breaking the 

law in that the right of posse of the resident seringueiros was 

being ignored. 

This created serious problems both for the seringueiros and for the 

future of rubber production in the municipality. Firstly, the 

colocagoes of the seringueiros were extensive precisely because the 

natural dispersion of rubber trees determined this. If a colocagao 

was limited to 100 hectares, then the seringueiro would at best find 

sufficient trees to create two rubber trails on his property. Thus, 

his income would be greatly reduced. 

1. Field interview, STR President, Brasil6ia. 
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Secondly, the reduction of the colocagao to 100 hectares would prejudice 

the seringueiro's ability to put his children to work once they reached 

adulthood. As has already been noted, a feature of many colocagoes 

is the number of trails which are de-activated or 'resting' between 

tapping years. It is normal for the young males of the family to 

beging tapping when they reach the age of twelve. At this age they 

usually tap only a single trail which is augmented to two after two 

years and then to three when theyare 15 or 16. The loss of trails 

through the reduction of the size of the colocarao would make this 

impossible. 

I 

Thirdly, settlement by colonists necessarily signifies further 

deforestation and this in an area that had already borne the brunt 

of this process. Not only would the colonists' subsistence plots 

cut right through existing rubber trails and disrupt current 

production, they would also reduce the rubber tree capital of the 

municipality in terms of future production. This placed in jeopardy 

the whole concept of the mini-usina as a viable alternative. 

Throughout the month of January, 1984, discussions were held between 

INCRA, SUDHEVEA and the local STR. During these, INCRA argued that the 

fault lay with the seringueiros themselves in that they had not taken 

advantage of the PROBOR programme and created small plantations on 

their colocaroes. The STR in their turn pointed out that this would 

have been impossible as COLONACRE had been unable to supply sufficient 

saplings to meet existing demand. A compromise was reached whereby 

INCRA provisionally agreed to colonise 20,000 hectares of the PAD 

and freeze the settlement of the remaining 50,000 hectares for between 

8 and 12 years. This time period was set so as to enable each 
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seringueiro to create a3 hectare rubber plantation on his land. 

Finance for the plantations was to be provided by BASA at a 

competetive rate M. In case of accidental fire, BASA, SUDHEVEA and 

the seringueiro would bear the burden in the ratio of 50: 40: 10 and 

SUDHEVEA would retain responsibility for the cost of creating a new 

plantation. In the meantime, each seringueiro had to guarantee that 

all the rubber trails on his land would be used, that any which were 

presently disactivated. or resting should be re-activated and 

allocated to meieiros (2) if family labour was insufficient. 

The creation of such plantations by Brasileia's seringueiro 

aut6nomo population should provide them with as least as much income 

as at present. Normal practice is to plant three saplings together 

and then remove the two weakest the following year. The size of 

the mature tree and the need for avenues between lines of trees 

limits the density of plantations to 476 trees per hectare. Thus, the 

possibility arises of planting the equivalent of 9 rubber trails 

within the space of three hectares which under conditions of 

natural dispersal, would have been spread over 250 to 500 hectares. 

Plantation production also opens up the possibility of tapping more 

trees during the working day with a subsequent rise in production 

which would obviously benefit the seringueiro. It also lends itself 

to the use of wage labour if the hectarage under cultivation is 

extended. Social differentiation had already begun in the 

municipality with the use of wage labour in the mini-usina. The 

1. At the time of the field research this rate had not yet been set. 
2. A form of share-cropping, see Chapter 2, section 2.2.2. 
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prospect opens up for the further use of off-farm labour if 

plantations are extended either through the use of wage-labour or 

meieiros. In addition, larger plantations with the concommitant 

rise in production levels could mean the eventual establishment 

of a mini-usina on each colocaqao as the planting of 9 hectares 

would produce sufficient latex for it to be a viable proposition. 

Thus, the seringueiro of today could become the seringuelro-patrao (2) 

or seringalista of tomorrow. 

The mini-usina is not of itself an agent of social differentiation. 

The changes in the social structure of Brasileia were primarily 

determined in the contextual political arena. Firstly, the 

concentration of mini-usinas in Brasil6ia occurred precisely 

because the political struggle in the countryside had resulted in 

a concentration of free labour in that municipality. Secondly, the 

goodwill of state agencies was combined to ensure that the mini- 

usinas would function, although there were some problems with INCRA. 

It is just as possible for the mini-usina to be an agent of class 

oppression, which may eventually be the case in Brasileia, but which 

is a reality elsewhere in Acre, in the municipality of TarauacA for 

example. 

Although there are several disactivated seringais close to the 

town of Tarauaca which are occupied in the main by seringueiros 

aut8nomos and barranqueiros, rubber production in the rest of the 

1. Leaving six hectares in various stage of resting, the remaining 
three hectares, or the equivalent of nine trails, would, if tapped 
three times per week, produce 2,140 litres of latex per month 
which is well in excess of the minimum of 1,000 litres a month 
needed to service the mini-usina on a full-time basis. 

2. As noted in Part 1., the seringueiro-patrao is the seringueiro who 
also taps rubber, whilst furnishing 'aviamento' to other seringueiros. 
This is contrasted to the seringalista who derives all his income 
via 'aviamento'. 
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municipality is based on the traditional patrao/seringueiro cativo 

relation through the imposition of rent and/or the enforced trade 

with the barracao. Of the two mini-usinas already constructed in 

Tarauaca, one is owned by a seringalista and the other, a prototype 

built in the town itself, was sold by SUDHEVEA to a local merchant in 

late 1983 (1). There are plans to construct a further 19 mini-usinas 

in the municipality, all of which are destined to be constructed on 

active seringais under the control of the seringalista. This is in 

spite of the fact that there are sufficient numbers of seringueiros 

autonomos near to the town to warrant their inclusion in such a 

programme. 

The local director of SUDHEVEA refused to comment on this situation 

except to say that the future of the mini-usina in the municipality 

lay with the seringalistas as it was they who owned the over 100 

hectares that had already been planted with rubber trees. The latter, 

financed by PROBOR 2, are expected to begin commercial production 

in 1986/7 (2). The local manager of BASA confirmed that there was not 

a single instance in the municipality where finance had been granted to 

a seringueiro under the provisions of PROBORs 2 and 3 (3). 

The accord with COBAL in Tarauaca was also not operational with COBAL 

outrightly refusing to sell supplies to seringueiros, yet openly 

selling to local seringalistas and merchants. Thus, the package that 

was offered to and accepted by the seringueiros of Brasil6ia is being 

denied to their counterparts in Tarauaca by all three state agencies 

concerned. The following three interviews illustrate the dilemma 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. This mini-usina had not begun production by the time the field 

trip ended in early 1984. 
2. Field interview, SUDHEVEA, Tarauaca. 3. Ibid, BASA, Tarauaca. 
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of the local seringueiro population facing this new means of 

exploitation. The first is with a seringueiro who rents a colocagao 

from the seringalista who now obliges him to produce latex for his 

mini-usina. It shows how the change from pela production has led in 

this instance to a situation of greater dependence on the barracao: 

'Vw- mini-u, ýina i, 6 L)e., zy ýmpolzlunt. . ., kut on-ey in iho, ý, e 
piac" LiAP- BAa, ýiteza &Ae4, e- thew a/ýe no ýezingaii, ý&, 6 
- ihe4, e, ihe mini-u. 6, ina Pkiong, 

-ý ýto ihe wolikelz, 5, ýthe 
ýýaýinguei, zo. 6 ihem. 6e-gve-6 ... helLe iýt keiongI3 to ihe paiAao 
w-i-th ate i-he 6eiiingueizo/5 on the . 6e/zingai pzoducing iatex 
/Ga 'a ... We- havýe to ca4Ay the ialtex io the raini-u, 6ýa eveay 
two day, ý tecau, 6e we have no animai, ý and the . 6ezingaLi, 6ta 
won'i 3uppgy ihem... a week', 6 f-atex i, 3 ioc, much io ca/zAy 

, in oap- jou4jzey... iL6 iwo houA, 6 wa-ek Y-o J-he PaRAacao... 
i-ý, 6 mean, 5 thaýt we cannoý tap on ihuý day, noz wozk in 
Lýe gaAden... and 6o we have Y-o PuY moze jupptile, 3 Ilzom 
iAe gaAAacao Man we u6ed to. ' (1). 

The second is with a seringueiro who lives on the fringe of the 

same seringal, Seringal Belem, but who has the right of 'posse' over 

his colocagao. This seringueiro began producing latex for the mini- 

usina, but found that this jeopardised his position as an autonomous 

producer: 

"I u. 6ed to . 6, ea &Lex io the . 6e/zingaZi, 6; ta, gut I changed 
ý, ack to plLoducing peia, _ý. . 

the 6eAinga. G, 6& who own a ru . n-i- 
u, ý, ina e"iave6 -the zeAingueiAo molte than ke/oze... he doe-ý 
thi-6 in iivo way, 6 ... he -i. 6 the oniy one ýin 

the altea &Ao wiii 
guy iatex, gut you have to Fýuy . 6upp&Am Aom Vie gavtacao... 
gut hi. 6 pzicej a/ze higheA than -in town and . 6oon You get into 
deU... i/ the deU kecomed ; too gaea-t, Vzen he can feU you 
i-hai he won'i ze" you any moze good, 3 unitil you have paid 
it, 0// ... no-one eLe mi" kuy ia; tcx, -6o how can you eat... 
i/ you have nat pa-id ty Vie end o/ the yeaz, he can take you 

-in Amt o/ ihe judge and you witt io. 6e yoult iand ; ýo pay o// 
Vie deý ... wi-th Me peea, evelzy mameteizo wi" &Ly ii, 
evelty . 6hopkeepelt wiii exchange it /oz 6upp&P-3. -thaýt i. 6 
why I am now /2, zoduc-ing pela liuVeA again. ' (2). 

1. Field interview, Seringal bel6m, TarauacA. 
2. Ibid. 
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The third interview is with the President of the local STR who explains 

how his members are denied access to COBAL supplies and what effect 

this has on the members: 

ff. * and anothez thing, the agzeement, (with SURE VEA) 6tated 
thaýt the paice o/ good, 6 wid gy C013AL can oney ge incltea, ýed 
eve/zy 5ix month. 6-tut heze with the pataao, the p/tice, 6- go 
up eDe/ty day ... I/ anyone . 6ay, 3 that C094L &, a, 6 6et up heAe 
in 7a/tauacu to heip the 6e4ingueiao, then he i, ý a tiali... 
C013AL onig . 6eii. 6 to ýhe iocai nzeachant. 6 and to Vie paiAao 

... and ihat i, 3 that in genezai Me pataao dog. 6 
not &vnt to Uve out thelLe on the 5e,, zingui... he uvmi. 6 to 

ýUve he/ze zight vi the cenL?, P- o/ io&n ... he hu, 6 a managelt 
ýtO /ZUn ihe 3e, Zinga. 4ý... Me pal-, zao Puy, 3 hi, 6 . 6uppiie6 hzaýe 
14om COBAL and ito/t" them in hi, 6 &v1Lehouw... wAen the good. 6 
a, ze needed on the 6e, 7ingai, hz ioud, 6 them into hi. 6 Ploat and 
cha/zg" Vw- munugez 160%... the manugelz then take., 6 them up 
/zive, z and chaýzge, 6 the 6eaingueizo 300%, 6omeiime13 mo/te. 
on the 

. 
9a/zge/z ýeAingai, 3 Vie/ze ulLe undelý-rnanagelt-6, the-6e 

guy at 300% and . 6eei at geiwEen 450% and 500%... 6o a d1lum 

o/ (cooking) oii bAich come, 5 out o/ the doo/z, 6 o/ COBAL 

at 4,000 c/zuzeizo. 6, may co6t u, 6 much a. 6 15,000 c/Luzei,, to. 6 
on the uppelL ltiveA-6... gecau6e it pa-6, ie, ý Ilzom hand to hand 

and in the end it i, ý the . 6e/tingueiao iAo ha6 to pay and 
&4o 1-ind, 6 hiýmýeil una9fe to pay hi6 delt-, 6 at the end o/ 
the yea/t. ' (1). 

In Tarauaca, then, the mini-usina is a symbol of dependence on the 

barracao for both the seringueiro cativo and the seringueiro 

aut8nomo. This situation has arisen as a result of a combination 

of economic and political factors: techniques of production; the 

inability of the seringueiro to accumulate given the system of 

debt peonage; the decisions and actions of local branches of state 

agencies. It is likely that, once the plantations become operational, 

the seringueiro will no longer find a market for his pelas, as the 

folhas are of higher quality and will be in grater demand. If they 

are to continue their profession as rubber tapper, seringueiros will 

be forced to either produce latex for one or other of the mini- 

1. Field interview, STR, Tarauaci. 
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usinas or else will become wage labourers on the plantations 

themselves. The alternative is a return to subsistence cultivation. 

Apart from the 19 mini-usinas planned for construction in Tarauaca, 

there are plans for 55 others : 40 in Cruzeiro do Sul ; 10 in Feij6 

and 5 in Mancio Lima (1). All these are located within the Jurua 

micro-region where the majority of new plantations are to be found. 

In December, 1982, the municipality of Cruzeiro do Sul alone contained 

43% of the total area of plantations in the state (see Table 2.4.13. ). 

It seems inevitable that the future of rubber production in both 

micro-regions of the state will be based on the wage labour of former 

seringueiros who will have been transformed into plantation workers. 

4.3. Project Seringueira. 

The municipality of Xapuri was also targeted by SUDHEVEA as a 

possible site for the location of ASSERs organised around the mini- 

usina. Like Brasileia, Xapuri's rubber production had fallen steeply 

during the previous two decades. In 1962, the municipality produced 

2,352 tonnes. This had fallento 1,132 tonnes in 1971 and in 1981 

Xapuri produced only 679 tonnes, less than 30% of the 1962 level. 

SUDHEVEA was faced with three major problems in relation to the 

implementation of its programme in Xapuri: 

1. The area had suffered considerable deforestation, particularly 

on either side of the arterial highway, the BR 317. 

1. Field interview, SUDHEVEA, Rio Branco. 
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2. The bulk of its prospective clients, the seringueiros autonomos, 

lived in that part of Xapuri which was not served by access 

roads, i. e., on the seringais that line each side of the River 

Xapuri and the northern bank of the River Acre. 

3. The local STR had a policy of non-cooperation with state organs 

until the problem of land titling had been resolved. 

Faced with this situation, SUDHEVEA mounted a campaign to persuade 

seringueiros to form ASSERs in that section of the municipality in 

which the STR had least influence, along the 'Estrada Velha' (the 

old highway) and along the BR 317 that had been constructed to 

replace it. SUDHEVEA succeeded in persuading only three groups of 

seringueiros/barranqueiros to mount ASSERs at Santa Fe, Sempre Viva 

and Estrada velha. These were constructed at the beginning of 1983, 

but all had ceased to operate by December of the same year. 

ASSER Santa F6 was surrounded by an area that had been colonised 

by subsistence farmers who had migrated to Acre from outside of 

the state. The latter had purchased their properties from the 

ex-seringalista. While, on the one hand, they had cleared large 

areas for crop cultivation which obviously reduced the numbers of 

rubber trees in the catchment area of the ASSER. Several were in 

receipt of PROBOR finance and had already initiated small areas 

of plantation rubber. These however, were still a long way from 

commercial production and the ASSER closed for lack of latex. The 

seringueiros were unable to meet the credit instalments. Faced with 

the possibility that their future production of folhas defumadas 
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would be earmarked by SUDHEVEA for loan repayments and the real 

possibility that they would have no cash income available for the 

purchase of essential supplies, the ASSER members abandoned the mini- 

usina and reverted to the production of pela rubber which they 

could sell in the town itself or barter with the marreteiro. 

The members of the ASSER Sempre Viva received the finance from 

BASA at the beginning of the rainy season. The mini-usina was 

constructed and the rest of the finance was used to buy supplies 

which were to tide them over the first six months until the 

mini-usina became fully operational. The summer of 1983 was 

exceptionally rainy, as had been the previous summer, and many of 

the seringueiros had not been able to burn clearings for subsistence 

cultivation. They harvested little the following spring and so had 

no on-farm produce to supplement the supplies already bought in and 

paid for from the finance already received. Over half the ASSER 

members were forced to consume these supplies before the tapping 

season had started and, like the members of the ASSER Santa Fe, 

were faced with a long period of no cash income and no supplies. 

Again, the members reverted to pela production and closed down the 

mini-usina. Not one folha defumada was produced by the ASSER during 

the 1983 production year. 

The ASSER at Estrada Velha built the mini-usina and operated it for 

just three months. Not entirely convinced of the viability of the 

enterprise, a number of the members hedged their bets and sent only 

half of the latex that they produced to the mini-usina for processing 
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reserving the remainder for pela production to be sold if the ASSER 

failed. The ASSERs revenue was insufficient to pay off the finance 

from BASA and, after three months, almost half of the ASSER members 

withdrew from the cooperative. (I). 

The SUDHEVEA programme in Xapuri, then, was a total failure. Apart 

from the problems that occurred at the three mini-usina plants 

that were constructed, SUDHEVEA did not succeed to co-opt those 

seringueiros who lived on the more distant seringais. This was 

primarily due to the activities of the local STR whose policy of 

non-cooperation with state organs had been forged out of the 

experience of dealing with INCRA during the previous decade. However, 

the level of political consciousness of the STR members of Xapuri 

was also a product of the activities of the Centre for the 

Documentation and Research in Amazonia (CEDOP) which was set up in 

Rio Branco in 1981. 

CEDOP consists of a small group of researchers, most of whom were 

members of or sympathetic to the position of the PT at the time of 

the field trip, who were committed to improving the economic 

situation of the Acrean small producer, especially the seringueiro. 

CEDOP is funded in the main through SUDHEVEA's 'Operation 

Seringueiro' which was set up as a sub-programme of PROBOR 3 to 

provide educational facilities for the seringueiros of the interior 

through the training of a number of seringueiros on each seringal 

who would eventually become the teaching staff of small schools that 

were to be built. 

1. Data collected in the field. 

&Z, 
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In late 1981, CEDOP approached OXFAM for financial assistance to 

build a school and pay the subsistence and salaries of two full-time 

staff on Seringal Nazare in the interior of Xapuri. The two staff, 

a married couple, built a home on the seringal and shared the life- 

style of its residents, tapping rubber and cultivating subsistence 

crops. This was an important factor in gaining the confidence of 

the local population as well as giving the two workers first-hand 

knowledge of the problems that confront the seringueiro and his 

family. Between December, 1981, and November, 1982, OXFAM funding for 

the project amounted to E29,337 which was allocated in the 

following manner: 

1. Project salaries and Admin. costs. 17,895 

2. Supplies, tools and the hire of a mule train. 3,529 

3. Two part-time salaries, rice huller and Travel. 6,712 

4. Building costs, team transport and salaries. 891 

5. Team travel to Sao Paulo. 310 

Total. 29,337 (1) 

From the experience gained by the two. workers, CEDOP produced a 

manual with which to teach the seringueiro families literacy and 

numeracy, a manual based on the every day existence of the 

seringueiros themselves. The method used, called the Paulo Freire 

Method after the Brazilian educationalist who pioneered it in 

the 1960's, is founded on the philosophy that education is a 

political force and that it must be used to combat social 

inequality. The teaching manual that was produced by CEDOP, called 

1. OXFAM Information department: Information Sheet BRZ 326M, July, 1983. 
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'Poronga' after the lamp that enables the seringueiro to work in 

the darkness of the early morning, bases its lessons on ten central 

issues taken from the historical and contemporary experience of 

the Acrean seringueiro: 

1. Ecological devastation. 

2. A comparison of the life of the seringueiro with the lives of 

other Brazilian workers. 

3. The history of rubber production. 

4. The struggle for land and the 'empate'. 

5. Cooperativism. 

6. The history of trade unions in Brazil and the formation of the 

STRs in Acre. 

7. What is a 'posseiro'? 

8. Health. 

9. Education. 

IO. The exploitation of labour and the accumulation of wealth. 

In addition to Poronga, which combined literacy training with 

political awareness, a manual for the teaching of basic arithmetic 

was also produced. Of a number of lessons attended during the 

field trip, two in particular illustrate the political nature of 

the method. The first involved teaching the adult students to 

read and wrire the two syllables 'ma' and 'ta' which form the 

word 'mata' (jungle). During the lesson the students were asked 

what value the 'mata' held for them and the answers were written 

on the blackboard : the provider of materials with which to build 

a house; the home of the animals and fish that the seringueiros 

hunt; the place where they grow their crops; the source of their 
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rubber production etc. The lesson ended with a resum6 of the 

importance that the jungle held for the seringueiro and it was 

generally agreed that the jungle should be preserved at all costs. 

The second lesson was concerned with the teaching of percentages. 

Again this was not treated in isolation from real life, but in 

terms of how to calculate the percentage profit that the patrao 

and the marreteiro extract from the seringueiro. 

Within 12 months of completing the school at Seringal Nazar6, five 

more had been constructed with the help of OXFAM and CEDOP on the 

Seringais Boa Vista, Floresta, Sao Pedro, Espalha and on the Estrada 

Velha. At present the emphasis is on teaching the adult, both male 

and female, although some children do attend classes. Lessons take 

place from Saturday lunchtime to Sunday afternoon and the students 

eat and sleep in hammocks in the schoolhouse as most live several 

hours journey away. The students are encouraged to participate in 

the lesson and each one takes turns at being the teacher under the 

guidance of one of the project team, as well as in cleaning the 

schoolhouse and cooking the meals. 

During 1983, as a direct result of the education programme initiated 

by CEDOP, production cooperatives were organised on two of the 

seringais on which schools were located, Seringal Floresta and 

Seringal Boa Vista. The cooperatives which received loans from the 

Church's Land Commission, the CPT, in Rio Branco are cooperatives in 

the sense that individual producers join together at certain times 

of the year to communally sell their rubber product and buy in 
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supplies. This action enables them to by-pass the local middlemen, 

the small trader and the marreteiro, and deal directly with the 

large merchants of Xapuri and Rio Branco and so obtain a better 

price for their rubber product and the supplies at a lower cost. 

The following two interviews with a member of each of the two 

cooperatives narrate how the cooperatives were created and the 

problems that beset themduring the first year of operation. The 

first is with a seringueiro on the Seringal Floresta, which lies 

a day's journey on foot from Xapuri. Here, the seringueiros had 

previously traded with a marreteiro, but now deal with the largest 

merchant in Xapuri. The second is with a member of the cooperative 

on Seringal Boa Vista which lies further out from Xapuri two or 

three days on foot. These seringueiros also traded with a local 

marreteiro, but now transport their produce by river to Rio Branco. 

"7hi. 6 idea o;. ' the coopezai-ive... iý appeaaed to u, 3 to 
like a d1team ... the- peopie who heiped u, 6 with ihe ý6choo-O 
Y-oid " that it b-a, 6 pozsiL& ... 

how to join iogethelz to 

zeV 4. uUleý and guy 
. 6uppliez ... 

Ide had aevelL healtd o/ a 
coope, zat-im fz/oze... onty in the citie-6 o/ the Soui-h... 

uw- ujed to 3, eU to the maaReiei4o who pa. 5.6e. 6 th4ough 
he/te with hi, 6 ox ýbzain, gtA now we zea ditectiy to 
the nezchant. zn Me iomn 

... 
ble gegan to get ýogeiheA in 

a jma. U gzoup ... 
I Viink Mat. the /i4, jt t. &w that we 

mRt to di-6cu. 6, j th-&3 Liz" weze onOy MA" o/ uj... alteA 
thai., uVw-n we aeatized it, w" pozjitle, we invited otheAz 
to come and di. 6cuzz the ge4t. way o,, -" going aiouý it ... 

R 

&" dil/icu& to o4gani. 3e kecauze,, to gei a good p4ice, 
you have to ze" a ioi o/ aaUeA ... 

Aut while you aAe 
121toducing ihiz auAgen you have to eat ... and eveAy 15 o4 
20 day. 6 we had to 

. 6eV jome o/ ou4 auAte4 to the 

maa, zeteiao ýoA 
-6upptie-6... w how could we kui& up a 

, 6iock o/ zuUaA? ... 
Ide. Uwe had hea/Ld that 

. 6ome 04gani4a- 
i. ionz Like CED010 and the CP7 weze c., zeated e-6pecia&y /oa 
ihi, 6 type ol -thing .... 6o we &wnt to the CP7 and they 

. 6aid ye. 6, gut we needed to give them a &, 3t. o/ what' we 
ItequZ? ed F-e/o/te the money moatd feave the gank ... We went 
tack home and met with the oMPA-6 to di, 3cu, 3, s what we 
nzeded..., lood 3qp12lim,, tooe, 6, pack animai6 ... and we unote 
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thiz down on a piece o/ papeA /oa Vie CP7 to co"ideA 
... we wanted to guild a coopezative ... /oz communal 
guying and we made ouz zequ-e, 3t, uw- had to 
wait ... we wii-ed a long time and . 6ome o/ om //Liejtdz 
thought that it would nev" happen ... and we weae -9ozing time a-6 weii, we we-lLe a&eady hall way thAough the tapping 

, 3ea-6on... then it az/tived .. they had zaid ye, 6 and they 
wou-ld lend uz 900,000 clLazeiAoz ... thiz waz -in ociogeA, 
1982 ... Oe had made the. pzopozition in jaauazy ... Ide all 
went into Rio Lkanco with the money to guy the jupptiez 
and mateltialz that we needed ... 0. e Aought. lood, axez, toolz, 
'tigeZ6inha, 3' (7) ... we goughi a mule ; ýo t/tanzpozi the 
, zu. Ue, z and -the . 6uppiZe, 3 and then we wefzt Pack home... 
7he/7-e waz a pjLoglem zighi- away... we got the money at a 
time u4en it iz vvAy dil4cu-& to wolzA... wini eA waz 
coming .... Duzing NovemgeA, Decem9ez, Janualty, 7egAuaay and 
Ila/zch, it tainz a lot and we can pioduce velty little... 
So, thaoughout the wintelt, we /2, zoduced no /7-u"ez and ate 
up all oui lood . 6uppliez ... anothez happened that I /ojtgot 
io mRniion. .. the mule died... gui Mingz aae getting 
&e; fteA... U, e told the maRAeieiao that we wanted nothing 
to do with hiým-ihat we would pay oll ouz deAtz to him 
when &w- had pzoduced zome ItakeeA. -at that Lime, l owed 
him azound 40,000 cjzuzei/zo, 6 which wa-6 a lot ol money then 

... /tug4e, z wou-ld 4tch only ju, 5t oveA 300 cauzei/zoz a 
kilo... now -it iz oveA 1,200-AnotheA thing that held 
uz up wa. 6 the /teaUy gad zummeA oý that yea/t ... HalLdly 
anyone had geen ag-& to plan-ý that yealt ... I have neve-4 
, 6e, en a . 6ummeA Like plant heite ju, 6i /o,? ou/t own 
con. 6umption and that Yealt waz zo gad that we- didn't have 

enough to /A2, ed ouzzeivez ... that iz uAy we uzed up all 
the 

-6uppiie-6 ... When it. waz t4me /o/t uz to 6ta/? -t 
taPPing 

* at Me end o/ 4121iii, the gegi-nn-ing o/ May-we ha4diy Zd 
any lood Ze/i ... Put we managed to get fly. -T a-0,6o 

/oago. t to mention that, uAen we 4ought ail Me /ood in 
Rio Zkanco, wo/id got altound and th1we moap- lamiliez wanted 
to join the coop"a; tive... zo thzlte welLe nine lamiiie. 5 
inzi. ead o/ zix to divide the lood geiuw-en ... and a lew 

monlAz -tateý, one. ol the glioup Zelit hýiz lamily and moved 
in with anothea woman and heA chiidlten ... 

he wanted to 

. 3uppoat loth lamiiiez wiih ouA /oodyet he- wazn'ýt 
p, zoducing any , zuA9eA to pay ýoa it ... 

Ide had to make him 
leave the coope4ative, gat he- &A owing aea/tly 60,000 

C/ZUZR-iao, 5 ... It. uvz anothe-a dizazteA ... (Eve-4 ziýnce then, 
though, we have teen doing uZaight... 0hen Me zuppi-iez 
ILan out, we decided not to deal with Vie maa4etei4o 
gecauze we would have laited in what we zet out to do... 
zo we had to economize a lot on lood... 4omet4mez we 
only had co/tn poAA-idgp- /ot a whole week ... Once we zia4ted 
tapping, 

-thingz implLoved a lot. . We zoid all ouA 4uAteA 
toggtheA 

-in 
town and 4. ough; t 4ve oxen ... Oxen a4e cheapelt 

and can caa4y mo., te andiý one. gwak, 3 a &gat lea-A you 

1. 'Tigelinha', the small cup which is placed below the incision in 
the bark which is used to collect the latex. 
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can eat it. .. no one eat-. 6 ma, & ... Ve . 6acai/iced a . 
9cit to 

guy tho. 6e oxen, gutt i/ we had to pay /o/t llteig&ý chaz-q" 
... It co-6t, 3 J"i undPA 30,000 cAuzei/toj to h4Ae an animal 
to make the jou4ney Aom oua coo/2e/tative to &&n ... arid 
30,000 ý&A the joazney tack... each animat can ca/Lay getuw-en 
80 and 90 kilo, 3 ... Il we didn't have ou/i own oxen, we wouid 
have to pay 1, -3 /ive time, 6 thilLty?... b)e wouid 
have to pay 150j. 000 c1LuzRizo, 3 -to ca/tay oua auUe/t to i-o&vz 

... and anotheA 150,000 to t&ing . 6upp-ýie, 6 4ack.. We toughi 

ouA ia-6t -toad oý zuppZie-6 a week ago..., 6ugaz at 435 czuz- 
e. iAoz a kiZo, -6a& at 200 czuzeizo, 3, -6oap at ju-6t oveA 350 

a 9aA ... lle4e, on the . 6eAingaeil we had -to tuy 6uga4 hevte 
Aom the ma/zAeteiAo, a wouid co-6i u, ý 700 oA 800 /oa a kieo 

... and co/Ae would co-6t 4,000 czuze-iAo, 6 whiZe intowa il 
co. 6t. 6 on-iy 2,800. .. It i, 6 the . 6ame with ali the good, 6 and 
with /zuUeA aj we-U ... We took with u-6 a totaX o/ 450 ki-go-6 
o/ AaUe,, z to -6e"... in town we 6oid it /o4 1,250 a kilo... 
the maIL4zteilio hp-, se on-gy want. 6 to pay 900 and he wiii /tog 
you on h-iz ga-eancej a. 6 we"... AIE have made . 6orn-e miitake. 6 
tecau, 3e we had no e-xpeAie-nce at thi-3 -6o/d o/ ihing, we 
we"-n't PZactica-ý enough... the 1, iA. 6t mi. -3take we made wa, 6 
to guy 6uppiiez and Men 6ý, t them to ou/t. 6e Ov" at the 

-6ame 
p1tice. . and -the . 6ame uqýM zAgez. .. the pA4 ce that we got 
in town wa, 6 the /xicz ; that each 6ezýgueý/to Iteceived ... Ide 

neveA thought o/ chaaging the memgezA a Litt& molte /oz the 

good, 6 -that he toughy- and giving him a -&tLte 
ie, 6,6 /o/t the 

AuAte/z..., jo that we would have 6omelhing in ca. 5e o/ an 
vmRAgency ... thingj tike Me death ol the mu-& set u. 6 tack 
a -0ot ... 

it co, 6t 150,000 c4uzeizo. ýs... a-4- that Lijwuw- coued 
have gought th"-e oxen /o/t the 

. 6ame plzice... and -il one had 
died, we woaZd have ge-en &; eyt with two... Oua main pltot&A 
now -i-6 

how 
-to pay tack the ioan to the CP7... they oaiginaily 

gave u. 6 two yea/z. 3 to pay ... uW ae, ýo totAowed 700,000 
CAuze-i'Ll), 6 A002 PltOjer-i Se-A-ingureilzo to te paid tack 
in tWO Yea-a, 6 without inteAe, 6t ... 

Ve went to jee the CP7 
atout an exten-3ion 0/ the 

-time pe4-iod and they aite 
con, 31deAing it 

... 
It wa, 6 PadAe Claudio o/ the 017 who to& 

" afl-Out ih-i-6 thýg caiied a 4e. 6eAve Zand. . to he. 9p u. 6 
thlýoagh time-ý ol d-i//-icu&ie, 6 ... 

It i, 5 a good idea, gal we 
don't know yei how ij wj" wotk..., ýOme q the mem9eA. 6 
have compiained that., il we deduct a pencentage Acm the 
P,? -ic, e 0/ AALRA., then Mo, ýe who p1toducc Me mo, 6ý wi" pay 
molte into the /? -e, 6e/zve lund than Lho. 6e who 121toduce te, 3,3... 
and thi-6 i6 not laiA 

... 
We aze going to di,! 5cu, 6,6 thi. 6 at ou, 4 

aext mee; t4ng. " (1). 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Field interview, Cooperative member, Seringal Floresta. When the 

cooperative was visited again in January, 1984, a reserve fund had 
been started. The members had agreed to a 20% increase in the cost 
of supplies, but not to a% deduction in the price that they 
received for their rubber product. The members felt that this would 
penalise those who worked harder. 
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"I came to thi-6 SeAingae Doa Vi. 6, ta in 1973 ... I u, 6P-d to Live. 
nea-, z Lka, 6,, ý&ia, gu-t I wa. 6 aione. and aV my aeXationj tive 
he,, ze in thi, 3 vat&y ol the kive., z Xapult-i... TýA, 6t we wonked 
/o, z the pa; tAao. . then &w- t4aded with the ma/z/teteizo... and 
now we have a coope/taiive... 7he union Legan heAe in Xapulti 
in 7976 and I joined in 1977 ... Luiz Damiao waj the 
p,, te, 6idenýt then and he. went Aom hou. 6e to hou. 6e... to eveity 
lam, Uy on the- 3e4inga, 9.... teMng u, 3 "out oua liighl, ý to 
, 6; tay on Vw- -eand... ai- thi, 5 time, we had no idea o/ what 
wýent on -in the oul, 3ide ... ou)z only expe4ience wa, 6 helte, 
weaking on the . 6ezingaýe ... Ide didnt know how to explte, 3,3 
ou, z, 6-e, 9v, e, s ... me welte enzgaaa, ý, 3ed to . 6peak up /o/t ouz. 6e-fve. 6 
... today we aze not neAvou. 3 at aee ... I/ I meet a pez.! 5on 
Like yoult, 3ee;. " who I have neve/z met 9e,, -'oze ... I might . 6peak 
co4"ci. iy and I nzight not... Put I wont ge alAaid to 6peak 
... /oa me it uv-6 a gaeat. expezience ... we tealtned a -eot in 
thi, j A., Zugg, & togeihez ... a4out the zýght. 3 that we have in 
the place, 6 that we wolik, ou4 co-Pocacoes ... Oe didn't know 
lthi, 5 AeloAe ... Ide had , zight, 6 a, 5 human geing, 3 and we didnt 
zeai-ize... 7he coope/zaýtive 1,3 not wolthing too weie at the 
momoeni-main-gy gecau, 6e 3ome o/ the memilez. 6 . 6tie-o don't 
ltea, Uy undez, 6tand -the 12, zo"Rm, 3... 7hey compaiin ugout each 
othe, z, gut don't do anything ... It . 6houedn'ý ge tike that 
... We . 6houid ia-0-k open-ey agout MR. 6e tAiiz_q,. 6 in the meeting. 6 
... 6/e alLe going to have a mgeting Mi. 5 Sunday and I hope 
to -taZk af-oul Lhi-6. - -, 4,6 &ade,, t 0/ the coopezative, I have 
had to do a tot ol bzaveiing and thing,, j have geen felt... 
7h, e wozk 5houid ge the 4e. 6pon. 6ig-l-iity o/ u. 6 uee and 6o 
we mu, 3ot divide it gei&wen aV the- memteq, 6.. . b)e hcjve ieven 
m, em9elz-6. o.. 6even jeamitie, 6 on . 6even rojocacoe, 5... 0np 0/ thým 
&wzi, 3 to -geave, &Lýt we wiii have to la, 91, jhý, ý ovez geccuýje 
the coopesaUve ýhould wollk wegj and the molte lzuUeZ that 
we can 6eU togethez, the 9-ejýe-,, the plzice that &w miee get 
... and we Can IkUY -6uPp4Ue, 6 in the 5. to/ze, 3 qf Rýo 8, zanco /oj the iowe, 6i paice avai-eakie ... We chuAge each memget 30% on top o/ the p/tiCC that We pay 110/t the good, 5... 7hi. -5 goe, ý to the coopeliative ... 4/t examp-tewe 5eU powdelied miik /o/t 
900 C,, ZuZeizo-6 /? &, 3 30%... that makeýj ju,! si oveA 1,150.. o Y-helte in the 6toae6 0/ Xa/2uzi,, the 5ame Un o/ mi4ek co, ýt, 3 1,700 czuzeizo/3 and you . 6ti_oX need to tAan. 612041 it to 
the -6cAingai... SO we 5,2, U il cheapelt... 7he memgelt 
who &Qnl-6 to ieave 1,6 compaiiaing agoui the 30% ... lie doe, 3n'i 
. /teaiize 1-hai we need to do thi, 6 il we uze to move ýozwuAd. ý 
... Like &&n we gought two muie. 6... &w- weAe untucky "cau. 6e 
one oý them died and wc- aii had to pay ýo/t . 6ome ol the co6t 
... the 30% wouid ke A& to pay /oA such emvAgenie6... 
Ue . 6iiU have one muie and . 5ome Aipnd, 6 on the 5e/tingal who 
w-iýi &-nd u, ý anýma-& Aom time to time-even to iAan. 6poat 
ou4 auUei ; to the lLiveA gank (R. Riozinho) which -i-6 th/tee 
houltA auay ... We now have a goa-t with a motoa /oa the joLmney 

rA to Rio Bzanco ... Ronaido lAom P/zoject Seti-ngueZzo gough-t -it /0"t U6... -Tt iake-6 u, 3 ýouA day, 3 to get VwIte-louA day, ý when 
thýe zivea i. 6 high ... In . 6ummeano-onz can taavei on the. Ainm, 

winlvA, a i, 6 eajy ... Ne take louz day-6 to go down- 

, 6i, zeam... bzaveMng untii it gg; t, 6 da/tk and Leginning again 
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at "t Zight ... It take, ý /. ive day, 3 /c., z ýhe joujzney tack 

q12-1tii-)eA... 7hi, 6 yeaz we went to /Uo Zkanco twice, gtd &Aen 
aae ketteA o4gan-i, 64ad, we, wi-U ýtAy to guy a ta/zye,, z koat 6o 

. that we only have to ýýave-, e once a yea., z... 7he money thaýt 

we golutowed uu-6 a glzea. 4- deaZ /o., z u. 6 ou; t helte on ýAe 

'3e, zinga-'e ... &w- a4, e not u., 3, ed io deating in gaage amouniA 

... It to" ovelt teo mit&on c1zuzei1zo. 6... 2,200,000... ihe 

moto, s on itz oun took 475,000 o,, -" 
Vti. 6.. and Vw- goai 

wa-6 85,000 ... and we aijo had to 12ay /ot lueý... 7he h4o& 
amouni-, ai-e ihaY we paid Zolz Yhe mu. &, 6, t/w mo; tolt, ihe 
goai ... and ihe expeime. 6 /os ihe joultney, uw. 6 divided 
leiuwen the . 3even .. ii came to 778,7 70 c/tuzeiAo. ýs 
IoIL each one. .. It uv, 6n'ý- ea-6Y lolt u. 3 gecau, 3e -then zuA1e, 7 

, joid eoa only 560 c/wzei/zo, 6 a Uio in ioi,. n and much &, 6.6 
oa; t he/zz on the 

. 6eAinga, ý... Ale a4e 6tiU having io guy 
-6ome 

&, ýng. 6 -in 
Xapuzi flecau. 6e we u, 6ed up the 3upp-tiej too 

quic"y. .- Only 3ugalL, cc oking ci-9 and d1tied miek -i/3 -6holzt 
we- decided not io guy oa 9ecau, 6, e it coiti too 

much ... Ve have to economi. -6e a g/tea-t dea-i at Vw moment 
, 3o ihaýt we only Pay iAing-6 bAog"a& in Rio zkanco... 
oihelu, ý. 6e we wi" ju, 6ýt 9-e giving a&vy ou'T pjzo/-iL6 io tlw- 

, 3hopkeepeA. 6 oý. Xapu4i Like ge/oae. ' (1). 

The principal advantages of this form of cooperative are threefold. 

Firstly, each seringueiro family benefits in direct proportion to its 

own level of productivity. The more that is produced on the colocarao, 

the greater that family's cash income. Secondly, each family benefits 

from the joint sale of rubber and purchase of supplies. As the 

interviewee from the cooperative on Seringal Floresta stated, goods 

were purchased in bulk at aproximately 60% of the price that they 

formerly had to pay in town and much less than what had been charged 

by the marreteiro, while rubber sold for about 38% more. Thirdly, both 

the cooperatives had created reserve funds for future expansion or to 

aid members in times of hardship. 

Anotherjess tangible, product is the experience that this form of 

organisation has given the members. This experience has been 

Field interview, Cooperative leader, Seringal Boa Vista. 
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incorporated into the fund of knowledge of the whole community. In 

practical terms, it has motivated the local STR, to whom all the 

cooperative members belong, to formulate new policies based upon it. 

Firstly, in terms of its own organisation, the STR leadership in early 

1984 had begun the task of persuading its members to take a more 

active role in union affairs. The aim was not merely to divide the 

work load more equitably, but to promote the politicization of members 

through active participation. Discussions were under way concerning 

the allocation of positions within the STR on a monthly rota basis 

instead on annual election as has previously been the practice. This 

move on the part of the STR, and by the two cooperatives, was an attempt 

to move away from the image of such organisations as assistentialist 

rather than participatory. As the president of the STR in Xapuri 

stated when interviewed: 

`7hc mejnA&Aj mu. A unde/z. 6iand that the an-. -, on -, t. 6 the mp-un, 5 
ty uhich ýAey wiii 12u" them, 6eive, 6 out o/ the ýauation 
in uAich ýtýy 1-ind them. 6eiz)e, ý... memgez.. 6h-il? doe-6 noi- end 
once the mon, ý"y due., 5 a/Le paid ... moze, then hu-tl o/ the 
MeMkeA-6 think 

-5&AU Liink Mai ; the union i, 5 heae ju, 6: t to 17110vide ami-6tance... it i. 5nt ju. 6t tAi, 5... It doe, 6 
he-912 the uioakeA -to light inju, 6tice, gui it ffuzji ut, 6o wolzk to /Zai, ýe the con6ciuo. 6ne. 64 o/ the mem9ez. un. Lii we 
. 3ucceed in ihi, 3, ihe ýjmingue-tlto w-i" contiaue to thifzk 
o/ the union in ýUw -3ame Lxiy u, ý he. think, 6 o/ the Chaltch 

to go to in timeýj o/ czj, 6i, 6. .. Y-hai i-6 uhy we a4, e bzying io'/2e., 
z, 6uude them to gecome mo4e invo-Oved ... R 1,5 eu, 5y io 

e-tect . 6omeone to 6c), zt out pzoUem-6 /o/z you, i-t- 1-5 a eoy- 
mo)z, e dill-icult io do -it youA, 6ef/. .. gu-t Vii-ý5 i. 6 ihe way 
/cauv4d... Me meýlz. 6 mu. 6t &zugize that they alie the 
an-ion und the union i. 6 them. " (1). 

Secondly, the STR has begun to promote the formation of similar 

cooperatives on other seringais in Xapuri as the principal means of 

1. Field interview, STR, Xapuri. 
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loosening the ties between the seringueiros and the local store- 

keepers and marreteiros. As of December, 1983, the CPT was considering 

applications for financial assistance from five such groups. 

It must be noted that the activities of the cooperatives and the 

STR have generated much criticism from the traders in the town who 

foresee a total collapse of commerce in the municipality if they 

are bypassed and the seringueiros trade in the state capital. 

Several attempts have already been made to destabilize the two 

existing cooperatives, threats have been made against members and 

the Mayor of Xapuri called in the military to intervene in the 

municipality in October, 1983, as he thought that "communist backed 

seringueiros were ready to take over the town" (1). 

4.4. Summary. 

This chapter has discussed the implementation of three distinct 

strategies which have sought both to economically emancipate the 

seringueiro and ensure his permanence on the soil. It has been shown 

that the first scheme, that of INCRA via the creation of PADs, has not 

succeeded in this task. By far the most significant factor in this 

lack of success has been INCRA's failure to coordinate the provision 

of cheap credit and an adequate infrastructure. That this can be 

achieved in the context of Acre has been proven by the success of 

SUDHEVEA in Brasileia. Whilst it is difficult to prove, INCRA's actions 

suggest that its overriding priority has been to relieve political 

During the same month a U. S. Airforce General was quoted in a 
number of local and national newspapers as stating that Acre was 
a guerilla stronghold. See various editions of '0 Rio Branco' and 
'0 Estado do Sao Paulo' of October, 1983. 
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tension in the short term by sacrificing the long terms viability 

of the whole prograimme. The accent on crisis management has meant 

that, at best, the the immediate future of the majority of colonists 

on the PADs is the relative deprivation of subsistence cultivation 

with no immediate prospect of commercialising what little surplus 

that can be produced. At worst, the PAD becomes just one more stepping 

stone along the road to urban poverty. 

The SUDHEVEA founded ASSERs based around the mini-usina and the 

cooperatives of Xapuri, which structurally resenble one another, do 

offer a viable alternative. Both these forms of cooperative activity, 

however, could not have begun without the mediation of outside 

agencies which provided both the intitial concept and the means to 

realize it, i. e., financial support at a low or zero rate of interest 

and practical assistance. The long term prospects of these two 

groups remains uncertain. On the one hand, neither the seringueiros 

of Brasil6ia nor Xapuri have secure titles to their land. On the 

other hand, the transformation of Acre into one great rubber plantation 

seems ensured. If this is the case, then the members of both forms of 

cooperative must become small plantation owners if they are to 

compete and survive. Given the nature of the problem, an important 

factor must be the continuation of financial and technical support 

of agencies external to them. To receive such support, the members of 

the cooperative must rely on the political will of these external 

agencies. If it is not forthcoming, their future is bleak. 
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CONCLUSION. 

This work has sought to provide a detailed empirical understanding 

of the historical formation of the rural class structure in Acre, 

with an emphasis on oral sources to illustrate the qualitative 

aspect of rural transformation, whilst firmly locating this process 

within the context of uneven capitalist development. It has been 

demonstrated that the Brazilian political economy has been and still 

is characterised by profound sectoral and territorial discontinuity. 

While this may suggest an apparent polarisation into two or more 

'Brazil's', it reflects contradictions within the whole, rather than 

disarticulation between the parts. 

Part 1 has shown that, although the Amazonian regional economy as 

a whole was devoted to the production and commercialisation of 

rubber, there was considerable empirical variation between the 

regional sub-units. Thus, when Acre entered the modern period, its 

population was predominantly rural and its economy still articulated 

to industrial capital via the Aviamento System which reproduced the 

dependence of the seringueiro on the barracao. 

Part 2 began with an analysis of those factors external to Acre 

which moulded the trajectory of subsequent events. The post-1945 

development programme was founded upon a strategy which encompassed 

an economic aim, i. e., capitalist industrialisation, and a 

conceptualisation of the desired societal end product, i. e., 
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democratic centralism. In the drive to realise these aims, the 

agro-export sector remained structurally intact whilst expanding 

extensively through the spread of peasant production into the 

frontier regions of the South and Centre-West. Here, capitalist 

and non-capitalist units were articulated, the input of the latter 

being a prerequisite of the continued expansion of the former. The 

underlying philosophy was that secondary sector growth would 

stimulate the expansion of the other sectors. However, contradictions 

in this process, e. g., the relative deprivation of the rural labour 

force as compared to its urban counterpart, gave rise to considerable 

rural protest movements during the 60s. 

The Military Regime, which came to power in 1964 in direct response 

to social unrest, was faced with the same dilemma as its predecessors: 

how to maintain the momentum of induced industrial development 

through which capital accumulation became concentrated, both 

socially and spatially, while guaranteeing social stability through 

apparent or real destributive measures. As a partial answer to this 

dilemma, the state promoted capital investment in the Amazon and 

initiated a programme of Amazonian colonisation. 

Following the Oil Crisis of 1973-4 and the failure of its coloni- 

sation. programme in the Amazon, and given its continued ideological 

committment to the 'model', the Regime began to emphasize capital 

investment in the region, via the POLAMAZONIA programme, at the 

expense of colonisation. Again, social unrest in the countryside, 
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and from allied groups at home and abroad, obliged the government 

to modify, but not interrupt, its programme by creating the PADs. 

As has been shown, the PADs were to re-enforce concentration in 

land, rather than counter it. However, it cannot be asserted that 

the PADs were created to serve this purpose even though they may 

have functioned in this manner. Similarly, state induced capitali- 

sation of agriculture in the South was promoted to resolve an 

externally created problem and conceived from within the logic of 

the current development model. It functioned to separate the small 

rural producer from the land, buts its prime object was the increased 

production of export crops to ease tha balance of payments crisis. 

Here we see two essential processes at work : the restructuring 

effects of capital and the development of social resistence to it, 

with capital seeking to subordinate labour and the latter seeking 

to maintain or reclaim its autonomy. These two processes are not 

directly reducible to the economic and the political, as in the 

I classical' Marxist antithesis of the 'forces' versus the 'relations' 

of production. Capital is as much a social relation as class 

consciousness is constrained by structural factors. 

Following from this, the state cannot be treated as a simple 

aggregate which 'represents' a particular class. Such a position 

ignores the social nature of the state apparatuses. On the one 

hand, there is, in Brazil, a centralised decision-making body 
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which makes policy decisions dictated by its own normative 

orientation. Then, there are also the numerous individual agencies 

charged with executing various aspects of these policies. The 

success or failure of each agency is dependent upon a complex 

balance of forces, social and structural, internal and external 

to it. 

In the same manner, the analysis of specific policies and their 

effects cannot be accomplished by simple reference to the class 

character of the state. Here we have seen state policies and 

programmes serving both the accumulation and legitimisation 

functions. There is no reason why 'creating the conditions for 

capital accumulation' and 'maintaining social harmony' should be 

treatedassomehow contradictory or mutually exclusive. To do so 

would reduce state activity to being the mere instrument of one 

class in the subjugation of the another. It would be a cynicism to 

assert that the TransAmazonian colonisation scheme or the later 

PADs were not created because of a genuine concern to alleviate 

rural misery. However, this is not to say that the solution taken, 

i. e., translocation rather than structural change, was not 

prompted by political, rather than purely economic, considerations. 

With reference to the unfolding of this double-edged process in 

Acre, the actions of the Dantas Administration mirrored those of 

the federal government by inducing capital investment in ranching 

without resolving the position of the resident posseiro population 
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vis-a-vis the land. Federal infrastructural development, the 

construction of the Brasilia-Acre highway, and incentives through 

POLAMAZONIA, facilitated the process in which posseiros were 

expropriated and forced into the shanty towns of the state capital. 

Those seringueiros autOnomos who remained in the countryside began 

to resist expulsion by the ranchers, at first as individuals and, 

later, as a unified body. Two external agencies, the Church and 

CONTAG, played prominent roles in the series of events that led to 

the seringueiros of Acre becoming a 'class for itself' through the 

legitimisation of the seringueiros' claim to land and in organising 

the form taken by the resistence movement. This was not without 

cost to the seringueiros themselves in the sense that their cause 

was subverted to a certain extent. 

An increase in the incidence of rural violence, the adverse publicity, 

and the continued rural exodus into the already saturated urban areas, 

forced the federal government to withdraw SUDAM incentives to the 

large ranching enterprises and to charge INCRA with the task of 

settling the dispute over land. INCRA failed to 'fix' the posseiro 

to the land. Firstly, it offered small exchange plots in inaccessible 

areas and, when this failed, offered plots equivalent to the regional 

rural module on land expropriated for this purpose, but did not 

provide adequate infrastructural development or credit provision. 

As a consequence, the posseiros of two municipalities in particular, 

Brasil6ia and Xapuri, rejected the INCRA alternative and tried to 
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carry on as independent small producers although in increasingly 

difficult circumstances. In the resurgence of violence that followed, 

a compromise package was put together betwen the seringueiros of 

Brasileia, the state government, INCRA, and that other federal 

organ that had come to operate in Acre, SUDHEVEA. 

SUDHEVEA, as has been shown, had one overriding imperative : to 

increase rubber production in the state. Given the problems related 

to plantation rubber and the existence of an independent labour 

force skilled in rubber production, but without the means to 

realize its production potential, SUDHEVEA overcame the immediate 

obstacles to their participation : credit for capitalisation 

without the prerequisite definitive title ; training in the use 

of the new equipment and management techniques ; commercialisation 

of the product. In Xapuri, similar obstacles were surmounted through 

the extension of no-interest credit from the Church and organisational 

orientation by Project Seringueiro. 

The success of these cooperatives has depended upon a variety of 

factors. In the first instance, they were participatory ventures 

and have displayed a high degree of cooperation between individuals 

to achieve group aims. Secondly, and partly as a result of the 

latter, the participants have developed considerable managerial 

skills during the first years of operation. However, external 

inputs have been a major contributing factor. Without access to 

cheap credit and commercialisation possibilities, such cooperatives 

could not exist. Here, then, is the political element which may 
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determine the future of small producers in Acre. This is not to 

suggest that politics somehow overdetermines the economic. Rather, 

the relation between the two is open, to be investigated in each 

case. 

Whether or not the cooperatives reproduce themselves through time 

as units founded upon family labour is also conjectural. It is 

just as possible for these units to become the locii of further 

social differentiation along the lines of the classical Marxist 

rural bourgeoisie/landless rural proletariat model as it is for 

them to become further socialised. While, in Brasileia at least, 

a 'farmer'/'junker' path seems to be unfolding, this is by no 

means inexorable. There is nothing intrinsic to rubber production 

that will determine the social nature of that production. 

It is not intended here to engage in a normative discusion 

regarding the preferability of successful rural production units 

based on family labour over shanty town life. Quotes in the text 

have demonstrated the qualitative benefits of the former over the 

latter. However, this work has shown that, given the political 

will, there is considerable scope for more small producer 

programmes to create rural production units that can and do 

compete in the 'modern' capitalist world. 
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